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PREFAC

guideline, n., a standar or principle by.
which to make a judgment or determine a
policy or course of action...

Mthster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary _

Sei000nd Edition, Collins-World, 1976

-Paiole board members and others with responsibilities
for decision-making in the. criminal justice system May re-

- quire standards or principles to guide them in two related
but diutinct decision functions. These two types, of deci-
sions are individua case decisions and general policy de
cisions. Statements of standards may provide guidelines
to assist in individual case judgments and at the same time
give a basis for determination of general policy, that is,
of the course of aciion to be taken in future decision-
making. The studles reported here have been motivated by
the desire to provide both types of assistance to paroling
authorities.

Parole lard decisions are complex, but relatively
4 simple guidelines were sought to be developed. A recent

study of decisions by the United States 'Parole Commission,
discussed in some detail in Chapter 1, suggested the prob7
ability that guidelines could be devised and used by state
parole boatds in both case decisions and policy formulation..
Accotdingly, the work reported here was undertaken in cbl-
laboration with seven state paroling authorities.

-9--
After discussion in ._Chapter. 1 of the general nature

of the parolinoliqy or guideline modpls sought, with
emphasis Ohoproviding a means for repeated assessment and
revision of policy, the general methods used are presented
and discussed in Chapter 2. The next seven chapters pre-
sent the specific guidelines produced with the seven dif-
ferent jurisdictions. Chapter 10 offers guidance on
guideline-development based on experience in this study;
and Chapter 11 presents a discussion of differing models
and 'of some moral issues that arise from the results of
the project.

Generally/ the report has been addressed to parole
board members and others in leadershi0 positions in the
criminal justiCe system. More,technical information has.
been included in the appendices,. These include a'descrip-
tion of a promising classification method for parole ,
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prediction research (Appendix A). Included also (in Ap-
pendix B) is a description of a related guidelines study
completed by Parent and Mulcrone for the Minnesota paroling.
authokity.

It must be emphasized that it was not the goal of
this project to develop, for any state or-for parole boards
generally, the definitive standards, principles, guidelines;
or policy for paroling persons from prisOn. Far from it!
The aims of the project were more .akin to action research.
The nature of an action research model, usually attributed
to Kurt Lewin (30 years ago), is well summarized by Sanford:

Action research corisisted /TOY Lewin7
in analysis, fact-finding, conceptualization,
planning, execution, more fact-finding on
evaluation; and then a repitition of this
whole circle bf activities; indeed, a spiral
of such ciicles.'

It was intended to initiate just such a spiral of
activities,, and the evolutionary natre of the guideline
modelsftenvisioned was emphasized.throughout, as discussed
in Chapter 1.' Progress toward the implementation of such
a process was made in each jurisdiction; but in no instance
can the full circle--or spiral of such circles--yet be
demonstrated. A brief focus on each.of the actiort research
stages noted by Sanford may help clarify the general aims
of the study,and indicate the present status of 'results
within this franiework.

Analysis

In each jurisdiction, we sought to understand the
nature of the decision problem confronting the parole
board in making case decisions:, We learned, for example,
that a naive generalization from theprior, federal study,
in which the decision could be viewed much *as a "deferred
sentencing" prolirlem, would be inappropriate in a number of.
states. It is Well known that the legal structures govern-
.ing parole, and also the use of parold as a 'mode of release
from prison vary markedly among the states. It may not be
so widely recogniZbd that the conceptions, by the decision-

;

.

'Sanford-7-U. "Whatever Happened:to Action Research?"
Journal of Social Issues, 26, 4, 1970; Sanford refers
particularly to Lewin, K.., Group Decision and .SociAal
Change," Readings in Soeial Psychology,, eds. T. M. Newcomb
and E. L. Hartley; New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1947
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makers themselves, of the decision problem may also differ'
\substantially. ,In certain states whose paroling luthoritkes

ollaborated with us, the decision-makers clearly perceivedtie decision problem as one of deciding not when but 15hethertO\parole. In other jurisdictions,-lithe decision problemtenas to be viewed as one of deciding either the length ofappr' riate prison term or when to release the offehder,,under arole supervision.

Fact-Finding

We sought next to determine, by various means, thegeneral concepts underlying a presumed implicit policy for
decision-making.:,,, The board members were asked to recordtheir subjective jud4Ments on. various simple sc3les as theywent about the daily business of case decisionmaking.
From assessments of the relations of these judgments to theCecisions, we sought to identify the,major dimensions, oroffender attributes of concernto the board. By reportingtentative conclusione back.to each board, we sought eitherto confirm that progress was being made toward an adequateidentification of such concepts (or offender character-
istics) or to move closer to an identificatiOn'perceived
as accurate by the board.

Conceptualization

The next step attempted. was to conceptualize a deci-sion model thought capable of reflecting the-major issuesunderlying an implicit policy. These models thus may re-flect also the differing legal structures in the variousstates, 'differing philosophies of parole in .different juris-
, dictions, 'the methods used in seeking to identify the.

salient concerns of the decisio6-makerd, and the differing
attitudeg and Methods of the rqsearch.workers involved.

One aspect of the necessary conceptualilation in. eachstate was the requirement to develop some,meanef.of opera_
tional definition of the-major concepts employed, movingfrom the subjective assessments to.a.more objective,- morereliable system. This'-was thought necessary even at the
-posiible cost of a fairly radical departure from the "fact-
finding"'stage just prior. For example, the issue of judged
"parole prognosis" was found 'quite important in several ju-risdictions where no objective parole prediction deviceWith demonstrable validity is either currently-available
or feasible-vto develop in the near terns; we sought, there-;
fore, to develop models acceptable to the boards (and
adequately.fitting.deciSions in new samples) without in-
Clusion.of this item. As-another example,,in other
jurisdictions, dimensions of concern could be adequately
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defined operationally ,but accounted for only a relatively
small proportion of the differences in decisions. These
concerns nevertheless were used as 'a basis for the guide'-
lines cbnceptualized with allowance within: the guides for
exercise of considerable discretion to allow for other
factors to lie,taken'into account.

I

Thus, the conceptualization of-the guideline models
was based on the fact-finding phase- but was not limited to
it; the model. development relied also on further advice
from the paroling-authorities and was constrained tiw the
requirement of,adequte defAitions of terms. In any case
--that is; noimatterwhat the basis for conceptualization
--we relied upon the execution and fUrther fact-finding
_stages of the process to determine the fit Of :the model-to
practice.

Planning

Tentative guideline models next were presented to-the
boards, revised in the light edisspasions, and plans'' for
a further assessment were made.

Execution and More Fact7Finding

The first "execution" step .in this study was analogous
to the validation step in prediction research. Thus, in no
Case was the model "installed" for use in actual decision
making before a test to .determine whether or not the model
provided an adpquate description of present decision-making
practice. Thib was thought to be necessary not only to
provide for a first evaluation Of the adequacy of the model,
but also to ensure so far as possible that the decision
policy was not inadvertently changed by the process of its
development.

Evaluation.

After assessment of the degree of "fit" of the models
in new samples, they were again presented to the boards for
review, critique, possible modification and implementation.
In each case we halve urged that the" guidelines are put
into use, procedutes for their systematic review and modifi-
catioh beVevelopEid at the same time. This is the nature
of the action research model propos'ed.to eacll jurisdiction
--an ongoing, continuous circle of analysis, 'fact-finding,
conceptualization,. planning, execution, more fact-finding
and evaluation--andperiodic repititions of this circle.
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The course of this project -and its, results were influ=
ended also by contributions and advice from parole boand
members of 'observer" paroling authorities and others. "In
the plan.for the study, as described in Chapter 2, 17 parole
boards that had expressed interest in the concept of the pro-
gram were designated as "observers.", RepresentatIves were
to participate in meetings of the ,"active" collaborators in
order that their advice could be obtained and so that these
boards douldbe apprised periodically of the'course of the
study.

'-

During the project, however, the .National Council on
Crime and Delinquency conducted two National Parole sInsti,
tutes in _their 'series, started,in.1962, of filie-day seminars
on Parole decision-making. Three three-daY Parole Policy
Seminars were held also.2 Because of the common interest
and for efficiency (and due torthe,cooperation of Dean I.
'Vincent O'Leary, Dire'dor of the National Parole Institutes,
and of Loren. Ranton, 044'ector of Training, National Coundiaa
on Crime and, Delinquer, and their 'staffs) this aspect of
the project was merged With' the Parole Policy SeMinars proz
gram, One project co=arector andsproject staff partici-
pated in each policy seminar.; in addition, one co-director
participated in each of the National Parole InStitutes.

, w The tenpative results ol the project in ^progress were
thus reportedto 57 parole board members and chairpersons
of the Asterif'part of the countty at the Institute held in
North Carolina; and-to 87 parole board members-, chairpersons,
and administratbrs who participated-dn the three regibnal
Policy Seminars'held in Georgia, Arizona, and Illinois.
Representatives of 50 paroling authorities, in 43 states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the federal gov-
ernment were thus informed of the progress of the stddy.3
Tarticipants whose boards are using or developing guidelines'

2National Council on Crime and Delinquency, National
Parole Institutes and ParaZe Policy Seminars: Final- Report,
Hackensack, New Jersey: 'National,, Council on Crime and De-
linquency, November, 1976. The primary h bnsor of the pro- -
gram was the National Institute of Correc ions (with funding
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administ ation, grant no
D-120, 73-ED-'99-0019, through the New Jers State Law En-
forcement Planning Agency). ,Co- sponsors we e the Associa-'-
tIOnl-of Paroling Authorit'es' the COundil o CorrectionsOf the National Counc4 on,, rime and Delinquency, the Inter-
state CoMpact Administrators!Association and the United
States Parole Commission.

3 Four,parole boards from California were repreSented
and two` from Mfchigan.
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-shared rthelr experiences and opinions.
,

.

.

.

_, At second Policy Seminar, participants were asIced
to list positive and,negatiVe aspects of guideline usage.,

.. As suMmariied in.. the report of the seminars: -

...Onithe positive side,'board members felt that
guidelines would prov'de boards with .a defense
to CULticism-s.of.capr ciousness, aid in Orienting
new Milliers, give inmates ,and institutional staff4,
a clearer notion of the board's expectationfa=
cilitate research,'save time on routine-.docisiOns,
increaSesequity, and peimit the board'to eva1uate
and/or change its policy. The' negative aspects
were felt to be the funding and time ,required t6.
_establish guidel:ines, a danger of computefi-ing
the-panole decision; and a reduction in the board's
discretion. _Participants felt that guidelines
would-'also make the bdard more open to the-public
and viewed_ this aspect as. both 'positive and-nega-
tive. 4 .''

Leslie T. Wilkins
Don M. Gottfredson -.
Project Co-Directors

1976.
4National Council on Crime and Delinquency, op. cit.,
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This report;.ib tie result of efforts, of a large
number of,riereon*Who directry -or indir,eCtly 'contrib-
uted to the study that is described,

. -

The excellent -- TIPPor .50

of the seven ",active' part
must be .1100ted.. especially
samples of d atcollecti
.;ticipating Boards, who also set 400060aluable time=-'to
4' meet wi,th Project staff and discuss-' their parbl ,Ptac-
tices. As will be seen, (thet.:plan of.the sVldW
sized the importance of collaboa,:tipmfb6twe0w,t4E6 Ing

, authorities and research stafi. the study could not have
4,7 been donel.withoOt the interest, ,patience and cooperation
, of these parole deCision-makers. The, authors wish to
thank the following Boarcr_Members, former Board Members,
and staff for,their, many contributions to thp effort:

colleabora.tion of Members
parbling authorities

must' have seemed endless..
s 'VT:erre. completed, .1;,y

''North Carolina Parole Commission

Jack Seism, Chairman
. James E. Cline, Commissioner )

Grady D. Davis,. Sr., Commissioner.
,Isabel S. Holmes, Commissioner
C. Dempsey McDaniel, CoMmissioner
Wiley Earp, former. Commissioner

Virginia Parole Board

Pleasant C. Shields, Chairman
W. K. Cunningham, Jr., Member
.margaret B. Davis, Member
Nathaniel W. Purdue, Member
Morris L. Ridley, Member,'

Louisiana Board of Parole,
4

Sybil L. Fullerton, Chairman
AustiaiTontenot, Member
-Louis Jetson, Member
Weber B.''Stevens, MeMber
J..E. Stout, Member

R



Missouri Board of-Probation .ant Parole'
. . .

W. R. Vermillion-, Chairman
tqck D. AloOre;.Member
Ferd Member .

,,W79PIX;tksif'.Nt Analyst
Arthur eyer, aring -Analyst

'CaliforniaYout thority

Pearl S. West, Chairman
Allen F. Breed, former Chairman

.

David L. Chambers, Vice Ch'irmp..n.
Ida E. Casillas, Member..
Maurine B. Crosby, Member
:Leon S. Kaplan, Member'
. Paul A. Meaney, Member
:James- E. Sti.atten, Member
JaMes J. Ware, Jr., Member
Richard W. Calvin, Jr., former Member
Julio Gonzales, forMer Member
William L. Richey, former Member
Robert D. Anderson, Board Representative
Warren A. Fahey, Board Representative
Gerald L.' Hodgson, Board Representative
Robert 13.Kenney, Board Representative
Thomas S. Montgomery, Board Representative
_Arthur D.,gettles, Board Representative '4
Richard L. Newfield, Board Representative
Irving Rasnick, Board Representative
Lawrence M. Stump, Board Representative
Albert Anderson, former.Board Representative
Harold Richard, Director's Representative
William A. Daugherty, Administrative Officer,.
H. M. .Baker, As stant to the Administrative.Officer

CO

Washington State Board Of Pri on Terms and Paroles
.

Diane Oberquell, Chairman.
Bruce Johnson, former Chairman
Eugene M. Corr, Member
Walter T. Hubbard, Member
George Johnson, Member
J. Franklyn Johnson, Member
H4len B. Aatcliff, Member -

Jack Berry, former Membbr
POD6s Peterson, former Member
Walter Gearhart, Administrative Officer



Newfiersey State Parole Board

ChristopherDietzt Chairman
'Vera V. Henry, Associate Member
ario R. Rbdriguez, Associate Member
Da iel L. McKeen, Executive. Director
Jack Fannon, former Executive Director

During the two and a half years of the study,.Geo4ge
Bohltnger III, Marlene Beekman, Dr.. Phyllis Jo Baunach
and Frank Shults served as project monitors for the Na-
tional Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal.Justice
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. All
were most helpful and supportive.

The Advisory Committee from an'earlier study, done
with the Members of the United States Parole Commipion,
was continued in order to provide continuity with that
project and to. give further guidance in this one The
advice of this distinguished group, including Dr.-Herbert
Solomon of Stanford. Uriiversity, Chairman; Dr. C. Ray Jef-
fery of Florida State University; Dr. Malcolm W. Klein-
of the University of Southern California; Dr. - Charles L.
Newman of Pennsylvania State University; Dr. Stanton
Wheeler of the Yale University School of Law; and Sutan
Sirigerl-formerly with the United States Parole Commission,
has been greatly apPreciated. An-analysis by the Chair-
- man which goes beyond ordinary functions of such a body
And addresses an analytical problem.important fdr the
general problem of parole prediction is incorporated in
the report as Appendix A.

Dr. Peter B. Hbffman, Research Director for the
United States Parole Commission; Dr.,Nathaniel J. PallOne,
Dean of Univeisity College, Rutgers Unl'ftrsitY; and Dr.
Richard F. Sparks, Professbr, School of Criminal Justice,
Rutgers University, consultants to the project staff,
assisted in planning, met with 'paroling,authorities, rei
`viewed drafts, and offered many helpful suggqstions which

. contributed greatly to the investigation:

The authors-wish .to thank project staff members
EleanOr H. Reichler and Rebeca Daniels for their valuable.

, assistance, perseverance and care in preparing materials
for the paroling authorities and the various necessary
1>puscripts, including, this one.

Staff of the Criminal Justice Research Center were
entirely helpful throughout the course of the projfoct.
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AppreciatiOn is due especially to the Center's President;
Dr:YMichael-Hindelang; the Director of the Center,-Dr.'
Michael` R. Gottfredson;:and Mary Lee.Newell, Administra-
tive-Assistant.

,r- Assistance with analyses was Wpfully provided by
.

Bridget Stecher.. Debbieroster gaVevaluable aid by her
bibliographic work.

_ .
.

.

Kelley. Jr.B. Ballard, and qtaff.Of-the Washington
.

State parole-.DeCitions:Project.provided help with coding.
and analysis of data .paroling debisions by the Washing--%ton State Board of Pris n..Terms and Paroles. 'George Davis
of the Research. Division f the California Youth Authority
provided necessary data on decisions by. that-Board; his
guidance, and that also-of Dr..Keith41. Griffiths,. Chief'
of.,Research for the, youth Authority,' were much appreciateth

- bale G. Parent, Project, DirectOrParole Decision-'
Making Study, Minnesota DepartMeneof Corrections-, and
Richard 'I': Mulcrone, Chairman, Minnesota Corrections.BOard,
-generously granted permission to include their report of
-The_Development and Operation of Parole Dedision-Making
Guidelines in.Minnetotan'as Appendix B of this report.

Dean Vincent 0!LearY of the School of Criminal Jug6
tide, State University of New York at Albany and Loren
Ranton, Director..,of' Training, National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, collaborated with the project staff and
expanded 'the National, Parole Institutes and Parole Policy.
Seminars to include presentations and discussions of pro-
ject results, as discussed further in the Preface.

i6itions of the work; sumtharized in Chapter 10, were
completed by staff of the National, Council on Crime and
Delinquency Research Center under the supervision of Dr.
Marc Neithercutt. This contribution by Dr.Neithercutt
and by K., Andreasen, William H. Brown, Gen Dodsley,
Guy E. Pasela, D. Pfoutz, and-S. Spririger was appreciated.

The study was prepared under grant number 75NI-99-0004
from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and. Criminal
Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administratibn, United
States Department of Justice. The opinions expressed are
those of the authors and do not "necessarily reflect the
,views or endorsements of the United States Department of
Justice, the Criminal Justice Research Center, or the many
contributors.narnedV above. All are due credit, but not
blame for any shortcomings of the report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Guidelines for parole decision-making can be devel-oped and implementedrby state paroling authorities. The
main purpose of this study was to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of that concept, which it did.

Guidelines, as tools of the paroling authorities,
provide methods for policy control of calke decisions.
They also give the boards a basis'for procedures to aid
in a systematic, reasoned program of policy change.

An action research strategy was used in collaboration
with seven "state parole boardsl., This approach differed
frOm others:

ActiOn-research
strategy emphasize -

Q.

Vs

Describing present practice,
Collaboration with deciSion-
makers

-Controlling discr,etion
Fairness and equity issues,
Discretionary decision rules
Evolutionary systems of. control
Invention of models

Feedback systems
I Open systems

Model: testing
Self-regulating systems
Co-mingling research and

action,data

AI

Alternatiire strategies
might have emphasized:

Changing present pzactice
Study of decision-maker's

Eliminating'discretion
Effectiveness issues
Mechani6a1 decision rules
Fixed systems of control
Application of stktistical

models
Absence of feedback
Closed systems
Hypothesis testing
External regulation
Separating 'res,.earch and
action data

The guideline concept as developed in earlier collab
orative study with the United States Parole Commission pro-vided a background and stimulus to this project. Those
guidelines consist of a,two-dimenSlonal,table.relating the

-seriousness of the offense and the probability of recidivism
to an-expected time to be' served before parole. A rangeis provided for each combinatiori of seriousness and risk
within which hearin4 examiners must usually set the length'
of incarceration. Departures from these limits are permit-

.,\ted, if written reasons are given. Sucfh departures are
reviewed; by panels or by ,the fullCommission, for both
individual 'cases and for .policy implications.

r.



The concept "guidelines"- implies a prescription; but
the research underlying the, invention of guidelines is de-
scriptive. Such research does not tell what the decision
Criteria ought to be.1. The development of a guideline sys-
tem does, however, require the explicit description of pa-
roling policy which then is more open, specific, and avail-
able fOr review, criticism, and considered revision. While
providing .a basis and a mechanism for policy improvement,
current policy may be administered with greater equity.

Specific methOds used varied among the collaborating
jurisdictions, but in e h an attempt was made to discover
the main concerns and members reaching decisions.
This included the collection of various ratings, by deci-
sion-makers, of thepoffense and the offender. These data,
along with observations of practice and information-from
-discussions with-the boards, led to, the invention of ten-
tative guideline models in concert with the boards. It
was assumed that such models must be tested by independent
application to additional samples o determinehow well
they fit wiy1 present practice., It was assumed also that
the initial guidelines would serve mainly to start the.
evolutionary process of developmento examination,,modi-fi-
cation, implementation, redesign, and further assessment
that can provide a continuing policy control system.

The project benefitted not only flam close collabora-
tion with boards in the seven "adtive participant" states'
but also from an outstanding advisory committee and frOm
advice by paroling authorities in "observer" states.
Through collaboration with the. National Parole Institutes,
representatives of'50 of the Nation's paroling authorities
participated in the project by discussions of the guide-
lines concept.

Two general types of guideline'models'were developed,
cal 1pd "sequential" and "matrix".models. These are not
logically mutually exclusive in all respects; but in some
ways they are fundamentally different.

In the sequential models, a series of decision rules
is defined as-if the decision process followed a sorting-.
procedure according to signi.fiCant aspects of the offender's
situation, as in this simplifiedexample:

-9



Parole
,Applicants

IS

POor
Institutional
Discipline

Good
In itutional
Discipline

Serious
Prior
Record_

No Serious
Prior
Record

Deny
Parol

Gr nt
P role

In this example, persons with good institution dis-
ci-N.ine and no serious prior record would be expec -d to
be paroled; - others would/be denied.

Matrix models are based\on identification of two
more general dimensions of concern, such as (in the U.S.
Parole Commission example) seriousness of the oTfense and
risk of recidivism A'grid identifies, for any combination
,of classifications on theSe dimensions, a range of expected
decisions, as-in this simplified example:

or

Serious-
ness
of

Offense

/
RiSk of New Offenses

Least

MosVPt '

LOW. High

TO -6
months

48-60,
Months

Expected Months to be Served in PrisOn

In this example, offenders classified as committed
for the least serious offenses who are also classifies as
low risks could be expected to serve, six months or less;,
those classed as most serious and:high risks would be ex-

.
loected to serve betwee1108-and 60 months./

Nt
0

SoMe models developed Could be regarded as a cOmbina-.

tlon of these two types.

tl



In'any case, modbls were sought which would fit the
actual decisions in' current, practice in about 80 percent
of cases. ft was thought that a poorer fit would not ade-.
quately, describe the 'policy, while a'. closer fit might lead
to rigidity, militating against policy change. Thus,
about 20 percent of' cases would be expected to be decided
"outside" the guidelines with reasons given. These reasons
provide, useful information for guidelines revision while
proyiding for flexAility to use informatioh not encompassed
by the models. -

Sequential models were developed with the paroling
authorities of North Carolina,. Virginia, Louisiana, 'and
Missouri. The process of guideline development used a re-
peated testing of preliminary guideline. Models, discussion
with the %boards, revision and retestimi. The guidelines
were implemented in these.fdur states, and procedures for
repeated review-andAurther evolution ofthe policy models
were initiated:

Matrix models were developed with 'the paroling author-
ities of the California Youth Authority, WashingtOn, and
New Jersey. The process of guideline development followed
a similar process but.'has not been completed. Prelimindry
guidelines have been devised, but the process of'testing,

c revision, and implementation is in different stages, in
these states:

An outline of the steps followed for guideline develop-
ment as suggested,by experience'in this study is included
in the report. Since this experience is limited, and be-
cause boards differ in respect --bo legal constraints. and,
mandates; resources., and needs, no single preScription can
be given. AA action research model is proposed for develop-
ment . guidelines,' however; a cycle of activities is de-
fine. 'with alternatives discussed concerning each step for
de -lopment of an ongoing system of policy. control. A basic
f ature of such a system is an ,adequate data base to under-
ird it, and a prototype parolee data systeM is outlined.

This shows how a single data system can meet the needs of
the board for participation in national correctional sta- .

.tistics programa,. management and paroling policy development.

The general nature of guidelines-models and of dif-
ferent types of model's raises moral iSsues, as well as
scientific ones. Some of these are identified and dis-
cussed, including some concerns with accountability.

In appended rePorts, an application of a promising
parole prediction method is prespnted, the development
and operation : -of parole decision-making guidelines by the
Minnesota Corrections Board is described and s pleaata



. collection forms used in the various states are. Provided.

The. main conclusiOns frolm the study are. these::

Parole guidelines are feasible for differing

jurisdictions,

They may be developed using a variety o

'methods

- :11he_gUideline model prOVides a basil for

policy control, and

It .gives.a basis forfurther developmerit

of board policy.:

The general guidelines model is believed to have
potential applicationd'in many areas of criminal justice
discretionary decision-making.



Chapter 1

PApoLE GUIDELINES AND THE EVOLUTION OF PAROLING POLICY

Dori M. Gottfredson' and Leslie T. Wilkins

Background -

The general purpose of this study was to develop and im-
plement, in close collaboration with pA-roling authorities invarious.states, improved procedures P6r parole decisions. Thepolicy models envisioned are self-regulating systems for theexercise and control of discretion in the paroling.of.confinedoffenders. The word "policy" is used to 'refer to a way'of
managing or a course of action in use, rather than_to a' ration-ale for such action.

It-seems clear that such collaborative research, relatedto social action and administrative processes, cannot be "va-lue free." Thus, in our action-research into the paroling of
incarcerated offenders, the ethical concerns of both the re-
search-workers and -the paroling authorities will obtrude at
many points.- -Even the idea of "guidelines," which is a centralfeature of our paroling policy model, implies that already somechoices have been made.. Indeed, some who have considered the.issue of paroling from prison have takenthe view that. paroling
authority discretion in those decisions-is undesirable Andshould be eliminated. Others have taken the opposite view.
Some doubt that discretion can be eliminated either by edict
or.by procedural rules. Others may see the devellopment of
guidelines as a mere codification of the.status quo, with an
inherent dan4er of rigidifying present- procedures and impeding
their improvement; this, however, is not our intent. There
are, indeed, many persPectives, preferences and ethical con-
cerns involved in decisions as to whether'Or not to release
convicted offenders .from prison by parole'. There is, however,
little disagreement-on the critical nature of:these decisions;they very markedly affect the lives of individual offenders .and they are intended to serve the larger sociAky by imposing
fair and effective means to assist in the con-frei of delin-

\.quency and, crime

If such decisions are to bemade rationally--a probable
requiremeht if they are to "effectively" control or reduce
crime- -then some knowledge of the likely, consequences' of al- `'D
ternative choices is an obvioua requisite. Such knowledge,
however, is rarely available!' Rational decision-making con-
cerning offenders implies (a) a set of agreed-upon objectives
for the decisions, (b) information concerning thelperson who
is the focus of attention, (c) alternatives, and '(d) know-
ledge of the.probable outcomes, for that person, given selpc--
tion among the alternative disposition *choices. The objec-
tives of parole dec4.4ons are rarely agreed upon except in
the most general`terms. There usually are much 'Matet" about

'.



the person but little "information" (if that term is de-
fined as that which reduces uncertainty in the decision.).
Usually, there,are alternative placements available, but
there is. an absence of evidence for the effectiveness of
any, since data concerning probable outcomes ordinarily
is-lacking.

Although the terms,- "effectiveness" and "fairness"
are commonly used,_there is little agreement as to their
specific meanings. As used here, the concept of "effec-
tiveness' refers to the degree of attainment towards spe-
cific, measurable' objectives; and the word "fairness" re-
fers to the degree of similarity of imposed sanctions upon
persons in similar relevant classifications.

Equity and Fairness

The focus of the studies reported here.is mainly on
the concept of fairness and, only to a limited degreb on
the concept of effectiveness. Withill the concept of-fair-
ness, we focus particularly upon A more limited concept of
equity.

-Whatever meanings are assigned to the concept of "jus-
tice," it Appears, that there may be 'general agreement with
the concept of equity as an included but not synonymous
Concept. 'Thus, while justice must include equity, equity
does not include or ensure justice. But how is equity to
be jeteirmined? If it means that similar offenders, in
siMTiar circumstances-, are given similar sentences, then
it is clear that equity is .a. stati.stical concept and its'
-investigation must rely upon the concept of classification.
As decisions become less variable with respect to a given
classification of offenders (assuming the agreed-upon rel-
evance of the classification procpdures),,they may be said.
to be more equitable. Equity, of cotirse. is not the only
goal of paroling decisioi., and parofing authorities at
present typically lack information about offenders which,
demonstrably is related to goals of changing the affender,
deterring him or others, or community protection. Such
information can be provided only by follow-up studies to
determine the consequences on the decision outcomes, based
upon information systems providing careful record keeping
concerning the offenders' characteristics, the paroling
decisions, and the results in terms" of the goals of: the
criminal justice system. While it is Wieved that the

. present studies may provide useful beginning,points for
such studies of effectiveness, it must be made clear that
the purpose of this project was to elicit and specify
current paroling policies, rather than to test them. This
is a descriptive purpose, not a prescriptive one. Simi- ,.

$
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larly, the project purpose did not include attempts tochange the-policies observed, although it did includethe developmentsof mechanisms for increased control ofthe Policies.

Assumptions

The suggestion that a paroling authority develop,
guidelines for use in their'decision-making processes isin conflict with the belief that paroling authoritiesrequire only the individual:wisdom of the board member?those determination would .be in no way restricted; 'thatis, it is inconsistent with the idea of complete, un-bridled discretion for each board member in that persqn'sparoling decision: Similarly, the concept of guidelinesconflicts with the belief that paroling authoritiesshould exercise no discretion in the timing of or Modeof release from prison. Thus, two quite different view-points are rejected. "simultaneously as a beginning of fhisproject: namely, the belief on one hand that release
from prison should be fixed by statute, 'leaving no roomto maneuver on the part of parolin4k authority, andon the other hand, the belief that thetime' to be served'should be wholly indeterminate, leaviAg. it-to individualparole board members or other experts -to'decide at whattime the offender might be released. The former view-point would generally be associated with those who arguefor mandatory sentencing with sentences fixed by the
legislature, while the latter view would be the e%tremelimit of a treatment philosophy asociatedowith the con-cept of indeterminate sentencing:

Placement decisions about offenders are made at everystep in the criminal justice process, and there is much
. current discussion and. debate as 'to the proper and appro-priate.locus and extent of discretion. .Whatever the be-liefs which might be held regarding the feasibility andappropriateness of the removal or reduction of discretionin the dispositiOn of offenders. along the decision treeof these, placement decisions, the foundation of the meth-ods adopted in this study is in the concept that discre-tion should be structured and .visible rather than elimi-nated or controlled externally to the system. The un-
bridled exercise of-individual discretion on the one handand the complete statutory elimination df discretion onthe other, are both inconsistent with the assumptionsunderlying this project.

. ,

It seems that there are fdw today who would disagree
with the initial assumption 'that complete, free-ranging
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individual discretion in determining prison re)ease has
some undesirable effects. The fundamental assumption
throughout this study, however, has been that parole de-
cision-makinq problems are matters which the paroling
authority machinery itself should reolve.

Individual vs. Polid4, Decisions

It is assumed also for the purpose of this study that
Raroling authorities make decisions on two levels. They
make individual case--by-case decisions, and in addition
they make'policy decisions which provide .a general context
,in which individual decisions are, made. This assumption
is not always readily 5.gieed by paroling authorities. Mem-
bers of parole boardsare sometimes aptCto assert there is
no general policli guiding their decisiohs;. rather, they
may see the concept of,a general policy as in conflict
with their own aim of individualized decision-making, seek-
ing, as they see it, to ensure that each decision is made,
on the. Merits of that individual case. On the other hand,
the 'research staTf.was inclined to believe (and found sup-'
port in an earlier study to be described below) that an
analysis of a substantial number of decisions would reveal
an implicit policy which, if made explicit, could provide'
an ieicreased degree of control.

.Neittier the language of statutes nor policy statements
can differentiate acts to such an extent that the infinite
variety of offendet behaviors is described aiaequat-ely. No
matter how clear the language of the law, some interpretive
and discretionary tUnctions have to be performed by someone.
At some point the idiosyncratic nature of the act, if not
the individuality of the offender, must be considered.

-

Predetermined penalties which are set for categories
of behavior attempt to put-together twos quite different
functions. -There are,' as already noted,both case-by-case
decisions.and policy decisions which are involve:4 in" the
appropriate disOosal of offenders appearing before .a pa-

.

roling authority. While statutes might, and indeed should,
determine many of the general policy issues, it is consid-
ered that the case-by-case issues can be determined only
by a system in which the information available can approx-
imately match in complexity the variety of individual 'be-
havior. Hence, a decision.system is required which has
considerable information handling capacities,"and permits
considerable variety of response.

Ibis assumed for this study that cimirkt1 behavior

3



represents extepsive,variety and hence requires a.sim-ilarly complex system for its control. A human decision-,maker.is required because human intelligence is a veryhigh variety generator. In otper words, we must, match,the variety generated .1y the-offender by,the varietywhich can be generated within the criminal justice sys-tem. Some discretion (variety) is, therefore, essential.The central research issue becomes., not how to eliminatevariety (discretion), but how to utilize discretion fora larger purpose and within necessary ethical constraints..We-shalie discus's the structuring of discretion, not itselimination. We are concernk.with where and how discre-tion may be eRercised, but we think that it is neither'reasonable nor feasible to consider its destruction orelimination.

The methods used In_ this project, and many-of theassumptions underlying.them, were derived from a study of 4.parole decision-making conducted earlier in collaborationwitt} the United States Board of Par,ole (now the UnitedStat*s Parole Commission),I That project included theinvention, in concert with the Commission, of methods for. policy control. A review of some of, the issues addressed,and of 'the general Procedures of-policy control developedin that project, seem next in order.

- It already has been noted that by "equity'' or fair-ness" we mean tpat-similar persons are dealt with 4.1-) sim-ilar waxs'in_Syimilar situations:.- Fairness thus impliesthe ideas 1!41rarity" and "comparison.,." ObvibuslY, ifevery person or:every case were unique, there would be nogrounds foe:-comPar3rson and, hence, no way to_. provide forfairness An individual.ma'y beexpected to 'see his treat-ment fair he sees himself as similar, in all sig-1nificant ways, ro another person who receiued exactly.similar treatmen . But if only one other person were thebasis for. the com arison, it would not be unreasonable tomaintain that bot may have been treated unfairly. Asthe sample of simil persons increases, however, Similartreatment among that ample becomes more likely to beregarded as fair. The idea of fairness_tAus- becomesclosely related to statistical concepts: oif similarity. Andsample size. The latter is related to the idea of a ,"body of knowledge" or "experience."

1

Gottfredson, D. M., Wilkins, M., Hoffman, P. E.'and Singer, Susan M., The Utilizati of Experience inParole Decision-Making: Summary Report, Washington,D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, November, 1.974and Supplementary Reports 1-13 listed 'therein (p:vii).
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A complaint that a parole _bond is "unfair" implies
that similar persons convicted of similar crimes are re-
beiying disSimilar treatment. The factors taken into
consideration im,the. reference sample of persons'and
characteristics may vary in some degree from one critic
to another. Some critics will look with particular care
at race (unfairness related to racial characteristics is
defined as "racism" because race is not seen as a rea..7-
Sonable or morally acceptable justification of differences
,in treatment); others Will look with particular care at
the'tyrie of offenSe; .siolortke will lobk at both typeset of
offenses andtrace. 'The "'scale and scope of'comparison
upon which' critics may rely are not likely to 'be wider
than the scale and scope of factors the beard might con-
sider. If the board'uses a parole selection Model built
upon common elements of comp#rison (fairness criteria) ,
it can respond precisely to 'criticisms. If it sustains
a balance with respect to such issues as, for example,
crime seriousness, probab4lity-of re:-conviction, behavior.
in the institutional setting, and like .criteria andig-
nores race, it is not likely to be accused of racial
bias.

When a board has before it, in each case in which a .
decision is made, specific criteria indicating tiler balance

N among the most important factors that arise in any dis-'
cussion of "fairness," it may, if it wishes to do so, de-
part from the indicated decimeion; but, in so doing, it
will be making a value judgment in .respect of factors not
.included in the model. If the deviant de'cision maker makes
these further factors explicit, a. sound case for it may
have been established. If attention were focussed upon
indiyidUal'ceses in relation to questions of general prin7
ciples of parole, the understanding and control of the
system would, we suggest,be greatly increased. Attention

aguldthen be more thoroughly devoted to humanitarian con-
siderations bgcause the routine Comparative work. (even
though highly complex) could be 4 legated-to "models" of
"fairness" (i.e:, to "guidelines- 40

To ascertain current pollcy and the method, used to
select factors, we must first find out what the primary
pnes,are and what weights are given to them in practice.
This requires some sort o,f Measurement. Merely saying
that certain factors are important in granting,,,or denying
parole oversimplifies the issue. Parole selection is not
necessarily simply a yes-or.no decision; the-question of
when.an inmate should be paroled may be more complex than
whether.he or-she should be.



Thus, itwas taken as a starting point in the UnitedStates Parole Commission project to determine the weightsbeing given to offense and offender characteristics.
Examining how these weights ware applied in practice, itwas assumed, could lead to the development of ameasureof unwritten or implicit policy, and thus put the-paroleboard in a good position .to formulate explicit policy.In the case of the United' States Board, it appeared thatparole selection was in.actuality more of a defer gad
sentencing decision a dedision on when to release..

We sought to .identify,the.weights given to ,variouscriteria in the parole decision-by study of criteria
used in making parole decisions. The board members com-,'pleted a set of subjective rating scales.for a sample'
of their-decisions ovei--a :six -month period. Arialysisshowed that their primary concerns were:seriousness-of'-
offense; parole progposis, and institutional behavior,
Viand that this board's decisions could be Predicted fairly'accurately by knowledge of its ratings on these threefactors.

' 4F4ADM this knowledge, the developthent.of fan, explicitindidant of parole selection .policy was possible. 'For
initiai decisions a hart was constructed with one 'axis

'1-reflecting offense eriOusness and the other reflecting
parole prognosis (r k) . The int section of these'axes
gave the expected decision (in mon hs to be served before
the revlew. hearing), This table, or two-dimensional
grid, was developed as an aid in case decision-making:
The nature of the table, with hypothetical data% is
shown in Figure 1.1.

offense
SeriouSness

Parole Prognosis (Risk)

Good 0 Poor

Figure 1.1

Two-dimensional Grid Illustrating the. Relation
of,Seriousness andRisk Classifications

to. Time to be Ser'ved
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After scoring the case on seriousness and prognosis,
hthe parole board member or hearing examiner checked the

table-to determine .the.expected decision. Inthe'illus-
tration of .Figure:1.1, a case classified as "Least Serious"
and as a "Good Risk" would call for a guideline'' decision
of eight* months. The ,same offense, with a parole prog-
nosis classification of "poor" would call for fourteen
months. A' range in months was used in the actual guide-
lines, as shown in Table 1.1, to allow for some variation
within "seriousness"-and "risk" categories. Should the
decision-maker wish to make the decision outside the.
expected range, then heror she was required to specify
t.40 factors which made that part
ugually good O poor institution41 adjustment, credit

icular case unique (un-
r.

for time spent in a sentence of another jurisdiction or
other such factors).

'Two sets' of policy guidelines were developed--one set
for adult offenders, the other for youth==based cn the'
'project's coded material' reflecting parole board policy
during the, preceding two years. The initial !study 'pro
vided guidelines based on subjective ratings. The project
aimed to provide a table based .:on 'more objective measures.
Thus, for the parole prognosis axis,.an empirically de-

..rived predictive score (called a, Salient Factor Score)
was later substituted for the subjective ratings. These
scores were combined to form the four classes indicated
in Table 1.1. An example of the scoring is,given in
Figure 1.2.' The relation of the Salient Factor Scores.
to parole outcomes is shown in:Table 1.2,2 o

For the'seriousness of offense scales, a different .

proc-edure was necessary. The median time served was.cal-
culated for each offense in each categOry .of offense rat-
ings coded by the project's' staff. Offense ratings .with
similar median times served were combined to produce six

'seriousness level classificatioft.

2Various prediction measures were developed in the \"
course of the study and used by the board in the guide-
lines. In one initial study, resulting in the Salient
Factor Score device described here, two samples were used:
;study sample (N = 902) and a validation sample (N =

1,581) of releases-(by parole, mandatory release, or dis-
.charge) from the same year. In'a--Zurther,validation study,
a 1972 release cohort sampld (N = 1,011) was used. All
cases were followed for two years .after release through
the cooperation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Various criteria of "success" or "failure"' were used and
results compared. For purposes of this discussion, one
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Table

Average Total Time (Including. Jail Time) Served Before Released

U.S. Board of Parole, Pilotlhegionalization
Project, Guidelines for Decision-Making, Adult Cases

Salient Factor Score
.

(Probability of FavOrable Parole Outcome)

Offense Cateories*

941

(Ver Hi.h)

6-8

(Hi.h)

4-5

(Fair),

0-3

(Low)

A. Low Severit a '6-10 months

. )

8-12 months 10-14 months 12-16 months.

8 Low/Moderate Severity')

,

842 12-16 " 16-20 " 20-25 "

C. Moderate Severii C 12-16 16-20 ' 20-24 "' 24-30 "

D. High Severityd 16-20 " 26-26 " 26-32 " 32 -38. "

E. Vexi Hid Severity 26-36 ':

Information

36-:45 "

not available because

45-55 "

of limited number

55 -65 "

of casesF. Highest Seveiityf

*NOTES: :(1) ,If an offense. can be' classified in more than ,one category, the most serious applicable

categoty is to be used. If' an offense involved two or more separate offenses, the severity level may
'increased. (4 If an offense is not listed above,' the proper category maybe obtained by comparing

the offense with similar offenSes listed.' (3) If a continuance is to be recommended, subtract one month

to allow:for' provision Of 'release -program.

a, Minor theft; wilkaway (escape without use of.force)'; immigration law; alcohol law

b. Possess marijuana; possess heavy narcotics, less than $50; theft, unplanned; forgerl, or counter-

feiting, less' than $50; burglary, daytime.

c, Vehidletheft; forgery or counterfeiting, more than $500;, sale of marijuanarplanned theft;

possess heavy narcotics, more than $50; escape; Manly Act, no forde; Seledtive Service.

d. Sell heavy narcotics; burglify, weapon or nighttime; violence, "spur.of.the moment"; sexual act,,force
e. Armed robbery; criminal act, weapon; sexual act, force and injury; assault, serious bodily harm; Mann

Act, force. 0

f. Clful hOmicide; kidnapping; armed robbery, weapon fired or serious injury.

4

43



Salient Factor Score

A. Commitment offense did not involve auto theft.

B. Subject hgd one or more codefendants (whether brought to
trial with, subject off' not).

C. Subject has no prior (adult or juvenile) incarcerations.

D. Subject has no other prior sentences (adult or juvenile)
i.e., probation, fine, sAspended sentence.

-

E. Subject has not served more than 18 consecutive months
dulling any prior incarceration (adult or juvenile).

F. S eject has completed. the 12th grade or received G.E.D.

ubjecehas never had probation or parole revoked (or
been, committed for a new offense while on probation or
parole).

'Subject was 18 years old or older at first conviction
(adult or juvenile).

Subject was 18 years old or older at first commitment
.;(adult or juvenile).

Subject was employed, or a'full-time student, for a total
of at least, six months during the last two y ars in the
community.

K. Subject plans to reside with his wife'and/or children
after release.

J.

Total. nuMbiet of correct statements = favorable factors = Score

Figure 1.2: Salient Factor. Score

4
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Percent Favor-

able Outcoie

Number.

Score

Table 1.2

Percent Favorable Outcome by Score' -.Comparison of the 1972 and 1970 Samples

1970 Study Sample'am le

5'

,--;----r----T---grr
4' 2 1 0 Scores

Point 'Biserial.

11 10 8 7 6

100% 91 93 79 83. 72 62 60 58 40 44 - 678 .32

.

,19 43' 53 82 77 107. 122 146 134 85

,

.34 902

Percent Favor-,

able Outcome

.Number

Score

Percent Favor-

able Outcome

Number

1970 Validation Sample.

,-

All Point Biserial
11 10 9 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Scores Correlation

100% 95 84 84 78 76 71 66 61 50 53 25 71%: .28
,

41 94.. 92 '131 _159 169 225 246 200 t 158_, 62 4 1581

0

1972 Validation Sample

,11 10 9 8 7 4 3 1 0

A11

Scores

Point Biserial

Correlation,
, )

100%

.

92 96, 88 87 77 7 , 67 61 61 39 20 74%

`24 49

.

77 101 83 105. 149 f418 139 90 41 5 1011

45

4
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-The median ttime served for each seriousness/risk level
then was tabulated, separately for youth and adult cases,
for .a large sample of final decisions. "Smoothing,", based
on agreement by two project. staff members after visual in-
spection, increased the consistency of these medians, al-
though no attempt was made to force uniform or linear in-

-' crements. In the 'guideline table, each median was then
bracketed (plus or minus x. months) to provide a "discretion
range" for each combination of seriousness and risk.. The.
size of the appropriate range Was determined after infor-
mal discussions with several board members and hearing
examiners-and, while, arbitrary, was to some extent'pro-
partional to the size of the median.

`After completion by the United States Parole Commis-
sion pf a pilot project to test the feasibility of region-
alizatif-on'of. their operation, and to test also the use of
the decision guidelines developed, the procedures were im-
plemented throughout the-jurisdiction of the. Commission.

For all initial hearings, hearing examiners were in-
,

structed to Complete:an evaluation form that included a
seriousness of ofense rating scale and a Salient Factor
Score. Should they make a recommendation outs.ide the
guideline table, theymere instructed to specify the case
factors which compelled them to doso.:

Statisticaltabulations forthe first four months of
guideline usage (October, 1972 through January, 1973))
showed the percentages of panel recommendations within
a outside the guidelines; Of all initial decision recom-
ndations at that time, 63 percent were within the deer

sion guidelines. Decisicins are now taken outside the
guidelines in about 20, percent of cases.

Since it was considered that usage of the.guidelines

criterion definition was selected to illustrate results:
the person was classified in the: favorable category if,
within-two ears, there was (a) no new conviction result-
irlig1A1 s ntence of 60 days or more, (b) no return to
0*.j42 a technical (rules) violation, and (c) no Chit-

g warrant for absconding. This discussion is modi-
fiOIR om Hoffman, P. B. and Beck, J. L., "Parole Decision-

,-Making: A Salient Factor Score," Washington, D. C., April,
_1974, unpublished manuscript, and Hoffman, P. B, and Beck,
J. L., ."Research Note: A Salient Factor Spore Validation
-- A 197Z Release Cohort," Washington, D. C.: United
States Board'of Parole Research Unit, Report Eight, July,

. 1975.



could induce rigidity, just as the absence of guidelinescould produce, disparity, the Commission adopted two basicprocedures for modifying and updating them.

13

First, the Commission may modify any seriousness catergory at any time. ,Sedond, at six month intervals the boardis giAren feedback from the._. decision- making of the previoussix mianths and examines each category to see whether themedian time to be servecrhas changed significantly.

.At these policy meetings feedback is provided the boardconcerning the percentage of decisions falling outside eachguideline. category and the reasons given for these decisions.This serves two purposes; the reasons for the deviations:from the guidelines may be examined to certify their appro-priateness, and the percentages of decisions within and*outside the guidelines (and their distribUtion) for each.category can loe.evaluated to determine whether the widthfore the cagegoky is appropriate. Too high a percentage-of
decisions" outside the guideline iange without adequate ex'planation may indicate either that. a wider range is neces-sary or that- the hearing panels are inappropiately exceedingtheir discretionary limits. On the other hand, a very highpercentage of decisions within the 4uidelined.may indicateexcessive rigidity. ,The7jaia-Jlines themselvep. cannot pro-vide answers to these questions of policy control. Byarticulating the weights given to'the.major.criteria underconsideration, explicit decision guidelines permit'assesS-ment of the rationality and appropriateness ofsparbles boardpolicy. In individual cases they structure and 'control
discretion, thus strengthening equity, without. ., inhibitingthe exercise of that degree of discretion thought necessary.

The Action Research Approach

It is hoped that the above summary discus.sion of theid: forerunner-of the present project' -- development of policyprocedures with the United States:parole Commission -- willwive a further indication of the general strategy adoptedfor this study. If 1,t is not proposed to eliminate discre-tion.,',then it is very important to be clear as to the kind ofmodel or operating system we seek to develop. It is not con-.sidered that action research can or should atempt, to find
lasting answers to problems. No matter how excellent anysolution, as 'changes occur in the environment in which it
.is%embedded, it will become'ou-t-of-date- All solutions mustbe fempoary ones. No model or method should be considered
which.cqoes not 'have built into it the "seeds of its owndestruction" or at least procedures for its own modification.Any system must, adapt or perish, and this applies whether
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we are considering organisms o. organizations. Thus, it
is assumed that this project should seek to invent an
evolutionary process.. It is not thought to be sufficient
to develop a mechanism procedure, or simple answer.. -The
kinds of solutions we seek to invent are in the form of
"cybernetic systems." In collaborating with various state
Paroling authorities, we have 'sought continuously to keep
this single purpose in our sights.

In issues concerning the disposition of offenders,
changes in underlying philosophy normally would be ex-
pected to result in a change in the purposes of the crim-
inal'justice system. Changes in perceptions of the func-
tions of the criminal law now seem to be making their im-
pact upon t inking in this field. There are conflicting
views of th !purposes of paroling authority activity.
There is a tendency to move away from a rehabilitation and'
a treatment. philosolphy more toward a philo'sophy which
frankly ackpowledges the concept of punishment and speaks
more often of "just desert" and issues of ,equity. The
point 'to be made here is that an appropriately flexible
and sufficiently complex systeid would not find it diffi-
cult to adjust (like a self--4oming missile to its target) ,

i. to the change' of philosophy and its consequences..

Pursuing fdrther the analogy of the self-homing
missile and its target, we may note that if we were to
examine two missiles,'one of .which was "self-hornng'
and the 'other designed for dibcharge.from a preprogrammed
gun and mounting,. we would be able to detect some funda-
mental 'differencqs, in the design's. The "self-homing"
missile would have an information detection and proces-
sing system actually on board. There would also be sys-
tems whefeby the information received wouad be coupled
to a decoding, device and eventually it would influence
the control surfaces of the projectile. The research
worker might design "systems" in the course of his
search, but such systems must be such that they can be=.

.come tools of management. Further, the management tools
themselves ought to be under review continuously and the
results ofssuch review in relation to any changes 'in the
perception of change of direction of the purpose ("target")
must determine modifications in the original design of

be designed a sAlm to continuously re-design the design.
the tool. A sy may be designed, but there must also

If'we seek to develop an evolutiOnary process of
management control; then there must be some means whereby
whatever system we invent has built into it an informa-
tional feedback loop to,aid in modification of the system.
Moreover, the system must be coupled into the larger en-

4D
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vironment because it is that larger environment which willdetermine how the smalldr system Should change It operationsin order to stay focussed upon the "target"; that is, theoperations must be seensas a kind of "open system" posses-sing an ability to adapt rapidly.

Action Research Collaboration

It was hoped that this study, like its forerunner inthe United States Parole Commission system, will_provideexamples of Collaborative research-and action wifh activeparticipation not only by the research staff but by .thepractitioner decision-makers concerned. If the nature ofany product produced is a function of the mechanism for itsproduction, then this stance must be .understood. as a basisfor the understanding
lof

the models-developed. It, was as-sumed that the action research worker is not particularlyconcerned with his own satisfaction in discovery; that is,the work done will mean little if it is note put into effectby others. (Many excellent Zesearch studies have been writ-ten up and presented only to colleet'dust upon the highershelves.) It was assumed for this study that_ if the re-search was to be implemented then this impleMentation wouldhave to begin immediately-with the initiation of 'the re-search. If the stages between research activity and theimplementation of the findings are to be taken together;then distinctions between the research-workers and parolingauthoritieq or administrators must become rather unclear.

While the research staff had'regaested funding too ex-amine-whether the. general concepts concerning. develoPmentof paroling..policy provided by the earlier study. could be,applicable to paroling authorities in state jurisdictions,and thus fiad fairly clearly in mind that the project wouldlead to the development of "guidelines" in soineform, therewas-not an excessive zeal for any particular nature of theguidelines to be developed. Itwas assumed that the generalconcept of paroling policy as a self-Correcting system could"'be.usefully adapted to state juris4ctions, but it was notassume&that the particular form of policy developed by theUnited States Parole Commission could simply be exportedto other j'urisdictionS. Thus, it was considered that per-haps, after a pericid of collaborative study with paroling
authoritles', different approaches might commend themselves.The basic philosophy of the research team was that we would
carry oltlt research with the paroling authorities who might.be interesited, but-that we would not carry out research for,to, or up 6n them. Indeed, we would not conduct research,into paroling authorities or their persons but into the
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problems of the articulation of general paroling policies.

The research staff wished to be clear with paroling',
authorities collaborating in the study that there was no
intention to impose any particular paroling policy or
philgsophy upon them. We expected, but did.-not find (pos-
sibly because of-the general attitudes just expressed),
that potential collaborating paroling authorities might
be initially concerned that the research would merely
treat them as "subjects," revealing differences of opinion
or disparitles in decision-making, subsequently publishing
the results and deploring .the state of the art. The prob-
.lem of25eneral policy for parole can be. dealt wisth as a k

riroblem related to structures, information flow, organi-
ation,and procedures, without the decisjon-makers them-
selves being regarded as the peoblem. Thus, this.project
does not address any question of changfilg the persons or
personalities of.those presently responsible for paroling
decisions.

Levels of Consideration andControl

A general model relating various levels of. difficulty
Of decisions to differing decision procedures was developed
in the course,. of the earlier_project; and, since this model 1

seems to have guided the research and paroling authority
collaborators in development' of.procedures described here,
it should be more explicitly defined at the outset. Timis.,

the procedures of the United States Parole Commission may
be considered in relation to three levels ofihcreasinglY
difficult decision problems. Procedures are varied to
match these three levels of difficulty.

In what seemed to be "normal" or usual cases,{perhaps
as many as 85 or 90 percent of the cases to be decided) the
initial decision may be determined by hearing representa-
tives in thefield. These'are case decisions in which the

A, tolerance provided in'ths,4Uidelines is regarded as adequat
for individualization of tWe-decision. Thus', other cases
may, by definition, be-considered more difficult.

A second level of more difficult cases is this ..re,
malnder of those about whom decisions must be made, that
ib, cases which do not, in'the opinion of the hearing rep-
resentative, fit the guidelines. In such cases the hearing
re r sentative who recommenp its departure from the guide-
line decisions must proville reasons for this decision,. A
panel of three decision-makersiMust also agree on the de-
terminpion.
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A third level of 'difficulty of consideration and con-trol' related to policy matters concerns very unusual (i.e.,
'Bellaitiva-"1--6ases. Mese are determined or ,decided bythe whole board. .Polic'y is'examined regularly in termsof the departures from the guidelines and in the light; ofthe reasons given.

The most difficult and complex issue is that of man-agement control,. This is exercised by the full board. Acheck of frequency of departures from the guidelines byeach area representative is provided by 'means of feedbackto the board and to thE hearing representative: Thus, man-agement control may be exercised b..revision of the guide-line-s-which provide an explicit statement of the board'spolicies.

It may be assumed that there always wi1,1 be "moredifficult cases" Or; as the .circumstance might alterna-tively be expressed, the variety of<human behsavior cannotalways be fitted very Closely by simple models. Accord-ingly, it is- reasonable to expect that t:he.model will notfit some propOrtiOn of cases; and by the same token it isundesirable fot:those who use giiidelines to assume thatall cases should fit. Rather, there should be an expecfa-tion or probability that any particular case will not fitthe guidelines; and, if such a caseis forced to do so,then injustice may be .done. The proportion of cases whichthe uger. Must expect not to fit cannot be so small thathe may cease to consider that probability in each case;the decision-makex should be always on the alert for thecase that does not fit. To maintain this alertness itis known,that the event to be identified must not be too Aarrare. One safeguard against "rigidity" is in the need Lipfor the user always to try to identify' those cases whichare not expected to fit.

This means that guidelines might beiuseful even thoughsimple. Indeed, excessive specification/in the guidelinesmight .better be 'avoided. DepArtures from the guidelines,even though expected in.a proportion of cases, must be ac-'companied by written reasons. Reasons are not given inrfillcases., As it is held that-the fact that the case fits the.guidelines provides a sufficient reason. As-noted earlier,in addition to the specification of*reasons, the individualuser who departs from the,guidelines obtains for each de-partqrAcase the endorsement of two colleagues. It may bethat-these Oroceddres create a pressure to conform. Per-haps so, bu-U another pressure may-provide:some counterbal-ance: the individual user, who does-not depart at approxi-mately the'expected rate may be challenged by colleagues
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or theboard, Perhaps the decision-maker has not been?
sufficientlyobservant.

The departures from guidelineg should be associated
with the "difficult cases" or cases where the policy re-
flected in the guidelines may need modification. Infor-
mation about the departures- provides a process whereby
the guidelines may be amended. Since departures are
expected as a continuous process, the continual: reviikw
ofilthe departures is, at the same time, a gontinous re-
view of the guidelines themselves.', Thus, we maY have
the "self-homing" system.sought, or a mutual learning
process of continuou§ possible change, as such change
becomes necessary to ked-p'the target in the sights, even
in a changing environment.

The greater degree of Consideration required for
the cases ini14_ally considered not to fit the guidelineg
provides a syste in which the

t
weight of the machinery

,employed is more p oportional o the difficulty of the
'-case. If reasons w re to be given for all cases, the

process of reason-giving Could be made trivial. If group
decisions mere required 'in all.caseb,not only.would the
process be, very costly, but it might deteriorate through
a routine consideration. By definition, the cases _which
do .no fit the guidelines are not usual cases, and rou-
tine processing is, by the same token, inadequate.

,

The transition from case-by-case decisions to policy
decisions and the methods for dealing with these different
aspects of parole decision-making thus, reflect the increas-
ing complexity noted. The level of consideration and cost
increase with the difficulty of the.task, on the theory
that a sledge hammer is not needed to crack a nut!

The concept of continuous review is central to the
continuous evolutionary process which is desired. Infor-
mation relati4g to possible changes °in policy, including
statistical or other summaries of departures from guide-
lines, are d4iscussed at scheduled, periodic meetings.
Regular meetings specific for this, purpose should ensure
that the review does not become a mere formality.

It 4 tifts 'general model whic as in. the 'back. (or,
perhaps even the front!) of the, m nds of the research team
in .the course of developing the f rther planning for the
present project discussed in the next Chapterr

Diversity ofModels

The general strategy f research led to the develop7

NOP

+CA
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meat of as many paroling policy models as there were juris-dictions with which we collaborated. This diversity per--Imps reflects `in_ part the widely differing legal structuresunder which paroling-'authorities in the various states op-erate.' It may also reflect the differing aims and,under-apt lying philosophy of parole boards in-various geographical',wor locations. It may perhaps reflect to some degree the stylesof the various members of the research team in working Withdifferent state paroling authorities.

'1 From the standpoint of the research team, we wish toemphasize that the research which uridergirds the guidelinesand ,the guidelines themselves. are essentially descriptive,i, %not prescr4ptiVe. Although they summarize expected.paroli?ngdecisions in a given jurisdiction on the basis df recentpractice, and indicate. the,relative weights given to whatapparently,are the most important factors considered, theytell neither what the'decisions nor the criteria.ought tobe.,

This:is a consequence of 'two distinct but complex setsof issues. rirst, judgments concerning deserve1 Runishmeint,the proper aims of parole deeiSion-making, and the fairness-of including various sriteria, often involve moral or ethi-cal issues. The resedIrch MaY shed light on the presenthandling of these; but whether future change's should bemade is a ,question which must depend on moral judgments.Second, judgments of criteria to be used-in parole decision-making may pa based not only on moral but also on scientificgrounds. Tbus, 'whether a given guideline. element should beincluded may depend in. part on evidence-whether that factoris or is not related to any particular objective Hof thoseparole decisions,d w.g., the reduction of recidivism. This.is at once an important limitafion-and, we believe, a major4trength

The strength 'it given by the circumstance that the de-velopment of a guidelines system requires the explicit de-soriptioo of parotinggpolicy. Hence, it is wen, specific,
and available for public reviell'and criticism. Indeed, 'acentral feature of the system is _its provision forre eatedrevieWand revision. This allows for and indeedChallenge, subjecting the parole decision-making c isnow in use to rigorous scrutiny with respect:to both hemoral and effectiveneVs iqsues raised.' Hence,-Wityl 'guide-lines the moral -issuOlmaY,Tke debated more readily andclearly and the effectiveness jisues may be tested.

'

.-;



Challenges to Parole Boards

Th2 adoption of guidelines by the'United States Pa-
.-role .CdEmission generated widespread interest among pa-
roling authorities. As part of the project that included
guideline development, a series of national meetings.of-
parole officials was held .which expoed them to the is-
sues involved. Moreover, criticismslpof parole increased
in recent years and many paroling authority members be
,came convinced that explicit guidelines may give a
partial golution to problems which provide a basis for
valid criticisms. .Ir'respethse to this concern, the
ClassifiCation for Parole Decision project was developed.

.0.
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.STRATEGIES FOR .GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT
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The project titled "ClassifiCation for Parole Deci-sion Policy" was designed to test the feasibility of de-,.

velpping and implementing guidelines in collaboration withstate parQling authorities, It was hoped that four parol-ing authorities, representing different.types of parolesystems and geographical lo6"ations, would be interestedin such collaboration.

A -

Selec-tion of States

An inquiry was made to the chairpersons of all pa-roling authorities throughout the country, explainingbriefly the general nature of the project and askingwhether their boards would wantoto collaborate. 'In
rekeponse, 31 wanted to participate, and four expressed
tentatir interest.'

. .

Since it was clear that resources did not permit
working closely with so many states, a second itetter
was sent to tho-se who had volunteered to collaborate.
In this, prospective participants were informed that itwould be necessary to divide interested boards into twocategories: "active participants" and "observers.'"
The "active Participants" would. be required, as a con-dition of that statu--; to complete a large number of
clata.forms at the time of parole hearings and to set'aside time fOr meetings with project staff. "Observ-ers," on the other hand, would be kept informed of thestudy's progress in the active participant states".

Responses showed that, despite these requirements,
fifteen paroling authorities wishedto be "-active par-
.ticapants."' Since this number still represented more

.'Those wishing to collaborate were: Arizona, Califor-.

nia (Adult. Authority, Narcotics. Addict Evaluation Author-'ity, Women's Board of Terms and *roles, and Youth Author-ity), Colorado, Delamare,',District of Columbia, Florida,Georgia, Illinois,. Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Maryland,' Michigan, Minnesota, Misouri,..Montana, Tennessee,,Utah, Vermont,.Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

21
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jurisdictions than could be accommodated by the project,
the staff-Consulted its advisory committee regarding ,

criteria to be used in selecting pArticig. The com-
pittee suggested that states'be selected on the basig of
diversity in legal structures, geographical location; and

Seven agencies, rather than four as intended orig-
inally, were invited to collaborate. This expansion of
the number of jurisdictions to be actively involved per-
haps reflected both staff optimism and pessimism: opti-
mism, since the need for differing methods and for re-
petitive revisions of data.` collection instruments was
not fully anticipated; pessimism since it was thought
that some agencies might withdraw* from the study when
the amount of time required by the study was fully ap-
preciated. These seven authorities were the California
Youth Authority, the Louisiana Board of Parole, the Mis-
souri Board of Probation and Parole, the New Jersey State
Parole Board, .the North Carolina Parole Commission, the
Virginia Parole Board, and the Washington State Board of,
Prison Terms and Paroles. All others who had expressed
interest were invited to be "observer" states.2

- Research Planning

Data Collection Instrument

Two general strategies for data collection were
available, Tlie first.method was to code the necessary
data, as carefully and reliably as possible, frOm the
case files of the offenders. These data then could be
analyzedi,in relation to the decision outcomes, for the'
purpose of providing a description of the decision proc-
ess. This strategy had been employed in an earlier
study by one of the authors.3 In this research, an'
analysis of case file data through multiple regression',
accounted substantially for variation in prison and pa-
role terms set by the California Aqult%uthority (parole
board). For example, the number of months served in

2Minnesota embarked on its own study for guideline
Development; see Appendix B.

3Gottfredson, D. M. and .Ballard, K. B., Jr. Esti-
mating Prison and Parole Terms under an IndetermIe
Sentence Law, Vacaville, California: Institute for the
Study of Crime and Delinquency, 1964.

5'~
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prison beyond the legal minimum (i.e., after the. con"-
straint imposed by law) was fo4nd. to be most closely
.assodiated with the legalOffense classification,
rating of the serioUsness'of-the.OffenSe,.the number'
of prior. .prison incarcerations.,' andhistory of opiate
cirlig use.. This method. requires, however, the estab-:
lishment of a -costly-data. collection .system, 'hot al-. .ready available in most.jurisdittions. This require-
Alent placed this-otherwise useful .method.beyond.the
.resources.of the project.4

-The second method, which was the one adopted in
this project, 'follows more 'directly from the experi-
ence of the federal-study. In .this .method, the Subjec-
tiVe judgmentsof; the decisiow"makers themselves were
first obtained. to identify the faCtors most relevant
to decisions. These factors were-then-defined in terms..
of more objective. indicants. ,The-firSt method de-
scribed may be regardedas"interviewing.the files"
while the second is moreakin to "interviewing the
decision-maketwhO interviews.the.files." This second
method providesa !'Shortcut," a less costly
method -which might provide a similar result.

A: data collection instrument was designed that
tapped the board's subjective estimates ref several var-
iable0 relating to the: offense and the offender. In-
formation concerning the decision, the offense, times
served, and the maximum sentence also was collected..
The form provided space for board comments about addi-

, tional factors that had influenced the decision. It
was assumed that a very simply constructed checklist,
which could be'cOmpleted quickly,' would/De necessary,
in view of time constraints on most parOle. decision
makers at the time of hearings. The formsactually e

d used in each jurisdiction are shown in Appendix D.

The variables used were those commonly suggested
in the research literature as important in the parole
decision-making process. Although it seemed likely that
the variables-included would be interrelated, each scale
jnight tap "a somewhat different aspect of the conceptual-
domain. Of course, the ratings could follow from the

41shis method-was, however, used successfully in a re-
lated project started at the same time. See Wilkins., L.T.,
Kress, j.T., Gottfredson, D.M., Calpin, J.C., and Gelman,
A.M., Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring. Judicial Discre-
tion, Albany, N. Y.: Criminal Justice Research Center,
October, 1976.



decision as a rationalization, rather than preceding it
as determinant; but,. in any case, a measure of the in-
terrelation of variables including the decisions would --
-be obtained.

It'was believed that judgments of parole prognosis
often would bean important factor in the decision-making
process. Therefote, the project commissioned_the Nation-
al Council on Crime and Delinquency Research Center to
develop empirically-derived prediction devices, using 'the
Uniform Parole Reports data base, for those states that
had contributed the necessary_ data. For.paroling author-
ities that had not contributed sufficiently to. the Uni-

.form Parole Re orts, it was hoped that the National Coun-

2g
cil on Crime d Delinquency Research Center staff could
provide consu tatfon services to assist these states in
testing useful prediction devices. Ratings of parole
prognosis were collected in all states, with the expec-
tation that, if thiS variable proved important, en empir-
ically-derived prediction device ultimately could replace
it'in the guidelines. Unfortunately, the, analyses of the
Uniform Parole Reports data did not result in prediction .

measures thought to have sufficient predictive utility
for inclusion in the guidelines developed.5

A'prediction device previously developed by the
California Youth Authority was incorporated into the ten-
tative guidelines developed for them in this project.
Similarly, a prediction instrument developed by the Wash-
,ington State Board of Prison Terms and Paroles was used.
The guidelines designed for the other five paroling au-
thorities do not contain a prediction device, since none
was available. In the abs&ice of such an instrument,
parole prognosis would remain a purely subjective esti-
mate of risk; it was therefore not used.in 'the,analysis
of the data for these f4,5re authorities.' This dimension
was represented in the iluidelines by objective items de-
rivga from factors which boards had indicated were re-

- lated to their estimate of risk.

Sampling Issues

It was anticipated that three waves of data collec-

5The results of these studies have been submitted
to the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
JuStice as a supplementary report:



tion would be necessary to fulfill the objectives of the
project.

Phase I: The purpose of the first data collection
phase was to identify.the parole boards' major criteria
and policies through analyses of the relations between
the subjective ratings and decisions. It was assumed
that prelimimiry guidelines could be generated from
these data. A large sample, of 1,000 or more cases for
each paroling authority, was cone*dered desirable for
this purpose. -A sample of this sie, or larger, would
increase the probability of obtaining a representative
cross section of the inmate population considered for
parole in'each state. It would also minimizeithe prob-

S ability of any sampling bfas that might arise from sea-
sonal variation. Information would be collected on
every case considered by the board. A sequential sam-
pling was considered preferable to random selection
over a whole year, because the latter would impose an
administrative burden on the boards and extend the,
length of the project. It should be recognized, how-
ever, that the samples studied may be.biaed in unknown
ways.

.
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The protect seemed to. provide a good. opportunity
for studying the paroling patterns of board members as
individuals:and as groups. an evaluation form were
coMpleted by each board member on each case (rather than
by one board member per case), the resulting evaluations
and decisions could:be compared to study patterns.of
consensus and aissensus. Since all the'board members
would be evaluating the same case, differences in the
ratings and decisions.could reasonably.be attributed to
differenqes in individual perceptions and paroling
standards. If a boarid was, interested ,in' this type, of
information, each-board member reviewing a case would
be asked to complete a case evaluation form on. every
inmate appearing befdre the board.

.

Phase 1147 The objectives of this phase were to
determine whetherA'he,preliMinary guidelines-accurately
reflected board pOlicy, to collect additional data that
might be needed to clarify policy and refine the guide-
lines, and to collect data to better.define-and quantify
the major variables: It -was assumed that a smaller sam-
ple, between 200 and 500 cases; would:be required.for
each state.

Phase III: This phage would bd used to validate:
the operationaldeflnitions develope&duringPhase II
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and to develop administrative procedures to help the
states implement the guidelines.

Planning with the Boards

The research staff conducted on-site meetings wi4th
each of the seven participating boards.to explain tte
general concepts underlying the project and the pr&--
posed research strategy.' A film was showm which brief-
ly desciibed the federal guideline project. The con-
cept of guidelinea as an evolutionary system, providing
a mechanism for the boards': articulation, monitoring,
and revision of policy, was discussed. The objectives:
of the research would be to describe, rather than eval-
uate, the current practice and policies of the board,
and to assist in the development of sucha,policy con-
trol system.

The tudy would consider the infdrmation about the
offense an .the offender judged by decision-makers to
be relevant to decision-making; it would not focus on
personality characteristics of the decision- makers t em-
selves. The collaborative nature of1.4he research pro
ess was emphasized: the advice and'4ilidance from the
boards was essential. The data and the findings would
be considered confidential until reviewed by the board.

Agreement was reached on the procedures tobe fol-
, lowed during the project. The data collection instru-
ment, for Phase I was discussed, modified tomeet spec-if-
is concerns of the individual boards, and approved (see
Appendix D). It was understood that the collaborating'
boards would be responsible for monitoring their own.
data collection, to ensure that the forms were accurate,
and complete_

Procedures were devised to ensure the confidential-
,

ity of the data. When submitted', forms would be identi-
fied by code numbers;. thus, the, identification of any
specific, inmate could be obtained only by access to the
board's recor48.

Reports of progress would be given periodically to
the board at'meetings.for that purpose, by telephone,
and by written reports

Portions. of .the final report dealing with the juris-
diction involved would be reviewed in draft before publi-
cation. The board would have the right to publish com-
ments with the report, if desired.
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Literature, such as annual reports of the board,
was collected to provide baqkground information for
_project staff On the legaI/structure, work load, and
philosophy of the boar,d. In some instances,4projece
staff observed a number of parole hearings.

Data. Collection -1
4

4.
About 16 000,data forms were collpcted in the

course ofIthe project. Thenumber completed per 'state,
varied according to the. length of the data collection
period, the number of cases considered by the board
.each monthrand'the number of members filling out formsin each,case.

Four states had agreed that each board member.con-
sidering a case would fill out a form on that case.
After this procedure had been used for several weeks,board members in these states commented that they foundthe method burdensome. Since this information was not

. essential to guideline development, the procedure was
abandoned and the paroling authorities shifted to amethod of data collection in which they filled out oneform per inmate,, representing the consensus of the panel.

The intent of the research plan had been to include
all cases considered by each board during the data col-lection period. In some states, the board submittedfewer cases than expected, judging by their average case-load.. The completeness of the sample varied accox.dtro
to the state. When there was a deficiency, it was prob-
able that the selection of the cases submitted had beenunsystematic, and therefore some bias could be present
in the sample. Because of the size of the samples col-
lected, however, this, was not considered likely to be amajor source of error. ,

,A greater problem (whith may have affected the'rep-
resentativeness, and hence the generalizability of re-
sults from these samples) was that in some instances the
respondents did not complete all the scales and items
on the. forms. Unfortunately, it was-not always possible
to obtain this missing information.

If ,;the missing information was ofan objectye na-
ture, thaX is, readily availabldkin the case files, a
"trouble sheet" was returned to the bbard, requesting
the data. Ifthe missing information was of a subjective
nature, this procedure could not be followed. In these
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cases, the "trouble sheet" would, in effect, have asked
the board member to recall the judgment he would have
made _at the time. Because of this reliance on memory,
,euch retrospective judgments were believed to present a
possible source of major error and-were not requested.

Additional problems of bias in sampling were en-
i countered. Some of these, idiosyncratic toJindividual

jurisdictions, are de'scribed in the chapters that fol
low.

The research staff in some cases reduced the sam-
ples submitted by excluding forms relating to inmates
serving extremely long or life sentences (a quite small
proportion of the total). It was assumed, that these
cases presented special problems of parole consideration,
often involving particularly bizarre or heinous offenses.
It seemed probable that these cases were dec;'4ed on the
basis of criteria applying rarely, or perhaps only, to
the individual case.

Analyses

- The methods used for data analysis and the guideline
models developed for the various paroling authorities
were the product of-two distinctipproaches to the anal-
ysis of the Phase I data. Although the two approaches
may to some extent reflect,differences in the research
styles of the staff members, these differences in approach
are believed to be attributable primarily to' marked vari-
ations in the legal structures, procedures, and philos-
ophies of the paroling authorities.

As the following chapters will show, there are at
least two main, useful ways to conceptualize he parole
decision. The first views the parole decisipn as a de-

t l.ferred sentencing d ison, with the parole, board setting
a fixed amount of time e to be served.6 In this model, it
is assumed' that the time to be served Will primarily re-
flect assessments'guch as the seriousness of the offenses
the probability of recidivism, or institutional program
concerns. This model may be appropriate to a system in
which the law or judges set low or no minimum sentences:
and the parole board is empowered wittdtscretion to pa-

4r

6More accurately, this is most often a "presumptive
fix," since paroling authorities usually reserve the
right to "-refix" the parole date to-an earlier or .later
parole if deemed warranted by changed circumstances.

63 .,
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role early iri the term or from the date of.admittance
into the institution. In such systems, it is useful.
to Conceptualize the parole decision as a question of
when rather than whether ''to parole.. A matrix modeJ,
devised to reflect the main dimensions of concern to
theboards, provides a structure for the United States
Parole Commission guidelines and those used in Minne-
sota; and this concept guided the analyses of the Wash-
ington, California, and New Jersey data.

A different conceptual model, a sequential one,
was used for jurisdictions where the inmate must serve
a fixed proportion of his/her maximum sentence, for
example a quarter or a third.7 In these states, the
board hai less discretion in determining the actual
amount of time, to be served. In these jurisdictions,
it was useful to view the parole decision as a dichot
omous "In/Out" decision. Thus, in these jurisdictions,
the primary question in a parole consideratAon was
whether, not whe, to parole. This pattern is evident
in Virginia, North Carolina, and Lou1siana.,

Matrix Models

Since
4
the California and Washington boards by.stat-

ute are accorded considerable discretion in determining
time to be served before parole release, their struc-
tures were seen as fitting the "deferred time fix" con-
ception of the decision. Therefore, The data analyses $'

for these states used methods similar to those'employedj
in the federal study (Chapter 1, page 7).

Following t,tie method used in the United States Pa-
role Commission study, simple equations were sought,(by
multiple regressionY. which would summarize the relations
of the subjective ratings to the decisions and perhaps
point to ,proposed models.8 Essentially, parole decisions

7New. Jersey is an exception, wherh'it 1.51 believed
that a matrix odel may be found useful although the
structure requ res that the inmate serve a fixed pro-
portion-of the sentence before parole eligibility.

8This use of4correlation'statistics violates certain
assumptions un erl g them, including the fact'that the
independent varma les ypically are ordinal, not interval.
me"asures. In addition as in some analyses, scoring the
dependent var1able "pa .ole granted versus4deniee as a
dichotomous criterion (1 or 0) yiel,ds an ordinal classi-

(
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ih these states were regarded as a result of iHgolving two
main questions: "Will thd inmate be° paroled or deferred?"
and "If the inmate is deferred, how long willthe continu-
ance be?" with the final result "How much time is to be
served in the institution before parole?"9

Im using multiple regression techniquesj it is
sary to have complete (or nearly complete) information on
all variables for each case included in the analysis. Be-
cause of the problem of missing information previously re-
ferred to, the number of cases used in calculating the re
quired equations was somewhat less than the total number
of cases in the sample. Some other descriptive statistics
wereused which did not require complete information. on
each variable. As a result, the number of cases used in
each analysis varied:

After 'identifying the main dimensions of concern,
more objective indicants Of these were sought. Next, the

. 'relation, of resulting classifications to time, served was
assessed in order to provide tentp,tive guidelines. -

For the California YOU.* Authority,tfor'example, the
equations made it cl.ear that the concerns of offense seri-
ousness, institutional dis4pline, and parole prognosis;
were dominant, in that order. Offense seriOilsness classes
were then defined by a rank ordering in useby the research
division of that agency. Institutional discipline was
given a more objective definition; and a "base expectancy"
classification developed in the Youth Authority was used
for the parole prognosis factor. Such definitions enabled

fcation, rather than an interval scale. (This use of
multiple regreSsion may be- regar'ded as equivalent to the
use of Fisher's discriminant function.) Even when the
continuous variate, time served, is the dependent vari
able, ..not ally assumptions of multiple regressions are
met, but the method was thought to be useful since in-
tercorrelations among the items are considered in the,
analysis, and some indication of the appropriate weight-
ing is provided. Moreover,,,it seems that there is no
other method which satisfies more Of 'the necessary con7
ditions. In addition, this method has been demons,4-ated
as having a practical utility. ln similar circumstances.

9 In agecies such as the California Youth Authority
and the Washington State Board of Prison Terms and Pa-
roles, parole is the pieferred mode of.reXease; almost
all offenders leave the institution onaparole (rather
than by discharge from the sentence).



the constructidn of guideline grids. The average time
served for each offense, and the,standard deviation (a
measure of variation from the average) provided .guidance'for setting th expected' ranges within a tentative quide-' line table. these matrices, or grids, then could be as-
sessed further to determine how well t ey fit a new sam-ple of cases.

1

Sequential Models

Im.states im which fli-d-Thmate-aervesa fixed propor-
. -tion of his maximum sentence (Nor"th Carolina, Virginia,

Louisiana, and Missouri) a-different analytical procedurewas followed. (Multiple regresionequations wete computed
for these'states, and when based on the scaled variablesexcluding parole prognosis, moderately high.correlationi-
were obtained with decision criterion, When parole prog-nosi was added to these other independent variables, cor-relations were increased substantially-.

. In order to increase the' amount oL explained vari.a-
tion, the resbarch staff turned to an alternative strat-
egy, case-classification analysis. This technique was
well adapted to -th.e_data. The dependent variable was
dichotomous (grant /deny) and heavily influenced by the
discrete factors .(such as "not in minimum custody"). Thesample was large enough to provide an adequate num'b'er Of
cases o fulfill the multi-celled requirements of case-clas ication.

The use of case-classi.ficati.on' techniques facilitated
theidentification of numerous discrete factors which in-
fluenced board decisions. These factors, discerned from
an analysis of comments in the salient factors section,
increased the number of independent.variables which could ,be used to explain board decisions. This made it possible
to increase the amount of explained variation considerably.

yo.

In interpreting the crosstabulations of the major.
variables, an attribute was considered to be a discrimi-
nator if 80 percent or more of the cases in that categorywere decided in one direction (parolee or deny). For ex-ample, if 92 percent of,inmates with poor discipline were'
denied parole, this was interpreted to mean that it was
Board policy to deny parole to inmates with poor disci-
pline. The 80 percent level was chosen becatthe it pro-.
vides a high level of confidence that.the relationship
in question could not have happened by chance..10

31 .

I5

1°Blalock, Hubert M., 'Jr.,. Causal Inferences in
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'The major decision rules emerged from an analysis ,of
the crpsstabulations. The sample was then sorted accord-
ing to these decision rules. These successive sorts( in
effect held a.num er of variables constant, making it pos-
sible to identify urther discriminators not originally
alloparent.

As is apparent from Figure 2.1, the sample was suc--
cessively subdivided.: In the analysis of eachstate sam-
ple, the number 'of-subdivisiong was dependent on-the huMH
ber of criteria-the bGard took into consideration, Cases
contra7ry tq decision rules wPre not futher subdivided
(see Fourth Sort on. FigUre 2.1). It was found that cases
in the latter group were oo few to analyze. The sorting
con ued until all case were accounted, for, or no-fur-
ther de on rules could' e identified. This sorting
process- provi 2.2m'ft :-.might _alternatively be shown as a
multi-celled orosstabulationTEaVe:-----______

The-ordering prOcess represented in thed-e-c-isio,n tree_
(Figure 2.1) wassthen'condensed into a flowchart (Figure
2.2). The chart sorted out the decisions in order of-in-
creasing difficulty, beginning with single factor deci--
,sions and continuing with double and multi-factor deci-
sions. ,°This order provided, a. simple and efficient struc-
ture for ordering the complex process of parole decision,
making. The flowchart was then translated into guideline:

Theoretically, several alternative formats for pre-
sepktipg the decision rules. were-available; e.g., in a
mathe4atical equation, a matrixe or a questionnaire. The
latte1 style was adopted, since it wlscompatih;le with
the existing procedure of-the boards, -thilp, were accustomed
to completing checklists at pardle considerations.

.

In -every state, the guidplines were tested on new
samples. An analySis of the validation samples revealed
a high degree of fit betWeen the guideline model and ac-
tual board decision practices. In considering the guide-
lines, it i5 essential to distinguish between the dedasion-
making model as reflected in the guidelines and the actual
-decision-making process.

The guidelines serve a a tool to assist the board,
by providing a summary of the board's major criteri- nd
_policies. The guidelines conceptualize the decision-
'making process as if the information search stops at a

Non-Experimental Research, New Yoi1c: W. W. Norton, Co.,
1964. P. 45.



'first Sorts
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Second Sort

Good Institutiona

Discipline (244)

Poor Institutional

Discipline (57)

FigVe 2.

Third Sort

MinorPrior

Criminal.Record (218)

Setious Prior

Criminal Record (26)

Fourth'sSott becisions

Low Unfavorable.

Factor Score (76)
e

High Unfavorable

Factg Score (142)

4

Not Grant-(1)

Grant (14)

Not Grant (128)

. .

Not Grant (24)

Grant (3) ''',.
.

Not Grant'.(54).,

'
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specific point after reaching .a decision rule; as if, that
is, cases are decided omthe basi's of factors that lead
to the relevant decision rule and are then "screened out
from further consideration.

.

In practice,'this decision rule-acts as a cue to
continueAthe information search on the assumption that, :
additional inforeclation might. suggest reasons for going
outside.theguiddlines-

,

....

Guideline policy;' i& summarized in the form, of im-
perative statements which appar to be prescriptive. In
actual practice,'howevet, t y represent a description
'of board policy which the b and d members can use fpr, quid-
an'ce in evaluating*each case on its individual merits.
It is clearly understood thAkt the ultimate discretion in
each decision rests with the board.

In order to promote consistency in evaluating in-
`formation pertaining to prior criminal record and insti-
tutional discipline, operational definitions were form-
ulated and validated against new data in all states where
sequential models were developed. These were devised '

by,asking board members to rate, each inmate and lift the
specific data supporting the rating. The process by
which these ratings were analyzed is described in detail
in the chapters that follow.

Policy Development

It is.assumed that the guidelines in each state will ,

undergo periodic revision to reflect changes in Board po-
licy. In addition, eTements of subjectivity are still
present irr the guidelines and could be reduced by further
work toward operational definitions of secondary factors.
If an empirically-derived prediction device is desired
to be included by aboard and could be developed, the
guidelines could be adjusted to accoinmodate it.

t

These were, the general strategies for defining po-
licies and developing guidelines in collaboration with
the participating parole boards. The specific proce-
dures and the findings are presented in the, chapters'
that follow.

70
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-Chapter 3

NORTH CAROLINA
A

Colleen. A. COsgrove.and Jane Wallerstein.

Commission Structtire and Procedure'

The isktorfh Carolina Parole Commission, consists of
five full-time CoMmissioners, all of whom review cases.
The Commission is assisted by twelve case analyits who'
maintainfiles on the inmates, prepare their folders for
parole consideration, and make recommendations concern-
ing the advisability of parole. 0

-The judge fixes the maximum Sentence within the
statutory limits for the offense. By statute, an in-
mate ,is eligible for parole at the expiration of one-
quarter of his maximum sentence. Good time operates in
such .a way that the maximum sentence can be reduced by
-one- third. If an inmate is denied parole at first eli-
gibility, his case is reviewed at leaSt annually there-
after.

All misdemeanants and felons With maximum sentences
totalling a year or:more who'have Been committed to the
Department of Corrections are under.the CommisSion's j-u-
risdiction. This includes youthful offenders recommended
fo parole by the7Division of YouthServices. (hese latT
ter. cases were, hpwever, excluded from the present study,
since parole for these inmates is almost automatic and
.these cases, therefore, repnesent a minimal exercise of
discretion by the Commission.)

The Commissioners review the folders of all inmates
eligible for parole. and consider approxiMately 600 adult
capes a month. Persemal interviews, conducted by one
Commissioner, are granted only to inmates.tentatively
selected for parole. The purpose,of these hearings is
to- evaluate the inmate for parole readiness and to review
te parole plans. Three affirmative votes are needed for
a parole grant.

North'Carolina law (GS 140) specifies four criteria
to be used in considering inmates for parole: 1) "the
reasonable probability' that the prisoner will live and

'1The structure df a parole board and its procedures
-have a strong bearing on the board's decision making
process.

37 71
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'remain in liberty without violating the law"; 2) "that
the release of the prisoner is not incompatible with the
welfare of society"; 3).,''pit the record of the prisoner
during his confinement established that the prisoner is
obedient to prison rules and regulations "; and 4) "that
the prisoner harbors no resentment against society or the
judge, prosecuting attorneys, or'jury that convicted the
pridoner" (North C&rolina'General Statute 148-60, 1969).

These criteria were set forth in more specific terms
in' .a case.summary sheet used by the Commissidn's case
analysts when thedpresent study began. Thissheet con-
tained a checklist of negative factbrs whch'represented
reasons for not recommending parole (Pigure

-r

Data Collection

Members' of the research team met with the Commission
in February, 1975... In discussing the federal guideline
study, the Commissioners commented that, unlike the United
States Parole Commission, they were not strongly influ-
enced by the seriousness of the-offense. They believed

. that the judge considered this factor in sentencing,- and
that it was not 'their responsibility, in effect, to re
sentence the inmate. in'addition, they explained that
because inmates must serve one-quarter of their- sentence,
this mandatory termrepresented the deterrent and retri-
butive aspebts of the sentence.

In discussing their parole criteria as reflected,. in
Figure 3.1, the Commissioners expressed concern about
"risk," that is, whether the inmate would pose a danger
to the community if released at this time. In assessing
the case alOng this .414..mension, the Commissioners explained
that they took into consideration the length and serious-
ness_of the inmate's prior record, the length"of time be-
tween offenses, whether his present offense or pattern of
criminal activities were related to a history of alcohol
or drug abuse, or whether .he, had a history of mental ill-
ness or was tilt si:VDrjct ofx-a -recent unfavorable psycholog-
ical report. . were concerned also with the inmate's'
probation or parole records; inmates who had committed
crimes on prblqation or parole were seen as poor parole
risks.

The Cormirissioneis explained that they took into con-
sideration a number of factors related to the inmate's
institutional adjustment. They stated that they placed
great emphasis on the inmate's participation in:and re-,
sponse to institutional programs, parti_pfilarly work re-
lease. Failure'on work release was interpreted as an



Major Minor

Reasons Not Recommended:

obr
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Not,. in honor grade, minimum custody

Assaultive nature

Poor attitude,

Community or official objections to release

ChargeS pending

Prekrious court record

Previous criminal conduct

Escape

Insufficientt1me served
4

Previous parole unsatisfactory

Recent infractwn

Psyci tric report unfavorable

Previous rec.
,

d#F.A.,of similar offenses

Nature of crime

No employment plan

No residence plan

4
. Figure 3.1 : Criteria Used by Case.Analysts
(excerpted:from Parole Case Review Fbrm PR-966 3/74)
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indication that the inmate was 'unlikely 'to comply with
parole conditions. It was algo Commission policy to
deny parole to.inmates who had recently escaped, were

. not in minimum custody, or, had a history of infractions
in the institution. The Commissioners explained t4at,
by statute, they 'are not permitted to parole inmates who
have serious disciplinary records. FUrthermore, they be-
lieved that it was their responsibility to assist in the
maintepance of institutional-order by' denying parole
inmate who vlolated regulations. The Commissioners ex'-
plained that denials of parole in such instances were
made in .the hope that they would serve as a'. deterrent t
misconduct; however, they did not'interpret poor insti-
tutional adjustment as a sign that the,inmate would not
succeed on parole. They added that the inmate most likely'
to be paroled at first eligibility was a first offender
who'had a very good institutional record. It was evident
from this meeting that these Commissioners were aware
that they had several explicit, albeit unwritten, policies
which influenced their decisions.

The ComMissioners said, though, that they were not
sure they all applied the criteria in' the s e manner.
There were situations, in addition to th covered by
the criteria they had enumerated, in,Which they believed .

their policy was less well defined. The Commissioners
therefore wanted to develop a consistent, rational policy
and had joined the .study for this reason.

The Commissioners reviewed and approved the case
evaluation form (Appendix C). It was agreed that the
form would be completed, by the first Commissioner to re-
view.a case file, and that one form would be completed
on every inmate eligible'for parole during the data col-
lection period. The rater would record hispwn subjec-
tive est2inates of the inmate and his own parole decision.
Thus, the ratings and the decisions recorded on the forms
would represent the conclusions of one Commissioner, not
those of the entire Commission. This procedure was con-
sistent with the project aim of studykng the relations
.between the subjective estimates and Commissidner
sions. It was, of course, possible that the rating Com-
missioner would vote to deny parole, although a Commis-
sion majority voted to grant. 'Since a large sample.was .

apticipated, it seemed reasonable to aspume that the vot-
ing patterns of the entire Commission would be accurately
represented over the entire sample.

Although the Commissionershad-enumerated criteria
(e.g., minimum custody) in addition to those on the case
evaluatibn form, it was' decided that these criteria would
not be incorporated into the data collection instrument.

%
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First, it was desirable that the data collection instru-
ment be as uniform as possible for all states ih the pro-
ject so that information would be comparable. Second,
keeping the instrument short and simpl ...would Increase
the probabilitY that the form would' b= filled out accu-
rately and completely. The Commission rs reed that the
additional,factots-that-influeneed-their d ions would
be recorded in the salient factor section o; he form.

Data collection began on April 1,11tor 5, and was com-
pleted on September 30, 1975. A total of 3,315 Phase I
case evaluation forms- was received. After 139 cases con-
cerning inmates serving maximum sentences exceeding 20
years were excluded, the sample was reduced to 34_76.

Analysis

The preliminary analysis of the data served to deter-
mine, first, what factors were related to the decisions,
and, second, whether the time-setting matrix model de-
veloped in collaboration with the United. States Parole
Commission could be adapted for the North Carolina Parole
Commission's decision-making processes.

An examination of the product-moment correlation ma-
trix (Table 3.1) showedthat all relations were in the
expected ditections. Parole prognosis.was the variable
most highly correlated with the decisions l(riob = :60).
Four variables were moderately correlated with the deci-
sions: institutional discipline (.49), program partici-
pation (.53), social stability (.39),' and prior record
(-.32). Seriousness 'of the offense, maximum.sentence,
and time served were not related to the grant/deny deci-
,sion. As expected, the variables related to the deci-
sions were in some instances fairly highly intercorre-
lated.

Originally, it had been anticipated th.0 the factors

?The highest intercorrelation is between time served
and maximum sentence (r .77). This. very strong correla-
tion is attributable to' the fact that inmates must serve
a quarter of their maximum sentence before eligibility;
therefore, as the maximum sentence increases, the number
of months served increases. Similar results were obtained
in other jurisdictions where the inmates by,statute or
board policy must serve a fixed proportion'of their max-
imum sentences until initial eligibility: Virginia, r =
.84; Louisiana, r = .97;.and Missouri, r =-.89.
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related to the decisions would be the same as those found
in the federal study. These were seriousness of the of-
fense, parole prognodis, and time served. As' noted above
seriousness of the offense was not related to the deci-
sions in North Carolina. In view of the negligible cor-
relation between-time served and the decisions,"it was
reasonable to conclude that the Commissioners were not
"time-setting" per se; that is, .there was no evidence 'that
the CommAsion had either an impliclt or explicit policy
concerning the actual amount, of time or proportion of the
maximum sentence.that-an inmate must serve before parole.
Thus; parole decisions in NOrth Carolina could be con-
-cePtualized as question of whether, rathe; than when, to
parole. (

Of the three dimensions "reflected in the federal
guicielines, only parole prognosis was strongly corre-
lated with the paroling decisions in North Carolina. As
explained in Chapter 2, page 24 , it was 'decided that pa7
role prognosis per se could not be Used as a major guide-

,

line dimension.

For the reasons indicated abcive, it was clear that a
time-setting matrix model would not provide an appropriate
descriptive model.of this Commission's decision-making
processes. It followed that a different model would be
required. ,

.o
,-, EqUations, employing multiple regression techniques,
were computed to predict the grant/deny decisions. As Ta-
ble 3.:2 shows, the variation, in the decisions could be ex-
plained substantially by the inclusioi of the six indepen-,1
dent variables most highly correlated with the decisions.,

f9

When the parole prognosis coefficient, which ha beenbeen en-
tered sixth into the equatione was excluded fr consider-
ation, the multiple correlation coefficient d oppe froll
L72 to .62. ' The first two variables alone, prior crim-
inal record and institutional discipline, accounted for
most of .the remaining "explained",variation.

The inclusion of social stability, assaultive po-
tential,, and program participation added little to the pre-
dirctive power of the, equation. ,"Social stability" was a
nebulous term which might include such diverse considera-
tions as the inmate's employment record, marital status,
and level of education. It therefore woad be. difficult
to identify the numerous factors related to bhis,dimension.
The concept of "assaultive potential" seemed to involve
some of the same difficulties.' Although program partici-
pation was slightly more highlycorrelated with the deci-
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sions than institutional discip line, 13 percent of the
cases lack information or this dimension. When complete
ihformation was available on both variables (Table 3.2),
institutional discipline was slightly more highly corre-
lat d with the decisions than program participation., So-
cial stability, assaultive lootential, and program partici-
pat n 'were, therefore, tentatively eliminated from fur-
the consideration.

The two remaining variables were prior criminal,
record and institutional discipline. Both were moder-
ately correlated with the: decisions and only moderately
correlated with each other (-.27), indicating that these
two variables.tapped somewhat different dimensions. These
variables could also be quantified, and the Commission had
stated. that they, were important paroling criteria. It
seemed possible that these two factors could be used as .

it

the basic imensions for. the guideline's. One way,to clar-
ify the re ations bdtween these variables and the grant/
deny deci.si n was through an analysis of crosstabulations
presenting the percent granted parole as a function of,
the institutional discipline and prior criminal record
ratings.

Tables 3.3 and 3,4 indicate that the parbling rate
for the sample was 35 percent., The following conclusions

4 about Commission policy were drawn from a study of Tables
3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

1) In regard to institutional 'discipli'ne (Table
3.3), the Commission saw the inmate population as hetero-
geneous, with ratings fairly evenly distributed acrov; the_
three major discipline categories: poor/very poor, Mper-

..
cent; adequate, 27"percent; and good/very good,.39 pkqent.

2) Ninety-two percent.of,the inmates with poor/
very poor institutional discipline ratings were denied pa-
role; it was reasonable, therefore, using the 80 percent
rule described, in, Chapter 2, tq conclude that it was Com-
mission policy to deny parole to inmates in this category.,

. 3) Although no other decision rules emerged from
the study of Table 3.3v itowas'clearthat the probability
of parole increase.

1
the favorability of the institu-

tional discipline ng increased. .

4) In regard to theeprior criminal record r ng
(Table 3.4), the distribution was somewhat skewed, th :,
more inmates classified into the more favorable categories:
serious/extensive, 24, percent; moderate, "28 'percent; and
minor/none, 48,percent.
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Table 3.3

Parole ,Decisions Distributed Accdrding to Institutional Discipli,ne Ratings

Decisions

Poor/

Very Poor

Institutional Discipline Ratings

r.

Grant 8%

(78)'

Adequate GoO4

33% I..

(278)

53%

(416)

ktry- Good

74%

(310.

Deny 2%

(94a)

67% `

(567)

47%

(368)

Total

35%

(1,486)

65%

(1,996)

Total 100%

(1,026)

100%

(845)'.

100%'

(784)

100%

. (427)

Missing.knformation

(3;082)

(94)

Totil number of cases
(3,176)

so

00"



Table 3.4,

Parole

(

D cipions Distributed According to Prior Criminal Record Ratings

,

Decisions

Serious

Extensive

17

Prior riminal Record Ratin.s

Moderate

,

(126)

Deny

Total/

83% 'N

(616).

100%'

(742)

26%'1

(230)

74% ,

(646)

No/Minor

50%

(730)

Total

35%

(1,086)

50%

(734)

.(876)

1C(0% --

(1,464)

65i

4,996)

11 3:082)

Missing information?

Total number of cases

(94)

07

of
(3,176)



5) Again, a decision rule was tentatively identi-
fied regarding inmates in the most urdavdrable %category:
eit appeared to be Commissipn policy to cleny parole'to in7

mates wfth serious/extensive prior criminal record',ratis.

6) Although the probabil y of parole ,increased as
the favorabiUty of the prior criminal record increased,
no afditional decision rules' were identifiea.

7) 'Table 3.5 served to clarify the interaction. be-

,
tween the prior criminal record and institutional disci-
pline ratings, an ,the decisions. This table confirmed

at it was;;Commiksion policy to deny)pardle to inmates
ith institutionalkdiscipline ratings of poor/vey poor,
regardless,of thdir prior crimi nal record ratinge.

80,- This table, also indicatd that'it was neces-
sary to modify thejtentative,dpc_ision rule to deny parole

to inmates with serious /extensive prior criminal record,
ratings, The ,Gommissioners showed a markdd tendency to

deny parole ttl:offenders in this caterry;,holiever, they,,
,did grant parole to a small number of inmates with excep-

tionally favorable institutional disciplin ratingd. It

was apparent that further analysis of thes cases would be

necessary:to determine specificityhigher degre, of specificit
the commissioner's policies concerning .ihm tes with un-

favorable prior criminal record ratings. .

9) This three,variable table cast further light on

the Commission policy ytregarding ites with .prior, criminal
record ratings 'of none or minor. It appeared -plat it was

.Commission policy to -grant parole to inmates in this cat-

egory if they were rated s having very, good institutional

discipline.
4

No 'further decision rules were derived from an anal,

ysis,,of these ables.
. ,

t :seemed from these. distributions that the 'Commis

sion.had a well-defined 'policy cqpcerning inmates with ex-

tremely favorable or unfaVorable ratihgs. For the remain--;

ing cases, particularly those in whidh%the inmate was rated

as average on either dimenoion, it was assumed that,these
decisions had been influenced ..by. additional fators, that
is, drse-factors mentioned by the Cpmmissionerseat the

meeting, and recorded in the sa:lient.fatorIec-
'tion of'the. case evaluation form:

Salient. Factors

As anticipated, an analysis' of-The salie4t factors



Table 3,5

Percentage of Inmates Granted Parole; Distributed According to Institutional Discipline Ratings
and Prior Criminal Record Ratings*

1,

Institutional

Diicipline

Ratings

,. Prior Criminal Record Ratings

Serious/

Extensie Moderate No/Minor
. Total'

Very Good
,

' 46%'

(37)

61%

(95)

81%

(295) (427)
,

Good 28%

(130)

39%

(190)

66%

(464)
(784)

Adequate

(232)

'25'%25%

G271)
I

47%

(342) :(845).
,

Poor/Very Poor

'

r

.

'

6%

(343)

9% .

(320)

7%

(363) .

t"114,..
.

.

.,,..',.'t ''t46 .

4 ,.'
''="(, OA..

.

.

Total

_

(742)

1

(876) (1,464) ,
.

,082.)

Missing information

L
l''

4

(94)
,

.

Total number Of cases

.

=
,

,

(3,176)

* Note on how to read Table 3.5: The percentages,show, the percentage of inmates ted parole-whofell into the category indicated by the intersection of a column and°a,row. The c agps do notaddoip to 100. The numbers in parentheses show the total number of inmates whO he cate-gory indicated by a column-row intersection.



.showed that-there were several negative.factorsconsist-
ently associated with parole denial,' ii.e.not in honor

,

grade (minimum custody), det iner pending in North
Carolina, recent probation r Parole violation; Altoge
ther, there ere eleven fa tors in this category. These

factors seeme operate as "scroeens, eliminating those,
o whom they applied from further parole consideration.
In other words; if an inmate was perceived as, having a
chronic alcohol problem, the unfavorable nature.of this

actor seemed to preclude him from further parole consid-
..,_ pration and to overrride any favorable factors. It ap-

peared, therefore, that it was Commission policy to deny
parole in cases in which one or more of these lactors was
.present,regardless of the seriousness of the prior crim-
inal record or institutional discipline ratings.

.

This analysis had identified what were assumed to

be the Commission's major decision-m6king criteria and
policies... It was necessary now to develop a conceptual
model'which could incorporate the decision rules derived
from thisanalysis apd provide a. framework for further

'analysis.

Model Development: The Evolution of the Screening. Model

One way'toconceptualize the Commission's-decision-
making process was to posit that the eleven unfavorable
factors took precedence over all other considerations
early in the decision process, and in effect excluded in-
.mates to whom they applied from further consideration as
..parole..Candidates.

It was 111bthesized'that for 'cases not screened out
yy these eleven criteria, the final decision would be
determined largely on the`basis of the institutional dis-
cipline and/or priOr criminal,record ratings.. As evident

from the crosstabulations, there was considerable overlap
between these two categories; for example, 46 percent of
.t.he, inmates with serious or extensive or criminal re-
cord ratings had poor/very poor instit

p
lanai discipline

ratings. '

4.'was.therefore necessary to develop a decision-,
making model)that would deal with the problem of- overlap

and provide a strategy for'further identifying Commission
policy. It was found that both_ of these objectives ,could

be achieved- through case-clagsificatiop techniques, in-
volving sub-divisions ol the sample through successive
-sorting:" .

tor

'FOr.a discussion of Manifold ,classification and con:
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The basic stra'tegy. involved successively subdividingthe sample according to the tentatiyelylidentified deci-sion* rules. This process provided a strategy for -study-ing_= interaction of a few variables while controllingfor th= ef fects of a number of othe-r independent variables .This t hni/ue ,provided' an .effeCtive substitute for' the useof nume s multi-celled -crosstabulatiOns.

To test this "screening" model, a systematic samplewas drawn, based on case evaluation forms with file um-bers ending in "3" .and "7." (These were selected from thetotal sample of 3,315.'` Replacements were made for caseswhere the maximum sentence exceeded 20 years.)

.The sorting pattern usdd on the sub-sample tenta-tively_igentlfied _Commission policy gove'rning 93 percent,,of the cases. This. sorting'`pattern was -then duplicatedon the full sample: A simplified- diagram-.of .this sortingpattern, showing the diStribution of the full sample, is'shown in Figure 3.2.

The first sort concerned the specific situations thatseem to make -the ilimate virtually ineligible for.parole.These were termed '"Basic,X siderations. " For example,.all forms on which "not in .nimum custody" was mentionedas a salient factor' were_ so ed out of the sample. Next,.the sequence dealt with the two additi al .categories de-fined by single- factor rules: poor/ve y poor institu-tional-discipline and serio4s/extensi e prior 'criminal. record ratings:" .Since the "poor" di cipline category in-cluded more cases than the " eribuq .record category, ,itwas ,place0 before "Serious" record n the sorting order.When cases' rated as haVing serious/extensive prior crim-
.

inal .rgcord were7 examined,. a further decision rule wasderived'. It appeared that the° decision was influenced bythe length of time served and /the time remaining on thesentence, and that it waS.Commission policy to deny pardleti to inmates who had served a *relatively short. time "ArelatiVely long time" was operatignally defined after astudy of the -data as 1) faur .years or more on a sentenceof .ten, years or more; or 2) *forty percent or mbre of asentence under ten, years. . ,ii,
.

.After the sample had been subdivided according to theBasic ConSiderations` and' poor intitutional discipline and.
s

serious prior record ratings, the remaining cases were .-A° further sabdivided on the basis of double-factor rules0
,

figuration.a-1._ analysis, `see Gitaser, ROutinizingEvaluation, Rockville, Md: : National Institute bfMental Health, 1973, i pp. .148-154.

0 Li
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Pint Sort . Second Sort Third Sort' Fourth Sort Fifth Sort

Na

(2,8 1)

No Detainer

Pending

(2,841)

Detainer

Pending

(10)

!No information 32i

Total: 3,176

Basco

Sonsideration

Mot Applicabl

(2,1671

Basic

Considerations

Applicable

(614)

Not

Poor

' 111522)

Poor

Discipline

(635)

Sixth. Sort Seventh Sort Eighth Sort Decisions t.

Not Grant (577)

Assaultive

(700 '

:Pony (129)
Not

Marginal

(736)
Aseaultive

rant (17)

(30)

Not Serious Prior.

Record; Serious

Prior Record and

Served Long Time

(1,288)
Not

AesenItive

(400

Marginal

(552)

High Favorable

Factdr Score (234)

Low Favorable

Factoi.Score (2261

eny (13)

rant (203)

Deny 131)

rant (67)

eny (159)

rant (29)

ny (63)

I

'Asvultive

192),

Serious Prior Record;

Served short Time

(244)

4:ant (49)

Deny (1951

Grant (62)

Figure 2,2: Sorting Pattern for North carolina Phase I Data

Deny;(

Grant (7)

ny (667)

Grant (1D)

Deny, (0)'
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based, on combinations of the prior criminal record and
`institutional discipline ratings.

_The. ,Basic Considerations and single .and double fac-
tors "explained" the large majority of the decisions in`the sample. They covered cases iepreseating relatively
extreme ratings, that is, very _favorable' or' very unfavor-

-able. The only cases not screened out were "marginal"
cases, that, is, those Containing a.rating of "adequate",
on -institutional discipline and/or "moderate" on priorcriminal record. Inmates with serious/extensive priorcriminal reco r ings who had, served "a ela vely
long time:' were als classified .as marginal ca S.

It was neces ary to determine which additi al fac- r-tors distingyishe marginal candidates who wereparole froWhoS who were denied. A'close scrthe case ealeation formssuggested that a range
tors pertaining 't.o the offdri onduct in the inst
tion, proportionof time served, or special post-re
plans hdiki influenced the d?cision. It appeared, th
role had been' granted, when at lea two factors fay 1to the inmate were present; tithe parole had been
denied. A decision rule was formui ed;_incorporatingthis finding.

This sorting technique had enabled the research
staff to dentify what seemed to be the major criteria
and policI s of the Commisbion.

1

Guidelin lation

It was then necessary to plade the decision rules in
a 'convenient sequence 'for the CoTrImissiori'suse. In order
to'accomplish this, the sorting Pdttern was translated
into a flowchar't (Figure 3.3).

This model provided a mechanism for structuring the-
oro*r in whic.A the factors would be taken into c ider-ation. In this floychartAlodel, a case would me e uccessive decision poAnts. At each decision Poin Boor scr n,the case would Ye evaluated against a criter n. The di:-
rection indicated at the decision point would determinethe next path leading to another decision point and/or a
stop, consisting of grant or.deny.' Thus, each test elim-
inated some of the cases from fdrther consideration, eithem-through 'a parolle or a denydecision, and, passed the re-
mainirq, cases on to be against another criterion.

A questionnaire format was adopted to translate this
screening process into simple yet comprehensive guidelines

..
6"..)
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/ EnterParole
Applicant

yes

yes

Serious
or Criminal
Record?.

Very Good
Institutional
Discipline?

or mino
Prior 'criminal.

Record?

High
Assaultive
Potential?

,PotmI/
'High

Assaultive.
otential'

Grant
. Ins de

.Gragt .)
Outsidt

'-nenY

Inside

i

Figure 3;3: Flowchart bgrivRprom Sorting Pattern Shown in Figure 7.2

O
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(Figure 3.4). The questionnaire was based,on,checked 01items, which called for "yes" or "no" rekpdhses. Eachitem contained either a decision rule, whidh indicated
deny or grant parole, or instructions to continue t.o an-other, item. The guidelines were written in terms which,
when possible, embodied the ComMission'stown phraseology.In effect, each question constituted a statement of Com-mission policy. Item 2a, for example, asks, "Does theinmate have detainers pending in North Carolina? If yes,deny parole:" Implicit in this question is .a statement
that it is Commission policy-to.deny parole to inmates
with detainers pending in North Carolina.

When Commission and guideline' decisions were/cop-%
pared for the full sample, it was foundthat CommisSion'

)action agreed with, or was "inside the guidelines," in
86 ,percent of the cases (See- -Table 3.6). This propor-
tiorhmore than satisfied the agreed-on requirement that /

at ',least 80 percent of the decisions must fall"within
the guidelines. Individually, each'item complied with°
the 80.percent requirement, with the exgeption of theitems relating to assaultivress. These'were.tenta-
tivel/ included in. the guidelins with the understanding
that the influence of asaultiveness 'on decision would
be discussed with the Commission. I

Although preliminary guidelines had been developed,
. further data collection was still required. First, the
guidelines needed "to be tested and validated on.new datato ensure that they accurately reflected Commission policy:Second, further data collection was needed 'to refine someitems in the Basic CAsiderations section. The ,guidelines-
referred to "recent" escape or ."recent"' probation viola-
tion; in order to determine 'What the' Commissioners re-garded,as hrecent," they wepesasked to record the date
on whidh the offense took place. In addition, it was
necessary to develop drational definitio for prior -
criminal record and :titutiOnal discilfain#, in order
to reduce subjectivity and .inconsistency in these ratings.

Implementation of Pr eliminary Guidelines; Phase II

When t%tpreOminary guideline.s,had been developed,
theireseardh stqiiif met with the North Carolina Parole CoM-
mission in ligcerri,nr, 1975.- The purpose of this meeting
was to present, the findings froth- the Phase I data collec-
tion and .to explain the proposed guidelines.. The Commis-
sioners confirmed, that the guidelines reflected their
criteria and tfeir paroling policies Thelvalso agreed
'that there was a need toPreduce subjectivity in the rat -ingsAIt.Was agreed, that the data dollection instrument
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North Carolina Parole Commission
Preliminary Guidelines.

(Do not use for driving offenders or
inmates with sentences over 20 years

Form I .

ato

Basic considerations

1. -Does the inmate have detainers pending in other
jurisdictions?
If YES, parole to the detainer only.

2..

If NO, continue to,2.

a% Does the inmate have detainers
North Carolina?'

. Is he in less than honor grape?

Does he have a.chronic alc h I. problem?

.d. Does he have a history of-driving offenses
related to alcohol abuse?.

i7)

9'

c.

pending in

.1s there a recent unfavorable psychOl
report on the inmatt?

f. Is he enrolled in work rel-ase or a other
institutional;program shou
completed before parole.

g. Are there very strong Folice ial,
or community objections to t ate's
release aetlas time?

h Has there been'a very short ime between
offenses?

i. Has hg escaped recently?
(Specify date:

YES NO

Has he violated probation or parole recently?
(Specify date: s

k. Has:he failed on work release recently?
(Spetify, date: ';

If all answers in 2 4re,NOi'c u to B.
If any answers in .are..YES, eny

$
AW.gure Guidelines

4
1



B. 1 DoeS the inmate haye a discipline rating of
POOR or VERY POOR?
If YES, deny parole. If NO, continue

iii:,

.

2.' a. Does the inmate have a prior criminal record
rating of NONE, MINOR, or MODERATE?
If YES, skip to 3.. If'NO, continue to b.

b.- Does the inmate have a prior criminal record,
rating o.f SERIOUS or EXTENSIVE ?,

.

If YES, continue' to c. If NO skip -to 3.

c.. Has the inmate served a relatiely- long
tome ?*

If YES,., go to Form. II.

3. a.. Does the inmate have a discipline
VERY GOOD? .

If YES, skip to 4. Ift NO, continue to .8.

b. Does the inmate have a. discipline rating of
GOOD?
If NO, Continue_ to 'c.. .

'If YES, and he has a prior criminal record
(rating of' NONE or MINOR, skip to. 4.

If YES, and he has a' prior criminal record
to of MODERATE, go to Form II.

YES NO

57

If NO, deny parole..

rating of
4,

c. Does the inmate have 'a discipline rating of
ADEQUATE?
If YES, go.(.to Form Ii.

,

Does the inmate have a high assaultive potential?
If YES, go to. Form II.' If NO parole.

Decision: Parole

For a-decisi Sile the guidelineS:.

Deny parole

.inmate w roled/denied parole' because1

Date

I.

4 ,

* A relatively long time .c

.1) 4 years or more on
2) 40% or more of a

uld be defined as -

sentence of .4 Years or more; or
ntence. und0 a years

at
Preliminary Guide ines (continued)Figure 3.4:
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Form TI
(Use following Form I, with marginal parole candidates.)

0.

1.- Does the inmate have a high asdaultive potential?
If YES, continue to 2. If NO, skip to 3.

Has the inmate's prison' conduct been
,to give reasonable assurance' that.' he
dangerous?'.
If YES, contin0e to 3. If NO, deny parole.

so good as
is no longer

. Are there extraordinary factors relating to the
inmate's condition that indicate that parale
should.be*granted at this time (disabled, aged,
terminally ill, d.ebilitated)?,
If YES, paro2e. If NO, continue to 4."

-4

. Are there'strong favorable factors that suggest
that lease may-e appropxOte -at this time?
a. Fa ors relating to the offense:

1) Lo seriousness of the offense
2) 1.1* or role in the offense
3) Long interval between offenses
Factors relating to conduct in the
1) Low asSaultiveness
2) Gpod or very good work participation

institution

3) 'Recent gOod conduct
__

c. Proportion of time'Setved:
40% of' a sentence of .5 ormbre years

2Y-Serving sentence of under .5 years And
if not

YES .NO

0

likely.to complete-sentence
paroled at.this time

d: especial plans for- Medical or psychiatric*
N; treatment after release
1".f 2 or more, answers. in 4 are YES,'parole.
If not, deny parole:.

Decision: Parole

For a decision outside the guidelines:

,Inmate was parpIedIdenied parole

Deny parole.

Commissioner

Figure 3.4: preliminary



Distribiltion of Decisions in Phase I Sample, According to preliminary, GuidOnes,

0

1 iN
Guideline Decision Rules

' Decisions',COmmiasionet

Inside

Guidelines.

:Outside

Guidelines Total

Basic Considerations 1

99%

(677)

ly,

(7)

4

100%

f684),
.

Poor/Very Poor Institutional Discipline Rating
i

r\ ,

90%

(573)

.

10%

(62)

100%

(635)',

Serious /Extensive Prior Criminal Record' Rating,

Served a. Stort Time
\

,--.
4. .,.

,

(195)

\
20%

(49)

100%

(244).

Not Marginal Not Assaultive
.

.

'82% .
f4

(570

18%

fl.29)

100% ,

(706)

Not Marginal, Assaultive
, q

d

,

,

57%
4

( 17)

AIS

43%

.(13)

100

(30)
, r

,

Marginal, Assaultive
.

.

w

68%

'
(63)

. 32% ,

Ai' (29)

ti

100%

(92)

Favorgole Factors Y ,.79% :

(362)

, .

,21%

(98)

t --

100%

(460)
' l

Total
.

.

, ,
t

I .

)

86% 14% P

_.

100% f

(2,851)
*,

,
v

,.

,

>, ,

.°

4 '

isising information (125)

Total number of cases = (3,176)



shown in Figure 3.5 would be use devqlop definitions
for prior record and in titutipnal discipline.

,44 .

The influenbi of 4saultiveness on decision was dis-
, cussed with .the Commisgioners.. They explained .that, the

rating had actually reflecthk_assessments of assaultive
history rather than of' "assaurtive' potential." The Com-
missioners 'stated that they , sometime's 'paroled an inmate

with a history of 'assaultiveness if, 14hen judging f m

his progress, there .was-a substant' tea-

son to beli e that the inmate was no ;longer dangerous..

ApparentlY, it was 'this distinction that h d giVen rise
14, to many decision's that had been clasiifi by -U.& -te-1

search staff as outside the guidelines..

The Commissioners were.urged to exercise theilr dis-

cretion in applying the decision rules to' iiiiiividuar

cases In Other. words, although it was,Commiesion policy
to dehy parole to inmates who were not 411 minimum custody,
there might be circumstances when it ,,,zould be:appropriate

to parole an inmate in this category. In these cases,
the Commissioners were asked to state their reasons for_

.going outside the guidelines.

, Since the analytical objectives of this phase of the

zesearch were limited apd immediate feedback was desired,

a relatively small SamPle was,requested. for this data

collection. ? Each Commissioner was asked to fill mit at
least 50 preliminary guideline forms with ,the attached

oper.qponal aefinitidon f

,

Phase 11: Data. Analysis'

,,When this %validatibn sample w s returned, the- deci-

sions on 94 percent of the 371 for S were within, the

.g.uidelines. The 'paroling rate' for the sample was 29 per-

'cent, as compared with 35# percent` or the origillal sample'

(z = 1.75 p d.05). This stimulated !some concern that
the guidelinps might havo influenced, rather than refjected,

Commission poi-icy. When que tioned apout this,' the
ofmission advised. that their 'c seloaChad consi§ted of pre-

dominantly serious' offender dgring the data/Co,llectio* N

period andi therefore, they believed, the sampl was not
represe4ative 'Of their average caulOad..

76

A

i . ,

Ti-i Phase-..I.t.Keturns 'were analyzed item by item. The
used80 percent .rtile was, -',asthe staxiclard for determining...

,:whethet. each ..item represeriti, COrnri,As1.6n policy. Arrarl-ytis
.of the 8as,ic Consideration item's' revealed *hat chronic al-. ....xi,'

Ohol. ab4s4fand. police objections did loot mandate°.-enialS c3.
:Ar at least; 80 petcent of.tpe 'cases; 'therefore, jhdsd

. ,
. .. -..

,

,

I. .-% '
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.CH . I.North Carolina.' Parole .Commissidn - .,
Data. Collection InStriunent for. Operational, DefinitionS ... -.

. ,,r , ' , tPlease fill in-' the follqwing scat In the.space beneath each scale(
write in the facts, about the case w ch'. strpport Vour-rt.ing. i'pr.
'example. 1.6..you cizqr,,ed VERY POOR °KA; he institutional discipline
scale, write in the nz,V2er .of major nd minor _infractions and:the

.\.dates of the infractions. 'The same procedure 1 to be followed .for '
prioil'criminal record list all prior convictiohs, prior imale6ee-
ations, and/or arrests which influenced your assessment of the
inmate on this dimension.

.

.IN$TITUTf9NAL DISCIPLINE

VERX,JPOOR :POOR - ADEQUATE - GOOL - VERY .GOOD
.

Infractions Dates

.

1-

PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD
.. ".

C .
.

NONE MINOR MODERATE ' -/" SERIOUS - EXTENSIVE -

..
V : ,k

Length of Senteh.pp. _'

.
Oftense

e-

Date of epte.,i'aiv'

(

:,

s.

.7" . 1 0

.

° \ ,

l.Data CoJ.edtion .Inst`rument

. .N .
.

7.

e._

A
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items were eliminated from the Basic Considerations sec-
tion. Decisions on all' other guideline items more than

A satisfied the 80 percent rule.
O

Operational Definitions

The.Commission had supplied ample data for develop-.
ing operational definitions. for institutional discipline
ratings. Tables were compiled for each category of the
institutional di6cipline scale. Undei each rating cat-
egory were-listed the specific infractions and combina-
tions of infractions that the Commission, had associated
With'these ratings.

Wien these entries were studied, it was found that
the institutional discipline rating was actually an index,
composed of the type number; and recency of infractions.
The,Commission-did not seem to be 'considering infractions
over 'a year old. The range of infraction attributes in
each category was grouped, to-determine-the boundaries
for that 'category. Since, for example, virtually no major
iifractions were recorded for inmates rated as having good
discipline, it was assumed that major infractions would
fallbelow the boundary defining the good institutional
discipline category.

An alphabetiCal code was developed-to translate each
type of infraction and its recency into, a symbol. For
example, "E" indicated a minor infraction dux:ing the last
year, but not within the -last six months (Figure 3.6).

To test the accuracy of these definitions, the rat-
ings for institutional discipline given by the CoMmis-
sioners in the sample were compared with those indicated
,by the operational' definitions. The Commissioners' rat-
ings were consistent with the guideline ratings in 84
percent of the-cases.

A similar technique was employed in studying prior
criminal record. This analysis was complicated by the
broad range of, possible penalties that inmates had re-
ceived (suspended sentences, fines, juvenile sentences,
probations). It appeared that the Commissioners' rat-
ings of prior criminal record were primarily a function
of the number of convictions followed by-incarceration
and the length of the sentences to.incarceration." For

"The Commisiioners referred to a sentence to incar-
ceration on which the inmate actually'served jail or
prison time as an "active" sentence. This term provides

9.



North Carolina Parole. Commissil

Institutibnal Discipline Classificatidn

(Do:not use for driving offehders or inmates with zentences over 20 yeari; exclude

present sentence; juvenile recOrdR arrest's, and'Convictions not followe by incarceration:)

A

:'B

C

E

e'of Infraction

Escape during last 6 months

EOOpe during,4styear, but .not during last 6'

':,),*jor:ihfrection'during:list year

Minor infraction dUring. last 6 months

f

Minor infraction during last year, but not during last '6 months

Good

Infractions, a this level: .'

Greatest poss ble infrad7

lion
combing ions at this,

level:

Guideline Rating:

A

r .

AdeqUate

1B

E.

Poor

E

Any combination?

tiAt exceeds'

'Adequate

.)*

M

Commassibn Rating: s, 4' ,

For a Comission rating outside guidelines,' pie: se state reasons:;` .

Figure 3.6:

0

i

I

/

Institutional' Dis'cipline
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simplicity, the definitions took only these two,dimensigns
into account ,(Figure 3.7). The ratings for prior
record given by the ,Commission in the sample were then
compared with those indicated by the operational,defini
,tions; they.agreed in 81 percent ,of the cases.'

-ct

Phase III: Revision of the, reliminary guidelines

The staff met with the =mission to discuss the
,Phase II findings ana to explain the operational defini----
tions.1 At this meeting, the Commissioners were advised'
that they coup modify these 'ratings to reflect the in-,

flUence' of mitigating' or aggravating factors. When these
considerations brought the rating outside the ,guideline
definitIon5. the Commissioners were asked to list, the fac-

, tors that affected the rating. In using the guidelines,'
the. Commitsioners were' advised tc! -consider the inmate as
classified' according to 'their final rating, wheth- 'or

not it was the same as the rating suggested by opera-

tiznal 'definitions.,

buring.thig Meeting, the Commissio
f easibility adapting. the ,guideline
si5onses ,cot td be easily -coded for
T,his voulidi provide them with as p
debisicinsi and reasons for goin

;

As/a transitional ai
tionnaire format was re
lifzeg; criteria (Figure
operational dpfinit
stitutional dasci
mission.. Again
limited, a srn

ere.:

sions in
T01 in4,A

I :to bP
poor
85

discussed the
0,,that their re-

puter. processihg.
anent record of their

outside the, guidelines. A.

o 6941.1terization, the ques-
ced by,a checklist of the,guide-

. This new short form; with
6nsAibf prior criminal" record and in-
ine ratings, was returned to the Com-

be0'atise research objectives were,no0 very
-sample was,reqqested. A total of 150

tui-fied. QNinety-eight percent of the deci-
e sample were within the guidelines. The pa-

e, a low 17 percent. (z = 3.6i p 4.001) seemed
fated to the large proportion of inmates with

nst,itutional records. A total ,of 127 inmates, or
ercent of the sample, fAiled to(meet the Basic Con-

derations.

The-very high perbentage of cases within the guide-
I

AN.

a .s cincilway to distinguish between suspended and ac-
.

tual sentences to incarceration. Although this term
seems to be unique to this Commission, the research staff
found that this concept was useful in developing opera-
tional definitions for:the paroling authorities of Vir-
Ainia,'Louisiana, Missouri, New Jersey, and Washington.

-

.1

95

ti
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North Carolina.ParoleCommission

Prior Criminal Record Classification

(Do not use for driving offe derswor inmates with Sentences:Oer,20/years 'exclude

present sentence, juvenile rec rd, artests, and convictions of followed by incarceration.)
.1

Class

t`
4

Length of Maximum Active Sentence

Over 10 years

Over 5 years, inclUding.but not exceeding 10 years

Over 1,year, including but not exceeding 5 years

Over 5 months, including but not exce/eding 1 year

5 months or less

Minor Moderate

--"-Sentences at this level: D, E: _-- Bj C D, E

Greatest possible sentence

mbination atthis lev I( 1D + 2E's

4E's

2D's

Guideline Ratihg:

18

2C's

1C + 2D's

'1C + 4E'

1C + 1D + 2E's

2D's 4E's

1D + E's,

8E'

4D's
I

ommdssion Rating:

For a Commission rating qutside ilidelines, please s e reasons:

Figure 3,7: 'Prior Criminal

Serious

A, B, C' D 'E

Any combination

that exceeds

Moderate

eCozd Classification

110'

1,6 rl

.; 1.



North Carolina Parole Commission Guidelines
(Do_not use for drivi g offenders or
inmates with sentence over 20 years.)

Number of prior hearings:

Pleaseproceed segdentiall
whether-'as to h they apply to

sion and record decision .at

through the form. .%CHECK.ALL FACTORS
the inmate: Stop after reaching a deci-
the end of the), form.

I. A. , North. Carqpna detainer'

2. 111::t in minimum custody

3. \Recent unfaVorable psychological repbrt

4: Needs work release

5. Escape within'last 6 months

Probation/parole violation within last
6 months

7. Work release violation within last 6 months.

Ygs,, -NO;

8. Poor institutional discipline'

9. Highly assaultive/still dangerous

10. Serious record and not served relatively
long time *.

11. Short time between offenses

12. Police objections

If any answer in A is YES, deny parole. Otherwise,

continue .

B. 1. Out-of-state detainer (parole to detainer

only)

2. Extraordinary factors (disabled, aged',
terminally ill,debilitated)

m.
If any answer in
continue.

I .

B is Y parole.

* A relatively long time is defihed as

1) 4 years4 or mpre,on a sentence of-10 years or
2). 50% or,more of a sentence under 10 years

Otherwise-,

Figur 34: Guidelines

more;
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II. Using the Commission ratings for Prior Criminal Record
Institutional Discipline, locate the inmate'scategory

A- NO or MINOR prior criminal record and VERY GOOD
or GOOD, institutional discipline, present' of-
fense not committed on probatiOn or parole

.f SERIOUS prior criminal rebor and VERY GOOD or
GOOD institutional discipline, served, rela-'
tively long time*
either answer is YES, parole. Otherwise, continue.If

C. All ate-i-With ADEQUATE
all inmates with MODERATE
all inmates whose pr6sent
on probatiori or parole

institutional discipline;
prior criminal records;
offense was committed

1. Low seriousness of present offense

2. Minor role in offense

3. Long interval between offenses'

4. Loss assaultiveness

5./ Good work participa on

Recent good conduct .

Serve 40% of a sentence of 5 or more years

and/or
below.

YES NO

J3. Likely to. max out if of paroled now.

/9. Medical /psychiatric treatment planned.
! . after release

If ;2 or more answers in C. are YES, parole: Otherwise,

Commission Decision: Parole

For'A decision outside the guidelihes:

Inmate was paroled/denied parole because

Deny parole

deny parole.

* A relatively long time is defined as
1) 4 years or more on a sentence of 10 years or more; or
2) 50% of more of a sentence under 10 years

Figure 3.8: Guidelines (continued)
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s gave further evidence'that the guidelines accurately
lected Commission policy. In 97 per:cent of the cases,

e Commissioners' rating of institutional discipline con-
curred with,the guideline rating. It was evident that the
operational definitions for this factor were. appropriate.
Similar results were'found.concerriing the accuracy of the-
prior criminal recordlddfinitions; 91 percent of the Comr
missioAers' ratings agreed with the guideline rating's.

Phase IV: Implementation of the,Guidelines

Before this project began,sand while this research
was in progress, the. Commission used a computerized sys-
tem for recording the Commission's parole decisions and,
when parole was denied, reasons for denial. The Commis-
sion's computer' and research .staff is currently in the
process of further'refining the guideline form for com-
rigterization such that it will be possible to have.a per-
lignent recorof. both decisions inside .dnd outside the
¶ uidelines. This system will provide a feedback mechan-
ism through which.tke.Commigsioners can -study their rea-
-sons for. going outsid0 the guidelines and" to determine -

whether there have been any shifts in policy since the
implempntation-of the guidelines. Since this computer- .

izatigh is just-getting underway, follow-up data on the
impact which the implementation of .the guidelines has or
may have on the decision-making process.is not now avail-

able.

Conclusion

At thistime, it is difficult to assess the implica-.

tions of the. implementation of guidelines on the parole'
deCision-making process of theNorth Carolina "Parole Com.,--

mission'. Judging from the paroling rates of the Phase
II and PhaSe III, sample, it appears that the implemeriXation
of the guidelines may haye had an:unintended effect,in
that, as the guidelines were.successively refined, the
parole-rate decreased: The research staff is, however,
confident that this steadily declining parole rate is ap-
propriiltely attributed-tb the. collection of small and_
substantially biased sampless

"sSee Chapters 4 and 6, which concern the research -

conducted in collaboration with the paroling authorities
of Virginia and Missouri. In these jurisdictions, the.

Phase II data was collected over a period of sever.al
months; therefore, the samples were large and the prob-
ability of obtaining biased samples was decreased. The

A
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It is obvious that guidelines based on the screening
model developed to conceptualize. this Commission's parole
deci ion-Making processes are a radical departure from
the ame-setting,Anatrix model of the United States Parole
Co ission.

In interpreting the findings presented in this chap-
ter, a few factors must be kept in mind. Although case-
'clasdlfication techniques were used to'derive the guide-
line decision rules, this does not necessarily suggest
that similar results could not have been achieved thiough
use of multiple regression techniques. The search for
the appropriate calculus was terminated because it was
evident from discussion with the Commissioners that case-
classification methods provided a more efficient technique
for identifying Commission policy.

From the initial conference with the Commissioners,
it' was apparent that they conceived of the parole decision--
making process as involving a review of many discrete fac-
tors. Although the Commissioners.did not express this
process' in these terms, it was clear from the initial
meeting that the Commissioners had in mind certain minimum
standards wIlich an inmate had to meet before he was fa.-
roled. In short,the screening model developed in the
course of this research was not entirely a preation of
the research staff; but reflected, to some extent, the
Commission's practice when the project began. The Com-
mission's commitment to implementing the guidelines is
thus partly explained by'the faCt that the model devised
is compatible with their.pre-existing conceptual frame
of reference.

As a final note, It seems reasonable to ask, "How do
the guidelines really work? Is a case screened
out?" Th0 answer is an emphatic, "Nol' The guidellnes
present in a short-hand form a summary of the-Commission'4
major paroling criteria and policies. As explained in
'Chapter 2, the guidelines conceptualize the decision-

.

making process as if the information search ceased at a
specific point; as if poor, institutional discipline, or
recent pro4ation violation were the sole determinants of
the decision. In actuality, the information search 'does
not end "early" in the decision-making process.. The Com-
missioners are well aware of the fact that it is their
policy to deny parole to inmates who are not in minimum

.paroling rate for these samples was comparable to that of
the Phase-I. data. It was therefOre concluded that the
guidelines reflected rather than influenced paroling
policies.
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custody; however, the file is still examined' caref
determine whether there are cettain factors about,
which warrant a decision outside the guidelines.

if).

4r,

ly to
e case



'Chapter 4

VIRGINIA

Colleen A. Cosgrove and Jane Wallerstein

Board Structure and Procedure

The "viirginia Parole Board consists of five full-time.
members, including .a chairman.- The Board has juriSdicti:bn:
over all MisdeMeahante.and felons-with-maximum septences'of
over ,a .year. 'The 1.1.1dge.fixeS the maximum sentenc thin

. the itatut7ory 'limits for theoffense. By statut In-'
mate is 7k-igible for parole at-the-expiration .o& one- urth
of.his maximum' sentence_. Good time operates= in such a. way
that the maximum sentence can be reduced-by one-third.; If
an inmate is:denied at first eligibility,. his case. is c6n-
-sidered annually thereafter,-

The inmate appears, before a panel of. two Board ,Members:
In fiscal 1977, 5,564 interviews were conducted. Each Bdark'4,
member makes an independent decision. The file is then re-- 2.;:.
viewed by other Board members until three votes either:to ,_;;

gran't or deny are obtained. No criteria for parole are
specified in Commonwealth law; the Board, however, ham.dopted
such criteria as'explained below. The law requires the Board .

to co duct a "thoroug#11nvestigation prior to release"-!'
(Section -253) ,---i-naludieng the "history, the physical and
mental' condition, andLthe' character of the prisoner and his
conduct, employment and attitude while in prison...r"

The research staff met with the Board members in Jan- --;

nary, 1975. In describing their paroling policy, the Board:le
members explained that they had recently adopted a.0tatement,
of criteria (Figure 4.1). This written statement 6TPolicy:
reflected four major concerns:i1) risk; 2) the effect of the
irelease on Institutional discipline; 3) whether the i#mate
had served e ugh time for retribution; and 4)' Whethe,r fur-.
ther incarcer tion would decrease the probabilitymPf-reqidi-
vism. /t-lis ed ze factors to'be considered in evaruating-

.the case on theI me four major dimensions.
, , -

The Board expressed a desire to develop luide-.
'lines th t- -would dy these criteria anedescribe'the.-way,A.
in whic they were to be applied. They approved the case ".

evaluat on form (see Appendix C).. It was decided that Vile
Board ember who interviewed the inmate would complete -the
Morn} and that the ,ratings and 'decisions would reflect con-
.

clusionsdp the individual decision-maker.
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VIRGINIA PROBATION AND PAROLE BOARD

PAROLE DECISION CRITERIA
. .

The Virginia Probation and Parole Board, in determining.. '
whether an individual should be released on parole; Is -guided-
by the following:

1. WhAr there is a substantial risk that the indi-
vidual will not conform to theconditions of-parole -*

,

2- Whether the individual's rele ase at
the.,

time -of
considerition would depreciate the seriotisneis of
the indivipal!s crime or promdite disreSpeCt for
the law .

3. Whether the' individual's release would have sub-
stantial adverse effect on institutional discipline

4. Whether the individual's continued correctional
trea nt,w vocational or other training in the in-
:stitutio will-substantially enhance his capacity
to lead. a law abiding life when releaseciat a later
date

In applying the above, the Board considers the folkwing factors:
A :T

I. Sentence data

A. Type of sentence'

1. Single
2. Multiple
3. Split

B. Length of sentence
C. Recommendations of judgt, Commonwealth's Attorney,,

and other responsible official

II. , Preent Offense

A. Fact's and circumstances of the offense
B. Mitigating and aggravating' factors
C. Activities following arrest and prior to.confinement,

including adjustment on bond or probation, if any

III. 'Prior criminal record'

A. Nature and:pattern-of offenses
B. Adjustment to_previousprobation,r'parole, and'confinemenyt

Figure 4.1: Parole Decision .Criteria



IV. Personal and Sod-rat-history,

73

A...Family and marital history
B. Intelligence and education .

C. Employment and military experience
D. Physical and emotional health

V. Institutional experience

A. Response to available programs
B. Academic achievement
C. 'Vocational education, trainjIng or work_assignments
D. Therapy
E. General, adjustment

Inter-persdkal relationships with staff a nd. inmatise
Behavio

VI. Ch ges in motivation and behavior

A. Changes in' attitude toward self and others
B. Reasons underlying changes
C. Personal goals and description of personal strengths of

resources available to maintain motivation for law abid-
ing behavior

VII. ReleaSe Plans

A. Residence

1. Alone
2. With family
3. With others

B. Employment, training, or academic education
C. 'Detainers

VIII. Community Resources

A. Special need's

1. _Drug Program
2. Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
3. Alcoholics Anonymous

B. Volunteer ServiCes

IX. Results of scientific data

A. Psychological te'ts and evaluations
B. Parole predictiorl tables

Impressions gaitied from theAlearing

Figure 4.1: Parole Decision Criteria (continued)

1.#
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Data dollection began on Aivi1.7, 1975 and continued
until October 20, 1975. Of the 1,738 forms_ received,
thirty-one cases concerning inmates with a maximum sen-
tence exceeding 30 years were excluded from the Sampld,
reducing-the sample to 1,707. Regressions and correla:-
tiohs were based on these remaining cases.' In analyzing
the data for the putpose of developing guidelines, it was
found necessary to study decisions as a function of the
ratings of !Individual board members. Since the chairman
had completed too few cases (8) to analyze through case-.
classification techniques, these cases were excluded from

,
this analysis, further reducing the sample to 1,624. Thus,
crosstabulatipns show.samples of 1,624.

Analysit.

The-analytical techniques used were similar, to those
employed in studying the North Carolin data-:

A review of the correlation matrix (table 4.1),
showed that the variable most highly correlated with the
decisions was parole 'prognosis (rpb .77)., Institutional ,

discipline and program participation were moderately corre-
lated with the'decisions (.39 and .38, respectively) and highly
with each other .(.70). Prior record was moderately 6orie-
lated with the decisions (-.33) and minimally correlated
with institutional discipline (-.12). Neither seriousness -A
of the offense nor time.served showed more than a negligi-,
ble correlation with tfie decisiOns (-.08 and -.04, respec-
tively).

The relations of the major variables, to the grant/
deny deciion were strikingly similar to those fbund in
North Carolina;. ,Since the statutory structures in the two
states were also similar, it seemed possible that a screen-
ang model similar to that developed for North Carolina
could be used as a basis for the Virginia guidelines.

The multiple regressi-on- equation derived from the
inclusion of the six independent variables most highly
correlated with the grant/deny decision resulted in a very
strong multiple correlation: .78 (Table 4.2). When the
parole prognosis coefficient derived from this analysis was
excluded from this equation,' the remaining five variables

'Virginia had contributedto the U
. form Parole Re-

ports and it was believed that the inform tion subMitted
could-serve as a data base for developing n empirically,
derived prediction device which could be incorporated into
the guidelines. .Unforftnately, the devices 'developed had
limited validity (see Appendix A).
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.Correlation of Ratings nd Decisions by the Virginia Parole Board (N = 1,707)

1

%,

2 3 6 7 8

a

9 10 11

0 .

1. Decision*

4

1

,1688

7
,

1685. 1641' 1532 1670 1680 1663 1687 1686 1687

2. Seriousness

,

-.08 .

.

1692 1647. 1538 1676 1686

,

1667 ' 1693 1692 1693

3. Parole

Prognosis

.77 .00 1645 1535
,

1673 .1683 1664 1690 '168' 1690

."

4'. d' Institutional

.,Discipline

:39 .02 .'43 153 1634 1642 1624 1646 1645 1646

5. Program, ',

Participaiion (

ja .10 .45 .70 1529 1534 1516 1537 .1537 1537

6. Assaultive

Potential

-..28 .48' -.24 -.19 :-.13 1677 1656 1675 1674 1675

7, Prior Criminal
,

Record ,

-.33 , . 7 ,.37 -.12 -.09 .25 1666 1685 :1684 1685-'1

I/ 4

8. Social

Stability

. ..37

c.'

...03

,,

.42 .27 .26 -.20

.

-.44

-

1666, 1665.

-

1666

9. TiMe

Served

-'.04 .36 , -..09 --.04, - 02 .18 .25 -.14 .

.

1691 1692

,

10. Maximum .

Sentence

-.04 .44 -.03 .05 .10 .19 .15 -,06 .84 1691`-

s

11. Number of Prior'

Hearings

-.02

i

. 14 -.1212 13. - 16.

,

..11 .24 - 16. .71
. .non 36___

...____ ....... ...n......... .m., ,.../.

Note:' Significant correlations (p(,01) are underlined.

Column '1, Point bi-serial correlation coefficients; columns 2-11, Pearson's product,moment,

correlation coefficient.
Numbers of cases are ton above the main diagonal; correlationsi below.

* Dichotomous variable: Grant = 1, Deny = 0.
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Table 4.2

Regression of Inmate, tatus and Bgard Member Ratings on Parole

Decision (N A.11 95)*

Variable **

Multiply

Correlation

Coefficient R2

Change

in R2

Correlation

Coefficient

.

'Beta

prior Criminal Reicord

..
,

.32 .10 .10 -.32' .-.001

i

-:018,

Institutional Discipline
,..1

.49
.

.24 .14 .40 .004. .074.

ictial Stability .52' .27

, 1

.03

I

.37.

14

.003, .036

.Assaultive Potential .54 9 .02 -.28 -.005 -.083,

Program Participation .55 .30 , .01 .3.8 -.000 -.008

Parole Prognosis .78 .60 .30 .77 .017 .697

Constan
-..285

,

* Cases were included"when the maximum sentence wa up to and including 30 years,and when

data on. all variables in the analysis were avai le.

** Point biseriak correlation coefficients, with d cision scored as Grant = 1, Deny =



in linear combination a ,mu4iple correlation coeffi lent

of only 5. The firs two /ariables entered into the qua-.

ti9n, prior criminal ecord and institutional discipli e,
alone'ac ounted fo'r mist of the variation. The relat ely

small pr portion of he variation explained by the fi st
five variables. enter d into tir regression equation s ggested,
that a better fit m ght be fold for the data throUg the

use of case-classif Cation tebhniqUes.

Institutiona discipline and prior record wer moder-

ately correlated:w th the decisiods qnd minimally ccq

lated with each het (r = -.12). As in the North Carolina
study, it seeme ossible that these two variables could.

provide a suit e bass for developing the guidelines.

trle regressio uati n had su gested that additional fac-..".

tors, probab1i lat d to p 0 am participatlon, assaultive-

ness, and s9cia sit ility ld be needed to fully' identify

Board polic.

The -crosst ulations'showed that thP Paroli49 fate
fot the sample w0 5.1,percent, and an analysis 'OfTables
4.3, "4.4, and .4.5 gave rise to the,folloWing'obSei44tions:

1) The Board appeared to have a definite :PO icy of

dehying parole to inmates, with poor/very pOor ins1titu-

tional discipline ratingsl only nine' percent of inmates

inLthis category were granted parole (Table 4.3),. As the

institutional discipline rating improved, the paroling

rate increased; 65.percent of inmates rated as having
good/very good institutional discipline were granted pa-

role.. Clearly, although a,good discipline rating did not

guarantee parole, it greatly increased the ptobability, of

that outcome.

2) The Board tended to deny parole. to inmates with

serious/extensiVe prior criminal record ratings,(Table ,

, 4.4); 63' percent of offenders in this' category were de-

nied parole. As this rating improved, the probability of

parole increased;170 percent of inmates with prior crim-

i
inal record ratings of'no/minor were parole. Judg-

ing'by the 80.percent rule, the BOard's po cy was not

bas d ooh prior criminal record rating alone.

.3) When the decision was viewed as a function of

both the institutional discipline and prior criminal re-
.t

:cord ratings (Tale 4.5), only one additional decision

rule wds derived It appeared that it was .Board policy

to : parole inmate who had.a minor prior criminal record

rating, combined with a,goodAkery good institutional dis-

cipline rating; 82 psercent of inmates in this category 1t2
were paroled.



Tabl&?

Parole Decisions Distributed According to Institutional Discipline' Ratings

Institutional Discipline Ratings

Decisions Very Poor/Poor% Adequate Good/Very Good ..'To 1 ,

,

Grant 9%

(18)

.
.

41%

(204)'

.

65%

)

.

.1%

(.8,14)

Depy 91%

(182)

59%

(297)

35%

(313)
, .,

.(792) ,

.i.

Total

.

100%

(200)

100%"'

(501)

,

100% ',','

4

, .

o

gr.

100%«''',,,,,

(1,606N,"

,

.

..

.

Missing information
, 18
._ _

,

Total,number of cases

.

.

.

(1,624) /



,T le 4 4

Par Deci ions DistributAccording to Prior Criminal Record Ratings

9

Prior Crimi al Record Ratings

Exten ive/Serious Moderate 1 Minor/None Total

Deny

Missing information

Total number of case

50%

(805)

100%

(1,621)

(1,624) ,

0



Table 4.5

Percentage of Inmatet Granted. Parole, Distributed According to

Institutional Discipline Ratings:and:Prior Criminal Rqcord Ratings*

Institutional

Discipline

Ratin.s

Prior CriiinaldRatins

I

' Moderate

1

Minor/None : Total

Seriougi'

Extensive

Very GoW

Good.

.50%

,774-0)

57%

(285)

82%

(380) (905)

4
,

Adequate

1 ;,=

28%

(139)

31%

,
'',

.. y`.

(184) ..',1

.

61%

(178)-4, (501) 4

o

Poor/.

'Very'Poor .

"4%

(52)

5%

(94)

V

21%
i---

(53) . (199)

Totals (431) (563)

,,

(611)

.

(1 605)
.

,

Missing information
,

19

Total number of cases
__

. (1,624)

* Note on how to read table 4.5: The percentages show. the percentage of inmatesiranted parole

who fell into the category indicated by the intersection of a column and a row. The percentages

do not add up to 100. The numbers in parentheses show the total number of Omates who fell into

the category indicated by a 'column-row intersection.
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The sorting procedures used in
s

die North. Carolina
study (Chapter 3, page 51) were then used to achieve the
following objectives: 1) to derive decision rules cover-
ing marginal cases, 2) to classify cases according to khown
decision rules, aid 3) to structure the order in which the
categories were to 'be considered. An examination of the
salient factors listed by board members on the case evalua-
tion form revealed four factors consistently associated with
parole denial: work release failure, escape, parole viola-
tion, and an unfavorable psychological report. Cases in
these categories were removed frpm the sample.

Cases in categories covered by the tOtative decision
rulesewere now sorted out of the sample, i.e., those with.
1) poor/very poor institutional discipline .ratings; and
2) g d/very good institutional discipline ratings combined
with o/minor prior criminal record ratings.

Ca es governed by totalled 645, or
40 perdent of the ple. To clarify Board policy con-
cerning th mainingcases, the data was examined from a
new per ective. Altough the number of months served was
only negl ibly correlated with the grant/deny decision,
it was h pothesized that as time served increased, the
weight attached to prior criminal record would decrease and
that attached to institutional discipline would increase.

. It was positive that a useful measure of time served was
not the actual number of months served, but the number of
prior hearings.

As anticipated, the da (Table 4.6) showed that, the
Board's orientation changed from first to second and later
hearings. At'first hearings, in making decisions regarding
marginal cases, the Board seemed to be primarily concerned'
with prior criminal record. At second and later:hearings,
however,' more emphasis seemedtobe placed on institutional
discipline. This shift in emphasis in particularly marked
with regard to inmates with serious /,extensive prior crim-
inal record ratings,, with. the Parolingtate for this cat-
egory rising ;from 23 percent at first .hearings to' 56 per-
cent second and later hearings.

These distributions suggested-that time served, as
reflected in the number of prior hearings, had a bearing .

on the Board's decisions. No category in the table, how-
ever, had a paroling rate which met the, 80 percent-crite-
rion for establishing an additional decision rule.

Sixty percent of the decisions in the sample still
remained unaccounted for:** It seemed possible that the ap-.
.parent absence of a major effect. could be attributed to thew",
action of minor effects brought about by variation inthe /Iv/



Table 4,6

Percentage of. Inmates Granted Parole,IDistributed According to Categories and Hearings

.------------7---- 2E:r_L____:__.Heari
Second and Later Total"

Categories First

A: Basic Considerations and 4% . g%

Very Poor/Poor Discipline (90) (176) (26f.)

B: Very Good/Good Discipline

and No Minor Record

82%
,

(260)
.

88%

(110)

°'.'

(370) i'

Adequate Discipline and 61% 69%

No/Minor Record (104) (64) (16§
,

D: Very Good/Good Discipline 50% 73% '

.
.

Viand Moderate Record (139) (125) (264)

E: Adequate Discipline and 30% 43%

.

,

Moderate'Record (105) (58) (163)

Extensive/Serious Record 23% 56%
..

(192) (192). (384)

.

A11 Cases. 8 * 52%

(890) - (725)
'. (1,615)

.Paroled to detainer .

(9)

.
,

N
, , = a (1.624)

Note on how 'to' read Table 4.6: The ercentages

the category indicated by the intersection of a

100. The numbers in parentheses show the total

cated by a column-row intersection.

show the percentage of inmates granted who fell into

column and a row. The percentages do not add up to,F.

numblof inmates who fell into the category indi-



paroling rates and policies or tne inaavictualmoarqmem-
bers. When these,paroling rates were.calculated (Table.
4.7', they showed considerable variation according to
board member. Although the overall rate for the Board
was 50 percent, the paroling rate for board membervranged
from 38 percent for one board member to 6.0 percent for an-

other. When the paroling rate of board members was viewed
as a function of the inmate's category and, the number of

hearings, a further decision rule emerged. It was found.
that the was a marked degree of consensus concerning the
parole of inmates with serious/extensive prior criminal

record ratings. At first hearings, three board members
paroled well under 20 percent of inmates, in this category.
The fourth board member, unlike,his colleagues, paroled
41,percent of inmates in this category. In fact, 82 per-
cent of the inmates with serious record ratings paroled at
first hearings were paroled by the fourth board member.'
A study of the board members' ratings' of prior criminal
record suggested that this deviation-Might arise from a
differende in rating policy. The faurth board member
...rated 37 percent of the 456 inmates he interviewed as hay-
ing a serious prior.:criminal record, Only 19,pePc.ent ,of
the inmates in the relhainder of the sample of li159 re-

cei ed a "serious" rating. The size and randomness of
the sample increased the probability that each board mem-
be .interviewed a representative cross-section of the total,

Sample. It seemed likely, therefore, that the foUrth board
member had perceived as "serious" the records of'inmates
his colleagues would have rated "moderafe." It was pos=
sible that he paroled a high proportion'of candidates in

this group because they'were actually better parole pros-

,
pects thap their "serious" rating reflected. It seemed

that, for the majority of the board members, it. was policy

to deny parole to inmates with serious record ratings at
first hearings. This finding was embodied in a decision
rule; with the understanding that phe subjectivity repre-
sented by this variation would be discussed with the Board
and reduced through the use of the guidelines and opera=

tional definitions. No other decision rules'emerged from

'a study of th aining,data.

It seemed probab that the data collection instru-
' merit had not elicited suf nt information-to illuminate

all aspects of the Board's polic Comprehensive guidelines
could not be prepared on the basis of the results 'of the

analysis of the first sample.

ti

Formulation of .Case Evaluation-Form: Phase II

1/
riffigmo

Guldelines weradesigned incorporating the decision

rules, following' a s e-e

'

empldying_a question-
s
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Percentage of, Inmates Granted Parole, Distributed According to Board'Member, Before

and After Impfementation of Guidelines

Table 4.7

Board Members

,

Xz

. , C , Totals , d.f.=3

..

1 'Phase i: ,

,
,

Oiiginal data 38% .47% 57% 60% '' 50% . 26.724

collection (494) (320) (456), (345) (1,615). p <.001
1

.

. .

,

Phase II:
,

.

.

'Oecond'case 49% 47% 39% .n% 47% 7: , 2'.161:.

evaluation forM (112) (95) (81) (386) sli .i.

. . f
.

.

Phase III:
.

a
Preliminary 52% 52% : 53% . 56 %, ''53% 0.317

idelines (184) (106) (133) , (140) (563). na.

LI ,
q

PAade IV1, . 0, ..

Guidelines with opera-':. : 47% 46$
,,-

2.003
1

53% :55% '50%

tiOnal definitions of (158)

.' i: ..

(13 1: (144). (137)

.

(573)::: /1.9,,

prior,criminal,record
,,

and institutional diS- H A:,

cipline ,, 4,:i,
L

,

.
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naire format. Like the North Carolina guidelined, they-
dealt sequentially with basic' considerations and with-cat-
egories oficases governed by decision rules.

The second half of the form was used to elicit more
information concerning--marginal caSes. This data'coildction
section consisted of checklists of 27 negative-,and positive
factors relating .to the anmate. These items were derived
from 'frequently noted comments by board members provided,
under the salient'factors section on .the Phase I evaluation
form. They fell into five broad ategoriesN; actors re=
lating to the inmate's prior brim nal record, resent 'of-
fense, prison conduct, personal. .at ributes, an post release
situation. Someifactors, had beeri'mentioned in the salient
factor section in connection with the decision to deny pa-..
role, sometin connection with 'the decision to grant 'parole,
and some in connection with both. Since 'the instrument was
being developed for data collection purposes only, no spe-
cific decision rules were provided; that is, thefactors
were selected because they would elicit.information, not
'because'they were necessarily representative of the Board's
major decision-making criteria.

These partial guidelines2'provizied decision- .rules for
52 'percent of the cases in the sample. When the Board's
decisiohs for the cases which fell within,,the guideline
categories were compared with the decisionules, they
'agreed in, 85 percent of the cases.

Phase4II: Second Data Collection 147

In a meeting with the research staff in January, 1976,
the Board approved the new data collection instrument and
suggested some minor changes. The Board confirmed that
the decision rules that had been i entified were essentially
accurate reflethtions of their paro , ng policies. In discus-
sing the parole ofsinmates in margins Categories, the
Board members agreed that many factors i addition to prior
.criminal record and institutional disci ine entered into
their decisions and that these factors had not been ade-
quately tapped by the original data collection instrument.
'After examining the data collecti,on section of the prelim-
inaTy guidelines, the board members expressed their belief
that the positive and negatiie factors listed".would serve
to clafify their policy.

2See final guidelines (Figure 4.5). The Instruments
were the same, except cthat the preliminax'y guidelines did
not ihclude decision ules governing the Parole of i dates
in marginal categories.

123
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The Board also agreed that ,i7,t-would be desirable to
have standardized'. definitions of-,institutIonal discipline
ratings and'prior crimiqa record ratings, to promote con-
sistency. In discussing e design of the data collection,

. instrument for these tW diniensions, the board members ex-
plained that the Department -.of Corrections classified_in-
fractions into fiye cat7egorieg. In evaluating the inmate's
-record.along this dimension,-the Board ekplainedthat thy
were influenced by the mumber, seriousness, and recency of

.
.,.

In evaluating the inmate's_prior inal record, the
board members said they considered wh An offense had I

been against.* property or persons, comm when the in-
mate was an.adult or a juvenile, or w isdemeanor or
a% felony. They were, also concerned wi the numbelq Of
fenses in each of these classes. . A data oolleciioreinstru-
ment to reflect these rating systems was incorporated into

.
,.

. .

tile guidelines (Figure 4.2). , ,

c=

infractions.
P.

; *

Analsis of phase II .Data:- Further' Guideline Development
k

The Phase II sample contained 386; case evaluation
forms, with, a paroling 'ratie,of 47 percent. Seventy-one
percent of the Sample, or 273 of these cases, fell within
categories governed by guideline decision rules. For
these 273 cases, 86 percent of the board member decipions
were consistent with the guideline decision rules. This
indicated that the decision rules developed on the basis
of the Phase Idata accurately reflected Board policy.

The Board's decisions regarding inmates in margitnal/
categories Were examined through an analysis of reponses
to the factor checklisX. This study showed that:
,1) inmates with ,no negative factors were grand parole,
2) inmates with no positive factors were denied parole, and
3)' inmates with one or more favorable factors were granted
parole regardless of the number of negative factors.
Eighty -one percent of board me-aber decisions-were consistent

:with these rules, which were then translated into guideline
/ decisions. It appeared from this examination of the data.

that the Board was not actually weighing favorable against
.
unfavorable factors; in several instances, the inmate was
Paroled with numerous unfavorable factOrs,- but only orie:
countervailing favorable factor.

In this second sample, the paroling rate among bOard
members ranged from 39 percent to 53 percent (Table 4.7,
page 84) This range was small by eight percentage
points than-that found in Sample.I. was possible that
this increased consistency had been fostere the appli-



Virginia. Parole BoArd

Data Collection Instrument for Operatiovi Definitions

Please fill in the folldWing scales.:Inthe space beneath'each.scale write:in the facts about the

case which, support your rating. koi*exOplet if ,011, circled My'POOR'od.ihe" institutional disci-

pline scale,kite in the number an44type of infractions 'andithe eime4eriod considered. .The same

procedure to be followed for prioi.crit:in'al,record. Indicate 'the number and type of,prior Con-
,

victions.

1NSTITUT/ONAL DISCIPLINE 14' VERY:',POOF. .PCkift: ADEQUATE. - :GOOD VERY' GOOD.

'.-, .,..i. .

er , DatEts: '

"t , .1

I:-

Infractions:

'Category I

Category II

Category' III

Category IV.

Category V

Total:

PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD

Type of Offense:

Person .

Property

Other

Juvenile

Column Totals:

NONE - MINOR MODERATE - SERIOUS '-

Convictions

Number of Number of

Misdemeanors , Felonies

4

Figure 4.2: Data collectiOb Instrument

Row Totals'



catian of decision rules to specific categories. In addi-
, tion, the list of favorable and unfaVorable factors might
have contributed to this result by focusing the board mem-
'bers! attention on the same specific factors and requirtng
them to.record which factors had influenced their decisions.

The analysis of this sample had provided decisioh
.

'rules governing all categories of inmates, permitting the,
formulation of guidelines.' Figure 4..5 shows the guidelines

they appeared. after operational definitions ,.had been
devised:

When boa member decisions in Sample II were com-
pared with those ndicated by the decision rules on'the
new, more comprehensive guideline form, 83 percent were
within the quidelines.

The data supplied on prior criminal record were,stu-
'died so that operational definitions could be developed;
however, no clear patterns emerged. The data contained
,too many variables in proportion to the number of cases,
providing too,few cases in any one category to furnish a
basis for drawing conclusions and establishing decision
rules. Furthermore, the absence of a pattern suggested
that the data collection instrument might have failed to
elicit some relevant information; for example, the length
of the inmate's prior sentences fa incarceration.

Itrseemed possible that_operational definitions
could be developed for the Virginia Board more efficiently
by using the data collection form designed for. the North
Carolina system., This change of strategy was discussed
with and approved by the'Virginia Board chairman. The
revised instrument was incorporated into the guidelines.

The data collection instrument fog an operational
definition of the institutional discipline rating was
left unchanged., Analysis. of his factor was deferred
until receipt of the next sample.

Phase III Data Collection and Analysis

The third sample contained 563 cases, with an over-
all paroling rate of 53 percent. The variation, in pa-
roling rate among board members had been reduced to a
mere 4 percent (Table 4.7, page 84 This reduction in
variation could be attributed to the consistency promoted
by the provision of guideline decision rules for all cat-
egories of inmates. Eightp-eight percent of decisions for
this sample were within the guidelines. When board members
made decisions outside the guidelines, they recorded. reasons
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for thede a tions

iIr'Operation Definitions

The technique employed for the North. Caroling' data
was used to analyze the Board's prior criminal record rat-
ings and:the supporting data. Here, too, the prior crim-
inal/record rating proved to, be' an index based on fines
,and the total number of years of incarceration previously
imposed on the inmate. The Board also seethed to be taking
into consideration suspended sentences, reprimands, ,and
probations. The operational definitions could have-been
designed to reflect these additio factors, thus accomo-
dating a higher percentagerof cas however, inclusion.of
these factors would have made he ra g system complex and
time- consuming. As anticipate , operational definitions

) based solely on the number of fines and-the length of.sen-,
tences to incarceration (Figure 41.3) provided only a mod-
erate "fit" with.the data. When. the Board's ratings-were
compared with the guideiine ratings; they agreed in only.
66 percent of the cases. The decision waS made, howeirer,
to begin witlig system'based on twoofactors, with the un-
derstandidg-that it could be expanded if it proved unsat-
isfactory. The board Members were advised that they' could
go outside the guidelines to take into consideration these
additional mitigating and aggravating factors. In those
cases, they were asked to specify the factors that in-'

--''':--fluenced their rating.

The institUtional didcipline' rating proved to be a
function of the seriousness, the number, 'and the recency
of infractions. The board' member' ratings of institutional
discipline concurred with.the operational definitions-in
89 percent of the cases (Figure 4-.4).

Phase TV

The Phase IV sample, with. 573 cases,, had' an overall
paroling rate _of 50 percent.

A study .of the decisions showed that 84 percent Were
within the. guidelines. When an analysis was made of the
decisions of each board-member, it was found that the per-
cent of decisions inside' the guidelines varied from 82 per-
cent to 86 percent (Table 4.8). It was apparent that the
board members had achieved a reasonable degree of consist-
ency among themselves, while exercising discretion in ap-
plying the guidelines to individual cases. These results
indicated that in'Virginia the project had now achieved
its major objective: to prbmote consistency in decision-

121
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Virginia Parole Board-
a

Prior Criminal Record Classification

Add together all maximum sentences (juvenile amid adult) on which
the inmate actually served prison or jail time. Each comMittment
to a training school is equivalent to a one-year sentence. Exclude
the present offense, suspended sentences, ptobation, arrests not '

followed by convictions, and juven4le Status offens'es.
\

Guideline definitlons of Prior Criminal Record:

NO record: no previous convictions. /

MINOR record:

1) Fines and court costs only; or

2) Maximum active sentences* totalling no more than 18
months; or

.

3) Maximum active sentences* totalling no more than 6
months, if the inmate has fines and court costs in
addition to active sentences on his record.

MODERATE record:

1) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than 18
months, but no more than 6 years; or

2) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than 6
months, but no more than 5 years, if the inmate
has fines and court costs in addition to active
sentences on his record.

SERIOUS recortil:

1) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than 6.
yearsvor

Maiimum active sentences* totalling more than 5
years, if the inmate has fines and court costs
in addition to active sentences on his record.

..The Board member. may go outside the guidelines, to take into
- consideration mitigating' factors, or aggravating factors such
as probations, suspended sentences, reprimands,, and the serious-
ness or frequency of the offenses.

*An active sentence is a sentence on which the inmate actually
served prison or jail time.

.4.3: Prior Criminal Record Classification'Figure

A r



Virginia Parole Board

Institutional Discipline Classification

Include only-infractions committed during the.past wear.

Guideline definitions of Institutional Discipline:

GOOD discipline:

1) No.infractions during the last 6 months.

2) No more than 1 infraction during the last year.\

3) No infractions in,Category I.

ADEQUATE discipline:

) No more than 1 infraction during the last 6
months.

2) Nocmore than 3infractions during the last
year.

3) No more than 1 infraction in either Category
I or II during the last year.

POOR discipline:

1) Two or more infractions during the last 6
months.

2) Four or more infractions during the last
year.

3)- Two or more infractions classified as
Category'I or II.

The Board member may go outside the guidelines to take into con-
sideration mitigating factors, or aggravating factors, such as
escapes, crinies committed' in prison, and infractions -over a year
old.

J

Figure 4.4: Institutional Discipline Classification

91.



Table 4,8

Distribution DeEsions Inside and Out ide theGUidelines

n the Phase IV Saiple (N 573)

Decisions ' ./
7 'r

Inside Guidelines Outside G 'delinea 'Overall-*',

,

Board

Members

4

Grant 'Deny Total

Percen.

decis

ins

.Guide

age of

ens

de

ines

,

,

Grant '! Den TotaL

Percentage of

decisions

outside .

GUidelinea

-

q,,,
,,,

',...diiilt:,

. /'''''

: Deny Total

A 49%

(66)

51%

(70), , (136)

,

86 36%
I

(8)1

64%

( 4)

.

(22):

14

,

M.'

(74)

c

53%

(84) (158)

$1%

(56)
.

49%

(54) (110)

82 21%

(5

79%

. 19) (24)

18

#

46%

(61)
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(73) (134)

63%

(74)

37%

(44) '(118)
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--

8%
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.9t .)

24) 126)

p

18' 53%

.(76)

47%

(68) (144),

,

59%

(69)

.._

'41%

(47) (116)

85 29%.

O
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(15) (21)

15 55%
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(62). (137)

Total 55%

(265)
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(215) (480)

!

i
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(21)
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,

(72) (93)

16 50, ,
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malting by structuring discretion without eltminating.it.

The' paroling rate by board member varied by. nine
percentage points.from 46 to 55 perdent (see Table 4.7,
page 84); When the data regarding opgrational defini-
tions were studied, it was found that they provided a
satisfactory tool for the board for rating inmates along
the two, major guideline dimensions. Board, member rat-
ings were consistent with the guideline ratings of prior
criminal record and institutional discipline in, respect-
iyely, 94 and 98 percent of the cases.

Implementation of the Guidelines.
)o

The Virginia Board has discussed the use of the guide-
lines for two purposes. First, the guidelines now serve
as a continuing reference and supply a summary of Board
policy and.criteria. Second, the Board could, if resources
were available, complete guideline forms on every, case dur-
ing three consecutive months in every year. The results of
this data collection could be used to identify changes in
Board decision-making practices and as' the basis for review-
ing and evaluating Board policy. It would be anticipated
that the guidelines would be modified ,periodically, to in-
corporate appropriate changes. This plan could provide a
self-regulating mechanism consistent. with the philosophy
that guidelines should be adjusted to reflect the changing
environment. Unfortunately, the Board's financial resources,
staff limitations,.: "ant workload are such that the plan for
use Of the guidelines to monitor, evaluate, and revise parol-
ing policy has not yet been implemented.

.--

..0c -Figure-4.6 is a policy'statement composed by the
research staff.

/ .c11, -.

4.41,,,/



Virginia Prole Board
Guidelines ,

(Do not use for inmates with sentences over 30 years.)

PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD
Guideline rating: Board Member rating:
For a. rating outside the guidelines, please indicatf'the reasons:

INSTITUTIONAL DISCIPLINE'
-Guideline rating:. Board Member rating:
For a rating outside-the guidelines, please indicate the reasons:

1r.

In completing this form, please use Board Member ratings for prior
criminal record and institutional discipline.

A. Has the inmate
l.- Failed-on-work release during the last year?
2. Escaped duiing the last year?
3. Violated probation or parole during the' last

2 years?
4. Received an unfavorable psychiatric or psycho

logical report during the last 6 months?
If any answers were YES, deny parole. If all
agswers-were NOi continue to B.

B. Does the_inmate have POOR institutional discipline?-
If YES, deny parole. If NO, continue to C.

C. Does the inmate have GOOD institutional discipline
combined with a MINOR or NO prior criminal record?
If YES, parole. If NO, continue to D.

. ,Does the inma have a SERIOUS prior criminal record?
If YES, conti1e to E. If NO, skip-to F.

. .

E. (Only for inmates w'th a SERIOUS prior criminal
'record)
Is the inmate.at.h first hearing?
If YES, deny parol& If NO, continue to F.

Figure 4.5: Guidelines.

13'3

YES No
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Do the following UNFAVORABLE factors apply to the inmate?
Please check all factors YES or NO. YES NO

1. Factors relating to' the inmate's prior criminal
record:
a. Habitual pffender
b. Serious juvenile record

. Short time. betomen offenses
d. _Professional criminal

2. Factors relating to the present offense:
a. Bizarre nature of the offense
b. Lack of provocation
c. Relatively high degree of sophistication

shown in the crime

3. Factors relating to conduct in the institution:
a. Pattern of assaultive behavior ;-

b. Rebellious, hostile

4. Factors relating to the inmate personally:
a. No remorst, does not understand nature

of the offense
b. -Anti-social attitude
c. Alcohol or drug habit so, serious as to

raise questions as to the probability
of his succeeding on parole

cr Incapable of coping with situations
realistically

If any checks were YES, continue to G. If all checks
were NO, parole.

Figure 4.5: Guidelines (continued)

131
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G. Do the following FAVORABLE.factors apply to the inmate?
Please check` allfactors YES or. NO.
1. Factors relating-'to the present offense:

a. Self-defense
b. Defense of help?.ess person
c. Acting under provocation
d. Diminished responsibility because Of retar-

dation or intoxication
e. Minoi role in the offense

2. Factors-relating to conduct in the institution:
a. Good adjustment
b. Good resppnse to ,prison-programs
c. Recent good conduct
d. UnuSua helpful to, authorities

3. Factors relating to the inmate's condition
(disabled, aged, terminally ill, 'debilitated)

. Likely to max out and needs supervision

Factors relating to the post-release situation:
a. Probation to follow' .

b. -Specialized program to follow

If any checks were YES, parole. If all checks were
NO, deny parole.

Decision: Parole: Deny parole:

YES NO

For a decision outside the guidelines, please indicate the reasons:

Inmate was paroled/denied parole because

Date:. Board Member:

Figure 4.5: Guidelines (continued)
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Policy,Statement Cdncerning the Parole Decision**

The Virginia Parole Board uses the following sever major cri-
teria in determining whether .to grant or deny parole: ''.

1) Seriousness of the.Offense: It is the policy of the Board
to take into consideration the nature and circumstances of the of-
fense to determine whether the inmate has served sufficient time
for the purposes of retribution and general deterrence. In asses-
sing the seriousness of the off se, the Board will be guided by
the official version of the of' se and the length of the sentence
imposed. The Board will als sider a number of mitigating and
aggravating factors, including the inmate's motivation for commit-
ting the offense, his/her role in the offense, the amount of loss
and/ow injury to the victim, and the degree of sophistication evi-
dencgd in the offense. The poard is' partiCularly concerned-with
offenses which involved dweabOn and/or physical injury or possi-
ble injury to the victim. The Board is also concerned with' crimes
of a.repetitive nature, such as a series of burglaries, or drug
sales which reflect extensive involvement in crime- oriented activ-
ities. In general, it'is.not BOard policy to deny lierole solely
on the basis of the nature and circumstances of the offense; there
are, however, certain instances-.where denial on this basis alone
is required.

2) Prior Criminal Record: The evaluation of the prior crim-
inaX record 'plays a sign role in the decision-making proc-
ess. In evaluating the inmate along this 4imension, the Board will
consider both the inmate's prior adult and juvenile recom1s in or-
der to determine the degree of his/her past involvement in crime-
oriented activities. The Board is primarily concerned with the
number and seriousness of the inmate's convictions. In most in-

*
.stanCes, the length and seriousness of the arrest record will not
be used in determining the prior record rating; however, when there
is evidence that the inmate has had numerous arrests, this factor
will be used to increase.the seriousness of the prior criminal re-
cord rating.

Since the evaluation of this factor is weighted heavily in the
decision-making process, the Board has developed the following
guidelines for evaluating the seriousness of the prior criminal,
record. These ratings are based primarily on a weighting of fines
and the length of prior sentences to incarceration. It is impqr-

.

tant to. note that these ratings do not include the present offense

al

Figure 4.6

Policy Statement Concerning the Parole Decision
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and that commitment tb a training school will be considered as
equivalent to :a one-year sentence.

Prior criminal record is defined as follows:

NOD record: no previous convictions.

MINOR record:
1) Fines and court,costs only; or
2) Maximum active sentences* totalling/no more than 18

ormonths; r
3) Maximum active sentences* totallin4.no more than six

months, if the' inmate has fines and court costs in adz-
ditIon to active sentences on his record.. . .

MODERATE record:
1) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than 18 months,

but no more than Six years; or
2) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than Six months,

but no more than five years, if the inmate has fines and
court costs in addition to active sentences on his - record.

SERIOUS record:
1) "Maximum active sentences* totallinginore. than six years;

or
2) Maximum active sentences* totalling more than five years,

if the inmate has fines and Court costs in addition to
active sentences.on his record.

* An active sentence is a sentence on which the inmate actually
, served prison or jail time.

The Board reserves the right to go outside these guidelines
to take/ into consideration mitigating factors, or aggravating fac-,
tors such es probations, suspended sentences, arrests, and the
seriousness or frequency of the offenseS.

In most instances, parole will be denied to inmates at first
parole eligibility who have a prior criminal record rating of
"serious."

3) Community Supervision: The Board -4laces considerable
emphasis on the inmate's adjustment to previous periods of pro-
bation and/or parole supervision. Recent failure on community
supervision is interpreted as a sign that the prospective parolee
is not ready: to comply with parole conditions. It is therefore

Figure 4.6

Policy Statement Concerning the Parole Decision
(continued)
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the policy of the Board to deny parole to inmates who have vio-
lated probation or parole within the last two years.

i4) Instittitionat Discipline: The Board believeS that one
of its responsibilities is to maintain order in correctional
facilities by denying parole to inmates whof have failed to com-
ply with institutional rules. Since this factor plays an impor.,
tant role in the decision-making process, the Board has defined
three'disciplinary classifications which incorporate the 'six
categories of infractions in use by the Department of Coirec-
tions. It.should be noted. that these classifications are-based
on infractions committed within the last gear.*

Institutional discipline classifications are as follows:

GOOD discipline:
1), No infractions; 411ring the last six months. k

2) No more oA.infraction during the last year.
3) No infractions in Category I.

ADEQUATE discipline:
1) No more
2) No more
3). No more

than one infraction 4uring the last six'months.
than three infractidhs during the last year.
than one infraction in either Category I or IL

during the last year.

POOR disciplin:
1) Two or more infractions during the last six months.
2) Four or more infractions during the last year.
3) Two or more infractions clagsified as Category i or Ir.

The board members may ,go outside these\guidelines to take
into consideration mitigating factors, or aggravating factors such

- as escapes, crimes committed in 'prison, and infractions over a
year old.

5) Escape: It is Board policy to deny parole to an inmate
who has eitherescaped within the last year, or who has been on
escape and.wbo-hassbeen returned to the institution within the
last year.

;

6) Program Participation: The Board will consider isfqua-
tion pertaining to the degree of the parole candidate's partici-
pation_in and resporfse to the educational, vocational, rehabili-
tative, and other programs available in theicorrectional, facility:
The Board is particularly concerned with the subject's performance

Figure 4:6
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'Policy Statement Concerning the Parole Decis4o
(continued)
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,

on work release. It is Board policy to deny parole to. inmates

who haire failed on work releaS "j'in.the last year. 'Vailure in

this program is, interpreted as a ign that the parole candidate

is unlikely' to 'comply with parole nditions.

7) Factors related to PersonalHistory of the Subject:. Ih

evaluating the parole candidate on this dimension, the. Board will

onsider information pertaiAing to-the inmates civilian.workre7
ord,.level'of education, occupational skills. and faMily ties.#In 'addition, the Board will consider whether the subject has a

.history of drug.or alcohol abuse which may seriously deCrease the

likelihood that. he /she will succeed on parole. Afbbough-the

-Board does not routinely request-a psychological report on all,

* dandidates,,there are certain cases. where such a.reportiS deemed

appropriate. In most instances, parole,Will bedenied to an An-

mate'-whq.-has received.an unfavorable psychiatric or psychological
evaluation within.thelast six months.

. .

.
.

0

Althbugh the Board considers each case on-its individual

merits,'there are several policies which determine the-ways in

which the parole criteria'are aPplied'in.the deciSionmaking
proceSs..- It is the policy of the deny to candi-

dates who have conformed to any one Of-the' following categories:

1)' Failed dn work release during the last year;

2) Escaped or returned from escape within the last year;

3) Violated probation or parole dpring the last two years;

4) Received an unfavorable psychiatric or psychological

rePort within the last six'MOnths;

-5) A "poor" institutional discipline rating; or

6)' A "serious" prior record rating and who are at their

°, first' parole eligibility.

It is the policy of the Board to grant, parole to inmates who,

have .conformed to all of the following categories:
-

. .

.

a) Served, sufficient time for the purposes .of retribution

and general deterrence;
2) A "no" or"minor" prior record rating; and

3) A "good" institutional disOipline rating.

In the case; of" marginal parole, candidates -- that is, inmates

whose oases are not decided within the above - mentioned guidelines"

the.Board will also consider several favorable and unfavorable

fabtors_about the case:

Figure 4.6

Policed Statement Concerning the Parole Decisioz4

(continued)-1.--)

r.'



Unfavorable factors:

101

1. Factor relating to the inmate's prior criminal record:
a. Habitual offendei
b. Serious juvenile record

, C. Short time between offenses
d. .Profedsional criminal

2. Factors relating-to the Present offense:
a. Bizarre nature, of the%offense ,

b. Lack o provocation
c. Relatively high degree of sophistication shown-in the

crime
3. Factors relating to conduct in. the institution:

a.. Pattbrn of 'assaultive behavior
b. Rebellious, hostile

4'. Factors relating to the inmate personally:.
a. No remorse, does not understand nature of Offense
b. Anti= social attitude
C. Alcohol or drug habit so serious as to raise questions

as to probability.of his succeeding on parole
d. Incapable of coping with situations realistically

Favorable factors:

1., Factors relating to the present offense:
a. Self-defense
b. 'Defense of helpless person
c. Acting under provocation
d. Diminished. responsibility because of retardation or intox7

ication
Minor role in the offense

2. Factors relating to conduct in the institution:
a. Good adjustment
b. Good response to prison programs
c. Recent good conduct
d. Unusually helpful'to authorities

3. Factors relating tp the inmate's Condition:
A. Physically disabled
b. Extremely aged
c. Terminally ill
d. Debilitated; further incarceration will serve no useful

purpose.
4. Likely to max but and needs supervision
5. Factors relating to the post-release situation:

a. Probation to follow
b. Specialized prograth to follow

Figure 4.

Policy Statement Concerning the Parole Decision
(continued)
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It is the policy of the Board to grant parole when none of

the above unfavorable factors are evident in the case. In cases

where one or more unfavorable factors are present, it is. .Board

policy to grant parolA only if there are one or more outstanding

factors which can serve to counterbalance_the unfavorable factors.

-**This policy statement has not. been adopted by the Board. It is

shown for illustrative purposes only.

tao

Figure 4.6

Pc2licy Statement Concerning the Parole Decision
(continued)
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Chapter 5,

LOUISIANA

dblleen A. Cosgrove and Jane Wallestein

BoardStructure and Proceddre.

The Louisiana Board of Parole is composed of five
full-time board. members, including'a chairperson. In this
state, the judge sets the maximum sentence within the stag=
utory limits provided for the offense. Inmates are eligi-
ble fbr parole at the expiration of-one-third of that max-
imum. Inmates Are credited with good time at the rate of
25.days a month; therefore, the maximum sentence may be
reduced by almost one-half. The Board, which has juris-
diction over all felons committed to the Department of
Corrections, considers about 2,400 cases a year.

All five board members sitting as a panel, interview
the pr'ospective parolee.' A majority affirmative vote is
required for parole. If-the inmate is denied parole,,the
case will be reheard in a year.' It is the practice of
the Board to discuss the decision with the parole candi-
date at the time of the interview.

Data Collection

Members of the research team met with the Parole
Board in April, 1975, to discuss the overall objectives
of the project and the research strategy. The Board
members said that in their decision-making process they
took into consideration a number of factors relating to
the inmate's prior criminal record, institutional adjust-
ment, and parole plans.

Their major reasons for parole denial were listed on
a form (Figure 5i) given to inmates following a negative

_Board decision.

In reviewing the suggested case evaluation form,
members of the Board said the form included some .of their

'This policy, which was in effect during the data
collection period, was changed in July, 1976. Now, cases
are not automatically scheduled for rehearing within a
year: The Board may decide to rehear the case within a
year, after a longer interval, or, not to rehear- the case
at all.

103
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Louisiana Parole Board Decision Form
(Excerpt)

Original Crime(s)

Police and/or Juvenile Record

Prior Felony Conviction(s)

Previous Probation

Parole Violator

Psychological and/or Psychiatric Report

No Parole Plan

Crimes Committed While in the Institution

Institutional Disciplinary Reports

Lot Good Time

Not in First Class Performance

Escape

Violation of Work Release Agreement

Additional Charges Pending

Law Enforcement Officials Object

Other

Figure 5.1: List of. Reasons for Parole Denial used by Board Members

(excerpted from Louisiana parole Board Decision Fo.rm)

140
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I

paroling criteria, but did not adequately reflect all the
faFtors they were taking into consideration* They ex-
plained that a large proportion of their seAeload consisted
of inmates who were technically first offenders in that
they were serving time for their first felAny. conviction.
Many of these "first offenders," however, had extensive
juvenile records. Thus, the Board drewla distinction be-

, tween "first offenders" with long juvenile records and
"first offenders" without juvenile records. The Board
therefore requested that a scale pertaining to juvenile

,:record be added to the data collection'form, because a
single criminal record scale, they believed, would.under-
'estimate the extent of many inmates' prior criminal in-
volvement.

The board members explained that they were very much
concerned with the inmate's probability of recidivating
and considered a number of factors related to this dimen-
sion. They regarded the inmate's previous response to
community supervision as an important predictor of future
behavior on parole. They took into account whether the
inmate was ,a transient or a native of Louisiana; it was
their'belief that a native of the state was more apt to
have family and community "ties and hence would be easier
to supervise and more likely to establish a stable resi-
dence.

The board members explained that it was their prac-'
tice to solicit. the opinions of the sentencing judge and
local law enforcement officials about the inmate whose
parole was being considered. The Board said they had
found that these opinions and evaluations of the inmate
provided information about the case which might not 'be
present in the case' file. The board members saidthey
were reluctant- to parole someone to a community which ob-
jected to his release, because they believed this oppo-
sition would diminish his chances of succeeding on parole,.
On the other hand, they favored,the parole of j.nmateswho
would havecommunity resources and support available after-
release. These additional concerns were incorporated as
separate scales into the basic data collection form (see
Appendix C).

The Board's procedure, with five members sitting as
,

ere----n
a panel, provided a good oppor"tunity for co dUC-ting a
small study, primarily of academic i i st, of the pa-
roling patterns of the board members s individuals and
as a group. If a case evaluation form were. completed by
each board member on each case, these forms' could then be
compared to study patterns of consensus and dissensus..
Since all the board members would be evaluating the same
case, differences in the ratings and decisions could rea-
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sonably be attributed to differences in individual percep-
tions and paroling standards. To obtain these data, it
was agreed ,that each board member'would complete a case
evaluation form on .every inmate appearing before the Board. '

After two months, of data collection, this Procedure
proved burdensoMe and time-consumigl-Tor the.. Board. It
was agreed that for the remainder of the data-collection
period, the Board would fill out one' form per case. Since
the'number of cases collected at that point was too few to
support a study of board,meMber consensus and dissensus,

---IthiTs-ithe of not'-pursued:

Analysis

The Phase I sample included 1,381 forms, represent-
ing 415 cases. The paroling, rates did not differ signifi-
cantly (x2 = .19, d.f. ='1) when the data were analyzed
as either forms or cases (rates were 38 percent and 41 per-
cent, respectively). This suggested that it was.reason-
able to draw from both sources to identifyBoard policy.

The first step in the analysis was to .review the
product-moment correlation matrix to determine the over-
all.relations among the variables. The matrix was based
on the'1,381 forms,. treated as separate units -(Table 5.1).

-
The Variables represented in the correlation matrix

seemed to fall into three categories: those relating es-
bentially to the inmate's criminal record (iuvenile re-
cord, prior supervision record, prior criminal record,
assaultiVeness, the seriousness of the present offense,.
and offender class).; to institutional behavior (institu-
tional discipline and program participation); and to the
post' "release situation (community attitude, parole plan,

.
police objections, judicial objectiong, and perceived
social stability)..

In thefirst category, only prior criminal record
was substantially related to the decisions (rpb = .50).
The two variables in the second category were only moder-
ately related to the decisions (.36 and .34), but were
substantially intercorrelated The variables in.
'the third category were for the most part substantially
related to the decisions and fakrly highly intercorre-'
lated.. Thelvariables in this.group.were. primarily those
which.the Board had added to the form and had indicated
figiired itportantly in their'decisions.

An analysis using regression techniques (Table 5.2)
provided an equation yielding a'multiple correlation co.7

r



Table 5.1

. Correlation of Ratings and Decisions by the Louisiana Board of Parole (N .41 1,381)

1 " 2 3 4 5.. 6 7 . 9 12 1'i 18

1. Deciaion * '

1239. 886' 1097 958 1207 1228 1163 1251 1269 1211 1264 1154 1168 1110. 972 823,

,

620

2, Seriouenesi
..,

-.26 945 1142

.

993

.

1263 1284 1210 1292 1329 1265 1325 '1209
. .

1211
------

:1151 .1i1014 864 656

!

3. Parole

Prognosis

.58 -.26 780 668 901 914

$

834 906 944 B8I 939 : 845 864' 801. '678 837 .. 630..

4,: Institutional

.Discipline

.36 -.22 .30 989 1119 1134 1100 1148 1169 1125 1165 1080 1070 1032 956 730 574

5,' Program.

. Pirticipation

.34 .-.12 .29 61 973 988 955 1003 1018 . 981 1014 942 937 899

,

832 625 489

6. Aesiultive

Potential 7.

-.39 .59 -.36 -.26 . -.15 1269 1196 1265 1304 1242 1301 1192 1196 1140 1011 842 646

7. Prior Criminal

Record

. -.50 .15 -.61 . -;.19 . -.16 .34 1216 .1286 1326

.

1264 1323 1203, 1220 1158 1028 854 6g0

. Social,

Stability

__..........--

.50 -.20 ..60 .31 ,25 -.34 -.51 . 1220 1250 1191: 1246 1149 1150 1107 1000 791 624

9. 'Time.

Served

-.13 .47 -.18 -.18 .01 .36, , , .12 f.14, 13)7

'

. i

1278 1332

f

1206

"
1225 1161 1033 850 644.

10. Maximum

Sentence

7.11 Ai, -.15 -.15 ,,04 .36 ,10 -.12 ,.97

I

1311 1372 1243 1258 1193. 1055 883. 672

11.,. Number of Prior

Hearings , ".

, r:05' .23 -.10 -.16 -.09 ,14 .07 -.10 .51 1.30 1306 1192 1197 1143 1067. 828 632

12. Offelder

Class

'-.31-r- .01 -.36

-,
-.02 .01 .08 .52 -.34 , .16 . , ..07 '1239 1255 1188," 1052 877 668,

13.. Community'

Attitude

.59 -.29 .61 .29 .26 -:34 -.51 .48 -.1 ....17 ,.12.' -.28
,___

(''

1141 1102 971 805 61T

14. Juvenile ,

. Prior Recdid

-.34 .10' -.41'
1

-.22 -.19 .23 .33 -.34 .04 .04 -.05 .09 -.27 1108 968 814 620

15. Parole

Plan

.40
i.
:16 .46 .29 .25 -.25 -.39 :5! 7.07 -,06 .00 -.27 .52 -.18 : 941 758 583

16. Prior Super- .

viiion Record

-..04 -.05 -.21 :05 -.03 7.04. .21 -',04 -.03 .;.02 -.02 .14 -.05 .05 -.07 643 519

. yolice

'Objections

-.47 .22 -.4'8 7.21 .13 , .37 .44 -.38 .22 .18 .08 .28 -.52 30 .-.29 1.10 645

18. Judicial

Objections

,25 :07'. .25 -.03, '.01,' .18 :24 .30 ,,.18 .16 -.02 .24 -.30 .13 -.17 , 7.0 -'.49

* Column l', Point biaerial correlation-coefficients, Dichotomous variable:. Parble m 1, Deny .m 0

. Columns 2 -18, harsoil'i product - moment correlation. coeffibients.Mumbers of
cases are shown above the main Oitgona

'Coefficients underlined significant at .01. N

4 3

r.corieleftond below.



Table 5.2

Regiession of .Inmate Status Variables and Board Member Ratings

on Parole Decision (Grant/Deny) (N ri 887)
A

3

3

Multiple

Variable Correlation Change Correlation
, Coefficient in 11 . Coefficient* B Beta

. pr.'Criminal Record .27 .27 __7,52 ____11.74.2

Institutional Discipline .58 .34 .07 .38 .009 .169

Parole Plan .63 .40 .06 .49 .009 .178

.

Community Attitude .68 .46 .06 .58 .021 OH
...

.

Constant -.296 .

* Point biserial correlation'coefficients, with decision scored as parole deny = O.
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efficient of .68, with four independent variables. The
first two variables entered into the equation. accounted
for most of the explained variatign, mainly contributed
by prior criminal record. The post - release factors, com-
munity' attitude and parole plan, added notably to the
equation, giving further confirmation of the importance
of post-release factors in the Board's decision-making
'proces§.

,

Based on these findings, it seemed reasonable to
proceed with the analysis of 'the data by using prior
criminal record as a. primary discriminator and factors
relatin4 to institutional discipline and the post-re-
lease situation as secondary criteria.

The next step in the analysis was'to examine the

V

........

relation among the prior criminal record ratingf_the
institutional discipline rating, and the decisions, as
seen from the perspecilveof both forms and cases (Ta-
bles 5.3 and 5.4).

1

In general, the patterns of distribution were sim-
ilar in both tables.i The slightly higher paroling rates
for the samples wheniviewed as cases (Table 5.4) may be.
attributed to the suppression of minority votes to deny
parole.

These crosstabulations suggested several decision
rules reflecting khat appeared to be Board policy:

1) Parole wds usually granted to inmatj with no
.

or minor prior criminal record ratings, combined wi,th
institutional discipline ratings of adequate to very.
good.

2) Parole was customarily denied to inmates with:-
moderae prior criminal,record ratings combined with
poor institutional discipline ratings.

3) It appeared that, in general, it was Bo4rd po-
licy to deny parole to inmates with a serious prior crim-
inal record-rating. The slightly higher paroling rate
for inmates with .a serious prior criminal febord,,:tating
and good/very good institutional discipline rating, shown
on Table 5.4, was based on too few cases (18) to suggest
that any important differences in Board policy were in-
volved. ,

4Y No decision rules were discernible governing
t parole of inmates in the remaining categories:. those
wi h moderate prior criminal record\ratings combined with Of,`.



Table 5 3

Percentage of Louisiana Case Evaluation Forms. Marked Granted, Distributed According

to Prior'Criminal'Record and Institutional Discipline/Ratings*

no

Institutional Discipline

Ratings

Prior Criminal Record Ratings

Serious/

Extensive Moderate No/Minor Tbtal

Good/Very Good 17%

(63)

.77%

(61)

91%

(61) (191)

equate
t',...

19%

(180)

62%

' (147)

80%

. (114) (441) 1

0

Pb6r/Very Poor 8%

(237) .

16%

(110)

46%

(50) (397)

.

Total
(

.

.

(480)

.

(318)

,

(23!) (1,029)

.

,

.

Missing information
(352) /

t

. ,

Total number of forms in sample
.

1

,

(1,381)

* Note on how to read Table 5,3: The percentages show the percentage of inmates granted parole

who fell into the category indicated by the intersection of a column and a ro he percent*

ages*do not add up to 100. The numbers in parentheses show the total number of i ateOho

fell into the category indicated by a columwow intersection.
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Table 5.4

Percentage of Board Decisions to Grant le, Distributed'According

al Record and Institutfonal Discipline Ratings*

Avera ed Prior Criminal Record Ratin s

Serious/

ExtensiVe

28%

(0)

16%

(73)

Moderate No/Minor

79%

(19)

Poor/Very Poor 5%

(76)

50%

(12)

4,

Total number of ',forms in sample = (415)

* Note on how to 'read Table 5.4: The percentages show the percentage of inmates granted parole,
who fell, into the category indicated by the intersection of a column and a row: The percent-
ages 49 not add up to 100. The numbers in parentheses show the total number of inmates who
fell into the category indicated by' a column-row intersection.' .'

r'



adequate to very good institutional discipline, and those

with no or minor prior criminal record 'ratings' and poor

or very poor institutional discipline ratings.

It seemed probable that the Louisiana decision pro-

cess would lend itselfto study through case-classifica-

tion techniques involving successive sorting. This anal-

ysis was conducted,' using forms grouped as cases. This

approach had-the advantage of fully exploiting the in-

formation available in the salient factor section. For

example, one board member's comment that an inmate had

completed work release might provide a needed explanation

of the reasons for grauting,parole.

The data fell into three areas:

1) Cages governed by Basic Considerations, factors

consistehtly associated with the decision-to-grant parole

(i.e., work release completion), or to deny parole (e.g.,

work release failure, psychological problems, detainers

pending). These. constituted 21 percent of the sample (96

cases).

2) ryCases governed by decision rules derived from the
crosstabulations: 49 percent 0205 cases).

- A '

3) Cases concerning marginal parole candidates, where

the dedisions seemed to be influenced by numerous factors

pertaining to'the inmate's pre-incarceration record, in- ,.

stitutional behavior and post-release situation. It was

not possible, however, to identify board policy governing,

the parole of inmates in this category. s situation

wassimilar.to that. encountered during the ana of the

Phase I data in the Virginia study. In both instances,

it was possible to conceptualize Board policy governing'

:the parole, of inmates in 'extteme" categories, as deter-.

mined by the interaction OT prior criminal record and in-'

stitutional discipline ratings alone. In the case of in-

matesAn marginal cases, though, Board policy had to be

conceptualized as being influenced by numerous variables
covering a broad range of factors relating to the inmate.

Tentative guidelines based on these findings provided
decision rules for 72 percent of the cases in the samplp.

In the 301 cases governed by decision rules, Board deci-

sions were consistent with guideline decisions in 94 per

cent of the cases.

To identify Bbard policy concerning marginal candi-

dates, a,technique was used whiph had been sudcessful in
determining the policy of the Virginia Board. A c cklist

of positive and negative factors drain fronr the sa ent
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faCtors section of the case evaluation form was appended
to the guidelines.

Development of Preliminary Guidelines: Phase II
J.

,Members of the research staff met again with the
Louisiana'Parole Board in February, 1976, to discuss the''
findings and the tentative guidelines. The Board agreed
with the major findings concerning the.importance of
prior criminal record and the minor importance of insti-
tutlonal in t ei -
.They asserted, though, that the findings which had ap-
peared to the research staff to represent reasons for'
automatic parole or denial did not accurately reflect
their policy. They suggested that these conclusions had
resulted from a misinterpretation of some of the Board's46/
comment in the salient factor.section of the case evalua-
tion fofh. Bdard members. explained that when an'inmate
,had psychological problems, for, example; they would re-
cord that fact only when it had been the major reason for
parole denial. There were, however, other cases where
-the inmate's history of psychological problems was a
factor, but he was nevertheless granted parole. In
these instances, the presence of psychological problems
.would not nave been noted on the form . Thus, this prac-
tice had led'the research staff to conclude that unfavor-
able psychological reports constituted a reason for auto-
matic denia;.. Only two items originally contained in the
basic ,considerations section were retained; they concerned
work release .completion and parole to detainers.

The Board's policy regarding inmates with serious
prior criminal records was discussed: As noted above,
the data'had suggested that most inmates in this category'
were denied. The Board confirmed that these findings re-
flected their policy and added that they were more likely
to parole inmates,in this category when they had served
a large proportion of their sentence. This qualification
was incorporated into the guidelines.

The board members agreed that they' viewed favorably
inmates with no or minor prior criminal records; however,
they asserted that it was not their polidy to parole in-
mates in thig category automatically. There were two in-
stances in which they denied parole:- if they had reason

' to believe that the'inmate was aS.saultive, or had not
served sufficient )time for purposes of retribution and
general detertencd. They observedr1Hat asSaultiveness
was one of their primary concerns and suggested that aft
item reflecting this dimension be placed first on the .

guidelines.

149
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The board members explained that in evaluating the
--inmate's assaultive potential; they actually had been
rating past behaviOr (inside and outside the institution)
rather than attempting to predict future conduct. Two
questions pertaining to assaultive history therefdre were
placed first on the preliminary guidelines, with the un-
dertanding that the Board's evaluation would continue to'
reflect concrete information concerning past behavior.
The questions read: "Does the inmate have a hibtory of
assauttive behavior, in or out.of the institution?" and
"as there reason to believe that the inmate is no longer
as s ault iv e?
that might underlie an affirmative answer to the first.
question Wight be.a.Dattern of arrests. or convictions for
criMes involving .the ,uSe of a weapon or physical violence
or assaultiAre behavior in the.institution. An affirmative
an.swerto the 4econd question might-be based oh such favor-

- able factors as the completion of work release'or a- long
interval without violent. episodes.

The Board confirmed that poor institutional` disci-
pline was 'a-factor in denying peroIe to inmates with mod-
erate' prior criminal records. They observed, however,
that itNwas one of many factors they considered and not
sa reasoh for automatic denial. poor inttitutional disci-

.pline was therefore included in the guidelines among sev--
oral unfavorable factors according to which an inmate with
a moderate record would be evaluated. .

Since institutional discipline weighea as a fabtor
in the-parole decision-only if it .was pOot; it was neces-'
sary to develop an'opPerational dlpnition Only of "poor"-
institutional discipline. The meetinsvith the Board, pro-
vided an opportunity to 'do this., through a .shoOt exercise.

The folders of tepi inmates recently considered by
the Board were circulftted among the board members; who
were asked to rate eadh case on institutional,discipll.ne.
When these ratings were analyzed, it was found that'the :

board members were basing 'their evaluations primarily on
the nuMber of major, and minb,x'infractions the inmate had
committed' during the previolth year (Figu'e These
findings were transilated into the following defin,ition of

poor. .institutional .discipline and were incorporated into

the guidelines;

1) Three or 'More minor infractions during the raqt
year;. or .

2) Two or more major infractions during the last
year or

5 j



Offender "Infractions Board Member Ratings
Major ginor . Very Poor Poor Adequate Good Very Good

Guideline

Rating

Poor

Poor

6

0

/ 4.-D

Very Poor

Adequate

Good

Adequate

Good

2

.117

Good

Adequate -

. Good

Figure 5.2:' Worksheet for Developing Operational Definitions of Institutional Discipline Patings
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3) On0-major_and.onerMinor infraction)luringthe
last year.

Of the 50 board member ratings in the exercise, 88
percent (44.) were consistent with these operatiohal defi-
nitions. Since the purpose of the exercise was limited
to devising a definition of "poor" discipline, "adequate"
and "good" discipline were collapsed into one category.

From past -experiencer it was known that prior crim-
inal record ratings usually reflected the interaction of

a number of factors. Therefore, krelatively large sam-
ple was needed to,elicit the information from which a spe-
cific definition could be derived. A data collection sec
tion designed to achieve this objective was added to the
Phase II guideline form (Figure 5.3). For the second data
collection phase', the Board was asked to fill out one .

form per case, representing Board consensus.

Phase II DataAnalysis

The Phase II sample, consisting of.102 cases, showed
a paroling rate of 42.percent, similar tiq,,that in Sample
-T grouped according to cases (x2 = 04, d.f.= 1, ns).
The distributions for the two samples did not differ sig-

,

nificantly in regard to serious prior. criminal record rt-
ing (x2 - 4.84, d.f, = 2). Ninety of the cases in this sam-
ple fe-.1 into categories for which guideline decision
rules nad been prbvided. The Board's decisionson these
90 camas agreed with the, ,guidelines in 73 percent of the.

cases: 'The fact that this percentage fell below the 80
percent level indicated that the guidelines did not yet
accurately reflect Board policy. #

An item-by-item-analysis was conducted. One partic-
ularly weak item proved to be the decision rule concerning
assaultiveness. Only 73 percent of inmates rated as-as-
saultive were--denied parole in accordance with the guide-

line decision,rule. This percentage did not fulfill the
80 percent guideline rule and this item was therefore
dropped .from the guldelines. Since the nine inmates-in
the sample who had successfully .completed work release
were paroled, the item relating'to work release.Was re-
tained. Only two cases fell into the detainer and extra-
ordinary factor dategorie, and, these items were therefore
eliminated.

There were. 53.inmates in this sample rated as having
serious or extensive prior criminal records. Forty-two
of this number were rated, as not having "served a rela -.

tively longtime." Eighty-eight percent of the inmates is--2.



Docket number:

Louisiana Hoard of Parole
Preliminary Guidelines

PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD t

On the following scale, please circle the word that best describes
the Board's assessment of the inmate'S prior criminal record

NODE - MINOR - MODERATE -. SERIOUS - EXTENSIVE

In the space below; please write in the facts about.the ease that
support the rating. Indicate juvenile offenses by J. Continue
on back of page, if necessary.

Offense

117:

Date of. Sentence Length of Sentence

Please answer all questions until, reaching a decision. Then indicate
decision in C.

YES. NO

A. 1. Does the inmate have a history of assaultive
behavior in or out of the institution?
If YES, continue to 2. If NO, skip to 3.

4zi

2 Is there reason to believe that the inmate
is no longer assaultive?
If YES, continue to 3. If NO, deny parole.

3. Has the inmate successfully completed six
months of work release?
If-YES, parole. If NO, continue to 4.

4. a. Is a detainer pendingagainst fhe inmate?
b. If YES, is there reasonable assurance that

the inmate will be prosecuted on detainer?
If both answers are YES, parole to the detainer
only. Otherwise, continue to 5.

5. Are there extraordinary factors' relating to the
inmate's condition that suggest that parole would
be appropriate at this time (e.g., disabled,
aged, ill)?
If YES, parole. If NO, continue to 6.

Figure 5.3: Prelimdnary Guidelines
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6. Does the inmate have a priOr.criminal record
rating of SERIOUS .or EXTENSIVE?.
Xf YES, continue to 7. If NO, skip to 8.-

. .

7. Has the inmate served a.relatively longtime?
(h-relatiVely long time could be defihed as

.a. 5 yearsor more on a sentence of 10 years
or more, or

b. 50% or more of .a sentence under 10 years.)
If YES, skip to B. If NO,:'deny parole.

8. Does the inmate have a prior criminal record
rating of NONE.or"MINOR?
If'YES, parole. If NO, continue to B.

B. The following questions concern inmates with a prior
criminal record crating of MODERATE; and inmates with
a prior.criminal record rating.of SERIOUS/EXTENSIVE
who have served a relatively long time.

1. Are there favorable factOrs that-suggest that
release may be'appropriate at this time?.

Please check all factors YES or NO.

. :.Factors relating to the inmate's record:
. .1) Crimes were not against persons-

2) Long time between convictions
3) Successful prior probation or parole
4) Good'civilian work record'

. Factors" relating to the immediate crime:
4) Hi/s minoxY.role in the offense
2) NO weapOP:involved

c. Factors relating-to behavior in the
institution:
1) Successfully completed work or study

program .

2) Very ,good conduct
d. Factors relating to post-release situation:

1) Family is supportive..
2) Local officials do not object to

release at this time
3) Community is supportive
4) Good work Plan or job skill

e. Inmate likely to complete sentence-if not
paroled, and needs supervision

f. The most important factor was

Figure 5.3: Preliminary Guidelines (continued)
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Are there unfavorable factors that suggest that
release may not be appropriate at this time?

Please check all factors YES or NO.

a. Factors' relating to the inmate's nriminal
record:
1)- Serious juvenile record
2) Patern of violeriCe against persons
3) History of-crimes related to drug or.

alcohol abuse
4)' Short time betWeen convictions
5) Parole or probation violation'

b. Factors relating- to behavior in the
institution:
1) 3.or more minor infractions. during

the last y'ear
2) 2.-'or. more major infractions during

the last year
3) One major- and one minor infraction

during the la4t year
4) ESCope within the.last 6 months

Work release violation within the
aast 6.months

c. Factors relating to the inmate personally:
1) Poor civilian work record and attitude

toward work
2) crime- oriented lifestyle
3) History Of psychological prOblems'or

.recent unfavorable psychological report
d. Factors relating to the.post-release

situation:
ly adrifter
2)' Unstable faMily
3) Family unwilling to assist him'.
4) Written law enforcement or judicial

objections to release'
e. The most important factor was

. Board decision: Parole Deny parole

Inmate was paroled/denied parole' because

YES NO

119

Figure 5.3: 'Preliminary Guidelines (continued)
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in thiS category were denied parole. It was clear that
this degision rule was an accurate reflection of Board
policy. The item was retained but simplified by speci-
fying that inmates with serious records at their firsts
hearings would be denied parole. Inmates at second and
later hearings would be categorized, as marginal candi-
dates and evaluated according to the favdrable and un-
favorable factors.

The sample included 27 inmates with no or minor re-
cords, of whom 56 percent were granted parole. The low
paroling rate for this category confirmed the Boards
observation that it was not their policy to grant parole
automatically to these inmates. An analysis of reasons
listed by the Board for these decisions outside the guide-,
lines showed two situations commonly associated with de-
nials: 1) law enforcement, judicial, or other official
objections to the inmate's release and 2) the judged
seriousness of the offense. One or both of these rea-
sons was listed in every case,of parole denial. These
findings were formulated into a decision rule which pro-
mided,that inmates in this category would be paroled un-
less either of these two factors was applicable in the.
Case.

The two remaining dategbries of inmates were grouped
together: those-with moderate .prior criminal records and
those with serious' redords_who had "served.a relatively
long time." An analysis was made to determine-the number

'of'unfavorable 'factors associated with the decision to
:deny .paroleto these .inmates. It was found that.in 82 per-
cent of the cases, inmates in these categories were pa-
roled when the.number of unfavorable factors checked was
:five-orfewer-. Regardlessof the number, ofunfavOrable
factors, an inmate-was paroled if he was rated as having
three or:MorefaVorable factors. From this information,
it was possible to develop decision rules for....inmates.in'

these- marginal.categories.

For the Phase III guidelines, the factors sections
were rftorganized;to eliminate redUhdancy. The unfavOrable
factor section was confined to a consideration of static
fadtorsi,e.,.-those relating to the inmate's past. The
favorable .factmr'section consisted pf dynamic factors-re-
lating to-recent conduct in the institutipnand:the post-
release:situatidn, .and therefore subject'to -change be-
tween hearings.

It:was now possible to construct guidelines with de-
cision rulescovering all cases (Figure 5.4). When the-.
sample was sorted according to the revised guidelihes,
the-Board decisions' agreed with the guideline decisions-

150



Louisiana Board of Parole
Guidelines

I. Has the inmate successfully completedwork release?

If YES, parole, indicating your decision in III.
` If NO, continue.

`121

YES NO'

II. 'Using the Board rating for Prior Criminal Record, locate
the inmate's Prior Criminal Record below:

NO or MINOR Prior Criminal Record
A. Wasthe inmate's offense so serious that,

you feel he should serve more time solely
for this reason?

B. Are there strong written law enforcement,
judicial or.other official objections to
his release at this time?

If either answez. was YES, deny parole. If both
answers were NO; parole, indicating youz"-deci- -

sion in III.

SERIOUS Prior Criminal Record
Is the inmate. at his

If YES, deny parole,
sion in III. If NO,

first parole hearing?

indicating your deci-
continue.

Figure 5.4: Guidelines
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SERIOUS AT SECOND AND LATER PAROLE HEARINGS or MODERATE
Prior Criminals Record
Please check allyfactors YES or NO. YES NO

Do the following unfavorable factors apply
to the inmate?
1. Factors .related to the inmate's prior

criminal record:. .

a'w Pattern of violence:against pessons
History of Crimes ibIated to drug
or alcohol abuse
Shortti.me bLtween convictions,

d. .Parole.or prMbation violation
Factors related-to-the-tame"Mtat6-drime :-
a. His-ma6Or role in the offense
b. Weapon involved
c. Serious nature of the ,prime

3. Factors related to behavior in the
Institution:
a. Poor discipline (defined as one or

moreOf the following. infraction
combinations'Oithin'the'last year
one major and one minor; 2 or more
major; 3 or moreminOr)

b. One or more escapes within the last
6 months -
Work release violation within the
last 6 monti* .

4. Factors related to. the inmate personally:-
a-. Poor civilian work record and atti-

tude- toward work
b. -Crime-orientectlife style
c. History of psychological probleMs

or recent unfaVorable psychological
report

d. Nomadic, a drifter
5 Written law enforcement, judicialOr,

other official objections'
i

'If 5 checks or less In Section A were YES, parole,
indicating your deciiion in,III. If 6 or more checks
in section .A were YES,'continue.

4

Figure 5.4: _Guidelines (continued)
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YES NO

B. Do the following favorable factors apply to
the inmate?
1. Factors related to behavior in the

institution:
a. Successfully completed__work or

study program
b. Very good conduct

2. Factors related to the post-release
situation:
a. Family is suppOrtive
b. Community is supportive..
c. Good work plan or job skill
d. Good'parole plan,

3. Inmate is likely to complete sentence
if not paroled and needs supervision

If 2 checks or less in Seiction B were YES,1ny
parole. If 3 or more checks in B were YES,
parole, indicating your decision in III

III. Board Decision: Parole Deny parole',

For a decision outside the guidelines, please indicate reasons:

Figure 5.4: Guidelineg (continued)



in 6 ercent of the cases.

Operational Definitions

The technique employed in the North Carolina-and
Virginia studies (Chapters 3 and 4) was used to analyze
the Board ratings of prior criminal record and to develop
guideline operational. definition.s. The analysis showed
that the rating systeM was similar to that of the Virginia
Board, in that the rating was primarily a function of the
number of fines and the total of the lengths of the prior
active sentences: When the Louisiana Board's ratings
were compared to the guideline ratings, however, there was
agreement in only 64 percent of the cases. In 12 percent
of the cases, the guideline rating had underestimated the
Board's rating, because the guideline rating did p70.in-
clude additional factors which the Board.otook into consid-
'eration, such as prior probations, arrest, and suspended
sentences. The decision was made to follow a strategy
used in the Virginia study, where a simplified rating
system, based on two factors, was tentatively implemented
(Chapter 4, p. 89). The Board was advised to go outside
guideline ratings to take theseJadditional factors into
account. In such cases, board members were asked to pro-
vide reasons for their ratings (Figure 5.5).

Phase III Data Analysis

The Board returned '97 cases in the third sample. The
paroling rate for the' sample was 29 percent, _well below
the rate seen in previous samples (x'.= 5.952, d.f.= 1, s

p 4(.05). The sample also differed markedly from previous
samples in the distribution aCcording to prior criminal
record "(x2 ='39.236, = 2, .p 4.001). Almost half the
sample.(45 percent) had no or a minor record, as compared
to. 21 percent in Sample I. The low paroling rate for the 0

sample was largely attributable to the relatively low pa-
roling rate (45 percent) of inmates with no or minor re-'
co4rd. An analysis of these cases showed. that 8.4 percent
of these decisions were within the guidelines; of the in-

,
mates,denied parole, 83 percent were denied for either or
both.of the two guideline reasons.

Eighty-one percent of all decisions represented in
the Phase III sample were within the guidelines. The

`Board's ratings of prior criminal record agreed with tile
guideline ratings in 86 percent of the cases. In ever
instance in which the board m- bers went outside'the guide-
lines in rating pri9r criminal record, they did so to in-
crease the seriousness of the eating. Reasons.for modify-

_



Louisiana Board of Parole
Guideline Rating for Prior Crimi4a1 Record

*, , e

Count all fines,. juvenile and adult. Add togeXher all maximum sen-& .

tences (juvenile and-adult) on which the inmate actually served
prison or jail time Each commitment, to a training school is equi,r.
valent to a one-year sentene. Do NOT iriolude the resent .offense,
suspended sentences, probations, arrests, or convi ns not followed

__-
by incarceration. _

NO record: no previous convictions,

'MINOR recor.e:

1) Incarceration only: maximum sentences totalling no more than
one year; or

2) Fines only: 0 to. 4; or

3) Fines and incarceration combined: maximum sentences totalling
no mores than 6 months, if the inmate has fines and court costs
in addition to sentences on his record.

MODERATE record:

1) Incarceration only: maximum sentences totalling more than one
year, but no more than 4 years.; or

2) Fines only: 5 to 7; or

3) Fines and incarceration combined: maximum sentences totalling
more cban 6 months, but no more than 3 years, if the inmate
has fin s and court costs in addition to sentences on his
record.

SERIOUS record:

1) Incarceration only: maximum sentences totalling more than
4, ATears; or

2) Fines only: or more; or

3) Fines and carceration combined: maximum sentences totalling
more than- years,J7It the inmate has fines and.' court costs in
addition to sentences on his record.

The Board may go outside the guidelines to take into consideration mi-
tigating factors, or aggravating factors''such as.probations, suspended
sentences, arrests, and the seriousness or frequency of the offenses..

Figure 5.5: Guideline Rating for Prior Criminal Record



ing the rating were prbvided in all of these cases.

At 'the Board's request, the research staff prepared
a policy statement explaining the Board's criteria, the
reasons why these criteria were taken into consideration,
and how were to be applied_ in individual decisions
(Figure 5.6). Pending public commerit, this statement

adopted by the Board.

The study of.parole n-ma in Louisia
fered-im-s_eILeral l'dspects from th esearch
-o-1-1-abbrat-ionwith--the-Noi Lli Carolina Parole Commis

,and-th-4-17:trginia-Board of Parole. The 1.:baigialla study
used.a more extensive data colleeto rm and_-InProlired
an attempt to collect information bout each inmate--frofir

---each parole board member.

The results of the data collection of rt in Loui-
siana would suggest. that the time schedule '4,role board
members will permit them to complete--a relatively long
data collection form, but that the use of a multiple-form
data collection procedure is impractical. As .discussed
in-Chapter 4, information on variation among board mem-
bers indecisions and evaldations can be obtained more
conveniently from single form in' a large sample.

4
The Louisiana study also.0emonstrated-the importance

of t loring a data collection instrument to the concerns
of eac board....If the design of .the instrument is to re-
present an accurate reflection of the board!s major'cri-,
teria, board input is essential to guarantee that esult.
In this-nespect, the study further underscored the basic

N'ssumption of the project that the research proceas in
parole decision-making should involve a cOntinuing col-
laborative effort betweerLboard'and stqff. /

a



Louisiana Board off Parole
Policy'Statement Concerning. the Grant and Denial of Parole-

fi

12

Section I

The Louisiana Board of Parole uses the following six major
criteria in determining whether to grant or deny parole:

1) Seriousness.of the Offense: It is the policy of the,Board
to consider the nature and circumstances of the offense, to deter-.

mine whether the purposes of retribution and general deterrence have
been satisfied. In evaluating the case.alonv this dimension, the
Board will be guided :by the official version-of the dffense and the
length of the sentence.imposed., The .Board, however, will also take
into consideration the parole.candidate's.version of the offense.
The oard is particularly concerned, with bffenses which 1) involved
a weapo d/or physical injury or possible injury to the ivictith,
and 2) crim of a repetitive nature, such as a series-of ur4laries

.or drug sales, 7.2r h reflect extensive involvement in cri e;-oriented
activities. ,A number mitigati and aggravating facto s, includ7

g the parole candidate's motivat n for committing the offense,
his role in he offense,the-amount of loss and/or injury to the
victimp an degree o sophistication-2eA4denced ill the offense,
will also be take to consideration. Inegeneril-,--kt is riot Board
:policy to deny pakole so on the basis of the nature-and circum-.
stances ofithe.offense; there,a however, certain instances whbre

'al on, this basis may be warranted.

2) Prior Crimi ord: In evaIuatingithe paro didate's
prior criminal, record, the Board wi 1-considerboth the inmate's prior.
adult and j1mvenile records in order to determine the deree of 'his /her
involvement in crime-oriented activities. The BOard is primarily 'con-
cerned With the number and seriousness_of the inmate's convictions.
inmost'instances, the length-of the arrest record will not be used
,in determining the prior record rating; flowever, when there is evi-
dence that the prospective parolee has had extensive involvement with
authorities;.- this factor will be used to aggrav%te the seriousness
of .the prior criminal record rating. The .Board will also consider'
the parole candidate's response to prior comMunitY supervision, and
whether the present offense' was committed while on probation:or. pa-
role. A pattern of continual encounters with the law will be inter-
preted-asan indication that the subject is unlikely to succeed on
parole.

Since the evaluation of_this factor Plays an,important role ix
the decision-making process, the:Board-has_ adopted guidelines for
rating to g seriousness of the prior criminal record: These ratings

Figure 5.6z_ Policy Statement
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ale based on: the total number pf-finesand the length of sentences
tP1.11carceration. .They do not include the present Offense. , A corn -.
mitMentto a;,training school::willbe:considered as- equivalent'
oneyear sentence. .., -s"7

Prior Criminal:Record is defined as follows:

' NO record: No previous-convictions.

MINOR record:
1) Incarceration only: maximum sentences totalling no more'

than one year; or.
2) Fines only: 0 to 4; or
3), 'Fines and incarceration combined: maximumsentences total-

ling no more than 6 months, if the-inmate also has fines
and court costs on his record.

;

MODERATE record:
1) Incarceratidn only: maximum sentences totalling .more than

one year, but no more than .4, years; or -
2) Fines only 5 to or
3) Fines.and incarceration combined: maximum sentences total-

. ling more than 6 months,' but no More than 3 years, if the
inmate also has fines and court costs on his record; or. ,

4) Neither fines, nor prior incarcerations; but prepent sentence'
tence is'the 'result,of the revocation of felony probation..

SERIOUS record:
,1) Incarceration only maximum sentences totalling more than

4 year; or
2) Fines only: 8 or more; or'
3) Fines and incarceration combined: maximum sentences total-

ling more than 3 years, if the inmate also 'has fineg and
court costs on his record.

ye.

The Board reserves the right to go outside the guidelines to
take intoltonsideration mitigating, factors, or aggravating factors,
such as probations, suspended sentences, arrests, and the seriousness
or frequency of the, offenses

-

3) Institutional AdjustMent: The Board will
_
consider inbr-

-mation pertaining to the parole,candidate's adjustment to the initi7'
ptution.' In assessing thkgfactor, the. Board will consider the in-
mate's participation in and re ponse to the programs'available to
him/her and his/her overall co pliance withiingtitutional-regula-:
tions. The-Board wil!1,view negatively an institutional discipline
record which con.q.s.ts of a number of major and minor infractions.,

Figure 5.6: Policy Statement (continued)
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Poor discipline haa-beenTdefined by the Board as one or more of the
follOwing. infraction combinations Within the year: one majpr.
andone minor infraction; 2 or more major infractions; 3 or morel
minor infractions. Although a. satisfactory adjustment to prison
life will not guarantee that the subject will be paroled, it greatly
increases. the probability of parole, because obedience to institu-,
tional rules is taken as an:indication that the candidate will com-
'ply with. parole conditions. A decidedly pbor adjustment record will
weigh heavily the potential parolee-.

. 4) Work Release: It is the practice of the Department 'of tor-
rections to recommend inmates:to the Board for approval for .assign-
ment'te, work release programs: In these cases, the Board will inter,-
view the subject six months before therearole eligibill.ty.date. If
the Board approves the work releaSe placement, parole:will be granted
contingent on the parole candidate's successfulcompletion of six
months on work. release. If the candidate succeeds on this program,
he or she will no.be re-interviewed and the parole will become ef-
fective.at-the scheduled eligibility date.' If the.prospective pa-
rolee fails on work release, he or she will.appear-before the
Board on the scheduled eligibility date. The Board-interprets failure
in this program as an indication that the'candidate is unlikely to
succeed on parole. This negative factor will be weighted healrily in,
the decision-making process.

5) Factors related to the Character and Personality of the
Inmate: 'In evaluating the record on this dimenaion,- the_

Board. will consider information. pertaining to the-sUbject!s work
record, level of education, occupational skills, evidence of his/her
emotional stability as contained in recent psychological-reports,,
anclwhether.the prospective:parolee has a history of mental hos-
.pitalization.. In addition, the Board cons deters whether the subject,
,has a.history of drug or alcohol, abuse which seriously diminishes
the 'likelihood that the candidate can succeed on:parole.

6) Police, Judicial, and Community Attitudes-toward the
Parole Candidate: It is Board practice to'solicit infor7

.Mation about the subject from-community and public officials who are
,:welladquainted with the prospective pai.ol&e's case. 'This:factor is
of great importance, because the probability that'an inmate will suc-
ceed on 'parole is greatly.diminished if he/she will returtkto a com'..
.Munity 'which has expressed hostility'toward him/her. The.Board will
seldom deny parole solely on the basis of opposition, froMofft.cial
or community representatives. On the other harid, evidence that the
Community and public officials:are supportive will increase the.
probability that-the parole^Candidate- will be granted parole.

Figure 5.6: POlicy Statement (continued)
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'7) Parole Plan: The Board places great emphasis on the ap-
propriateness of the parole plan. In evaluating the parole plan,
the Board will consider the strength of the paron Candidates
social ties, including whether the subject has a supportive family,
resources available in the community, and a job opportunity.. It

is impottant for the prospective .parolee to have secure job plans
and stable living arrangements upon return to the community,. since
these factors are strongly related to the successful ,coMpletion of
parole. The Board is extremely reluctant to grant parole to a
candidate who is a drifter, or who will return to an-environment
'and circumstances which are likely to contribute to. further involve-
ment in crime-oriented actthtY. In all.cases, release 'on parole
contingent on the submission of a satisfactory parole pin.

Figure 5.. 6: Policy Statement (continued)



Chapter 6

MISSOURI.

Colleen A. Cosgrove and Jane Wallerstein

Board Structure.and Procedure

The Missouri Board consists of threefull-time board
members, one of whom serves as chairman. The board members
are assisted by two hearing analysts with whom they share
parole decision-making responsibilities. For purposes of
simplicity, the term "board member" will include the hear-
ing analysts.

The Board has jurisdiction over all felons committed.
to the Department of Corrections. The judge or the..jury
'fixes the maximum sentvnce within the statutory limits for
the offense and does not set a minimum term. An' inmate is
eligible for parole at any time after his commitment to the
Department of Corrections. This statutory structure accords
the Board a great deal of discretion. By its own policy,
however, the'Board has imposed constraints on the exercise
of its discretion, through the following schedule of mini-
mum terms to be served before first parole eligibility:

'Eligibility Scale

Number of Months to
be Served (in months)

Length of Sentence
(in years)

6 2

8 3

10 4

12 5 .

"14 6

16 7

18 8

20 9

22 10
24 ,11+

According to the scale, inmates serving sentences of
i0.years or fewer at-1e considered-for parole when they have
served approximately 20 percent of their maximum sentence.
All others are considered within the first two years of
their. confinement... Since inmates in this latter category
have served considerably less than 20-percent of their
maximum sentence at their first parole eligibility, this
hearing seldom results in parole. Good time may diminish
the maximum sentence by as much aifive-twelfths.
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At first eligibility an inmate is accorded a per-
sonal interview, which is called a hearing. Subsequent
parole considerations, called reviews, are based on a
study of the inmate's file. At both, hearings and reviews,
two concurring votes are needed for a 'decision.

The decision-making structure in.Missouri had some
features not encountered previously in this project. A
multi-option system was in use here, rather than the di-
chotomous,.(grant/deny) decisions found in previous studies.
In.making parole decisions, the Missouri Board has three:

,options: to grant parole, deny parO10,,or defer decision
by.rescheduling the case for review,-'4enerally in 6 to 1
months. For this paroling authority, parole denial, un-
less reversed through.a successful appeal to the board,
means that thecase will not be considered again and the
inmate must serve out his sentence.

The Board has a caseload of approxiMately 550 paro e
considerations a month.

Data Collection

A conference of the members of the research staff =nd
the Board took place in April, 1975, with an agenda similar
to that followed previously in the study. In discussin
their policy, the board members observed that they decied
each case on its individual merits. There were, howeve
several common reasons for parole .denial, which were listed
ppn a form called the Board Hearing and Action Sheet (F gure
(C1).

It was agreed,that a data collectionnprocedure wo ld
be followed, similar to that used in the Louisiana stu y,
to permit the study of board-member variation. During the
first three months of data collection, beginning June
1975, all board members considering a case completed a ca/ge-
evaluation form on every parole candidate.. During Aug st,
the Board indicated that this procedure was inconvenie t
and therefore, by-agreement, filled out one form per case,
representing the consensus oT the panel. By the end of
the data collection period, November 30, a total of 2,4 4
case evaluation forms had been collected, representing
1,277 cases; 96,of these were excluded from the sample
since they concerned cases in which the maximum sentenc
exceeded 25 years.

Analysis

In order to.adapt Missouri's board decision system 'or



Reasons for Continuance or Denial

1. Short time served on sentence

2. Adverse community attitude

,11.11.,

3. Adverse psychiatric or psychological report

4. Team or individual staff member recommendations

LA

5. Repetition of criminal behavior, juvenile and/or adult

6. Repetitive pattern of violent and/or dangerous behavior

7.. Setiousness.of present offene

8. Habitual use of narcotics or alcohol

9. Probation or parole revoked on present or other recent

offense

.0...

-10. Poor institutional adjustment

11. Protests

!.

12. Failure to fulfill terms of personalized plan

resent offense committed while on probation or parole

Figure 6.1: Reasons for Continuance or Denial
(excerpted from Board Hearing and Action Sheet 3/74)
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correlation analysis, the decision was scored as a dicho-
tomy, grant/not grant, combining continuance, and denials
in the latter category. The coefficients of the resulting
matrix (Table 6.1) were generally low, or at best low/moder-
ate. With the exception of parole prognosis, which was sub-
stantially correlated with the decisions (rpb = .58),. no
variable was more than moderately related to the decisions.
Ofthe remaining variables, the two most strongly related
to the decisions were institutional discipline and program
participation (rpb = .38 and .37, respectively).

There were at least two possible explanations for these
relatively low coefficients. Possibly, the-factors included
for study were not strongly related to the decisions and
board policy actually was influenced by other criteria.
There mas also the possibility that the board ratings of
inmates along these dimensions showed very little varia
tion, a,circumstance which will reduce the megnitude of
the correlation co cents. As shown later, substantia-
tion for bOth of these e planations was'subsequently found.

The regression analysis to predict grant/not grant,. in-/
cluding eight independent variables. (Table 6.2) showed that
these' variables in linear combinations, .gave a multiple cor-
relation coefficient of .65. With parole prognosis, the,
eighth variable entered into the equation, excluded, the
coef*.cient of correlation dropped to .53. This finding
seemeiktO confirm the hypothesis suggested by the correla
tion matrix, that board policy was influenced by criteria
other than those iepresented in the case evaluation form.

In the correlation matrix, institutional discipline
and program participation had appeared as only Moderately
intercorrelated (.43). This suggested that the .two var-
iables tapped somewhat different dimensions. The sizeable
independent contribution of program participation to the
equation (5.4 percent) following the entry of institutional
discipline, confirmed this hypothesis. Since both var-
iables were moderately correlated with the decisions, it
was desirable that the information derived from both be
represented in the analysis. It waS, therefore, decided'
to create a new variable called "institutional adjustm9nt"
which would be an average of these two factors which '

seemed to bear equally on the decisions. This new var-
iable would be used in the crosstabulations..

The correlation matrix and the regression equation
had provided no strong indications as to the direction
the anAlysis should take. A similai absence of strong
pattern was evident in the crosstabulations.

Becau'e all board meMbers had-completed forms,on a

1;0



Correlation OrRatings and Decisions 'by the Missouri. Boartof Probation and Parole (N = 2,050)*

.3 4 5 6 7 9 11

.

1. Decision

2048 2046 2048 2047 2048
.

2048 2045 2048

1

1048 2048

2. .Seriousness

-.20 2048 2050 2049 ..2059
\ -.._

2050. 2047 2050 2050 2050

------iiiOUTT

,

-----:58--- -AA 2048 2047 2048 4048'
c-,,,

2045 2048 2048 2048.
3.

Pognosis

4. Institutional

DisciPline

.36 -.15 .30 2049 2050 .2050 047 2050 2050 2050.

5. Program

Participation

.36 .02 .43

(

.43 2049 2049 2046 '2049 2049 2049

6.

. ,

Assaultive

Potential

-.31 .55 -.30 -.15 2050 2047 2050 2050 2050
____

,7. Prior Criminal

Record'

-.30 -.01 -.27 -.14 -.18 ..18 2047 2050 2050 2050

4

Social

Stability

.24 -.03 .37 .14 .25 -.17 -.23 2047 2047 ,2047_ _ _
Time.

Served

-.17 .48 -.01 -.09 .02. .33 11 -.05 2050 2050

10.. Maximum

Sentence

6

-.20 .51 .00 -.08 .05 .34 .09 -.04 .89 2050

.11. Number of Prior

Hearings

-.10 .27 ,02 -.02 .09 .16 -.05 ,61 .49

0..

* Column 1, point biserial coefficient, dichotomous variable: Grant =11,,Not Grant = 0

Columns 2-11, Pearson's product moment correlation coefficients. underlined, significant at .01.

Numbers of cases are shown above the main diaggnal;'correlations, below.

Cases related to inmates who had served less'than 18 percent of the maximum sentence and/or. whose maximum

sentence exceeded 25 years were excluded from the analysis.



Regression of Inmate Status and Board Member Ratings on Parole

Decision (Grant/NO Grant) = 2 042)*

Variable ,

Multiple

Correlation

Coefficient R2.

Change

in R2

,

Correlation

Coefficient**

':

B

,

,

Beta

,

Institutional Discipline / ,36 .13

,

.13 .36' .008 .127
4

Program Participation .43 .18 .05 .36 .006 ,, .089

Prior Criminal Record .48 .05 -.30 -.007 -.134

, 1

Assaultive Potential .51 .26 .03 .31 -.003 -.049

Seriousness of the Offense .52 .27 .01 -.20 -.004., -.099

Time Served .52, .27 .001 -.17 -.002 -.083

Social Stability .53 .28 .01 .24 -.002 -.018

,

,

Parole Prognosis

.

f

.65 .42 .14 .58 ,.018'^ , .455

Constant -.073

,

* Excludes cases relating to inmates with time'served less than 18 percent of the sentence and/or

maximum sentence exceeding 25 years,

6

4 Point biserial correlation coefficients, with decision scored as Grant = Not'Grant = O.
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laige number of tnmates in the sample, a choice similar to
thit made in'the Lodisiana study presented itself :, It was
possible7bai.ew the sample either as cases or as forms.
'Here, too, a decision was made to view the sample from the
perspective of cases. The paroling rate fore the sample
was almost identical when viewed from either perspective
(for cases, 34 percent; fdr forms, 35 percent). When the
forms were grouped as cases, board members' comments re-
corded on the forms could bd used to provide a more ,com-
plete picture of the deci$ion Considerations. 6It was found
from an examinationeof the decisions grouped by cases that
board'member dedisions were identical for virt4ally every
case. The original plan to study board member riation
was therefore abandoned., -

.4/

Crosstabillations shoWed that the Board paroled 34 per-
(cent of inmates in the sample and its decisions were evenly
distributed among the other options (Table 6.3). It was
also evident that the Board made final decisions (grant/
deny) on .55 percent of the inmates in ,the sample .anti, deferred

.decisions on 15 percent.

An analysis of the percentage of inmates paroled ac-
cording to prior criminal record and institutional adjust-,
ment ratings (Table 6.3) revealed that the sample was rather
homogeneous. The Board had rated only 12 percent of the
inmates as having good/very good institutional adjustment
and49.,percent as having poor/very poor institutional ad-
justment. This left 59 percent rated adequate.

A similar situation existed with regard to prior crim-
inal record. Only 15 percent' of the sample had been rated
as having no/minor prior criminal record and 32 percent as
having a serions/extensive.prior criminal record. This
again left more than half the sample, 53 percent, in the
marginal,-tht is,' moderate prior criminal record category.

Thirty-two percent of the sample. was seen: as marginal
on both dimensions, that is, as having an adequate institu-
tional adjustment rating combined with a moderate prior,
criminal record rating. A mere three percent were in the
extreme favorable category, that is, rated as having no/
minor prior criminal record, combined with good/very good
institutional adjustment. Only 12 percent were classified
in the extreme unfavorable category, as having a poor/very
poot institutional adjustment rating and a,serious/eXtensive
prior criminal record rating. Either the board members
were not making fine distinctions in their ratOgs, or the
sample was, in fact, unusually homogeneous. When the deci-
sion (grant/not grant) was viewed as a function of these
ratings, no. category emerged in which 80 percent or more
of the inmates were paroled.(see Chapter-3, page '45) . The /73
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Percentage of Inmates.Paroled Distributed According to Prior

Criminal Record aild Institutional Adjustment` Ratings*

/ Averaged

Institutional $:ljustmerit

Rating's

Average. 'nor rimina. ',nor. *. ings .

erious/ .\

ExterOive Moderate No/Minor. Totals ,

Good/Very ood

.0

37%

my
59%

(70)

.

71%

' (S8) ..
4

1

(146)

.Adequate 18%

(206)

49% -

(377)

. 65%
,

(1 0 ) 93)

.Poor /Very Poel ..3%'

:(136)

8%

(179).

11%

.(27) (342)

:Totals

(380) (626) . (175) (1 181)

Over 25 Years

v,

(96)

Total number of cases'. (1,27.7)

Note on how to read le 6.3: The percentages show t14 fkrcentage of inmate) granted who fell into

the category indi ated' by the intersection of a'column,a6d a'row., The percentages do not add'up to
100. The numbers in, parentheses show the total number of inmates who fell into the ,categor indi
.cated by a column-row intersection.
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table shod that there were four categories in which the
percentage of inmates paroled was less than:20-percent.
This suggested that it was Board policy not tb parole
inmates in these categories.

An examination of several tables (Tables 6.4, 6.5,
6.6, 6.7, and 6.8) gave rise to these fdrther observations
about the sample:

1) The grant option was seldom used for inmates with
poor/very poor institutional adjustMent ratings. It.ap-
pearedthat it was Board policy not to grant parole to in-
mates in this category.. Decisions wer almbst evenly di-

,
vided.among the,negative options .(der, review in 6 months,
*eview in a year) (Table 6.4). Therefore, it was not pos-
sible toidetermine Board policy regarding the specific dis-
position of these cases.

2) For inmates in the two unfavorable institutional
adjustment categories, a moderate proportion were granted
parole, but the perceptages were far below the 80 percent
decision-rule level. Decisions for the remaining inmates
were almost evenly divided among the three negative options,
providing no clear inaication of the relation between,th'is
variable and the de isions.

3) relation between the prior criminal record
ratings and decision was also unclear (Table 6.5). It

.seemed to be Board policy not to grant parole to inmates
with serious/extensive prior criminal record ratings. For
,inmates with More favorable prior criminal record ratings,'
no. decisions rules emerged.

4

4) ,Decisions for inmates serving maximum sentences
of two to three years tended to be, dichotomous (grant/
'deny) and final (Table 6.6). In the rare instances wiiere
a continuance was given it was almost alw s set at six
months.

5) Only a third of the decisions regarding inmates
'serving sentences exceeding three years were final (Table
6.6) Of those inmates not given final decisions, the\,

majority received 12-month continuances. 'Apparently, the
lengthof the sentence influenced the Board's choice of
decision options.

6) Cr?Wabulation`g"\showing decisions as a function
of prior crkthinal record and institutional adjustment rat-
ings, controlling for length of sentence, revealed no fur-
ther indications of Board policy. i*



Table 6.4

Decisions Distributed 'According to Averaged InstitUtional Adjusiment

'Averaged Institutional Adjustment Ratings
g

Cecisions Very Poor/Poor. Adequate Good/Very Good Total

.

Grant '6%

(21)

42%

(294)

56%'

(82) ;

34%-.

(397)

Deny 31 %.

(106)

19%

)

,

(130)

Ai .

,(11)

.

21%

(247)

Review in

6 months 27%

(92)

20%

(136)

.

17%

(25)

i

,

5'.

21%.

(253)

ieview in

one year .36% 4 .

(123)

19%

(133)

19%

(28) ,,,,

.24% .

(284)

, Total 1 100%

(342)

100%

(693)

100%

(146)

100%

(1,181)

u

Over 25 years

,

/ (96)

Total number of cases = (1,277)
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Decisions Distributed According to Averaged,Priar ReCord Ratirsig

Decisions

Averaged Prior Criminal Record Rating

Serious/Extensive / Moderate No/Minor Total

Parole ., 14%

(55)

Deny

Review in months.

27%

(104).

22%

482)

39%'

(241)

58% .

(101) (397)

Total'1/4

37%

(139)

21%

(131)

22%

(1191

18%

(115)' ,

2): (247)

17%

.11k (30) (284)

100%

(380)

Over 25 years

100%

(626)

ipo%

(175)'

Total number of cases, .(1,277).



Table 6.6

Decisions Distributed According to Length of MaximummSentence

Length of Maximum Sgntence

4-25 Years

49% 21%

(260) (137).

Review i months

1f,

16%:
. 26%

,
(84)., (-169)

Re4ew in one year

Over 25 years

Total number of cases

1/4



As time .serves increasea, the importance OE prlOr
criminal record appeared to decrease slightly an^that o
'institutional adjustment and program participation in-
creased-substantially (Tables 6.7 and 6.8).

At hearings, institutional discipline and program
participation together accounted for only 16 percent of
the. variation; and prior criminal record, when entered.
third., Adds 5.percent to the predictive power Of the egua-
tion. On the other hand, at reviews, institutional con-
cerns, as-represented by the' first two variables in the-
equation, accounted. for 27 percent of .the variation. 'Only
20 percent was added by prior criminal record when entered
next.

The Board had recorded comments in:the Salient fad,-
tbrs sect]SRri on almost 800 of the forMs. These observa-
tions were examined for insights into additional factors
that mi4ht.have"influenced the decisions. The comments
mentioned reflected many,of the items listed on the Board
Hearing and Action4Sheet (Figure 6,1). Forty-seven of

''cv these notations dealt with drug or alcohol abuse. In 39
peicent Of the cases in which this factor was mentioned,
the inmate was granted parole;' in;14 percent, denied
role; and in 47 percent, given a continuance. Although
this factor was obViously of great importance to the
Board,.its relation to decision .was uncleat.. The.distri-
bution of decisions was similar when seen as a function
of probation violation or .crime committed on probation.

Six other factors (juvenile record, crime-oriented.
short time between offenses, involvement in

:..drug sales, no motivation toward self-improvement( his-
tory of sassaultive behavior) were frequently mentioned
by the Board, predominantly in association with 'negative
decisions. Again, although patterns emerged suggesting
_that it was Board pdlicy not to grant parole in cases
where certain negative-factors applied, it wag not pos-
'sible to determine Board policy.

'A useful indicant of time served, one which was
consistent with Board,Practice, was"the type of parole
consideration, hearing or review.. Hearings were defined
as the inmate's initial appearance before the Board, on a.
Itraximum sentence of years or less. All other parole
considerations were defined as reviews. Since in pates
serving relatively long sentences had already_ been in-
darcerated for at least two years at first eligibility,

'the amount_ of time they had :when. served, was similar
the amount of time served by-inmates with shortex; ,sen
tences .at reviews. 4
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Table 6.7

Regression of Inmate Status Variables and Board4rember Ratings,

on Parole Decisicin (Grant/Not Grant) for Hearings Cases (N = 1,462)*

Variable

`414tritiple

Correlation

Coefficient R2

o

0

. Change

in R2

Correlation

Coefficient**

,

B lit`;eta,
.

Institutional Discipline .32 .10 .10 .32 .008 .120

p120_._._d6L9±?__.0787PrralrlPsarti.Ciat.i.Ot
-.127Prior Criminal Record 46 .21 .05 -.31 -.007

Assaultive Potential .48 .23 .02 -.27 , -.003 -.043

Seriousness of the Offense

,

.49 .23 .00 -.16 -.002 . -.034 N

Time. Served . .51 .25 .02 -.26 -.014 -.120
_

Social Stability

4,

. 7.51 .26 .01 i23 ,

,

-AA Yll
4

Parole Pro nosis .64 .41 ..15 .58 .017 .455

v

Constant
.

-.099

* Includes,cases relating to inmates at first parole eligibility w,ith maximum sentences less than ,01

equal to.ten years and time served greater than br equal to 18 percent.of the sentence.

* Pointibiseriai correlation coefficients, with the decision scored as Grant = 1, Not Grant=



Table °6,8

Regression of Inmate Status 'Variables, and Board Member Ratings

on :Parole Decision (Grant /Not, Grant) for Review Cases (ir 580)*

lariable

Multiple

Correlation

Coefficient R2

Change

in 114

Correlation.

,Coefficient** B Beta

Institutional Discipline .44 .19 .19 .44 .006

4 ,

.118

.

Program Participation. , .52

,

.27 .08 .47 .008' ..146

Prior Criminal Record ..54 .29 .02 -.24 -.005 -.119

Assaultive Potential 7 .32 .03 .33 -.002
o

-.033

Seriousness)5.the Offense 5a .33 .01. -.16 -.007 -.196

Time Served .58 ' .33 .00 -.06 .000 .021

Social Stability .58. r.33 .00 $ ,.22 -.010 -.074

Parole Prognosis .68 ,46 13,, .60 .018 .472

,

'Constant

.

.015

?

* Includes cases relating to inmates at rexiewswith 1)'maximum sentences longer than 10 years but

less than or equal' to 25 years and time served.greater than or equano°18 percent of the senten-
r

of 2) maximum sentences less than or equal to ten years and not at first parole eligibility.

** Point biserial cOrrelation coefficients with the decision scored ddrant = 1, Not Giant.= 0.
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The analysis had traced only the basic outlines of
POard policy and the variables that appeatJed to influ-
ence the deCisions. Although these criteria, had been
identified, further information was needed about them
before guidelines Could be developed.

Many of the criteria (e.g., drug abuse) had riOt ap-
peared as specific items on the Phase I data collection'
instrument, but had instead eenV volunteered by board
members. Since information about them had not been col-
lected systematically, it was not possible to measure
their re14tion to the decisions.

A somewhat similar situation had been encountered
in Virginia in the course.of developing guidelihes for
inmates in marginal categories (see page 85), and a strat-
egy consisting of a checklist of negative and positive
factors had provided a useful mechanism fpr identifying
Board policy. Therefore, a checklist of negative factors
was developed for use as part of the Phase II data col-
lection instrument (Figure 6.2).

Phase II

The research' staff met with-the Missouri Parole Board
to present these findings. The discussion provided the
following insights which clarified the findings made dur-
ing the Phase .I analysis:

1). The pre-incarceration record was an important
factor'fbr inmates at their first parole eligibility,
and thereafter tended to diminish V in importance as tithe
served increased.

2) With rdgard to inmates serving maximum sentences
of 2Ato 3 years, the'Board had limitedV information on
which' to base its decisions. At the time of pais:51e eli
gibility, these inknates had been in the institution only
a short time and therefore had not had an opportunity to
build up an institutional record by participating in,pro-
grams. Decisions on these cases had'tokbe based, pri-
marily, on pre-incarceratio* factors.

3) The Board usually gave final decisions to inmates
with 2-year sentences, because, with good time operating,
-little time remained on the sentence to allow for a con-
tinuance.

A) Institutional discip ne increased in importance
as time 'served increased. Havig been incarderated for

t
1.



Time Served:

Missouri Board. of Probation and Parole
Case Evaluation Form, Phase II

Significant Factors.
PleaSe check all factors4YES or NO.

Maximum Sentence:

1.: Factors related to the inmate's prior criminal
record: 1P,
a. Serious juvenile record
b. Short interval between offenses
c. History of, crimes related to alcohol And drug

abuse
d. History of assaiative behavior
e. Probation violation
f. Professional'drug de

'14.42.. FaCtors related to the present offense,141.
ComMitted'WhiIe on probation'

b. Committed while on parole
c. Weapon or excessive force involved
d. Relatively high degree of sophistication

shown in crime
.

Factors related.to5 conduct in the institution:
Escape during. Iasi" year
(..qoecify date of capture:

. Factors telated to the inmate personally'
a. No motivation toward self-improvement
b. Crime-oriented lifestyle
c. Alcohol or drug habit so serious as to raise

gUestions concerning thee probability of his
succeeding on parole

d. Rebellious, hostile
e. Anti-social attitude
1. NO remorse, does hot understand nature

of offense

YES NO

147

Board Member Decision:
most important factor(s) that influenced your decision:

Dre: Board Member:

Figure 6.2: Case Evalution Form, PhaSe II 41,0
1(1c)
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a relatively long period of time, inmates on long sen-
tences had an opportunity to avail themselves of programs
.and build up an institutional record.g.The Board was thus
Able to base decisions regarding these inmates on current
information.

5) With regard to inmates serving maximum sentences
\s,

,exceeding 10 years, a, continuance was automatic until the
Inmate had served 20 percent of his maximum sentence.

6) Board policy was not fully reflected in the case.
valuation forms, but was influenced by many additional

tors recorded in the salient factors section-

The criteria_ mentioned, in the salient factors
sect, r,eprdsented factors that bore -on, but were not
the s`60.4* determinants of, the ision. They were often,
outweiftd by unrecorded favorable factors:

The''UOard members approved t Phase II data col-'
lection innrument, agreein, tha information on 'discrete
items wouldlr helpful in xif ng their policy. The
research stab and the Boa discussed which variables
houldbe opei4tionally dated. The Board readily agrbed

that instituti4a1 discipifhe and prior crinilhal_record
should be quantiOed. he other variableuggested for
quantification wa,progtam participation. The Board ex-
plained that it would be difficult to develop defi it .ions

of this variable, since these definitions would to

take into consideraftgn the availability of progra s in
the 'institution, the 'amount of time the'inmate had been
incarcerated, his abilities, and his response to the pro--'

grams. It was agreed t t a program participation rating
scale would be included,.4ut tbat board members would not
be asked to provide facts u porting their rating. If the
Phase II respo,nses showed tha this variable hed to be in-
cluded in the guideline a -4 major dilension, a procedure
to quantify it would th-- eveloped

. The bcArd members agreed ton4ill out one foim repre-
senting the Board consensus on every inmate fora periad
ofabout three weeks. This short Interval was selected
to determine whether the Phase II data collection instru-
ment w d generate 'sufficient nforMation for.developing
guide Ines.

`10

Preliminary Guidelines and Ope,ational Deft; itions

The sample was Com osed of 131 cases. the,distribu-

,
.tion of decisions-was n t significantly differ'ept (x2 =

6.85 = 3) from that seen in. Phase I; 23 perOnt of
-
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the sample was granted parole, 27 percent denied; 20 per-
cen received 6-month continuances, and 30 percent re.-.
cei ed one-year .continuances.

The distribution of inmates according to length of
maximum sentence was similar to the distribution of this
variable in the Phase I sample.

In Phase I, it had appeared'necessary to develop a
new variable called institutional adjustment to reflect
the contributions of both institutional discipline and
program participation; -the moderate correlation between
,the two variables (.43) seemed to indicate that they
tapped somewhat different. information. In the Phase II
sample, however, the correlation between institutional
discipline and program participation was .55,(p 1.001) .

This substantial correlation suggested that institutional'
discipline could'be used to represent institutional ai-
mensions and that it would not be necessary to-include
program participation' in the guidelines.

--, .

The Phase I sample had appeared.to be homo eneous
with respect to institutional adjustment and prior crim-
inal record ratings.. To determine whether this homo-
geneity was reflected. in the ctual histories of the in-
mates, the information collec ed for'developing opera-
tional definitions' was studie . An-analysis of'thes
data, using the stratdgies e ployed in previous stu s
revealed that the distinction between the two favoras

n
le,

categories, adequate adgooa/very good, was blurred.'
No infractions had been incyirred by 97 percent of the
inmates rated. good/very good or by 80 percent .of those
rated' adequate. There was, however, a clear distinction
,between these two categories and inmates rated poor/vefy
poor. Operational definlirlons were therefore developed,
collapsing categdries for, institutional discipline into
poor/not poor, specifying the Dumber, type, and recency
of ineactiOns associated with each rating.- ..

--,11Regarding prior criminal record, the distinction
between the two favorable categories, no/minor and mod-
erate, also was blurred. The distinctionbetween-the two
categories seemed to concern active sentences2 totalling

2
"Active sentence' was used by, the North. Carolina

Commission to describe a sentence to incarceration on
which the inmate actually served jailpr prison time

0-



one year. But when no/mipor record was defined as active
sentences totalling less than a year 'and.moderate prior
criminal record was specified as sentences, of more than
one year, but less than five years, Board raings,a4reed
with the,proposed definitions in only 56 percent of cases
in the two categories. The remaining 44 percent of cases
fell into the boundary area between the two items: They
consisted of cases with total active sentences of. more
than a year, rated by the Board as no/minor, and of cases

? With total active sentences under a year, rated by. the
Board as moderate. There was .a sharp distinction, though
between inmates rated as having serious prior criminal
90cords and all other inmates. The line of demArcation
was drawn at prior active sentences totalling 5 years.
Categories for prior criminal record were therefore col-
lapsed into- ser s and defined in terms 'of
the total of prior active sentences. --enthe-Board's
ratings were compared with the guideline definitions for
institutioM11 discipline and prior criminal record, they

.

iagreed in 95 percent and _p9 percent 'of thb cases, respec-
tively.

Although the ard members did not appear .to differ-
entiate between inma rated no/minor/and moderate prim-
arily on the basis of- he total active sentences, they
did differentiate between them with regard to specific
negative factors- associated .with the inmate and his re-
cord. An analysis Of the case evaluation forms suggested,
that, the Board's decision was a function-ofthe number of
negative. factors checked as applicable to the case.

It was known that the Board's policy changecl with
time served. As in Phase I, the sample was divided into
two categories, hearings and reviews. .(Hearings were
defined as the inmate's initial appearance before the
Board on a maximum sentence of 10,year's or less. All
other parole considerations were defined as reviews.)
(An abbrevkated representation of the sorting patterns
and decisionrule sequence for this sample appears in
Chapter 2,-Figures 2.1 and 2.2).

The hearing sub-sample was sorted first according to
poor/not poor institutional discipli rting.. The'cases
rated "not poor" were then sorted -acctrding to pricr crim-
inal record rating (serious/not serious)'t. It was found
that it was Board poli,ay not to grant parople, that is,
to deny or defer, inmate in these categories. An analysis
of the cases rated as having poor in-Stitu.tional discipline
showed that whether an inm e was denied parole or de-
feri.ed- was a function of th Ienc4k of the maximum sen-
tence. Inmates serving two- eamirentences were denied



parole. Those serving three-year sentences received 6-
month continuances, and those serving sentences of four
years or more received one-year c.eptinuances. The pat-
tern .was the same for inmates with/serious prior Crim-
inal record ratings.

Analysis of the ca"sesJ.in the remaining categories ,

. showed that the decision was a function of.the number
of negative factors sand the length of the maximum sen-)
tence. Inmates for whom fewer than five factors had
been che ked as applicable were paroled, regardle'ss of
ithe length. the maximum sentence. -For all others,
the decisid7rwas related to the length of the'maximum
sentence. 4-

With regard to.cases at reviews, Board policy for
inmates with poor institutional discipline was similar
to ,that at hearings.. As anticipated, a serious prior
criminal record rating was not now, automatically asgoci-
ated with a .negative- decision,-buf seemed rather to re-
present only one factor among several that influenced°
the de6ision. The decision was now a'function of the
total: number of negative 'factors checked which pertained
primarilY' to the inmate's current record.' Regardless-
of the length of sentence,, inmates we paroled if fewer
.t,han four negative factors aAsOciated with the current
record had been checked--' 4gain-, for ...11 others, the
type of negative deci:sIon (deny, review in .6 months, re-
view in one year) was related to the length! of the mhx-
imum sentence.- v>

These findings were translated into two sets of
guidelinessone for hearings andr-one fdr reviews (Fig-
ures. 6.3 and 6.4). The Missouri preliminary guidelines
daffered from those developed for' other paroling author-
ities in that they provided for four decision optiOns.
This multiplicity of options affected the .degree-of fit
between Board decisions and the guidelines. The degree
of correspondence was sliqhtly below the 80-percent re-
quirement (79 percent) teh. all four qptionswere aken
into account, and incre sed as the number of options was
reduced. When Board dedisidns were compared to jgukde-
line decisions collapsed into three decision options
(grant/deny/rehear),_there was agreement in 90 percent,
of the cases. When eecision op:t.ions were further col-
lapsed into two options (grant/not grant).there was
agreement in 93 percent of the cases.

Phase III Guideline Validation.

The-preliminary guidelines were validated on a. third

J
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a

Missouri Board of Probation and Paroles
Hearing Guidelines

For inmates at first eligibility with maximum
Including ten years.

Time served:.

sentences

Maximum sentence:

Please answer all questions until reaching a decision.

. Has the inmate committed more minor
infractions during the past year -And/or one.
major infraction during the-past yea.r?

°If NO, continue to II.
2-year sentence; review
3-gear sentence; review
4 to 10-year sentence.

Major infractions include, but are not limited to,
the following:. possession of weapon, possedsion of
drugs, thef_t, ,creating a disturbance, assault, and
escape or attempted escape.

./*

II.

up to and

If., YES, deny, inmate serving
in 6 months inmate serving
in one year inmate serving

Add together 511 maximum sentences (juvenile and
adult) on which the inmate actually served PriSon
or jail time.. Each `commitment to a 'training sChool
is equivalent to a one-year sentence. ExClude the
pr4sent offense,. suspended sentences, probations,
ancLarrests not followed by convictions.

TOtal =

4 '
Does the total exceed 5

If NO, continue to III.
2-year sente,pce"; review
3-year sentence;..review,

--4 to 10-year sentence..

Figure 6.3:

YES. NO--

years?

If YES, creny inmate serving
in 6 months inmate se.eving
in one year inmate sei-ving

o

Hearing Guidelines
1

1



III. Significant factors

A. Factors related to the, inmate's prior
criminal record:
1. erious juvenile record
2.. Short interval between offenses
3. Hirstory of crimes related to alcohbl

or drug abuse
4. History of assaultive behavior
5. Probation violation
6. Professional drug dealer

B. Factors related to the present offense:
1. Committed while on probation
2. ,Committed while on parole
3. Weapon or excessive force involved

.

4. Relatively hr4h degree of sophistica-,
.

tiop shown in crime

C. Factors related to.the inmate personally:
No motivation toward elf-improvement

2. Crime- oriented iifestyle
3.. Alcohol or drug habit-so serious as t6

raise. questions concerning the prob-
ability of his succeeding on parole

4. Rebel ious, hostile
5. Anti- cia attitude.
6. No remo does: _not understaninature

of offens
7. History of psychological problems

Does the inmate have fewer than 5 YES cheCks in

153

YES NO

pmilemmi

Section III?

If YES, grant parole. If NO, deny inmate serving
2-year sentence; .review in 6 Months inmate :serving
3 to 5=year sentence; review in one year, inmate
serving .sentence longer than 5 years,

Guideline decision: Board Member decision:

Date: .Board Member:

For decision outside the guidelines, please state -iphe reasons:
a

, 2

g Guidelines (continued)
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For

Missouri Board of Probation and Parole
Review Guidelines

1) inmates at reviews serving maximum s ntences up ..to and
0including 10 years; and

21 inmates serving maximum sentences o5 11 to 125 years who

have served at least 20% of their maximum sentence.

Inmates who have not' served at least 20% of their maximum

sentence should be deferred automAtic11,7y.

Time served:
Maximum sentence:

Please answer all-questions until reaching a decision.

I. Has the 1Amate committed 3
.

tions during the past yeal.

infraction during the.past
. a.

or more minqr 'infrac7
and/oi'Cne-mjor
Ye.a.r?

YES NO

ES, deny inmate serving
months inmate serving
in one year inmate
5 years.

If NO,-con 'nue to II. If Y
' t 37yearUep ence;retdeW_)n 6

,

4 to 5-yea sentence;,review
serving sentence finger than

t .0

Major ihfracti9ns intlude, but are not limited to,

the following: possession of weapon, possession of

drugs, theft, creating 4 disturbance, asnult, and

escape or ,attempted e6cape.
a.

c

a

-fTgure 6.4: Review GuidelineS



II. Significant factors

A. Serious prior criminal record.

Add together all maximum sentences (juvenile and addilt) on,
which the inmate actually,served prison or jail time. Each
commitment to a' training schOol'is'Ne.quivalent to a one-year/
sentence. Exclude the present,offehse, suspended sentences,
probations, and arrests not followed by convictions.

o.

Total

Does the total exceed 5 Years?.-
., -

B.: Parole violation on this sentence

.4° C. No motivation toward self-improvement

D.. Alcohol or drug habit so serious as to'railse'
questionsconcerning the probabilitir of hiS:

L succeeding on parole

155

E. Rebellious, hostile

Anti-social attitude

G. No 'remorse, does not Undetstand,nature
of. offense

H. Recpt. unfavorable psycholo
report (Specify

Does the inmate have -4 or more YES- :checks
Sedtion II?

O

If NO, grant parole. If YES, deny - inmate .s wing
3 -..year sentence;revIeW in 6months inmate Inv'
etc' 5 -year sentence; .review in one'Yearin. to
serving sentence longerthan..5 years..-*

Gui4line decision: Board Member decision:
a

Date: Board Membel-M*
4 S.

Tor a decision outside the gilide.lihes, please stat7 the reasons:

'bt

-

Figure 6...(4: Review - GuidejineS .(cOntinue4).



sample consisting of 492 cases. Thie"gample did .not, dif-

fer substantially in its distribution- from previou's44-MisN-;

soli gampleg.

Thi Phase III' :data- collection confirmed:11kt both
th hearing and review 4bidelines accurately kicted-

- B -rd .Individually, each decision rule ?Wag val.

ated. When Board decisions were compared with the guide-
-ine-'dtoisions, seen 's four decislon options,-there was
agreement in ,86 percent of the cases.

_,AnOnalysis of the' reasons given for g ng outside'
the guidelines show no identifiable patterns . This
suggested that the decisions in question too into con-
giderition unusual...situations or- conditions for' which\
guideline decision rules could not be ,formulated.

6a

,

Pilot Study

Like-the'North Carolina Cmituwi:ssipe, the Missouri
Board 'wan'ted the guidelins simplified to facilitate
coding 'go that this inforatign could be stored in theiPt
cOmputer system. Using thiselhew form (Figures 6.5 and
6.6), a 'six -montI pilot project was initiated under the
direction of the research staff of the Missouri Board'
1:4 ,Probation and Parole. The purpose pf the, project is'

to continue the guidelihe validation process and to study
Board decisions outside the guidelines.-

:71

Conclusion
. .

The Missouri. ,malysis :was comp ili*cat9dby numbe 'of

problems ecnot; enouiltel.ed in previous studies in thi:s.512--
ject. These included.the Board's use of multiple de ision
alternatives and'the'BoardAs perception'of.the inma* pop-,
ulatiOn as,undifferentiated along most significant- dimen-
isidnS. In addition, the Board's.decisions wezie predomi-.
nantly influenced by criteria nOt adeuately reflteted if'
'the. Phase I data collection instrument. Onithe basis. of

-1the, Phase I data, it was pog4ible to identify the criteria,
bUt not to develop guidelines explaiiiing hi:3w thkotiteria

t . were to be applied to individual'-deCigions. Thege:cri,-
ter,ia wei.e,incorIpbrated into a Phse II data collection
instrumen:t...kAnalysis of the Phase II data provided suf -

..fidtt.infa.thation for development of: guidelines. The
,, 'Phdse III' iainple ,confirmed that these guidelines.accu-

,
rastely refl§cted,Board policy. ',The Missouri rese rch'il

:,lustrated that the case --classification model can e
'adapted to a multt-decision system. . It further Mon-

.1

' strated the usefulnesi of employing checklists o items
,

rff



3,

(For inmates at

Time Served:

HEARING GUIDELINES

first eligibility with maximum sentences up to_and
including 10 years)

Maximum Sentence:

,157

.

.

POOR INSTITUTIONAL DISCIPLINE
.

a--

YES NO

[:=1 U,
..

.

SERIOUS PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD .

. CD
UNFAVORABLE FACTORS:

.

Serious juvenile record .

Short interval between offenses _

History of crimes related to alcohol-
or drug abUse :7

History of assaultive behavior.
Probation violations. .

, z

Professional drug dealer
.

.

Present offpnse committed while on probation.
present offense committed while on parole
Present offense invo )0ved weapon or

exthesbive force
Relatively high degree of sophistication

shown in crime' -
.

No-motivati,on.tt.ward self-impsrovement,
Crime-Oriented lifestyfe
Serious alcohol or drug habit
Rebellious, hostile
Aqt-1.-social attitude
No remorse, does not understand nature

o offense
History of psychological problems

.Five or more YES checks:

.

YES NO

,

0

_

.

.

.

.

,

':

.

1111

1-.

For inmates with Poor Institutional Discipline, and /or Serious Prior
CriMinal Record, and/or .5 or 'more YES checks:,

DENY INMATE SERVING 2 YEAR MAXIMUM SENTENCE
. r ..

- REVIEW.IN 6MONITHS INMATE SERVING. 3-a YEAR MAXIMUM SENTENCE
REVIEW IN 1 YEAR INMATE SERVING 5 OR MORE-YEAR MAXIMUM SENTENCE

For all other inmates.: GRANT PAROLE

Guideline Decision: Board DecisiOn: Date
ti

.

,,Fora decision outside.the guidelineplease,state the reasons:

-

Figure 6.5: clearing Guidelines, Phase IV.
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REVIEW GUIDELINES
-..-

(For inmates at reviews- serving .maximum sentences up to and including

10 years; and inmates. serving Maximum sentences of 11 to 25 yeara who

have served at least 20% of their maximum sentence. ; Inmates who have

not fserved at least 2C).Ps Of their maximum sentence should be deferred.

automatically.f

Time Served:

Time remAining until commutation:

Maximum Sentencet"

(If less than yea*, deny pArole)
k

.
POOR INSTITUTIONAL DISCIPLINE

. .
Y S ._,NO

UNFAVORABLE FACTORS:
,

Parole violation on this sentence
No motivation toward splf-imf)rovement,
Serious alcohol or drug habit °

Rebeilious, hostile
Anti-social attitude
No remorse, does not anderstana

nature of offense
Recent unfavorable psychological

report

Five or more
,

YES checks

.

YES .NO

--
---___

5.

.

,. .

,
,i

.

.

.

.---
.

For inmates. with Poorr Institutional Diiclialine and/or

YES cheCks: "

DENY INMATE SERVING 3 YEAR SENTENCE,.:-
REVIEW IN 6 MbNTHS INMATE' sgfivING ENTEN

REVIpW. IN 1 YEAR 'INMATE SERFIAG AN 5 YEAR ;SENTENCE

or more

For all Other inmates:: .. GRANT PARO

GUideline pe'cision: Boat'd Decision: Date:

orra ^Aecisioi ,'ot4side' the 'guidelines; please state the reasons:

Review Guidelines, PhaSe /1"V
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representing- Board criteria to identify' Boa d" oli y ,re-
garding marginal parole candidates.; - "'

Here, as .in the Virginia study, the aroling rate
wab fairly level during, the entire.project.-1 In both, --.-.

studies,i the samples following Phase I were relatively
large. The fact that in both states the parole rate

:/:" seemed to be uninfluenced by the g elrnes 'sliggestsi
that samges laige enough to re t a representative
ctoss-section of the Board's s eload will show similar
paroling rates,' with, or wit: t guidelines.

!".

Thig. seems to havp,--imp iCations for states usin
guidelines. Patolingrate are affected by numerous
factogs, such as changes n the characteristics of t e
inmate population, in -t political climate of tthe s ate,
'in ,thb- seriousness of hebyer4owding problem in cq-
re tional institutions and the. Availability" of community
re ources: ssuming, th'at the-Se factors remained rel-
titielcalile ant, paroling rates across large samples
gh u iho littke. fluctuation with or without guide-
li 7,,tif triose guidelirles reflect existing Board policy._., ..

ONa6t1c change id the paroT,ing rate of -,large samples
implement'atio'n of the guidelines "which is not at-

butable to one br more .of these external factors
uld ..be interprete4r to mean that the guidelines may
affecting pplicy and shouad 4,e' re-examined.

11.

19.5 °



CALIFORNIA YOUTH AUTHORITY

Don M. Gottfredson, arol Rauh and Leslie T.' Wiilkins

I

The California Youth
4
Autho ity is a large, domple3-;

paroling authority with responsibilities for releaseCon-
sideration decisiohs concerning About 12,000 Yout uthor-

,'ity'wards annually under a legal structure prov con-
,

siderabIe indeterminacy. The Californialrout ,'uthority
Board,is comprised of eight members, includi g its chair-
person, whp serves .

also as the Director of he Department
of the Youth Authority. In carrying out /ts responsibil-
ity kiox 4ecisions and policy formulatiov the Board is
assisted'by ten hearing repres'entativ

The Board has jurisdiCtion ove
youthful offenders, including pers,2
Youth Authority by both juvenile =
the length of the Youth Authori
according, to the age of the wa
the committing court. For wa
court, the Youth Authority h
or until the ward reathes a
For youths who have been c
felonies where the court
the judge may coMmit,th0
(for.designation 'as a m
misdemeanor cases, jur
reaches'age 23. For'f
cannot hold the ward
For wards convicted
length .of the juris
,offense for which dthe war was convicted. Thus, the
Board may not conf ine the'ward beyond the statutory max-
imum provided for his or her conviction offense. In no
instance may th 'Youth AUthority assume juriediction
over .perb6ns ud^ged to have committed an offense after
the age, of 21.. If the Youth Authority desires. any,ex
tension Of .th se, specifications-of jurisdiction, ie

authorizatio must be giv.en, by the sentenoing cour/ti.

a wi4e variety of
ns committed to the
nd criminal courts..
jurisdiction varies

and the jurisdiction of
s referred by the juvenile

s jurisdiction for two years
e 21, whichever is later.%

nvicted of misdemeanors or
as discretion in sentencing,

Offender to the 'Youth Authority
demeanor or felony). In the
diction expires when the ward
lony cases, the-Youth Authority

eyond his twenty-fifth birthday.
f miedemeahors and felonies, the
iction is liniited, however, by the

Present.Procedures

Wit in a short .time (Usually; one month).- after admis
sion, e ward first' appears before _a panel. of members
and/or earing..representatives. Typically, this panel



.
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n
I

' is comprised of iDtwo ersos. !By statute, the ward may
be paroled at any moment,'although, as is generally rec-
ognized and yillibe seen later, this rarely occurs at
initial appeanances. The decision taken at this time
normallyvis.in the form of continuance, which may range
from a few months tb several Yeas. The continuance sets
the'e*pected time of the next:hearing. It is required,.
however, by Youth Authority policy/that all.wards are .

considered at least once a year.

Initial appearances and decisions m be, further.
classified; in terms of policy'at the ti-fie 'of 'this study;

; according\to two types.: Continuances could be, set in
accordance with Section 30 of the policy markual.of.the.
Youth Authority Board; or a "Boaid Referral: could be.
the decision outcome.'
/

' Section 30 'defined a. specific policy governing the
length of the.initial continuance normally expected to

-be. given to wards convicted of. specified offenses. In
cluded under this policy. were all violent crimes, .which
were expected to receive one-year continuances, except,
for murder and manslaughter (voluntary and involuntary),
which were expected to receive three-year continuances.
Two -year continuances (postponement of consideration)-
could be given also for Youth Authority wardsepreviously
committed to the Youth Authority. or wards. whose parole
had been revoked for the commission of a violent crime.
For certain other offenses,' including narcotics distribu-
tion, first-degree burglary;, crimes involving the use of
weapons, and repetitive crimes (suCh as a long series of
burglaries), the initial set-off was expected to be one
year.

All other cases, according, to policy at the time of
this study, were expected to be designated as '!Board Re-
ferrals." At the resulting subsequent hearing',, the Board
could grant parole or set a continuance- The Board's pol-
icy permitted the reconsideratign of such a case. at ;any
time.

From these procedures, a. second general category of
hearings was structured. These were (and continue to- be)
termed "progress-hearings" and "annual reviews." At these
hearings, the initial continuance may be modified (either

1Although "Board Referrals" are no longer given. by
California Youth Authority, this decision option was

inveffect at the time of data collection for the study.,"

9

9 7
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shortened or-extended). It may be noted that the ward's
response to institutional programs or issues concerning
adjustment to the institution could be considered at.such
hearings. Since parole may be granted at any time, it
is clear' that these proceedings too may be regarded as
parole consideration hearings. In addition to-the rpgu-
larly scheduled pr'ogress hearings and annual reviews,
Youth' Authority staff may at any time request a change
in the continuance date or recommend that a ward be
granted parole.

Research Planning'in Collaboration with the Board

In response'to the Board's expressed interest in
Collaborating in the project, to members .of the project
team met wish the full Youth Authority Board in May, 1975.
The background to the project, including an explanation
of the general philosophy as described in Chapter 1, and
a summary report, of the project done in collaboration
with the United StatesParole Commission, were reviewed.
It was suggested that a useful,beginning point would be
the completion of-a simple form, derived from that used
in the federal study, by the decision-makers at each
hearing; that is, rather than c ecting extensive data `-

extracted from case fries concernin the offenders, a
documentation of the dedision-makers 'udgments on di-
men-sions thought by-board members to be relevant to these
decisions would be collected.

.

As explained in Chapter 2, this' wa peen as a crit-
ical choice; the data collected would oncern, at least
in part,. the subjeCtive judgments of the,deci,sion-makers
in-contrast to a more objective codification from case
records. It was assuffied,-hoNINrever, that, if the most im-
portant dimensions could be determined by this alternate,
less costly means, the subjective data could later be
transformeddinto more objective and reliable measures by
development of appropriate operational definitions.'

Data Collection
A

This general strategy was -accepted by the aoatd, and
an'initial proposed data collection form (adapted from
the earlier work) Was left with the Youth Authority Board
for their advice, criticism, and elaboration: The re--
suiting form, as modified by the Board, is shown in Ap-
pendixC, together with the forms used in other states.
As .may be seen, the form generally used was adapted to



the California Youth :Authority situation to indicate the
relevant jurisdictional classifications and to include
farther information concerning

.,the application of'Section
of$he present Board policy. Also, the Youth'Author-

ed_the inclusion of a judgment concerning
record and the time served in local custody imme-.
before Youth Authority jurisdictiOn. In addition,

finitions Cf concepts (Shown on the attachment to
orm) were modified..

Ole form was completed,for each case considered dur-
iing the period of data collection; however, an attempt
was made by the decision-maker completing the form. to re-
flect the panel conSensus. The collection 9f these data
began on September 1, 1975 and continued-Oiough December
31,1975 when 2,583 forms had been completed. It may be
noted that the Youth Authority Board makes about 40,000
case decisions per year, ,including parole revocation de-
terminations; all of the latter were excluded ftom the
sample.

Although- the intention was to include every case.
during the period of*data collection, a seasonal bias may
influence the sample. While this is a. disadvantage, re-
Stripting generalizations which may be made froth the de-
scrntive analyses, the intent at this Stage was to de-

' termine the major dimensidns of concern to'the Board.
The seasonal bias was not considered to be.a serious
prOblem,for this purposd.,

Methods4id Results.

As a first step,toward understanding the nature of
the decision problem and the relations among the data
items collected on the questionnaire, variouedescriptive
analyse4 were done and reported back.to the members of
the floard.2

Parole granting at the two general types of hearings,
analyzed by broad offense groups, is shown in Table 7.1.
There are many more progress or annual review hearings
than admisSions or readmissions hearings, with two- thirds
of those appearing for progress or annual review hearings

2The total sample size in the analyses to be described
vries from the. 2,583 cited above since the analyses were
completed on samples in which all relevant data were avail-
able; that is, cases containing missing values for the
variable unaer study were excluded. /gcl



rds Granted Parole at Admissi'ons and' RmtieWs'

RearingslAnalyzed b OffenSe7clusters

k .

.

&finse ClUster Nugber

-Admissions/Readmissions . Progress/Annual iew

Number Percent Granted , . Number Percent Granted

ganie46 139 ,('48. 91
.,

24

.

Assauft 466

,

186

4,

280

.

65

Sex offenseS'

.

110 27 83 46 ,

,Bur.glary 1st ' 282 134

. (

148

,

74

.1

i

iDrug.sales

_

45 . A.I

,

0

.

32

,

75 ,

- 1

Burglary, other ,242. 108

.

-

,

134 80

. -

Larceny /checks. . 111. 51 12 60 80

Auto theft

.,

177 72 .
105 73

.

v

Poss..drug/alc, 66' 11 55

I

'87

0

I.

. Driving offenses. 24

.

11 15 .... 87

,Destruction 11 7 86

Escape' . 90 37
y -

24 53
,

dther.. 54* , 14 21 40 82, ,

Robbery 506 214 b, .

192
.-. ,

.
.

Total 2,323 928 6 1 395 67



-
granted parole,'compared'with only six percent eet the in:
itial hearings. Thus,-the probability of granting parole,':
at the initial hearing ;is quite small,. though occasionally
wards convicted of such offenses. as larceny, ch#61c.ftaud,
,driving,offenses, or escape are paroled. . .

At progress' or annual reviews, the proportions
'roled.,vary markedly with offense classificatiorls. ThuS,
the probability of Parole for some classifications

'glary other than first-degree,,rarceny, cheqk'frauds,.
possession, driving.offenses, and destrlaction of proper-: .

ty) is eight out of ten or better; but offenders'-commit-
ted for homicide or for sex offenses, are,,,as'irtight.be
expected, less likely to be Paroled. The" most notable
features of Table 7.1 are tfiat W., wards are,'s,ometiines
but rarely, paroled frqm admissions.hearingsthat,i2Y
two-tHirds were piaroled from this'"cross sectipn"'of
progress and annual review hearings, and that.(3) there
is some variation in the rate of parole by. Offense alas
sifications.

/

In the progress and annual review hearings, as seen.
in; Table 7.2, there is.considerable variation in wards
according to the judgmepts of the:deciSion-makers' on the
items Included in the questionnaire. ,,For example, the
average parole prognosis or "risk"'de'seen as -50; ti at
is, on the average,, decision-makers judged these yards
to have a 50:50 chance of favorable parole outcomes; that
'wards are perceived to be markydly different in risk is
reflected in the stancia)rd deviation of 20.3

At these hearihgs, the typical ward has been cerisid-
ered,twice already, has served about,a year under.: the
Youth Authority jurisdiction, and could be confined for
another three years on the'average.

-Differences between thegroups of wards paroled and
continued were found for some but ndt all the variables
included. Wards paroled were rated as having committed,
on the average, less serious,Dffenses, to be better risks,
to, have somewhat better institutional behavior, to have

3 In reviewing Table 7.2, the reader should bear
/mind the differiftg ranges of the scales used/in the ques-
tionnaire (Appendix c)-. Thus, seriousness and.riSk have
wider ranges than the other ratings.. Dalh for Oe-last
three rows in the table are for months. (Data, for prior
hearings Ore the numer of prior parOle consideiation
hearings, 'inducting the admission/readmission hearing;
the rest are decision-maker ratings.

201



Table 7.2 # '.

'Decision-Maker Ratings at Progress and Annual Review, Meirings, Analyzikbilecisida tifi' an -Paid t-wr.gtinuer

. Variibles . , ,

. ,. .

Total , qanted '

4

COntiirile;'

,.

,

. ,

:Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number 'Mean

Standaid

Deviation

.1,

lber

o Standard

DeviatiOn,

Seriousness,

of'offense' '11369 60' 19; , 927 A 57 119 442..,

':'0'

,

.,,,4 lA 1.036 10.29'

. Parole

Prognosis 1,342 '50

.

20 , 913

.

52 ,19

'.

2 '!.,;'-',0 ' ',041 4.59'

Institutional

Discipline ; 1,382 36 10 935 37

.,#

447 ,P 33 '11 i ),, 1,625*

Program,

PartiCipation 1,375

'

1,364

37

29 ' 11

933

923

.

38
. I

27

3

-1

'

10"

,

442 "
i

441 32

11
d

'. 117

1.81ii'

,,, 1.331*

,

Aseaultive

,,potential
'(

Prior Criminal

Record 1,351 29. 11 914 29

,

'

.

437 29 :142 0.13

Social

:Stability.: 1,323 24

,

..4891 15'

,

,

4

A

,, 23:

.

8

, ..

1.190

,

-2.53

Arrest

Record , 1,340 32 11 902 32 11

,,, ,,

..:6,V ',32

-..--

,11. 1.09', 0.33

NuMber of Prior.

Hearings'
' ; 1 394 2 939 42 2

:..

'4,

';

, 4
,,,b4 ,

'4i, 0

1,082::

.

1.21.

Number of Month.

Served in CYA," 1,395

,

12 1

'4

940 .

/
12 __,;1.

'..:

. 3 .3',.?

455 1 'v

13

14'

°

7; ,., 41.025 4.40*:

Months Remain- i, ,

ing Jurisdiction 1',395 , .36

i

16 940

.

15

4.

1

,

1 485 '. ..37 17.

1

1.051:

4

1,92

MonthsIonths ...

I
1

I.:Continued 455 i 8 7

.

4,)

-

:.

, 455 7 ,

2

* Significant at the one-percent levelof confidence



more favorable institutional programs, 'and to have a low-
erp4ential Mt' assaultiiive ,behavior., They were; hoWeveri
rated' similarly as to pilior criminal record and arrest
:recOrd. Wards continued had served, on the average, two
` 111Onths longer_-____The two groups did not differmarked4
on time ;left under possible Youth Authority jurisdiction
(though wards continued had, on the aygrage, two months
more remainingY.

The'comparisons on' the same measures foi wards meet-
ing the criteria of Secfion 30 with those who did not are
shown in table 7.3. These data are based 'on all those
available, that is,.disregarding the type of hearing. The
Section 30 offenses were judged more serious, on the av-
erage, as expected (since this is intended, as a serious-
ness 'Classification). There is nevertheless a substantial
variation in seriousness judgment's' within the two. clagses,
and, the distriputions overlap. 'Section 30 wards are per
ceivd as biightly poorer'risks, on the average, and as
having-a rather greater potential fOr assaultive behayior:
The 'two groups do not differ markbdly on assessments of
institutional disci 'ine, pro m participation, priot
criminal record, ar d, or social stability.

Among those 0 tds classified,as Section 30 cases,
the differenceg indecision -maker ratings between those
granted parole and continued are shown in Table 7..4.
Again, there are differences in the expected,directions
on the judgments of seriousness, risk, discipline, pro-
gram, participation and assauitive potential. Similar
differences were found among the non-Section 30 offenses/

/as may be seen in the same\table. Wien type of hearing
' is ignored, wards paroled have served' bore California
Youth Authority time (among both Section 3_.,q and non-

-Section 3,0 wards). The average remaining jurisdiction,.
is longer for continued wards in both general offense
classifications.

Tentative Models,

Following the pethod used.in the United States Pa-
role Commission study, simple equations were sought (by
multiple regression) which would summarize these relations,
and perhaps point to ,proposed models:. Two alternative
,general strategies for development of guidelines were con-

,

gidered.

See note 8, page'29, Chapter 2.
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Table 7.3

Decision -Maker Ratings of Section 30 and Non-Section 30 Offenses

Vaiiab les

.
Section 30 Offenses Norr-LSection 30 Offenses--

. t.Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number Mean

1

Standard

Deviation..

Se;iousnes

of Offense 1,511 68 15 778 45 16 1.074 -34.541
Parole

prognosis 1,448

.

47, 21

1

763 48 20 1.068 1.50,

Institutional

.4sciEline

1 ,

1,374 35 10 732 35 9 1.104 0.12_
_Progran,.

Participation 1,348. 36 9 713 36

.

8

, .

1.224*

Assaultive

Potential.
%

1,486

,

33 11 . , , 770 24 1.398* -

Prior Criminal

Record
,

,

,1,485

e

29 12.

,

' 774

1

'

,

29 10 1.247*
Social

Stability

.

1,456

.

. ,

23 8 , .744 23 8 1.081 -1.87_
'Arrest

Record
, 1,473 32

-.,

11
.

l

,

0

1- 766 32 10 1.222*
er of Prior

He ings

,

1,525
1

I A

795 1 2

.

1.009 -1.48
Numb of Months

Served in.CYA7--
,

1,527

.

'8 796 6 1.900*

Months Remaining

Jurisdiction 1,527 42 .17 796 p' 16 1.141

e

- 4.,704

, 4 .

* Significant at the one-percent,level of confidence
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Table 7.4

Decision-Maker Ratings,for Section 30 and Non-Section 30 Offenses,

Analyzed by Decisionsto Grant'Parole or Continue

Section 30 Offenses . Non-Section.36 Offenees

Variables Greeted Continued ba Continued
, ,

Standard ' Standard Standard , Standard

Number Mean, Deviatiozi Number Mean Deviation F t Nigher Mean' Deviation Number Mean' Deviatit

Seriousness

of,Offense, .
568 65 15 943 70 15 '" 1926 . 6.12* )12 43 16 366' 46 16

L .

Parole

OrAt0818 , 560 53 19 888
, 43 20 1,147-9.1P 406 52 .20 357 44 19

.2..
,

Institutional '

.

Discipline , 568 '38 9 806 34' . 10 .1.218* 411 37. \ 321 33 9

'
Program . .

.

Participation 567 39 8 781 35 9 1.286* 410 38 8 303 33 8

--
.

. .

. ,Assaultive
1

Potential
565 29 10 921 35 11 , 1.214* 412 22 , 358 25 110

Prior Criminal i 1 ,
1.

Record 561 /9 12, 924 29 12 1.056 0.17 , . 406'' 29 10 368 30 10
.

. . ,

Social .

Stability' 547 25 8 909, 22 ' 8 1.071 4,50* 393 24 . ' '351 22 7

Arrest

Record 551 32 11 922 32 11 1;047 1.02 404 31 : 10, 162, 33 10

Number of Nior

Hearings 575 2 2 950 1 1
1 ,

1,204*.

--

' 417 378 1

.

;

Number of Month! ,

Served in CM 576 13 8 951 6 1.101 -IMP '418 . 378 5
_ ... .

Months Remaininc

.

,

Jurisdiction 576 36 17 '951 46 17 1.034 11.62* 418 35 15 378 43 16

Months .

Continued - - - 951 12 - - - - - 378 , 7 4

* Significant at the one-percent level of confidence

21) 6

111
.(o61

.114

.094

,191

k.375'

000

k,O0

k,015

,455"

k,054

2.36

6.13*

-6.44*

-7.68

1.45

-3.97*

-10.75*

1.75*
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In the first method, the objective was to discrim-
i ate between wards likely to be paroled and Athose apt
t. be continued. If the ward is continued, then there '.
is, a further decision problemt How long? The latter
qu stiop is complicated by the possible need to consider
t initial hearings separately from ,the progress or
ah ual review hearings.

The second method Ignored the issue Of-granting or
den ing parole at any particular hearing. On the assump-Z

-,tio that the decision process is, one of deferred sen7 N

ten ing, the objective was to estimate: the. expected length
of t me the ward is to.be kept in confinement.before pa-'
role. Nearly all wards are released on parolds-t some
time. , ., .

. ..,. 0

4 .., .

- The summary of the analyS-16 of parole granting is
. shown in Table 7.5. This isl.the first question asked

in the method first describea above; that is, the pur-
pose is-to determine,. whether wards,paroled and continued
can be distinguished. The,multiple correlation coef-- .

ficient of .54 (with seven independent .variables inclu ed)
indicates that a rough but nq.t close prediction of the
probability of, parole maybe discerned from 'the judgments
of seriousnesprognosis, institutional discipline, and
assaultivepotential, once time served already (under
Youth Authority jurisdiction), time" remaining under, post

-sible California Youth Puthority juriSdiction, and .the
number of,prior parole heaeings are also known. Asid'
from the indicants Of the ward's status (such as rema n-
ing jurisdictiop andi.time served so far) , there are m d-
erateIy low correlations Withthe decision, in the ex
pected'directions, for ratings .of assaultive potentia
dIscipline, prognosis, Und seriousness.

,).

When the equatibn was sought for-estimation of length
of continuance for wards at initial hearings, the surpmary
shown'in Table 7.6 was obtained. Only three variabl
were found usefOl:: a' clustering of? offenses ind).uding
assault ang robbery, the judged seriousness of the offense,
and the rated assaultive potential. The multiple cOrrela-
tion coefficiept of .70 indi&lated that variation inrtime
continued, for this group of 'wards, is quite well accounted
for by these three concerns. It should be noted that the
seriousness ratings by themselves-correlated .65 with
months continued,'so that this rating_provides most of the
information. 'ResUlts for-the similar an ysis, consider-
ing only wares oontinuedkat progress hea ings and annual
reviews are -hown in Table -7.7. Combini, g.judgments 'of,
seriousness and institutional discipline with the ward
status vari ble resulted in a multiple correlation of
.40.

,

295



Table 7.5

Regression of Ward'Status Variables and Decision-Ma er Rating's on Par8le Decision comes

(Gran/Continue) *(N 1,972)

,

Variable*
.

Multiple

CarrelatiOn

Coefficient

.

'Chan q

in R

CoArelation ,

.Coffi4ent* Beta

Remaining Jurisdiction
, .28 .08 .08 -.004 -.128,

Seriousness of. Offense .33 0.** .11

...

'A

,

4,
I.

/

A9 -.005. .184"

Parole4rognosis .38 ,15 1 .20 / .001 .053

4-

Instit tional Discipline .42 .17 , , 1 .012 .218

Assaultive Potential .18 i 7 24
T- 005b -.108

Number of Prior' Hearings .53 .28 .10

r,
.36 5 . 070 .222

Number ,of

Months Served .54 .29 .01 .32

....._

' .012 .181,

Constant ,

.

/
/

'.378.

* Point biserial correlotion coefficient with thede ision outcome scored

, parole = 1, continue 0

** Variables were excluded when less th increase in R
2
obtained by inclusion



lab le 7.6

Regression of Ward StItus and Decision-Maker Ratings

Number of. Months Continued at Initial Hearings (N = 832)

/1( ,/.,

Variable .;

Multiple

Co7elation

Coefficient R

Cilanie

in .114

,

Correlation

Coefficient

.

Beta

,

/

eryAssault/Robb .11

4

.01

.

.01 -.11.
1

-4.614 -,1 8

a

Seriousness of Offense r

,

.66 04 .42

,

:65 _ .187

1

a .477

Assaultiye Potentil , .70

(

49,,

I

.05

..

. .56,. .183

.

1.291

.

, Condtint

.

,

.
-4.832

1W.



Tab le 7.7

Regression of Ward Status And Decision-MakOr,Rati gs on Number of Months

Continued at Progress and Annual geviiw Heai s (Ni= 435)

Variable
,

,

,'.,

Multiple:

Correlation.

Coefficient

-,

in :11

Correlation

Coefficient ' Beta

Assault/Robberl.
. ,.

. .14 .02. ,.14. -.034 -.066

Seriousness of,,Offeni'e ,31 .09 X0.7 , .30 . . .124'

,

.314 .c)

Institutional Discipline .36

.

.

.11 .03 -.17 -.117 -.193

.,

Time'Served:under CYA

.

.38 .14 ,.01 .03 -.090

*

-.092

Time Left under.ai

r

.40

.

.16 . ..02 .14

,

.056 .136

ConStant

. .

2.277

,

r

.
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considerima these two analyses together lenqpi'sup-*
port to the contention that at initial hearings a princi
ple concern, in setting the.length of continuance for'
wards not paroled, is the perceived seriousnpss of the
offense. While still important at later hearirigs, mop
attention themis given to judgments of institutional
discipline.' At initial hearings, of course, there has
been little experience with the ward's behavior in the
institution.

In order to investigate a. possible structure for the
second alternative model (indicating for'all Cases the
expected time before parole), a similar analysis was com-
pleted. The dependent variable was time-served'in months
in the California Youth 'Authority. It must be- noted_ that
the sample studied wai restricted to those reltased-under
parole supervision. This seemed reasonable., however, be:
cause parole is the preferred mode of release from the
institution

R
in this jurisdiction. The multiple'correla-

tio of .50 indicated that. the linear combination of four
varilables accounted for one-fourth,of the variance in

.-time served (Table 7.8)..: The best single predictor (with
'a correlation of .41) is the.judged seriousness of the
offense: One "other Judgment is included in the equation;
this is thelrating of assaultive potential. \The'inciu-
sion'of this latter item does not' add markedly to the
accuracy of the estimate. The othei apparently useful
items are the judgment concerning institutional discipline
and the amount of time remaining; under Youth Authority
jurisdiction.

The intercorrelations of the various' iterrit, are shown
in. Table 7.9.. The coefficients differ slightly in some
instances al

p
s a result of.including.,.for these .

all cases when data for aired variables was known.' The
correlation coeffici'entv are shown in the lob/er half of
the table; the numbers of cases included 'are shown at the
top.' Some correlations are quite high. Notably; insti-
tutional discipline and program participation are corre-
lated .80. The social stability and parole prognosis
items are correlated .53; and, the latter. (ratings'of risk)"
are moderately' correlated also with institutional dis
cipline (.34)% program participation (.34), assaultive
potential (-.30), prior criminal record (-.41), and arrest
record (-.44). Prior criminal record and arrest record
are correlated ('.79).

5In the regression analyses cases were included
only when data for all variables in Atht analyses were
known. 21 -2-

P.,



Table 7.9

Regression of Ward Status and Decision-Maker Ratings on Month Strved

in the California Youth Authority by Wards- Granted Parole (N = 952)

0.

Variables

Multiple

Correlation.

Coefficient
-)

,.20
,

.04 ,

Chanale

in 114

.04

,

Correlation,

Coefficient..

-k.20 . -.051

Beta

-.113Time Remaining under CYA

i

1Seriousness of Offense .44 a .20 .16 ,.41 .129 .334

InstitutiOnal Discipline .49` .24 . .05

.

.

5

,

.

-.166 -.199

Assaultive Potential , ,50

- ^

.26 .01 .35 ,.095 , .129

,

Constant.

,

,

9.565

_

a



Correlations of Decision-Maker Ratings of Ward Status Variables, Time Served, and Rtmaining Jurisdictilon for
Wards Granted Parole*

Variables
2 : 3 4 5 6 7 8_ 9

. 10 111 Seriousness

of Offense
.

958 '966 .964 .964 954 927 942 979.

'!. ,

980 .980

2 arolt

Pro'nosis

. -.08 ,153
, . 951 950 941 915 928. 964 ,, 966 966

3 institutional

Discipline '

.... .00

,

.34 ' 976

:..

965
..

.955 929 '. 943 977 979 979

4 Program

Particiation

.112. .34, .8 963 953

,

'928 941
S

975
. pi

977 917

5 AssaultiVe .,

Potential'.

.50 .30 .20. .14 ,958 932 947

,

975 977 977

6 ..Prior IiMinal

Recor

7.41 -.08 '-.04 .35 '929 .942 965 967 967

7 Social

Stability

.04 ,53 .26, '29. -.10 -.24 914 938 .940 940 ,

8 Arrest

Record

.18 -.44 -.12 ,08 .37 :79 -.26 .953: 955. 955
,

9N rfPrior

Hearings

.23 -.16 .30 -.21 ,24 .12 -, 03 .16 992
r

,192

-7
X10 Number of

Mitt -$

.41' -.09. -.24 -.16. .36 '.09 .00 .11 .68 994

,

11 Months remaining,

Jurisdiction ,

-JO' 9 .16 .14 -,17 -4 2 . 7 .-..25 -.20

* Cotrelation coeffiCients are shown below the diagonal (i.e
'lower portion of table); numbers

entering the computation are drawn above the diagonal (4. , upPer poktion). Significant 'T
correlatibns (p4..01) are underlined..
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Adaptation of the quationS't. Tentative Guideline Models
i

One model could provide a sequential_decision scheme.
,

F rst, a structure-is given or the deciSion as to wheth-
to parole or not Given that the decision is to deny
ole, that is, to continue, the moddl then provides ,

d- ice fora ascertaining' the expected length of contihu- A
'ance. A guide to the first decisioliv adapted from the
regression, equation, could be developed as shown in Figure

17.1. It may be noted thath three of the elements' could
be completed by Staff, although the kid ents required

lh
must be made-by the debiSion-mkers. W 'a model still
would include a substantial element of S bjective judgment.
.It would, however, eqUire that these judgments be made
explicitly -- a step toviard the kindbf guidelines desired.
In the case of the parole-prognosis item, substitution of
the empirically-derived base expectancy prediction scores
already available and extensively tested in the Californka
youth Authority could be considered.

, The relation of the scores generated by the procedures
defined in Figure 7.1 to the gianting of parole is depicted.:,'I.
in Table 7.10. The proportions granted parole decrease 7,','

with decreasing scores. The three general 'categories inz:
dicated by the dotted ..lines were defined somewhat arbitrar-
it y and after inspection of the data in order to identify,,
if ric5s0.ble, substantial groups,with high and low proba-
'bilities,of 'Parole. It-should be noted that these data
all relate to the-Sample initially studied and do not con-
stitute a "validation" or "test" sample. The risk of cap-
italizing on chance variation is enhanced in the absence
of such repeated samples; but the availability of 'these
awaits further study. SinCe the association of scores and
parole granting is somewhat modest, there is a substantial
"middle group" (30 percent of cases).where little guidance-
is given. , Therefore, the-possible decis n.rule, shown in
Figure 7.1, was suggested.

This indicates that wards achieving .a s of 59 or
above according to the determination in Figure 7.1, which
is about 40 percent of all cases, would be pa:oled. From
tese data, it would be ex-pected that nine percent of
cases (according to present practices) would fall outside
the guidelines -- that is, prould be co.iltiqued for later
hearings. On the other harid, those wards 'with scores of
20 or less would be continued. Again, Some would be ex-
pected to be paroled; these would comprise about three
Percent of all in that'category.-

There remains the Middle group of wards, with scores
. .

or 21 through 58, for whom a Panel Review of concerns be-

s 215



Type q

DecisionExpeatancy::-Grantparoleinue
(to determine, whether to grant4e*)1e)-

.

meeting:

Please cOmieteaall IteMs. ,::12arts A and B" 'must be'completed sepa-

rately. PAROLE'SCQRE is obtained by.,subtrapang Totai B from Total
A. Items in itabics may be completed, by a' sta.fe person. ,

A. l Months served-under CYA (present coreadtment)
rr r

2. Number of prior hearings (present cnnutmen

179

" .2

very poor jpopr adequate,
o -10

4. Parole prognosis:

7

good, very goiod
40 50.

6.

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 '1D0 .

very unfavorable-V_.

5. Add 70 for all cases

very favorable

ADD A 1 THROUGHA 5: TOTAL A =,

B. 1. Months to expiration of CYA jurisdiction

2.: Seriousness of the offense:

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
trivial . most

3. Assaultive potential:

very low low moderate high very high.

10 20 30 40 50 f

C. PAROLE. SCORE:

ADD B 1 THROUGH B 3: TOTAL B

I

TOTAL A TOTAL. B

0

PAROLR SCORE

70

'Figure 7.1: Decision Expectancy: Gran,t parole/Continue

7 i o
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i DECISION RULE.
Score Decision Policy

. 59 or 'above -Garit parole*
.

- .

. 21 - 58 Panel Review**
.

3. 20 or below. (includfrig CR4pinuel tt
, '°

* Reasons to be giVen. for departure
** Reasons to be given in all, ca

Parole

Grant -parole Panel review required Continue -under CYA

'if the de6ision is to continue under-CYA;':please consult one of .the
following,tables to determine the appropriate length of continuance;

.Figure 7.2. if this was an Admissions'or Readmission.
.Hearing-
if this was a Progress Hearing or Annual
Review

Figure 7.3

Reasons for decision' (if required by Decision Rule):

Favorable factors:

-Good response, to CYA programs
Recent good Conduct
Family is supportive
Crimes were not against person(s)
Minor role in the offense
No weapon involved
Continued treatment planned
following release
Other:

'Board Member:

Unfavorable factors:

Serious nature of offense.
Seriousness of prior record
Previous. arole violations
Previous probation violations
Disciplinary problems while
under CYA
Recent Unfavorable psycho-
logical report
Drug, use or addiction
No Community upport
Other:

Date:

Figure 7.1: Decision Expectancy: Grant parole/ConVnue (continUed)



'Table 7.10

Par Scores and Parole Granting

4

181

Score. Range Number
-.Number

.

Granted
Percent
Granted

Cases
,Included
(Percent).

0 and under 383 29 8 19

20 217; 51 24. 11

21 34 195 80 41 10.

35 195 90 46, .10.

48 58 196 108 55 10

5 .7 69 198 126 64 10

r-

70 - 82 201 151 75 10

o

83 - 102 195 144 .74 10

103 - 223 192 151 79 10

Total 1,972, 930 .47 '100

- 2 1 Lir

.
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yond those already included in the model Mould be ad-
dressed.. This. scheme generally would provide (judging,
from'k

ot

is sample). for more than half (57 percent) of the

:21
decns' (parole-versus continue) as consistent with
the eneral policy artictalated by the 'decision rule.
About. 43 percent still 'would require a'further'articula-,
tion of reasons for the decision..-This would include
12 or 13 per-cent being requires] on the' basis of unusual
circumstances of the offense or. of such that'the
general policy was inappropriate; and it would include

'.the giving. of reasons for all those in the 3Q percent
with middle range scores., Thus, rather than requiring
reasons for all decisions, reasons.T.4ould be required in
a considerably decreased number.. -Ask a eady noted,how-
eyer, reasons would not be explicitly id ntified im,.sup-.
port .of the subjective aSsessmentslof.dt such as prog-
nosis,or assaultive potentia14.,

If the.ward is continued for heaFing at a ,later .date,
then it is necessary to decide onthe appropriate length
of ihe'continuance. A first step is to'determine the type
of hearing, since different policy issues are concerned'
in the case of%initial hearings (admissionsor readmis-
sion's) and prdgress or annual review hearings.

In the case of admission or readmission hearin)gs,
.Figure 7.2 indicates a possible procedure. St f uld.
complete item B since this relates only to the c mmitment

-offense. The decision-makers, however, must make the
necessary judgments ,on seriousnessxof the'offense and,'
assaultive potential: The'scotes'thereby generated are
related to continuances. as shown in Table 7.11'; the medi-
an length of continuances increases with higher scores
(from seven to 24 months). .This table suggests, on the
basis bf-the sample studied, a, proposed model setting a'
minimum and maximum continuance range for five class in-
tervals of scores.- It indicates also the numbers ,and
percentages of cases "outside" each category these guide-
lines in the present sample.: MThe

-guide
Medians provide a fur-

ther . The'ranges, shown' in Table 7.11, 'are rather.
broad; they could be more restricted (allowing less dis-
cretion) at the cost ofsOmewhat larger numbers of cases,
outside the guidelines (requiring, it is assumed, the
giving of reasons).

When the ward has appeared for a progressADr annual
review hearing, a-similar model shown -in Figure 7.3 could
prOvide a basis for guidelines. Again, certain elements\
could be.completed by staff support to the ,decision-making
body. 'These items include the number of months to e4-tira-
tion of "the agency's jurisdiction and the number of monthS
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Expected Length of Continuance at Admissions and Readmissions,
Hearings (for Wards not.gkanted parole) .

Please complete all items. Parts A and B must be completed
separately;.CONTINUANCE SCORE is obtained by subtracting Total
B from Total, A. Items in:italics may be completed' by a staff
person.

A. 1. Seriousness of the Offense: z, x 2 =

10 20 30 49 50 60 70 80 90 100
trivial most serious

2. Assaultive potential: x 2.=

very low_ low moderate high very high
10 20 30 40 50 .p

ADD A 1 AND A 2: TOTAL A

B. If the commitment was for any of the following
offenses, add 46.

If-the

Assault (Simple or Aggravated)
Robbery (Simple or Armed)
Kidnapping
Arson
Wbapons,ViOlation

:1.

commitment was for any other offense, add 0.

TOTAL B -=

C. CONTINUANCE SCORE:

TOTAL A' .' TOTAL B ,.CONTINUANCE
SCORE

Figure -7.2 Length o Continuance .(Admissions/Reapissions).

`I
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1

/

r.

EXPECTED LENGTH OF CONTINUANCE .AT

ADMISSIONS AND READMISSIONS HEARINGS

Score Range

1. 98 or less

2'. 99 130.

3. 131- 178

-4. '179 - 210

. 211 or More

Continuance Range*

1 to 12 months

1 to' 15 months

t.-to 18 montfl.

6 to 24 months

6 to 36 month's

'Reasons to be given for departureS

Median

Time Continued

7 months

9 months

12 months

15.Months

24 months

Length of-continuance: months
ta

Date of'fiext hearing:

* Reasons for departure (if guidelines were not followed):

Favorable factors.: Unfavorable factors:,1

Minor role in offense

No weapon involved

Other.

BOard Member:

SerioUs nature of offense

Needs treatment programs

Crime against person(s)

;Other:'

Date:

Figure 7.2t Length of Cpntinuance (Admissions/Readmissions) (continued)

22.



Continuance IScoes and Co ihuanc Decisions: Adni sions or ReadmisSions Heari

Score Range

,

COntin#10

Range i Number

N er

0 tside

Percent

Outside

Median Months

dtinued

98 ox less months 240 2 1 , 7.months

,,B. 99 130

.

15 months 127

...

months

1

C. 131 -.178
. 18 months 273 10 4 i2.months

5 months
D. 179 - 210 months : 98

E. 211 or more

r

6 - months 94
/

.

S 5 24 months

1

Total

,

1:32

I

.



. ,

'. California Youth. Authority
Expected Lengtleof Continuance--at Progress Hearings or Annual ReViews

.
a , (for wards not granted parole.)

Please complete all items. Parts A and B must be completed separately;
CONTINUANCE SCORE is obtained by subtracting Total B from _Total A.
Items in italics may be completed by a staff person.

/ .

A. 1. Seyiousness of the, offense:

10 20 30 40 -50 60 70 80 90
trivial most serious

2. ,Montls to expiration of CYA jurisdiction

3.
,

Add 23 for all cases 23

:ADD A 1 THROUGH A 3:

. 1. Institutional discipline:

TOTAL A

Irery.poor.. poor adequate. good 'very good
10 20 30 40 50

2. Months served under CYA

ADD B 1 and .8'2: TOTAL B

C. CONTINUANCE SCORE:

TOTAL A TOTAL iB CONTINUANCE .SCORE

Figure 7.3: Length of Continuance (Progress'(Hearings/Annual Reviews)
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EXPECTED LENGTH OF CONTINUANCE AT
PROGRESS HEARINGS OR ANNUAL REVIEWS

-Score Range Maximum Continuanee* Median Time Continued

1. \75 or less. '.12 months 4 months

2. 76 - 90 12 months 5 Months

,3. 91 - 127 15 months 5 months
v,

4. 128 or more Y 18 months 7 months

24 months 16 months

Reasons to be given for departures

Length of continuance:

Date of next hearing:

months

* Reasons for departure (if guidelines were not followed):

Unfavorable factors:'

Needs to complete program(s) Negative staff evaluations

Serifpus nature of offense No community support

Recent unfavorable psycho- Other:
logical report

Disciplinary problems while
under CYA

130ard MeMber:. D'Ate;

Figure 7.3: Length of Continuance (Piogress Hearings/Annual Reviews)
(continued)



already served.' The decision-makers' judgments on ser-
Lousness.and institutional discipline complete all the
data necessary to generate the score shown in relation
to continuances in Table 7.12. -For=these cases, four
score .ranges are shown with maximum continuances ranging
from 12 to 24 months.. The median times continued, in
the sample studied, vary from four months to 16 months.

lower bounds to the continuance' ranges have ,not been
specified'as the data inspected for wards continued from
this set of hearings did not suggest it; that is, it may
be more fitting with present'Youth Authority practice's

to allow continuances and reassessment at intervals for
a few wards in any of these classifications.

The first general method, then, provided first a,

tentative model for the parole/continue.decisions. In

the event that the decisicin is to continue, the appropri-
ate one of two additional models would be selected) one
'would be used for initial hearings, the other for prog-
ress and annual reviews.

The second general method has a different basiS, Ig-
noring the decision, parole/continue, a method is sought
to provide simply an expepted range of time to be served.
A general expectation of total time to be incarcerated
would guide decisions on paroles and continuances.. The
information and judgments required are shown in Figure

7.4. Although staff could complete the total number of
months before California Youth Authority jurisdiction ex-
'pectation, three decision-maker judgments are required:

on seriousness,- assaultive potential, and institutional
discipline. When these scores are grouped into five in-
tervals, ranges'of time.to be served associated with these
classes are shown in Table 7.13. Among the five catego-
ries of wards thus classified, the median number of months
expected (from the pregdnt sample) ranges from six months

to sixteen months. The range of discretion, within poli-

cy, increases with longer average time expectancies.

Model Revisions

These results were presented to the Board for dis-

cussion. It was recognized that a serious' limitation to
the operational use of the models developed was in the,
reliance placed upon subjective judgment for the necessary

6The item,. "assault/robbery" listed in Table. 7.7 is
ignored for simplicity; the .value of the unstandardized
regression coefficient is such that scores would be
changed a trivial amount by its kffurastam. 2 2 s
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Table 7.12

Continuance'Scores and Continuance Decisions: Progress or Annual Review, Hearings

score Ran9e:

Maximum

: Number

Number Percent Median Months

Continuance. Outside
-
Outside . 'Continued

s 2 .

A. 75 or less 12 months '171 7 4.
, 4 months

0.

1

,

, 116

.

,

,

5 months'.

.

B. 76 - 90 '' 15.months .

.

.

. 91. -, 127 18 months. '121 11
.

.7 months,

D. 128 or More'. /A months. 27 7 26 ,' , 16. Months,ININIMINIOMMINIIII".".....
1

Total

0 i

,435

.

.

,

1

22G
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California Youth Authority
Expectancy for Time Served

Please complete alkl items.Parts A and .B must be completed separately.
TIME SERVED SCORE is obtained by subtracting B from Total A.
IteMs in italias may be completed by a'staff person.

A. 1. Seriousness of the offense:

10 20 '80 40 50 60 70 .80 90
trivial most serious

2. Assaultive potential:

very low low moderate high very high
10 20 30 40 ,50

3. Add 96 for all cases

ADD A 1 THROUGH A 3:

96

B. 1.. Institutional discipline:'

very poor poor adequAte ;good very good
i. 10 26 30 40 56.01

2: Months to expiration of CYA jurisdi7ction

. .

ADD B 1 AND B 2:

C. TIME SERVED SCORE:

'TOTAL B

TOTAL B =

TIME SERVED SCORE

Pigure 7.4: Expectancy for Time Served
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EXPECTANCY FOR TIME SERVED

Score Range

3 or less*(in-
cluding negative
numbers)

Range of Time
to He Served*

1' to 9 months

2. 4 - 41 71 to 12 months

3. 42 -..77 H3 to 18 months

4. 78 - 107 3 to 24 months.

5. 108 or. more 6 to 36,mOnths-

Resons to 1116 given for departures

Median Time Served

. &months

7 months'

9 months

12 monthS

716 months

Total 'length of time to be served before wardis paroled:

Date that ward may be released:.

* Reasons for departure

Favorable factors:

months

(if guidelines

Exceptional response to CYA
programs

net

Exceptional community plan

Family unusually supportive,
.

Other:

Board Member:

were not followed)i-

Unfavorable factors:

Disciplinary problems while
under CYA

Recent unfavorable psycholo-
gical report

Treatment program in progress
'that ward has not completed

Negative stiff evaluations

Other :

Date:
-4"

Figure 7.4: Expectancy'for Time Served (continued)

A



Tablt7.13

Time Scores, Ranges, and Median Time Served

Score Rap,

Range of

Months to

be Served Number

Number

Outside/

6Percent,

Outside
i

Median Months

Served

A. 3 or less

(or ne.ative)

i

1 - 9 mos. 46 4
,

'9

.

6 months

-.Al

%

1 - 12 mos. '184 12 . 7 months

,

C.

.

42 77 18 mos. 331 28 8 9 months

,

D. 78 - 107
-

f

3 - 24 mos. 233. 12 months

P a i

E. 108 or more 6 "36 mos. 159

,

12 8 16 months

,..

,. Total

.

..

952

.
.

, .
.

29
C.



classifications.

ItThe results as a whole sugges ed the importance of
three dimensions: 'seriousness of offense, inst4utional
'discipline,and parole prognosis. In relation to' time
served by wards paroled, for example, besides the time
remaining under jurisdiction, the variables fol4nd to be '

relevant indices were offense seriousness, institutional
discipline, and apsaultive potential (Table 7.8).. Little
information'is added by the assaultive potentidl ratings
after the others have been taken into account. he pa
role prognosis judgment was found helpful, along with thd
same variables and certain ward status items, in estimat-
ing the probability that parole would be granted at a
given hearing\(Table 7.5). rn estimation, of initial con-
ttnuarices, the seriousness judgment provided most of the
helpful information, With some help given by the item,'.
assaulti've potential. The judgments of,seriousness and
discipline Were found related to the, length.of continua-
tion at progress and annual review hearings (Table 7.7).
Although, these analyses suggest also the impbrtance of
the judgments of assaultive potential, it was clear that
it would-be difficUlt to provide an objective operational
definition for this concept! As a result, of these con-
siderations, the three concepts, seriousness, institution-

behavior, and parole prognosis were operationally de-
fined by classifications independent of the,,prior study.

-7

Offense Class (Seriousness)

An offense- seriousness classification devised by the
Youth Authority Research Division staff was taken astan
independent measure.of this dimension. The offenses in-
cluded in each class, with the average months served by
wards paroled in .1975 and 1976; are shown' in Table 7.14:7

Institutional Behavior (Discipline)

` r
Fob' this classification, wards were categorized 'in

terms of the number of "Level B" institutional infractions
during their present stay. These infractions, cOnsidered
more"serious than "Level 4" rules Violations, were sug-
gested by board members as hiportant to take into account.
Wards were classified as having "good" institutional be-

7Modified 'from data pioyd.ded by George F. Davis,
Supervisor, Informatlon *stems, Division of Research, ,2.3..0
California Youth Authority.
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7.14

Offense Seriousness (Tent ve Classification)
And Length of Institutional Stay of Male Wards, 1975-1976

Offefige Class
Mean Standard

Number' Months Deviation.

I.. Least serious

3

11
.16 .

6
2' 0

6.41
7:68
7.96
8.46
8.73

Miscellaneous misdemeanor
,(minor)
TraffiC
Malicious,Mischief
Disturbing the peace
Tampering with auto
Disorderly conduct /drunk.
Incorrigible
Escape.from juvenile' facility
Miscellaneous misdemeanor .

Use/driving under influence
Possession/marijuana
Loitering/trespass
Placement failure
Misc. narc., drug offense's

I . Less serious

Sex. delinquent/prostitution/
pimping.
Receiving stolen property'
Petty theft
Auto theft
Forgery/check
Weapoils felony
Escape jail
Drunk driving felony
Hit and run felony
Grand theft/fraud
Accessory felony
Miqcellaneous felonies
Lewd/indecent exposure

4Arson-
Miscellaneous sex offenses

16'

49.
.1491

5..

10
64

1/. 6
35
4

125
53
294:
:43
.30
10
4

-11

151
12'
6
3

17
2

91.28

9.48
10.52
10.70
4233
11.57
11.64
14.10'

1.84
2.24
3.47
2.07'
.51

% 3.75
6.97
5.76
8.77
6.30
6.03
4:79
6.68
11.70

9.09 4.65
9.76 ) 6.02

5.73
10.17 6.20
'11.40 4.88
11,57 8.84
11.70 1.11'

11.75 4.66
12.21 6.00 ;

13,72 6.21
15.78 4.82
16.15 6.11
16.20 7.29
19.58
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Offense Class

195 .

Mean Standard
Number Months. Deviation

III. Low average seriousness

. 9
391
409

8.81
9:80
10.36

3.48
5.58
5.31

Attempted burglary
Burglary, unspecifi.ed
Burglary, 2nd
Dist./dispensing firearms 19 10.48 5.43
Possession/hard narcotics 33 11.25 6.18
Asslt./batt./resisiming 117 11.34 5.80

' Possession/dangerous drugs 64 12.54. 7.48
Pestructive devices/firebombs 2' 12.62 .86
,tape, statutory 24 13.08 6.62
Miscellaneous assault offenses 6 17.50 9,69

IV. HigA average seriousness

Burglary, 1st 74 13.81 6.25
Lewd and lascivious 14 15.94 8.18
Sodomy/sex perversion .8 16.61 5.92

`1;4°re-serious

Sell/marijuana 24 12.23 4.87
Sell/hard narcotics 27 12.38- 2.53
Attempt/assault to rob 59 13.93 5.58
Robbery, 2nd, 196 14.22 5.56
Robberi, 1st 460 15.34 6.49
A. D. W. 221 15.94 7.83
Robbery, unspecified 175 16.01 7.48
Sell/dangerous drugs 6 16.80 13.44
Rape, violent (att./asslt.) 67 16.89. 5.99
Rape ,unspecified' 12 17.20 10.10
Extortion, kidnapping 27 19.21 111.22

VI. Most serious

Manslaughter, vehicUIP 7 15.92 4.94
Murder, 1st 1 22.49 .00

Att./asslt, to murder 20 22.60 -9.08
Manslaughter 35 25.68 11,42
Murder, 2nd . 19 29.62 10.97
Murder, unspecified- 35 30.43 8.14



havior if here was no more than one Level B, as having
"adequate" behavior given two such infractions, and as
exhibiting "poor" behavior.when three or more were ob-
tained.'

Parole Prognosis 40000

The base expe'ctancy (pa?Ole prognosis) classifica-
tion-pre'Sently in- use by. the. Researdh Division of the
Youth Authority was taken as an operational definition
of the.risk dimension. The basis for' the agrassification
of wards (males only) into four risk groups is sho"Wn in /
Figure 7A.9

Initial Continuance Model

41. Based upon the offense.seriousneSs class and review
of both the results shown in Table 7.11 and Table
the tentative model for initial continuance guidelines
shown in .Table 7.15 was devised.

Time Served Model

The dimensions of offense seriousness and institu-
.tional behavidr were combined to ,provide the basis for
the matrix shOWn in Table 7.16. Using the data ofTable,
7.14 as a general guide, an expected.ran4c in ,months was
defined for each combination of offense class and insti-
tutional behayior. That is, for each offense class, the
means and standard deviations of months served, for of-
.fenses included in.that class were observed. Within each
offense class, a range in months of about two' standard
deviations was taken to define the entire range. (ignoring
institutional behavior),. Then, ranges were defined with-
in offenSe cladses according to the institutional behav-
ior categorization.

For example, a ward!in Offense Class I (least seri-
ous e:g., escape from a juvenile facility or possession
Of marijuana) with good institutional behavior (no more

'Some board members stressed the' imporetnce of when,
in relation to the stay, the infraction occurred. It was
not possible to investigate this further because of pro-
gramming and time,constraints.

9Adapted from data provided by George T: Davis.
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Parole

rognosis,

Ward

Attributes

Number

Percent

A--of Total

Perceni

Succes!Paroled Violators

Good

.

r ,

triminal court and age 18-30 (admission

815

4

243' 22

'

70and homicide, robbery, assault, or drugs
I

OR
7.

hvenile.court and le 20-30 (admision)

High

Average

Criminal court and age_18-30 (admission)

r

1,039 423
....,,,

1

28 59and burglary, theft, or any other offense

,except homicide, robbery, assault, drugs

or W & I

LOW

Average

Age 17 (admission)

OR

Juvenile ,court and age 18-19

971 507 26 48

'Poor

1

Age 8-16 (admission)

b

896
,

r 561

,

24-,, 37

.

4

.

:

TOTAL

N

3,721 1,734 100 53

Figure 7.5: Classification of Male Wards,into Risk Groups
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Table 7.15

Expected Length of Continuances at. Admissions and Readmissions Hearings

(Revised)

Initial Continuance Guidelines

Offense Class II III IV

t

.

VI

*

Continuance Range

(months)

12 1 - 15 2 - 18

,

- 20 24 12 36

11,
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Table 7.16

Tentative Time Served Guidelines

Offense Class

(Seriousness)

,

Examples

i

. Instit onal Behavior

Good (0-1)

, , e----1

Ad uate2) Poor' (3 or more)

. Parole Prognosis,
,

Parole'Prognosis Parole Prognosis

, j

Good

High

Ave.Ave.

Low

Ave. Poor Good

1

High

Ave. 1

1

Low.

Ave. Poor

._

Good

High

Ave.

Low

Ave. Poc

t: k

Least serious 9)
.

- 12) (8 - 15)

W &' I;, Pli;

Misc. Misd.

,

2-4' 3-6 4-7 5-9, 5-8 6-9 7 10 8,12 8-10 9-11 10-12.11-1

16)II... Less serious (4 - 10) 13) ' (10 -

GT; GTA; PT;

RSP; Forgery X 4-7 5-8 6-10 7-10 8-11 9,-13X 1043 11-14? 12-1

III. Low average . (5 - 11) (8 - 15) (12. - 19)

Asslt./Batt.;

Burg.2; Poss. 5 -8 6-911 7-1a 9-1f . 8-11 9-121'10-13 11-15 12-15 13-16 14-17 1-1

IV. High. average (7 - 13) (10 17) (14 21)

Burg,l; L & L;

Sodomy/Sex 7-10 8.-11 9-12 10-13 10-13 11-14 12-15 13-17 14-17

4

15-18 16-19! 17-2

V. More serious (8 - 17). (11 -.20)

4,.

(15 - 24)

Rob:1 or 2;

AD106 Rape; Sell 8-11 10-131 12-15 14-17111-14

t

13-151 15-18 17-20 15-18 17-20 19-22 21-2

VI. Most serious (14 - 26) (20 - 32) (27 - 41)

Manslaughter;

1-Murder 1 or 2 14-17 17-20 i 20-23 23-26 20-23 23-26, 26-29 22M 21-30 30-33 32=3636-4
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than one Level t'disciplinary infraction) would have an
expected. length of stay of between two and nine monthS.
On the other hand, a more serious (dlass'y) offender, who
had been convicted of, say, robbery or rape, and who had
an adequate institutional record (two infractions) would
be expected to serve between 11 and 20. months.

It was thought that.a third level of differentiation,
according ..to risk groups, might be usefully examined, al-
though it was not thoaght likely that the relatively finer
distinctions of expected length of stay would be found to
fit Closely with'present practice. Accordingly, the fur-
ther classifications according to risk groups were made.
It was understood that, although provision of/this detail
may be useful to the Board by informing them, of the ob-
jective risk classification. the guideline ranges would
include only the 18 more general cells in the table (ser-
iousness x institutional behavior). i°

Testing the Models

The two revised models (for.inftial continuances and
for expected length of stay) Were tested by .examining .a
recent sample.fl Sirice the main interest was in how well
the Time Served Guidelines fit with recent practice, wards
paroled in January, 1977 (with exclusions noted on Tables
7.17, 7.18, 7.19, and 7.20) were selected for study. The
continuance model was assessed using these same cases,
and it should be recognized that these decisions were made
at an earlier time.

Continuance Guideline Model

The continuance ranges of the tentative initial con-
tinuance. guidelines are rather broad -- increasingly so
as offeneeseriousnesg increases. They do fit recent
practice, judging from the January, 197.7 .parolee tot sam-
ple. As seen in Table 7.17, 92 percent of the initial

"The absent range of mon-Ells for wards with 'good"
parole prognosis in Offense Class II designates the fact
that none will be classified in thls category by the
base expectancy method shown in Fiture 7.5. Wards may
be classified, within Offense Class I, as "good" risks
only when the offense is possessibn of marijuana.,

" The necessary data were provided by, George -'F. Davis.
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Table 7 ;17

i4

Application of Tentative Initial Continuance Guidelines to a Test Sample of 370 Wards

Paroled in January, 1977, Analyzed by Offense Class*

Offense.

Class
,

. -

.

Continuance

Range

(months)

Decisions Inside "

Guidelines

._

Decisions Outside

Guidelines. Median,

Continuance

(months)

.

Total

\

. Number
,

Percent

,

Number

.

Percent

I

. .

0- 12 42..
--

95 2 5 5 44

II 1,- 15 69 90 .8 10 7 - 77.' .

III 2 -18 97 97 3 3 6 X100
/

.

IV 4 - 20 8 ' 80 . 2 20 10 10

V 6 - 24 1111 89 14 '1], 12 125

VI 12 - 36 12
16

86 2 14 . 36 14

.

Total 339 92 31 8 8 370

Total pardle 'releases for this month numbered. 399.' Wards released On.paroldTfroill Youth, Authority:Clini

Department of Corrections Institutions,' ancl:those 'paroled to outof -state supervision were excluded;

twelve females are included in this table.

2.;



Tabli;1.\18

Revision of Initial Continuance Guidelines lm the Basis of'Data for 370 Wards
k

Paroled in January, 1977
k

_
Offense

Class

.....-

Continuance

Range

(months)

,

Decisions inside

Guidelines

Decisions Outside

. 'Guidelines

Median

Continuance

(months)

Total

Number Percent Number Percent ,

c'

9 36 82 8 18 5 44

II 3 - 11 60 78 17 . 22 7
77

III 3'- 12 88 88 12 , 12 100

IV 9 - 13 8 80 20 10, . 10'

,
1

V 9 - 24 101 81 24''' -19 12 125

. VI, 24 - 36 12 86 2
.

14 36 14

.

.

Total 305 82 65' 18 370
A .
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Table 7. 19

,,J0

,,(0,,,,#,Application of Tentative, Time Served Guidelines to a Test Sample of 358 4ale WardS

Paroled in January, 1977, Analyzed by Offense Class*

Offense

Class.

Decisions Inside Guidelines

Number

Deisions Outside Guidelines

Percent

VI

Total

52

77

9

85

5

69

78

90

71

38 ,

259 72

Under Over

17

8 13

0 1

18 17

2

35 64

Total

. 98

10

120

13

358

I

*'Total parole releases for this month numbered 399. Wards released on parole from Youth Authdrity

clinics, Department of Corrections Institutions, and those paroled to out-of-state supervision

were excluded; from the remainder, 12 females were excludedfrom this table.
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Table 7. 20

Application of Tentative Time Served Guidelines to a Test Sample of 358 Male Wards

Paroled in January, 1977, Analyzed by Institution of Release*

_

Institution

,

Decisions Inside

Guidelines

Decisions Outside

Guidelines
,

,

.

Total

.

,

h. (II- o. ..
1 Ile-

.
4,

Welles 24 69 _ 11 '31 35

0.11 Close
1

34 85
.

6 15 40

El. Paso de Robles 30' 88
)

4' 12 34

Karl Holton 26. 65 14 . 35 40

De Witt Nelson 12' .46 , 14 , 54 26

//
Preston 12 46 14 54 , 26

Youth Training School 58 72 ° 23 28 . 81

Camps 28 .82
... ' 6 18 . 34

Other 35 83 7 17 42

TOtal 259' 72 .99 .28' 358

* Total parole releases for this month numbered 399. Wards released on parole from Youth

Authority clinics, Department 'of Corrections Institutions, and those paroled to out-ofrstate

supervision were excluded; from the. remainder, 12 females were'excluded from this table.,

V ,
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continuances' were wiihin the guideline ranges.."

If it is desired to reduce the ranges according,to
Offense Class, those shown in Table 7.18 are 'suggested.
by examination ofdthe distributions of continuances in
this sample. (Note-that ...lsome error may be-introduced by
this settilg of new cutting points for establishing the
new.guidelines:ranges.) This model "fits" 82 percent of
the cas*. with markedly reduced range.

Time Servea Guideline, Model

The Time Served Guidelines shown in. Table 7.16 were
examined, in relation to the length of stay ofOrards pa-

-roled in January, 1977. The results are shown in Table
7.19. The guidelines "fit" the actual time served in 72
percent of these cases. In ten percent of the cases, a
deciSion paroling the ward was taken "under" he guide-
line range specified. That is, in 35 instances,.a short-,
er time than called' for in the guidelines actually was
served. In 18 percent of all, a .decision "over" (i.e
longer) than the guideline specification actually was re-
quired.13

The "fit" of the model w9m examined also in relation
to the institution of release, as shown in Table 7.20.'.' ,

Although the numbers of cases by institution are rather
small, the adequacy of the guidelines with respect to'

44

12 These results, and the guideline model, seem con-
sistent with other recent Youth Authority experience.
There was a substantial decrease in the average continu-
ances of initial appearances from calendar yearsI97'5 to
1976. During the earlier yeaT, the mean continuance
time was 12.9 months; in 1976 it was (for all wards' con-
tinued) 10.4 months. During 1976, wards committed for
homicide (Class VI) were continued for an average-(mean)
of 33.1 months; those committed for Sex offenses were
continued for an average 'of 15 months, and wards who
committed robbery and assault offenses were cohtinued
for an average of about I months. See California Youth
Authority Division of Research, "An Analysis of BOard
Actions at.Initial Appearance Hearings," 1976 (unpub-t,
lisped ),

130f the 72 percent of deCisigils within the' model,
143, or 55 pecent, were within the ranges specified 'for
specific parole prognosis categories' (within offense:
seriousness and institutional behavior classifications).

1-N
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wards at De Witt Nelson and Preston is particularly' sus-
pect. .%

Status of'Implementation

Two mgdels may now. be proposed to. the Youth Author-
ity Board for Possible use (or revision) in a statement
of policy and as an aid to decision-making. These guide-
lines, for both initial continuances and for paroling
(according to'time served) may be incorp64ated into one
simple worksheet (with the grid model of Table 7.1.6 on
the reverse side),. Figure 7.6 provides an example of a.
worksheet that might be used.

Directions for, Further Deyeldpment.

All the elements in.the proposed models are inaluded
in the computerized information-system of the agency.
This provides an e.6iellent opportunity for periodic mon-
itoring and revision of the policy. models.

The maih dimensions included in the guidelines --
offense 'seriousness and institutional behavior -- both
are in need of refinement to more accurately reflect the
consensus of the Board. i.rilue next steps toward improve-
ment of the models is suggested, to be the examination,
with necessary revisions, of the definitions of these two,
dimeniOns. ' Such an examinaidn, together with a re-
peated assessment of the clegree to whictibthe guidelines
match the dec1sion-making-,of the Board, can lead to
provement and no doubt to pdriodic revision.



California Youth Authority

Name:
last

Admission:

'Offense.

date

first t,

Expiration
of Jurisdiction:

YA

207

Sample Board Worksheet:-

date
Max:

months
Seriousness Class
II III IV V Vi

nstitutional Behavior: r1 ,Good n ,Adequate f] Poor
O!.or 1. Level B 2 Level B'S. 3 or more LevelNB's

High LOW

`Parole Prognosis: E=I -Good ED Average DI AvArage ri Poor

Time Served
Guideline Range :.

Initial Continuance Guidelines:

[Offense Class
Range 2 -9

Subrange
(Prognosis):

II I III I iv I V VI
3-11 I 3-12 I 9-13 j 9-24 24-36

Decision: Parole after

1---1 Continue untll

total months, i.e., after
f

total months, i.e.,

If decision is outside guidelines, specify reasons:
Undet

exceptional response to programs
'exceptional community .plans .

family unusually supportive
favorable staff/psych.report
mitigating factors'ip offense;
Specify:

favorable prognosisgfactors nbt
included in base expectancy;
Spe.cifyb:

Other;.
Specify:

Board. Members:

date

date

Over
program inprogress not completed
no community support
no family support
unfavorable staff /psych report a .

aggravating factors in offense;
-Specify:

Unfavorable prognosis factors not
included in base expectancy;
Specify:

-Other;
Specify :

Date:

Figure 7.6: Example Workgheet for Implementation of M els
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Chapter 8

WASHINGTON

Don M. Gottfredson and Carol Rauh'

The Washington State Board of Prison Terms, and Pa-roles is composed oP seven members, one of whoM is desig-
nated Chairman by the Governor. Washington State law in-

' corporates a. Modified indeterminate sentence structure.
The maximum term is regulated by statute and the minimum
term ii fixed by the Board. The Board has, complete dis-
cretion-in fixing the minimum term of confinement, exceptin certain instances with,a_mandatory minimum imposedbytheLegislature. Parole is the usual mode of release framprison in the state, and the Board is charged with deter-
mining wheesuch release will occur.

. Washington State's new criminal code, enacted on JulY1, 1976, establiOes maximum sentences on the basis of
seriousness of the' offense. Three levels of seriousness
are described in the statutes. Class 'A felonieS carry
maximum terms of 20 years to life;.ClaSs B felonies re-
ceive a maximum term of no more than 10 years; and Class.
C felonies, carry a maximum of 'no more than 5 years.
Murder in the First Degree and Aggravated Murder in the4 First Degree Are separate categories. Under the new
criminal.code, the penalty for Aggravated Murder in the
First Degree is a mandatory sentence of death. The pen-
alty for Murder First Degree is a mandatory life sentence,and the Board has no jurisdiction too consider parole until
the offender has served. 20 consecutive yearssless

.good
time and the institutional superintendent recommends parole. 4n.

If the court finds that the destendant was armed with
a deadly weapon. the Board must impose a Mandetory Minimum'
term of 5-yearS for a ,first felony conviction and 71/2 years,
for a second conviction. The-Board has disdtetion to waiv'
the mandatory minimum; h9wever, in all cases except wheh
the person was convictedifor Murder 1, Murder 2 (wheie a
mandatory minimum exists) ,. Sale of. Heroin for Profit, and
Rape 1. A finding of being a habitual criminal requires

. an imposition of a 15 year mandatory minimum term. ' Where
applicable, the mandatory minlUam term may-be waived a
vote of two- thirds (5). of the seven Bdard membetS.

The Board's rules of practice ,and procedure for fix-.

ing minimum terms provide that the minimum term be set
within six months after admission to an adult, state cor-
rectional institution'(within 0 days if theperson is a

209
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- parole violator). The minimum term fixed by the Board at --a

the initial meeting is not the actual length of time a
person will serve. The Board may grant good time credits
of up to one-third of the inmate's minimum sentence upon
certification by the institutional superintendent that
the person warrants such consideration. The Board also
has authority to reconsider and reset the minimum term
either to a shorter or a longer period. The term may be

"reset to a longer peridd, Rix. example, if a person's min-
imum term is hear expiration and the. Board does not believe
that parole'is appropriate at that t1mC The minimum term
is not increased, however, without the opportunity for a
hearing before the Board. .Also, the term may 136 increased
if the resident commits a-serious rule infraction.

The practices pf-the Washington State Board of Prison
Termsand Paroles are baSed on a continual review process.
Residents' progress is monitored by the Board through an-
nual meetings with the resident or by an administrative
review. There are'two types of in-person meetings: pro-

gress meetings and parole meetings. The same action may
5e taken at both meetings; the difference lies in whether

a verified parole plan his been received by theetime of
the meeting. If parole is granted at a parole meeting,
release can occur in a feW days. If it is granted before
the parole plan has been verified, release is .delayed un-
:til this is done.

The rules and procedures governing-progress and ,pa-
'tole meetings provide that an in-person meeting be con-
ducted to review the sentence and prospects for paiole.
The Boa'rd's policy is that in,ievaluating a person's rea-
diness for parole, the Board will consider-the extent of

thieat that may be posed to the public, ba-sed on the of-
fender's prior criminal history, response to,correctional
-programs, parole plans, psychological characteristics,
recommendation, of institutional stdff, the personal inter-
view,` andcommunity acceptance.

Meetings are conducted by the 18oard in panels of two

members. Panel membership is rotated regularly and there
is also systematic rotation of the panels among the various

correctional institutions.
NIL

Two mem of the Board thus constitute a panel; they

may exercise the full authority of the Board. In most in-

stances-, parole may be granted upon agreement of the panel

members reviewing the case. ,Where there is a mandatory
minimum, five Board :members must agree for the parole to

occur. By.rule, in order to parole persons convicted of

MUrder 1 and Kidnap 1, a majority of the full Board must
agree..



The Board conducts approximately 4,500-5,000 Minimum
Term, New Minimum Term, Progress and Parole meetings an-
°many. Disciplinary and-Parole Revocation meetings are
Also held by the Board, but cases at these types of meet-
ings were excluded from thi's study.

Data Collection

Members of the research team met with. the Washington
State Board of Prison Terms and Paroles in March, 1975 to
discuss project objectives and to agree on data collecLon
proCedUres. The case evaluation form which resulted from: %,

discussion with'the Board members is shown in Appendix C.
As can be seen, the fort was adapted ,to reflect the Board's
function ,of setting the minimum term.

Data cpllection began on June 1, 1975 'and continued
through December 31, 1975. A total of 1,546 case evalua-
tion forms was received. Of this number, 149 were ex-
cluded from the sample because they were incomplete or be-
cause they did not represent a parole decision.

Although a proceduke was developed wheieby incomplete
forms were returned.to the Board for COmpletion, there
remained a number of forms on which information was missing.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining Board judgments in
regtrospect, many of the scale items on the form were left
incomplete. Till's was particularly true regarding the in-
stitutional discipline'add progrdM participation items;
each' of .these scales was left blank on almost one-fourth 'of
the forms. When viewed with respect, to the two types of
Meetings (Minimum term/gew,minimum term and Pr2gress/Pa-
role), it can beiseen in Table 8.1 that this ifformation
was omitted,on more thill half of the forms completed at
the initial meeting. This suggests that information per-
taining to an inmate's institutional adjustment may fre-
quently be unavailable at' the beginning of a term of in-
carceration, and theIe two items must thus be excluded
from any guideline model proposed for use at'the initial
meeting. Infqrmation on the other items was pkovided.on
more than.94 percent of the forms) so these Were considered
furthei.._

ti
Methods and :Results

There is considerable variation in e granting of
'parole according to the felony classes defined in the-new
'criminal code. This is true whether the meeting is for
determination of the minimum term or is a progress or pa-,
role meeting. For example, persons convicted of.Class C



Table 8.1

Proportions of Missing Information on the Board's Ratings.of

Institutional Dischline and Program Participation
. .

'

'

%.,..

Total

SaMpfe

(1 = 11397)

Missing Information on

Forms Completed at .,

Minimum Term and New

Minimum Term. Meetings

'

Missing Information on

Forms Completed at

Progress and Parole

Meetings

(N = 830)(N = 567)
4

Institutional.

Discipline '

23.6% 56.3% 1.3%

.

11

Program

Participation
a

...1.....

24.1%

,

57.7% 1.1%

.

_..1

24 3



felonies are most apt to be paroled at either type of teet-
ing, as may be seen in Table 8.2. Seventy percent of Class
C felons were paroled at progress/parole meetings and half
of these: offenders were paroled at the minimum term meet-
ings. In general, the likelihood of parole at a progress/
pacole meeting isinearly half (46 percent) while that like-
lihood at minimum term meetings is about one-third (35 per-
cent)., Class B felons are less likely to be paroled; and
it is still less likely that4AClass A felons will be paroled
at any given meeting. No cases of first-degree murder were
found to be paroled at the minimum term meetings (although
this would be permissible =der Washington law), and rela-
tively few (6 percent) of these offenders were paroled at
our sample of progress and parole hearings.

----The average ratings, analyzed separately by offense
classes in relation to paroling decisions, give, similar ,

results for each ,of the five general categories of legal
offenses. The comparisons of these averages for persons
paroled and not, are presented inTables 8.3 - 8.7. In
general, within each offense groUp, persons paroled were
judged to have less serious offenses (within the general
offense classification), to have more favorable parole
prognoses, institutional discipline and program partici-
patiOn ratings. Judgments of assaultive potential were
higher, on the average,, for the cases denied parole (i.e.,
continued for later consideration). 'Persons continued
generally had ratings of more serious prior criminal re-
cords (this was not true of the First-degree. Murder group,
which typically does not display a great deal of variance
in: prior record). Social stability ratings were more fa-
vorable, on'the average, for persons granted parole. Gen-
erally, there were larg&differences in ,the averages for
minimum and maximum sentences; Perhaps the Most striking
feature of Tables 8.3 8.7 is the consistent direction
of differences on average ratings among the various legal
offense categories..

A better picture,: 'of the relations of these ratings to
the decision (parole/continue) as well as of the interrela-
tions among .the items is given by Table 8.8. The serious-
ness of the offense judgments was more closely 'related to
the decision outcome than was any other variable (rpb--/
-.48). It may be noted, however, that this value i not
significantly different from the measure of association
of decision outcomes and assaultive potential ratings
(r -.47). The ratings of parole prognosis have a,'
moderate correlation, and program, participation and insti-
tutional discipline have low correlations with the deci-
sion. Moderate correlations were found relating the min-
imum sentence and maximum sentence to the decision.

2q9



Table 841 Residents Granted Parole at Initial and Subsequent Meetings

Felony Class Number

Minimum Term/New Minimum Term Progress /Parole

Number Percent Granted Number Percent Granted

Murder 1 56 48

class A 500 173 18 327 32

Class B

Class C

Other

252 97 36 155 49

.96 50 47

418 186 44 232

.70

69

Total 1,369 ° 560 35 809 46



Table

,Ratings of Residents Convicted of.Pirst Degree. Murder, Analyzed by Decision to Grant or Deny Parole*

lik

tVariables

-Overall Granted Denied

Number
,

Mean

,4

Standard

Deviation.
Number Mean

Standard
- . .

. Deviatron.
Number

.

Mean
Standard

.

Deviation

Seriousness

of Offense X56. 87, 6 3 /6
,

14 51
.

88 4

Parole

Prognosis 50 41 29 71 18 47 39 .....,/28

Instituitional

Disciine 47 .

.

37 11 3 50 0 44 .37 11.

Program:

Participation .47 38 12 3 50 0 44 37, 12

Assaultive

Potential

.

54 43 11 3. 31 51 44 11

Prior Ciiminal

Record . 54 ;29 12 3 29 10 51 29 13

Social

Stability 50 23' 10 %35 13 47 23 10

Number of

Prior Hearings

.

56 3 3 3 .1

.

53 2 3

Time-

Served 53 41 39 39 15 50 41
,

40

Minimum

Sentence 51 280. 152 , 3 110 17 48 291 .151.

Maximum

Sentence, 53 432 95 3 320 138 50 439

.

4

89

*'Significance tests ignored, due to 'mall sample.



Table 8.4

, ).

Ratings of Residents Convicted of Class A Felonies, Analyzed by D OliOns to Grantor Deny Parole

yariables

...

. Overall Granted Denied' ,

NuMber

a

Mean

Standard

Deviation, Number
.

Mean

Standard ."

Deviation Number .Mean

Standard

Deviation

Seriousness 61

of Offense ' 1'494 '62 17 136 52 17. . 358

,

66 , 15, 1.377

11,

9.50*

Parole ('

Prognosis 483 41 20 135 48 18 .348 38 20 1.191 -5:04*

Institutional

Discipline .. 392

.

34. '0 120' 35 10 '272 33 11 . 1.234 -2.08

Program \

Participation, , 392 34 10 t 121

t

36, 9 271 33 ' 10

\ ,

1.449 -2,91*

Aisaultive

Potential , 491 33, 11. : 135 26 10 ;4'356

. '.#

35 10' 1.044 8.39*.

Prior Crimi 1

k

Record ,489 31' 10 136 29 10 1,215:

,

1.70'

Social
: 9

Stability 461' 23 :133' 24 9 328 23 .1.24.4 -2.70

NuMber of

,.,Prior Hearings 499 1 137 2 .36Z,' 1 '1
1

318 -4.07*

Time

Served. 496 18 17 137 , 22. 16 359. 17 17.. 1.141 -3.16*

Minimum

Sentence . 493 84 ,
. 73 134 49 . 48 . 359 98 76 2.519*

Maximum

Sentence. 500 283 84 , i.,137 262 58 363' 290 90 2.406*

,* Significant at the one,percent level of confidence

4



Ratings of "Residents Convicted of Class B FelOnies Analyzed by Decisions to Grant or Deny Parole'

0

Variables

Overall Granted Denied

.

Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number

,

Mean

Spndard

Deviation

Seriousness

of OffenSe 246 52 ,18 108 43 15 138 59. 17 1;214 7,41*

Parole',

ProinoSis 242 41 18. 108 46 17 134 38.. 19 1.296 -3,24*

Institutional

Discipline 199 31 10 93 33' 9 106. '30 ,
10 1'169 -2.24

Program ..

Participation 200 32 'a 10' ',, i 92 '34, 10 08 "30

1

10 .1,097 -MP'

Assaultive

Potential 246 30 10 108 26 138 33 .' 13 1.210 .5 96*

Prior Criminal

Record . 244 30 . 109, 28 135

1

32 '4'2 9 . 1.283 3.64*

Social'

Stability' 242 22 8 107 23 7 135 21 8. 1.287 -1.32 ,

Number of

Prior Hearings 250' 1 . 1.5 111 . 139

,

a '1,781*

Time

Served, 245 15 12

i

109 16 12 '136 14 13 1.078 -1.33

Minimum

Sentence 248 , 46 . 24), 109 , 33', 17. 139 56 25 I ', 2,096*

Maximum

Sentence 252 118 . . '8 '111 118 9 141. - .119 6 2.124*

r

* Significant at the one-percent level of confidence
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Table 8.6

Ratings of RisientS.COnvicted of Class C Felonies, Analyzed by Decisions to Grant or Deny Parole

#

:Overall . granted Denied,

Mean

_standard

Deviation

Variables

Number

r

Mean

Stand4d

DeViation Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number

'Seriousness

of Offense 140 41

.

.

15

:

79 37 13 '61 A7 '4.16 1.620 4,04*

`Par6le

Pro'nosis' 134 46 19 7t 53 15 59 38. 19 1.614 -4.88*

Institutional

Discipline . 82, 32

. 's

10 . 34. 9 28 28' 11 1.410 4.64*'..,.

3.41*

Program.

. Participation 77, 33f. 9 -'.50 36 8 '27 29 8 '1.078

Assaultive

Potential. 140 22 9. .. 81' '19 6 59 27 11 3.063*

Prior Criminal

Record 139 '.27 79 24 60.' 31 8 1.894* -

Social

Stability ,

,

139 .
, 24 8

1

78

81: ,

26

.0.5

8 61
,

62 . ,

21

0.3 0.5

ti-.-

:1.086 ':-3,86*

'2.429*

1

ember of

-,\Prior Hearings .143 0,5

time

Served' 116. 1 69. 11'
. .10 L050,

I.

-LOO '.

Minimum

.Sentence 139. 35 19 . 90. 25. S9 48 2; 5.825* -

Maximum

'Sentence 103 59 71, ti 58 12' 60 '. . 0 0 1.18

* Significant at theoneHpercent leVel of confidence

,



Table 8.7

Ratings of Residents Convicted of Other Felonies, Analyzed by Decisions to Grant or Deny Parole

. Overall
' Granted N Denied

Variables

Number
,

Mean

Standard

Deviation Number

ti

Mean

Standath,,

Deviation Number.

..Standard,.

Mean Deviation

Seriousness

of Offense', 408 42 110, , 235 39 10 173 45 12 1.583*
Fa le ,

Prognosis 407 44 17 233 49 16. 174 36 16 1.007' -7.69*
Sstitutional

Discipline 319 31

% ..

10 191 33

4

9 128 28 11 1.395. -4.02*
Program

Partickpaion . 317 ', 32 9 191 34 9 126 30 9 1.112 -4.41*
Assaultive

Potential 411 .24 9 237 21

i

7 174

'''

27 10 1,520*
Prior Criminal

Record 408 28. 7 237 1 26 7- 171 30 -' f, , 1.021 5.69*
Social

Stability 394 23 225

/7

24 169 21 1.299 -3.41*
Number of

Prior Hearings 411/ 1

,

1 173 . ,1 1449 -4.03*
Time

Served 404

,

14 , 14 231 14

li

11

k d

173 12 1 2.b14*
Minimum

'Sentence 414 '39._. . 22 239 33 16 s 175 49 '25 , 2.380*

........
......,

,

Sentence

..,

Sentence

_ _.._------

418 180 240 180 11 178 180- -0.84

* S'gnificant at the one-percent level of confidence

'.3



Table a. Correlations of 'Ratings NuMber,of Hearings,
Minimum and Maximum with Numbers of:Cases Entering':Oompiitation#

Variables

,Decision, 1,206: 1,181, 905. 899 1,205 1,202

Seriousness

of Offense

Parole

Prognosis

-.48 ,.1,321 1 045 1,'039 1,344 1,337

1,154. 1,221 1,161 1,210

1,287 1,361 1,296 1,342

.35 -.13 1,030 1,025 1,323 1,315 1,267' 1,334 1,273 .1,318

.504. Institutional .17 .08

Disci line

Program .03

Participation

6 l Assaultive -.47 66

Potential

1,057 1,052 1,041 1,000 1,065 1,022 1,040

1,047 1,036 ..'955; 1,059 1,020 1,034

.19 -.24

7 ..Prior. Criminal -.23 ;2 -.38 15 -.19

Record

1,344 1,297; 1,359 1,296 1,339

1,296 1,352 1,288' 1,333

Social .16 -.04 .44 .48 -.31, .2 1,302 1 239 1,284
,Stability

,9 Number of

Prior Hearings

10 Time

Served

11 'Minimum

Sentence

12 Maximum

Sentence

.10 .18. .00 ..00 .04 -.14

.02 .26 -.02 ,'.;01 ,08,

.08 . -.06

..20 .14 -.03 i 26

1 312'

1,300;

*'Correlation coefficients are shown below the diagonal (i.e., lower portion of table); numbers
entering the omputation are shown above the diagonal upper portion). Significant
correlations (p <,01) are underlinbd.'



It is-noteworthy that the seriousness and assaultive
potential jdagments.were substantially correlated (r
.66). Also, program participation and institutional .dis
cipline.iatings were highly. correlated Jr `= .79).

The relation of individual judgments (and of sentence
minima and maxima) to the time served by persons paroled
may be seen from Table 8.9. (The nu fiber of prior hearings
(r.= .63) is a function of time served.) The seriousness
judgment is next closely related to time required to be
served (r = .36). J'udgments of the prior criminal record
had a Atoderate correlation with this decision outcome. The

'items'parole prognosis, institutional discipline 'and pro-
gram participation had negligible positive correlations
with time served. It may be noted that institutional dis-
cipline and program partioiPatioware highly correlated and
that the seriousness judgments and ratings of assaultive
potential were, substantially correlated as well.

Prediction of Minimum Sentenbe Setting

The multiple regression analysis summarized in Table
8.10 shows that knowledge of the legal offene, together
with the decision makers' judgments as to its seriousness,
account for more than 60 percent of the variation in min-
imum sentences set. (R = .80) . The items included, besides
the seriousness judgment, are'the non-violent offenses with
maximum sentences of more than 10 and less than 20 years,
a categorization of persons convicted.of Murder 2, Kidnap-
ping 1 or Rape 1, certain property offenses or escape; and
the maximum sentence. The three items, seriousness of of-
fense, maximum sentence, and first-degree murder, are by
themselves reasonably helpful predictors of. the minimum
sentence set at initial meetings..

O

Prediction of Time Served
AM.

Since nearly all who leave prison in. Washington State:
do so by means of parole,"it ras assumed that a study of
time served by persons paroled would give the best guid-
apce to the general policy of the Board. The summary of
the regression analysis presented in Table 8.11 indicates

, that a modest prediction, "explaining" about one-fifth.of
the variance, may be obtained fromtfour items: The single
best predictor, by itself, is the rating of the seriousness
of the offense; the second best is the judgment of prior

criminal record. Classifications of offendets 'according
to certain drug sales'or according to the non-violent of-
fense class with a certain maximum sentence range_iare also
'included. - 11040°'

fikota '2.(27



Table 8.9: Correlations of,Ratings, Number of Prior Hearings, Time Served, Minimum Sentence,
and Maximum SentenCe.for'Residents Paroled, with Numbers of Cases Entering Computation*

.

Variables 1 2 3 4 5

. .....

6 7 8 9 10 11

1 Seriousness
of Offense

' 552 458 {454 560 560 542. :566 543 561 558
-

5gli :
2 Parole

Prognosis.
.06 453 450 553. 554 535 559. 53.9 555

3 Institutional
Discipline

.69' .47 463 463 463
.

.

448 468 445 461 .460

.4 .Program

Participation'
.09 .49 .76 459 459. 444 464 444 457 " 460.

5. Assaultive
'Potential

.52 -.21 -.16 -.18 563 546 569 546. 563 561

6 Prior Criminal
Record

.24 -;.31 ..12.

cc-
-.15 .38 548 569. 546 564

.

'561

7 Social :

Stability
, .02. .51 .43. .47 -.24 -.27

_
551 528 545 543

8 Number of Prior
Hearings

.30 -.06 -.09 -.07 .29' .26 -.20 552 569 .567

9 Time ,

SerVed
. "36 -.03 -.04 -.05 .30 .32 -.09 .63 546 552 '

_10 Minimum .41 07 .13 .10 -:21 .15 .07 .39 .49
-.

561
Sentence

11 Maximum
Sentence

.28' -.03"

t

.07 ,07 .15 .2Cr ,.00 '.26 .27. -.38

* Correlation coefficients are shown below the diagona (i.e., lower portion of table),; nuMbert-
entering the computation are shown above 'the diagona (i.e., upper portion). Significant
correlations (p- .01) are underlined.

,
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. Table 8.10:' Regression. of Resident Status and Decision-Maker Ratings

on Minimui Sentence Set At (N =.502)
\

.

Variables

,

Multiple

Correlation'

Coefficient

R2 Change

in R
2

Correlation

Coefficient

B Beta

Non-violent offenses with

maximum sentence of more

than 10 and less than 20

ears

.21 , .04 .04' -.21 -11.020 -.084

°Seriousness of Offense

,

, .56 .31 .26 .55 .735 .214

.

Maximum Sentence .67

,

.45 .14
,

.56 . .228 .335'

First Degree Murder .77 .60 .15 , .57 236.675

.

.421

.

Murder 2/Kidnap 1/Rape 1 .79 .62

_

.02
4

.37 34.167

.

.148

Larceny/Check offenses/

Embezzlement/Auto theft/

Receiving stolen property/

Escape (all with maximum

sentences of 20 years or

more)

,

.80

,

.63

.

.01 -.10

,

- 30.733.

,

-.139

Conotill

.

.

,

,

----

-24.847
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Table 8.11: Regression of Resident Status and Decision-Maker Ratings on Months Served Under

the,Washington State Board of Prison Terms and Proles by Residents Paroled = 530)

5

Variables

Multiple

Correlation

Coefficient

R
2

Change

in .R2

Correlation

Coefficient

,B

.

Beta

.

Drug sales with maximum

sentence of 20 years or

more

,05 .003

.

,

. .003

.

,',,,

. .05,

.

3.648

,

.029

.

Non-violent offenses with

maximum sentence of more

than 10 and less than 20

years

.13 .02 .01

,

-.12 - .546:

.

-.020,

.

1 .

, Seriousness of Offense

,

, .36 .13 .11 ..36., . .262 .294

.

prior Criminal Record
,

.43 .19 ,.06 .410 .247---.-3-2

/

Constant.

. ,

, 1

k

.

-5.821



Tentative Models

Minimum Sentence Model

*225

The first model presents guidelines for the setting of
minimum sentences. An initial version, based on the re-
gression analysis shown in Table 8.10, assumed that within
offense classes the two principal dimensiohs of-concerp
were seriousness of offense and maximum sentence. Dis-
cussion with the Parole Board revealed such a scheme, would
now be unworkable since within offense classes maximum
sentences now are, in many cases, invariant. The ienta-
tive model therefore 'was modified to include as the second
dimension a clasalfication according to prior criminal re-
cord. The inclugion of judgments of assaultive potential
would. perhaps-be.suggested by the correlations already
described, except for the difficiaty in obtaining an ob-
jective, operationally defined measure and for-the fact
that assaultive potential and offense seriousness judg-
ments were substantially dorrelated.

The grid shown in Figure 8.1 presents a tentative
-guidelines model for the minimum term fix. Offenses are
ordered within the general offense classes according to
a rank ordering done earlier by the paroling authorities;
themeneral.offense classes were ranked according to the
meanAseriousness rating of each group. (The .prior record
ilimelffbion is- modified from the North Carolina'scheme, see
C1apter 3, Figure_3.7; the modification was that all sen-
tences were Counted, that is, the definition of "active
sentence" was ignored--by decision of the Board.).. For
each offense class, the mean nimum sentence" and stand-
ard deviations were used as a guide for .settinc* the over-
all range within an offense c ass.

A second model for the setting of minimum sentence
was elaborated also. The Board had, on March. 31, 1976,
adopted guidelines using the dimensions of seriousness
and a. measure of parole success probability (a Base Ex-
pectancy measure), for the fixing of minimum terms. This
alternative model is shown in Figure 8.2

Time Served Model

The second type of model provides tentative guide-
lines as to time to be served before parole. This model
also makes use of the two dimensions, seriousnebs of the,
offense and pkior criAlnal record. It is shown in Figure
8.3. As in the model developed for the fixing of minimum
sentences,._ the offenses are ordered within the general of-
-fense classes according to the rank ordering developed by
the Parole Board. The offense classes are rahked;according



226.
Washingtdin StatejRoard of Terms and 'Paroles,

Tentative Guidelines for Minimum Sentence
(in months except as indicated)

FelOny
Claes

.

. . Prior Criminal Record
Offense Group None Minor Moderate Serious

0

4.

f

.:Escape

.Promote suicide
.UnlaWful impriSOnment'
Bigamy'
Trading public office
Perjury 2 . ...

Tampering with witness '.

2 .

Possession of stolen
property 2

10,-15 16-20 21-25

,

.

26-30 .

.

CDS with 2-year maximum
Forgery of prescription
Others with 2-yr: max.

18-24 25 -30. 31-36 37-42

,

.

RecklesS burning a
_Malicious mischief2
Theft 2 ($250- $l,500).
'Forgery
Render criminal

.assistance 1
Promote proStitution 2

.20-25

'

26-31

.

32-36

-

.

37-42
.

CDS with 5 -year maximum 10-23 .2436 37-48 49 -64.

Manslaughter 2
Rape 3

.

Assault 3
Auto, theft
Extortion 2
Incest

.

ComMunication with Minor
for immoral purpose

.-
24-39

.

40-54

.

55-70
.-

.

71-84

o

B

Livestock theft
`Poe's. of stolen property
Bribeiy
Perjury.
.Bribing witness
_Promote prostitution 1 ,

0

18-21 22-26. 27 -3L ,32-36

Burglary 2
Theft 1.
Extortion 1
Contraband
Malicious mischief
Escape 1
CDS

24-32'

.

-.....

33-42_

.

4351

_

52-y

.

.

Manslaughter 1
Assault 2 .

Arsop 2
Kidnap 2
Robbery 2
Rape 2
Indecent liberties
Felon with firearm

36-48

.

49 -60
. ..

g

61-72

*

. .

-,--A

7 3-84

J.

Figure 8.1: Tentative Guidelines - Mininnim Sentence
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Felony
Class Offense Group

Prior Crimindl.Recom'd .

None 'Minor 'Moderate' Serious

Other
i

Non-violent-offenses,
including:

Burglary
Larceny
Auto theft ,

Podsession of stolen
!property

Dkug offenseb
Escape

18-26 27-36

,

.

37-46
.

.

47-56

_

Nqolent offer:6es
including:

Assault
Weapons violations

-Robbery . -1
Sex offenses

.

. --

1 .

24-42 43-60 6 -77.

.

78 -96.

A

.

.

Larceny
Receiving stolen
prOperty

Auto theft
Escape -'
Checks
Other

15-28 29-42 43-57

,

,

58-72

Sale of drugsto
person under 18

Sale of heroin
(2nd offense)

Y

%

- .18 -43 44-69 70-95
.

.

96-120

.

Assault 1
ill:son' 1 4-"'

-... .

Wbb.ety 1
*Burglary 1

24-50 51-78- 79-105
.

106-132

Murdek 2
.

Kidnap 1
, Rape 1

36-87 88-138 139-189 190-240

1

Murder 1 '`

_ 10-16
, years,

17-23
years t

24-29
years

30N-36
years

6

Note: Felony classes are based on length o aximum sentence.
Class C 5 years or lesS
'class B -- 10 years or less
Other ' -- more than 10 years, but' less than' 20
Class A -- 20-years or more

Figure jlehtative Guidviines - Minimum' Sentence
(continued)

2(,)
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Washington State Board of Prison Terms and Paroles

l'entative Guidelines for 14inimum Sentence
(ih months except.asindicated)

)

,Felony
Class Offense Group

Base Expectancy GrouPs,
High '

SucCess
.Medium
Auccess

Low.

-Success

.

-- Promote suicide
°Unlawful imprisonment -

Bigamy
Trading public office
Perjury 2
Tampering with witness
Escape 2
Possession of stolen-

property '2

e -

,

.

-, 10-17

.

.

17-24.

.

24-30'
. .

.

.

CDS with 2-year maximum
Forgery.Of prescription
Others with 2-year maximum

. .

. 8-26 26-34 .34742

C

. .

Reckless bUrnihg 1
Malicious mischief ?
.Theft 2.($250-$1,500)
-Forgery .

Render criminal assist-
ance 1

Promote prostitution. 2
.

,

20-27 27-34 34 -41

.

.

.-,

CDS with 5-year maximum 10-23 23-36 36-48 .

Manslaughter 2
Rape 3
Assault 3
Auto theft

.

Extortion 2 _

Incest
.

Communication"with minor
for immoral purposes

-

.

24-44

.

--"'.

.

44-64 64-80
.

.

-

B

Livestock theft .

Poss.- of- stolen property
Bribery:
Perjury,
Hiribing,witne4S
Promote prostitution 1

18-24

,

24-30

..
.

30-36
:.

Burglary 2
Theft 1
Extortion 1
Contra6and
Malicious mischief
Escape 1 .

CDS

. 24 -36
,

I-
01.

36 -48 48-6'0,

.

Manslaughter 1
Assault '2 -

0
Arson.2
'Kidnap 2
Robbery 2
Rape-2
Indecent. liberties
Felon with firearm

-,

36-52

.

.52-68 68 -84.

_

____

Figure 8.2: Tentative. Guidelines Using Base Expectancy Measures

21.1"Li
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Felony
Class Offense Group

Base E)g)ectancy Groups
High_ Medium

SuccessSuccess
Low.

Stvcess

Other

Non-violent offenses;
including:
Burglary
Larceny
Auto theft'
PosSesion of stolen
property

Drug offenses
*Escape

18 -31 31 -44

40
4 4 57

Violent offenses,
including:
Assault
Wedporis violations
Robbery
Sex off uses

24-48 48-72 72 -96

A

Larceny
Receivi g stolen
prope ty

Auto the t
Escape
Checks
Other

1534 34-53

Sale of drugs.' c>-:-
1 person u er 8
Sale of heroin

(2nd offense)

18-52 52-86

53-72

'86-120

'Assault '1
Arson 1
Robbery -1
Burglary 1

24-60 60-96 96 -132

Murder 2
Kidnap 1
Rape 1

36-104. .104-172 172-240

Murder 1
10-3.9

.years

Note:.

19 -28
years

2876
years

Felony classes are based on length of maximum ..sentence:
Class C -- 5 years. or less
Class B -- 10 ,rears or-less
Other. 'more than 10 years, but less than 20
Class A -- 2.0 years' or more

Figure 8.2: Tentative Guidelines Using Base Expectancy Measures
(continued)
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.`.Washington, State Board of Prison TerMs and Paroles
Tentative Guidelines for Time to be. Served

(in Months)

Felony
Class

Prior Criminal Record
Offense Group None Minor. Moderate-Serious

.

C
.

CDS with 2 -year maximum
_

'Forgery of prescription
Others with 2 -yr. Max.

, .

1 -2 2-3
.

4 -5 57-6'

Promote suioide
Unlawful imprisonment.

,Bigamy . .'

Tradingpublic ohice
Perjury -. .

Tampering with witness
-Escape 2
Possession.of stolen
property 2

1-3 4 -6 I

..

.

7-9 10-12

CDS'with 5-year maximum- 2-5. 6-10' 11--)A -15-18
Reckless burning 1 .

Malicious mischief.2
Theft 2 ($250 7$1,506)

.;Forgery
Render.crimirial

assistance 1 i

Promote. proetittition'2

4'7 8-12 ,

.-.

.

4

13-16
.

17-20
-./

.

Manslaughter 2
Rape 3
Assault 3
Autb theft
.Extortitin 2

4Incest
Communicate with minor

for .immoral purpose

.

6-12 138
-.

;

19-24

.

,

25-30
,

V
.4,

B

Livestock .theft
Poss. stolen property
-Bribery-
Perjury.

. .

Bribing witness
Promote prostitution 1

1-5
.

6-11
_

12-18. 19 -24

Burglary 2 .

Theft 1
Extortion 1
Contraband
Malicious mi,schief
Escape 1
CDS.

5-9 10-15
.

16-20 21-25

Manslaughter 1
Assault 2
Arson 2'
Kidnap .2
Robbery 2
Rape 2 .

Indecent liberties
Felon-with firearm .

5-12 13-19

0,

20-26
,

4

27-34--

Figure 8.31' Tentative Guidelines - Time to be Serve'd
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Felony
Class %

P

.Prior Criminl Record 1

Offense Group NeRne Minor Moderate Serious

Other

Non-violent offenses,
. including:
Burglarli . .

Larceny ,

Auto theft
-

Possession of stolen
property

Drug offenses
Escape

1

.

2-7 8-13 14-19

.

.

20-24

-

Violent offenses,
including:

Assault
Weapons:violations
Robbery
Sex offenSes

3-8 9-15

.

16-21 22-28

,A.

.

Larceny
Receiving stolen
property. - 7

Auto theft
EScape
checks
Other

1-8 -17
.

.

18-25

,

.

26-32

,.

Sale- of drugs to
person under 18

Sale of heroin
(2nd offense)

.

6-15 . 16-23 24-32'.

.

33-40

_
Assault '1
Arson 1 a.

Robbery 1
Burglary 1

10-17

.1-

18-25 26-,33

,

34-40"

,Murder 2 '.
Kidnap 1 ,

Raped.
12-19 20-28 29-.36. 37-44

. ,

Murder.1 . ,
24-31 , 32-39 40-47 48-54

Note:
. .

Felony clasSes are based on length of maximum sentence:
ClaSs C 5 years or less
-ClasS B -- 10. years or less.
Other more than 10 years but less than.26
Class A -- 20 years or more %.

Figure 8.3: Tentative auideEnes Time to be S'ertred
:econtinued)
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to mean seriousness ratings and the prior criminal record
.

classification pre:riously deScribed is also employed. (A
third model, substituting the Base Expectancy Classifica-
tion for the prior_ecord classes could, of course, be
substittlted if desired by the Board.)

. -

T*Me constraints precluded a wholly adequate Assess-
ment of the fit of the guidelines ,models in new samples '

of decisions. For that assessment, the actual decisions
(minimum sentences set and time served before parole)* for
each individual in new samples would be required. Data
wire available, .however, for thrranges of minimum sen-
tences and time served, by spec ic offense classification,
for two -samples. These data were available for all per-

,

sons whose minimum-terms were set during January, 1977 and,
for all perscins released during November and December, 1976.

.

Since the number of cases in a gien classificAtion (such
as specific offense by prior record) tends to'be small
(often onp or twp persons), the individual data is known
from the range' for most but not all cases.

. ,
Thel°MinimuM Sentence Model I (Figure 8.1, Felony. Clgls

by Prio'".
%-aZ

imihal Record) was assessed in this way. Min-
imuM se 'nces were assigned in January, UF7 to 80 per-
sons. The minimum sentences by 'offense W4fe known (from
the ranges, as noted above) for all.individuals but six;
the sentences by offense and prior record were known' tor
61 persons. t.

f

The minimum sentences were set within the ipecified
.guideline ranges for the offenses shown (disregarding prior
record) 89 percent of the time. When the classific,tion
is based on both the offense and prior record, Ilmrever,
only 31 percent of cases were within the more restricted
guideline ranges. Many (44 percent) were.fixed below the
guideline ranges; the emaining fourth, of course, were
set above these ranges

T

This examination is sufficient to suggesV
offense seriousness classification and the ran
may be quite,-adequate for the minimum sentence
prior record Classification, On the-Other hind
add little to the ability of the model to deb
decisions.

that-ehe
es shown

dell" The
pears

rre

It was not possible, with available data eXalit
the other tentative models in this way'. Fort
Washington State Board of Prison Terms and Paroles 101
equipped to further this study with they aid of staff of)
the Parole Decisions Project. ,It is hoped that the Board
will be able to examine the tentative models in A more

r
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detailed way, then revise them.

The next steps toward shaping the models to provide
better descriptions of decisions, and a better "fitff-15f
the models to current decisions, should be to examine this
fit in new samples.' The results should aid in the deci
sion as to whether the second dimension-included (after
offense seriousness).shOuld be the priorrgcOrd or Base
.Expectancy Classification. The Boarcl may, on the other
hand, wash to cnsider also the implications for paroling

o. philosophy give*
9

by this decision. for example, the in-
. elusion of the Base Expect#ncy measure may be more in ac7
cord with .an indeterminate sentencing philodophy, while
the inclusion of the prior rccprd classiftation May be
more consiskent with desert principles. In anir'Case, a
further exWination of the models in relation to present
practice would Inbusefur.'

After such testing, it swims Probable that t14 ten-
tati-ve gzodels proposed , modifiVd from analysis of actual
decisioxilt compar-ed. with those *expected from the models,
could be revised to.proyidp, guj_delines useful to the
Boafd.

!

11



.Chapter 9

New Jersey

Carol Rauh and Doh M. Gottfredson

The-New Jersey State Parole Board is composed of
thcree persons -- a Chairman and two. Associate Members
who are responsible for deciding individual cases and
,formukating;paroling-policy. The Board has jurisdiction
over inmates in the state prison complex_and over persons
serving sentences of one year or more in the county cor-
rectional facilities of Essex, Hudson Okiddlesex and,
Mercer counttes.

Cases are prepared for the Board's consideration by
parole counselors ass4Ipgned. to the correctional facilities-
-where inmates are housed. There is a full-time counselor
at ea6.11 of the three, addlt institutions for men (Trenton,
RaAway, and Leesburg State Prisons); one counselor for
the faciIitie6 at Yardville and Bordentown; And a part-
,time counelOr at tHe Clinton facility for women, where
a small pumber of men are also housed.

Before the actual parole hearing, eligible inmates
are interviewed by the parole counselor and informed as
.to what will occur at the hearing. The counselor also
prepares a summary of the histdry for reference
'by the ,Board during the hearing. Comments as-to whether
parole.is recommended may be included.

The Board considers about 2,5Q0 case's per year.
Hearings are conducted for all inmates eligible for pa-
role. Eligibility varies by offender status, as described
in the statutes (NJSA .0:',4-123.10 through 123.12--)-First
offenders are required to serve either their minimum sen-
tence leSs commutation time, or one-third of the fixed
maximum sentence less commutation time. 'Persons deemed .

second offenders must serve- one-half of the maximum sen-
tence; third offenders two- thirds, And fourth offenders
four-fifths- of the maximum sentence, all lesS commutation
time: Offenders with life sentences are eligible after
25-years, less commutation time.

There-are three.decision alternatives in the New '?*
Jersey paroling process: an inmate may be granted'pardle,
scheduled fora rehearing, or required to serve the max-
imum'sentence, Ibss commutation ..tirtke, without-further pa-
role consideration, A unanimous. Board decision is re-,'
quire& for parole to be. granted.4 gach.case is-heard by

.235
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the full Board; and if the members are unable to reach
consensus, the.inMa is rescheduled for hearing at a
later. date.

New Jersey law specifi s that the Board shall not
grant parole absent the opine that there is reasonablA
probability that the prisoner wi I live in the community
without violation of the law, that his release is com-
patible with the welfare of society, and that he has a
suitable community plan,°tncluding provision for self-sus-
taining emPloyment 'OsIJSA 30:4-123..14 and 123.19).. The-
.information which May be used in the_parole,determination
'is a..-sq set forth by statute (NJSA- 30:4-123.18) and re-
lates to the areas of institutiorial behavior, work per-
formance attitude, the circumstances of the offense, and
priorThistory.

Data Collection

Members of the research'team initially met 'with. the
NewJersey State Parole Board in April, 1975 to discuss
their active collaboration in .the study. The incumbent

oChairman was then in the process of leaving the Board-;
for this reason, active data. collection did not begin
until -aZthost a year late, .after a new. Chirman Was ap-
pointed.

The form used to .collect the data, shown in Ap-
pendix C, was based on that used in' the other states.
Modifications were made, to adapt the form to the partic-
ular condVrns of the New. Jersey Board; these additional
items were included ..as a result 9f .discussions with mem
bers.Ofthe Board.' A rating of the quaLtioni-df the,in-
mate's parole plan was included as a scale, as well as
items concerHin'the number of prior probations, paroles,
and.such revocations: the oiffender's status as described,,
in the stat?utespf.and information. on escape and work re7
lease and furlough'performance.'

ta'collectio;'1 began on February 1,1 1976 a_nd con-:
:-tinued through jUne 30, 1976.total_of 1,05i case'. eltaI-.
uation-formsrepresenting..597. case-deCiS-ionswaSO6m-
pletedInmatestn the T,sample with maximum SentenCes of
more than 30 years.(1,7persit:40) were-excluded frOMthe
analyses due to'speciaI .COnCeilissurrOtandingthe'release

,of these longrterm offenders, . _ :-

Initially, three forms per case were-Completed, one
by each'Board member,,, ..sot that :Board member variability
could be,assessed. This analysis: has not yet, been under-
-taken-, ciwever, due to time constraints of'the project,
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which required that primary emphasis be given to the
development of paroling policy guidelines.

So thatithe data could be analyzed on.a'n individual
case basis,,a procedure was developed to merge'the in-
formation for .each case Where more than one form per case
had' been completed (1.93 cases): This procedure involVed
the, calculation of a mean 'Board rating for each scale
on the form;.the other 'static items, including offense,
'time served; and maximum sentence, also were recorded on
the single combined'card. AWyses were performed using
this merge4data set, together with the data set resulting
fxom the 404 cases where a single form had been completed.
qor the latter, it had been decided that the Board member'-,
completing the form would rate the case based-on Board'
consensus.

Preliminary Analyses

As an initial ap roach to understanding the nature
of the parole decisio in New Jersey, a variety al de-
scriptive analyses we e pdtfo4med to examine the relations
among he items collec :-. by means of the case evaluation
form. iscussions with t card revealed. their concern
over the nature of the commitment offense. It therefore
seemed reasonable to begin by dividing the sample into
offense groupsr and by viewing the relations of the var-
iables to the granting of parole ia each group. k,

Parole granting according to a- set of 'brOa,offense
-groups is shown'in Table 9.2' A-s can be seen;_the parole
rate varies by type. of offenSefrom a rate. of 41 percent
for the homicide/Manslaughter 4rOUV,to:59percent for the
'larceny, fkaud,:and check offensegrOup.

The Board's ratings of offenders convicted of of-
fenses classed as "violent" (including homicide; sex of-
fenses, robbery, and assault -- see ,Table 9.1) may be
seen in Table 9.2. (The data collection form.,included
in Appendix 0 will assist the reader in 'interpreting
the ratings; note that the ranges of judgments allowed
vary among. the items) . Significant differences between
inmates paoled and denied were lound'for some but no
all, of the included variables. 'Those denied (i.e., con-'
tinued) received more variable ratings of seriousne s of
offense and institutional discipline than did thos pa-
roled.' 'Inmates paroled were rated better.risks as
having somewhat.better institutional discipline ria pro-
.gram participation records, as being less prone to as-
saultive behaviori,as having less serious prior criminal
recordt,*and as haVing somewhat better.parole.plans.

2v,



Table 9.1

Offenders Granted Parole, Analyzed by Offense Group

Offense Grott Percent Granted Parole`

Murder Manslaughter

. Sex Offenses

Robbery (ri"

Burglary

Assault, Kidnap, Weapons

Violations,

Drug Offenses

81

38

152 .

73

Larceny, Fraud, Check Offenses,

Embezzlement, Receiving, Stolen

Property 32

Other Offenses. 19

All Violent. Offene's 382

49

51

59

53

45

1

All Non-violent Offenses 194 51

All Offenses 576 47



Table 9.2

Ratings of Offenders convicted of Violent Offenses,

Analyzed by 'Decisions to.Grant Parole, Rehear, or Serve Maximum

. Variables

Parole Rehear
,

. F t

Serve Maximum

fimber Mean

Standard

Deviation Number Mean

Standard

DeViation. Number Mean

Standard ,

Deviation

Seriousness

of Offense 168 63, 10 , 184 -68

.

12 1.555* - 25 65

:Parole

Prognosis

.

170. 46 8 : 184 38 10

I

1.074 8.04* 25 32' 10

Institutional .,

Discipline 168 31 1

L.

183 28
'

1.429* 24 . . 23 .

Program.

Participation

4

169 32

,

6 183

.

28 ' .7 1.189 5.47*

)
24 23

Assaultive

Potential . 168 35 181 1,101 -4.10* 24, , 39

Prior Criminal

Record . 168. 35 11 :184' ,

.

38 11 1.013 :;-2.15 2 41.

Quality of

Parole Plan 159: 32 167 ' 28 ', 1.234 6.89* .' 21 26(

Number of Prior ,

,
.

vliearings
..

171 ' : 186.. ,

a

.

1.130' 2.26

l',><'

1

Time ,

Aerved 170: \37

,

:, 24 183'

t

37 22

.

1.126

,

. ,

'...0.10 25, , X42''' 35

MaXimum ,

Sentence 171 103 -67,

.

,

183

.

129

.

73 1;170 -3.46* 25 80 67

Effective .

Sentence 171 75 .43.. 186 91 48 1.201 -3.22,

,

25'

.

59' 44

Offender

Status 171 0.5 186 0.3 2.025*:

...

241. 1.5 1

Number of Prior

Probations 166 184 1 1 1.065,-0:98

,

24 . 1.5 1.5

Number of. Prior

Probation

RevoCations 1 169 .0.3 0.13 186 0.5

,

1.273' '-'2.27 4 , 0.5.''.

:Number of P4or

Paroles. ',' 171 186 .1..145. -1.49

,

25 1

Numberof7prior

Parole

Revocations 170 , 0.5

r

186

.

0.5 1 1,612* 24 ')

Significant at the One-percent level of confidence

,ir)

279
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Those-continued had, on the average, longer maximum sen-
,tences., Offenders-required to serve out their maximum
sentence had, on the average, served-more time on sen-
tences that were considerably shorter than 'persons *lice
were paroled or scheduled for another hearing This
group also had greater prior contact with the law.

The comparisons (on the sable measures) of offenders
convicted of non-violent offenses are shown in Table 9.3.
Inmates denied parole (those scheduled for another hear-
ing and those made to serve the maximum sentence) were
judged as more variable on institutional discipline, less-.
variable on the quality of parole plans. They were rated
as poorer risks, as having poorer program participation, and
as having higher potential for

.assaultive behavior. The
"Serve xlmarTIT; group had served slightly more time on

nces that were, on.ttle average, considera siorter.
.

Board member judgments of offinders within each
fense group may be seen in Tables 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6. Ohly
the variables on whiA inmates paroled and those scheduled
fora rehearing differed significantly (on either the to t

, of homogeneity of variance or of the difference between
means) are shown; statistical tests for the "Serve Max-
imum" group were ignored due to the small sample. There
are differences in the expected directions fob- inmates
granted and denied parole.

-

An examination of the correlation matrix (Table 9.7)
shows that parble prognosis was the variable most highly
correlated with decisions over the .wihole sample, and it was
only moderately correlated (rpb = .38). The quality of
the parole plan was moderatel related to decisions also

ogeglei.°

nb-= .34-Y. Other items had significant but low associa-
tibns with the decisiOns: prograp-participatiOn (ripb = .28),,
institutional discipline (rpb = .25), assaultive potential

I (rpb = 7.21), and seriousness of the offense (rpb = -.21).

Since none of the associations was more than modest,.
these variables.merety suggested some, areas which may af-
fect the Board's decisions on parole granting versus 5on
tinuance.

When a simi r analysis was one concer ing only per
sons paroled (233) ,a,very strong positive orrelation was
fbund between the maximum sentence and time,served in cus-
tody, in months (r = .87). That is, three-fourths (76 per-
cent) of the variation in decision outcomes, measured by
months served, among paroled fenders, was.accounted for
simp by the maximum sent ce.. It,,may be said that, once
the cision is to parole, the actual time t6 be served

80



/labl,e 9,3

Ratings Of Offenders
ConVicted'of'1Ou-Violen(Offenses,'

Analyzed by' Decisions to iant Parole, Rehears. or Serve Maximuth

4

Parole Rehear
Serve. Maximum

Variables

Number Mean

Standard,

Deviation' Number:

Standard

Mean Deviation Number

Standard .

Mean 'DeViatiPP
Seriousness

, of Offense 98.' 50 10

,

76 54 12' 1.355 -2.08, 20 56' 10
Parole,

.

Pro'nosis 7 44 11 '75 37 9 1,516 3.87* 20 31 11
Institutional

Discipline 99' 32. 6 76 28 8

.
d

1.766*

4
- 20 27

Program

Participation

,

95 30 . 6 . 74 27 , 6 1.015 2.84*:' i19 27
Assaultive

Potential 95 2Er 74 30 ..8

,

1,156

,

-2.86* '19 29
Prior piMinal.

Record! 96 36 11 , 76 40 10 1.258. -2.32 20 45
Quality of.

Parole Plan 83' 31

...

, .

....

65
. 28 1,824*

. 17, 28
.Number of Prior

Hearin s 97. 1
. 76 0.5 1.310' 0.98 20 1

Time
.

Ne00 98 . 22 76 200 14. '1.592 .111111111 20 261 IIII
M4imum.',!.'

. Sehence'''', 96 62 44 76 67 48 1.206

,

-0.69 20 46 . .27
Iffettive

Seeence , ,, , .98., 6

.,

,,.;,.31 76 50 '32 1.075

,

-0.91 20. 35 20
Offender

. Status t 98' 1

.

.

0.5 76 1 0.5 1.314 -0.7'8 20 2 1.5.
Number of Prior

i Probations 96 ,.

. .,

75 1,5 1.5 1.615

, ,

-0,9 20

.

.1,

Number of Prior

)

Probation

Revocations 98 /6.5

,

1

.

76 0;5 !.1.378 -0.30 20

.,

l'
Number of Prior'

Paroles 98
76. 1.5 .5 1. 57 -1.65 20' .

Number of Prior

Parole :

Revocations 97 , 0.5 1 76) 2.170* - 20 '1.5'

* Significant at the one-percent level of confidehce



Table: Ok

r, Ratings of Offender's bYl)f nse Group, 'by Decisions to 'Grant Parole, Rehear, or Serve

MURDER AND(MANSLAUGHTER

- ,

Variables:

1 Parole
1 . Rehear Sere Maximum

Number

: (.

Mean

Standard 1

Deviation i Number Mean

'StandAd:

Deviation Number, Mean

Standard

Deviation
Seriousness

:Of-Offense 33

,

.

72 9 4 '0,

,

.

79 9 1.153 -3.68*
,,' Parole

Prognosis ,1355'10.
. 46 ': 44 11 1.092 /'4,59 ' -

Program

Participa,tiOn ..: 32

1

,33 47 29 1.026 3,18*

'Quality of

Parole Plan 31 '33 4 29 5 1.167 3.36
-,.

Number of Prior
I

PrionProbation
1

Revocations.
,. [ 3

±

.1 . 0,3. 8 0P1 . 0.1 0.5 '2.:573*

.4

.

.

'..

ASSAULT,

,

. .

KIDNAP, AND,WEAPONS VIOLATIONS

/" Parole , :

J 'Prognosis 54 44
.

50' 37 1;085 3.56* 7 35

Institutional

Discipline 53, 32 49 28 6 1.418 ' 2,73*

1

' 7 25 6 ,

Program

Participation ' 54 31' ' 5 50 28 .1,48q 3.43* 7 27

:Assaultive

Potential
i 53, 34 6 4 39 1.178 '-3.51*. 41 7

r Quality of

Parole Plan

,

51 31 %; 45

.

28
,

.

1.985* - :26 .:

.

Number of Prior
,

Hearings 54, ,' 1 ,

. ..

..50 l 1 2:300* ,f.

%, Time /

SerVed 29 25 50, 29. 17 2.245*

.

28 23
::::Number of prior,

..

:Probation

Revocations 54:, 0.:3 0.6 50 1 :, 2.935*.

,

0,3] 0.5 ,'

nificant ai,the one,percent, level of fidqnce

a.



Table 9.5.

Ratings of 'Offenders by Offense Group, by bkisions to Grant Parole,

ROBBERY

Rehear, or Serve Maximum

o.

of

. 1

Variables

Parole
-%

Rehear ,

t

,Serye Maximum

N er Mean

Standard

'Deviation Number

,, '. ;

Mean

Standard ,

Deviation,

r

'NUMber [Mean

Standard '1

'beviation

Parole

Prognosis L 67 :,44 . 7. '70. 34 9

-

I

1.402 . 6,71*. I4 30 '9.

, ,

Institutional `

Discipline

y

67 29 . 1 69 25 L.1.672

.

3.13* 4°,

r'
21 7

Program

Participation 67 30 68 27 7 L! 1.551 2,55* 14' 21

,

Assaultive'

Potential 67 H 33 69e l: .36.: I .6, ' :1.442. -3,57*. -14 ,

,

Prior Criminal,
. 1

Record 68

.

37 . 10 70 42 8 1.772* - 14 4

Quality of.

Parole Plan ,'63 32 , 6 6 .27 6 1.358. 4,43* ,.13 , 2

Offender

Status I 68 -, 1 0.5 70 0.3

.r-1

L750* 14

.

,5.

Number of Prior

Parole

.1eVocatiodi

,

67 '0.6" 70 ', 1 1 1.939*!.

.-

. 14 1 1

.
..

SEX' OFFENSES

, --

Seriousness

of Offense' 62 18 , 71 ' 8 ,, 1:512 ~3, 68, AO '

Parole

Prognosis , 49 18 38 '1.179 3.68! 35 13 ,

Quality of ,

Parole Plan,

.

14 36' 17 29. .

,

d

5.027*

t
r"

. 3 27, .6.

(

Offender

Status'' 16 0.5. j 18 . 1 0.3 3.4q 1.5 , 0.9

Number,of Prior
1

,

Paroles '. 16 .1 I 1 1

-'

18' 0.5 0:5 3.773*

,

4 2 1.5

Number of .prior

r' Probations

Revocations 16 .', O.

.

18 . 0.5 0 w5

. ..

4:248*

,i'1,S I

TM..

'0.5

Significant at, tile vielerCent level of tonfidenCe



Table 9.6

Ratings of Offenders by Offense Group, by Decisions to Grant Parole, Rehear, or Serve Maximum

BURGLARY

Variables

Parole Rehear

F t

Serve Maximum

Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number Mean

Standard

Deviation Number Mean

Standard

DeViation

Quality of

Parole Plan 27 32

I

6 ,, 26 28 4 2.575 2.57* 8 26 6

LARCENY, CHECK OFFENSES, AND EMBEZZLEMENT

Time

Served 19 15 12 8 13

,

4 10.344* - 5 22 13

Maximum i

Sentence : 16 48 I 48 8 40 11 19,154* - 5 34 18

Effective/

Sentence ', 19 34 33 8 31 8 19,3.7* 5 26 13

Offender !

Status 1 19 1 0 8 1.5 -3.77* 5 1.5 0.5

DRUG OFFENSES

Institutional

Discipline 36 32 4 30 30 10 4.782* - 4 23 5

Time :

Served; 36 27 19 . 30 20 10 3.429*

v

- 4 32

)

31

\\NuMber' of Prior

Parole

ReVocations 36 0.3 , 0,7 30 0,5 2.376* -

i

OTHER OFFENSES

Parole

J229nOsis 10

10

51

37

.

11 1 8

1

5
1

8

36

28

7

4

2.274

1.626

3.33*

4'.08*

1 40

30 0

Institutional

,Discipline

Assaultive

Potential , 10 19 5 ' 8 30 15 9.038* - 1 30 0

* Significant at the one.-percent level of confidence

( 287

A
A

188
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appears to be guided by the judicially imposed sentence
or to be guided by factors correlated with those used in
sentencing.1 The offenSe seriousness ratings were moder-
ately correlated with time served among those paroled
(r = .39). A low positive association was found (r = .28)
between judgments of assaultive potential and months
served. Other items had low, negligible, or no correla-
tion with time served.

Of course,' many of the items 'included were correlated
with each other, as seen in Table 9.7, which gives a
matrix of correlations for the whole sample. For example,_
moderate correlations with the Board's judgments.of pa-
role prognOsis were found: with ratings of institutional
discipline (.4,0041,a_ of program 'participation (.38), of prior
criminal record-T-.46I, of Parole plan (.46), and with
the number of prior parole's (-.32). A low negative cor-
relation (-.28) was found between prior parole revoca-
tions and time served.

Formulation of Tentative Guidelines

Following the method used in both the earlier study
with the United States Parole Commission and the more
recent work with the California Youth Authority and
WaShington State paroling authority, tentative guidelines
for New Jersey were derived from multiple linear regres-
Sion analyses of the data. This technique was used be-
!cause it takes into account the relations of the items to
:the decisions, their intercorrelations, and provides an
estimate of the weight that should be applied to each
item used in arriving at an expected value.

The model conceptualizes the decision process as a
sequential one. The first task is to estimate the ex-

Unless there is a legislatively prescribed man-
datory sentence, New Jersey judges have di5cretion in
sentencing within ranges prescribed for particular of-
fenses. When an offender is sentenced to prison, a sen-
tence with minimum and maximum limits must be imposed
(NJSA 2A:164-17). The minimum must be one year; the
maximum cannot exceed that provided by 'statute. In mul-
tiple offense convictions,'consecutive sentences may be
imposed. Prior convictions for high misdemeanors enable
the imposition of a longer sentence t!-Lan otherwise per-
mitted, with the maxima of sentences lengthened in this
manner limited according to the number of prior convic-
tions (NJSA 2A:85-8; 85-9; 85-12).



Table 9.7

Correlations of Ratings, Number of Prior Hearings', Time Served,'Maximum Sentence

Offender Status and Prior Supervision Record, with Numbers of Cases Entering Computation*

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 Decision 571 571 569 564 561 568 512 575 572 571 576 565 573 576 573

2 Seriousness

of Offense

-.21 568 567 561 558 563 509 570 567 566 571 561 568 571 568

3 Parole

Prognosis

.38

.25

-.04

-.02, .40

566 562,

562

558

558

563

562

511

509

570

568

567

566

567

565

571

569

560

558

568

'566

571

569

n

568

566
4 Institutional

Discipline

5 Program

Participation

.28 .02 .38w.
.45 555 557 507 563 561 560 564 553 561 564 561

6 Assaultive

Potential

-.21 .51 -.15 -.22 -.07 555 506 560 558 557 561 550 558 561 558

7 Prior Criminal

Record

-.16 -.07 -.46 -.26 -.16 .16 508 567 . 564 563 568 559 565 56g 565

8 Quality of

Parole Plan

.34 -.13 .46 .30 .38 -.10 -.32 511 509 510 512 502 511 512 509

9 Number of

Prior Hearings

.07 .16 .02 -.20 -.05 .11 .08 .04 571 570 565 564 572 575 572

-
10 Time

Served

-.02 .38' -.01 -.12 -.01 ,28 .00 .02 .61 568 572 561 570 572 570

11 Maximum

Sentence

-.11 .46 .,08 -.03 .08 .31 -.07 .06 .36 .83 571 560 568 571. 568

12 Offender

Status

-.01 -.08 -.17 .01 -.08' -.02 .22 -.09 -.06 .06 -.07 565 573 576 573

13 Number of 'Prior

Probations

-.06 -.02 -.21 -.13 -.04 .04 .37 -.15 .02 -.06 -,11 -.02

1
'562 565 562

14 Number Of Prior

P4Phation Revocations

-.09 .05 -.19 '-.17 -.07 .09 .28 -.18 .03 -A5 -.10 -.06 .69 573 571

15 Number of Prior -.10 -.10 -.32 -.20 -.16 .06 ,43 -.17 .07 -.01 -.08 '.08 .28 .24 573

16 Number of Prior

Parole Revocations

-.13 .02 -.28 -.17 -.11 .12 .34 -.19 09 .03 -.02 .02 .25 .,34 .78

* Correlation coefficients are shown below the diagonal (i.e,, lower portion of the table); numbers entering the computation are shown above the

diagonal (i.e., upper portion). Significant correlations (p (.01) are underlined.
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pected length of time to, be served in confinement before
parole.' First the appropriate length of time to be
served-,1 if-paroled, is-de-te-rmi-ned- and_compared---with the
actual time that has been served. If the inmate is
(on the basis of that comparibp) deemed to have served
sufficient time, the guideline form, called a "Parole
Expectancy" which seeks to differentiate between inmates
granted parole and those denied, is\completed to deter-
mine, on the basis of further Board ji4dgments, "readi7
ness" for parole. In the case of inmAes denied parole,
there is a further decision: should the inmate be re-
scheduled for a hearing at a later date (and if so, when?)
or should the maximum sentence, less commutation time, be
served?

The summary.of the regression analysis with, time
served as the dependent variable is shown in Table,9.8.
The-multiple correlation coefficient of .88 indicates a
very strong association of these items, in a linear 'Com-
bination with time to be served before parole (accounting
for more than three-fourths of the variation in time

-served). The Board's judgments of seriousness of the
offense, prior criminal record, program participation,
and quality of the parole plan add very little informa-
tion to that given simply by the maximum sentence assigned
by the court.2

The summary of the regression analysis with parole
granted versus denied as the dependent' variable is shown
in Table 9.9. The multiple correlation coefficient of
.48 indicates that a moderate (approximate, though not,
close) prediction of the prpbability of parole may be
discerned from the maximum sentence augmented by the
Board's assessments of the parole prognosis, the serious-
ness of the offense, participation in institutional pro- ,

grams, and quality of the parole plan.

Adaptation of the Regression Equations to the Tentative
Guideline Model

The tentative guideline model provides a sequential
decision scheme which incorporates concerns for both
punishment and crime control. First, a structure is
given to determine the expected time to be served prior

2
The item "assaultive potential," mentioned above

as having a low correlation with time served, wasode-'
leted from the analysis in view of the difficulty in
operational definition.

-2.91



Table 9.8

'Agression of Offender Status Vdriables. and, Didision-Maker Ratings on

Months Served in Custody by Offenders Paroled (N = 233)

P

Variables

Multiple

Correlation

Coefficient R
2

Change

in R2

Correlation

Coefficient B Beta

Maximum Sentence .87 .75 .75 .87
,

.312 .855

Seriousness .871 .75 .001 .39 .071, .035

Program Participation .87 .75 .002 .12 -.137 -.035

Prior Criminal Record .: .77 .01 .13 .264 .124

Parole Plan .88 .77 .0001 .08 .045 .011

'Constant -6.338



Table 9.9

Regression of Offender Status Variables and Decision-Maker Ratings on

Parole Decision Outcomes (Grant/Deny) (N = 504)

Variables*
.

,

Multiple

Correlation

Coefficient

Change

in R2

Correlation

Coefficient * *s B Beta

Maximum Sentence .13 .02 .02 -.13 -.001 -.082

Seriousness of thelOffense .23

.,

.05 .04, -.23 -.006 -.150

,

Parole Prognosis .44 .20 .14 .39 .012 .276

Program Participation .47 . .22 .02 .29 .010 .136

Quality of Parole Plan .48 .23 .01 .30 .011 .137

Constant
-.248

* Point liserial correlation coefficients with decision outcome scored parole = 1, deny = 0

** Variables were excluded when less than one percent increase in R2 obtained by inclusion

294



to parole, if paroled. If an offender is deemed on that
baSis to have served sufficient-time, the model then pro-
vides a procedure for the decision to parole or not.
Given that the decision is to deny parole, 'a guide is in-
cluded for determining the appropriate continuance.

A gnide to the first two decisions, adapted .from
the regression analysis and modified by discussions with
the Board is shown in Figure 9.1. The dimensions used to
formulate the grid -- maximum sentence and prior criminal
record -- are the variables which "explained" most of the
variation in time served; but it should be noted-that only
a small contribution was made by the prior record ratings.
The classification scheme developed for North Carolina
for rating,Inmates' prior record (Chapter 3, page 65 )
was included in the model as an example; a procedure
based' on actual practices of the New Jersey Board would
have to be developed as a next step toward operational-
izing the model. For each maximum sentence category, the
mean time served and standard deviations were used as a,
guide for setting the overall range within each category.

If it appears that sufficient time has been served
by the offender, parole then would be decided from a
basis of further judgments by the Board. The "Parole
Expectancy," shown in Figure 9.1, thcludes the Board's
ratings of quality of the parole plan, program participa-
tion, parole prognosis, and seriousness of the offense.
(This device is adapted directly from the regression equa-
tion.) As noted in discussing the similar California
Youth Authority model (page 178 ), this scheme thus
includes substantial subjectivity but it does require that
these judgments be made explicitly. Development of ob-
jective classification procedures to substitute for the
subjective ratings (or an empirically derived predictipn
device in the case of the parole prognosis item) was dis7
cussed with the Board as a desirable refinement of the
model.

The score ranges developed from the procedures shown
in Figure 9.1 are shown in Table 9.10 as a possible deci-
sion rule. The proportions granted parole decrease with
decreasing scores. The three general categories were
defined somewhat arbitrarily and after inspection of the
data in order to identify, if possible, substantial groups
with high and low probabilities of parole. It should be
noted that these data 411 relate to the sample initially
studied and do not involve a "validation" or "test" sam-
ple. In the absence of such repeated samples, the risk
of capitalizing on chance variation'is enhanced, but the
availability of these awaits further study. Since the

2-9



New Jersey State Parole Board
Tentative Guidelines

For-offenders With-sentences-Of-30-years or less

MAXIMUM SENTENCE: years

251

I. PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD CLASSIFICATION
(Do not include present sentence, juvenile reuord, arrests and. convictions
not followed by incarceration.)

Class Length of prior Maximum Active Sentences

g.. Over 10 years
Over 5 years, including but not exceeding 10 years
Over 1 year, including but not exceeding 5 years
Over 6 months, including but not exceeding 1 year
Six months or less

None ,'Minor

Sentences at this level: D, E

Moderate Sericr:s

B, C, D, 8 A, B, C, D, E

Greatest possible sentence no 1D + 2E's 18 Any combination
-ambinations at this level: convictions 4E's 2C's that exceeds

2D's 1C 2D's Moderate
1C + 4E's
1C + 1D + 2E's
20's + 4E's

* An active sentence is a sentence on 10 + 6E's
which the offender actually served 85's
prison or jal. time. 40's

The Board may go outside the guidelines to take into consideration mitigating factors
or aggravating factors such as fines, juvenile re.ord, probations, suspended
sentences. reprimands, and the seriousness or frequency of the offenses.

GUIDELINE RATING; BOARD RATING:

For a Board rating OUTSIDE guidelines, please state reasons:

II. To determine TIME TO Be SERVED BEFORE PAROLE, locate the offender on the
grid, acc,,..7ing'to the Maximum Sentence and Prior Criminal Record Rating.

Maximum Sentence

Prior Criminal Record

None Minor Moderate Serious

3 years or less 6-, mos. 10-12 mos. 13-15 mos. 16-18 mos.

More than 3, but
no more-than
5 years

12-16 Mos. 17-21 mos. 22-25 mos. 26-30 mos.

More than 5, but
no more than
7 years

18-24 mos. 25-30 mos- 31-36 mos. 37-42 mos.

More than 7, but
no more than
12 years .

24-32 mls. 31-40 mos. 41-48 mos. 49-54 mos.

More than
12 years 36-60 mos. 61-84 mos. 85-115 mos. 116-144 mos.

TIME TO BE SERVED (from grid):

Actual Time Served to Date

DECISION RULE 1:

If snfficint time has not been served, Drill' PAROLE.

months

months

If TIME TO BE SERVED and Actual Time Served to Date are similar (operatiopallY
define "similar"), please complete the following "Decision Expectancy" to
determine if the inmate meets the parole criteria.

Figure 9.1: Tentative Guidelines

2 9'r,
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III. DECISION EXPECTANCY (to he completed for inmates who are deemed to have
served sufficient time)

% A. Add:

1. Quality of Parole Plan:

very poor
10

poor adequate good very good
20 30 40 50

2. rEuvrant Participation:

very poor
10

poor
20

3. Parole Prognosis:

adequate good very good
30 40 50

10 20 30 40

B. Subtract:

30 60 70- 80 90 100

Add A 1 tIhrough A 3: TOTAL =

Seriousness of the Offense:

10 20 30 40" 50 60

C. PAROLE SCORE:

BO 90

TOTAL A

TOTAL B =

minus TOTAL B

SCORE

PAROLE SCORE

DECISION RULE 2: Parole Score

1. 50 or above

2. 29 - 49

3. 28 or below
(including negative
numbers)

Decision Policy

Grant parole*'

Board Review**

Dcny parole

* Reasons to be given for departures
** Reasons to be given in all cases

DECISION:- Grant parole Deny parole Board Review

If the decisiOn is to deny parole, please consult Figure 2 to determine
the appropriate length of continuance.

Reasons for decision (if required by Decision Rule 2)

Favorable factors:
Good response to programs_
Recent good conduct
Family is supportive
Crimes were not against person(s)
Minor role in offense
No weapon involved
ContiniAd treatment planned
following release
Other:

Board Member:

I

Unfavorable factors:
Serious nature of the offense
Seriousness of prior record
Previous parole violations

-:

Previous probation violations
Disciplinary problems while incarcerated
Recent unfavorable psychological report
Drug use or addiction
No community support
Needs to complete program(s)
Negative staff evaluations
Other:

4
Date: ,

FiguA 9.1: Tentative Guidelines (continued)
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Table 9.10
7

Decision Rule: Grant Parole/Rehear

/
Percent

Percent Granted Decision / Percent Expected
Parole Score of Cases Parole Policy / Outside Guidelines*

/A. 58 or over 31 73 Grant parole 7.7

253

B. 37 - 57 40 53 Board Review** 0

C. 36 or less 29 13 Rehear 3.8
/

.
/

,

11.5

Reasons to be given for departures

*'Board Review and decision, with reasons given

Decision Rationale:

48.5 P$rcent of decisions made consistent with'
general policy

11.5 / Percent of decisions made outside guidelines,
/ with reasons given

40.0 Percent of decisions made by Board Review,
with reasons'given

100.0
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association between scores and granting of parole is
modest, there is a substantial middle group (40 percent
of the cases) where little guidance is given by the
guidelines.

Time ranges within which the continuance for persons
denied parole. may be set were developed from frequency
distributions of the length of time continued for cases
in each offense category. Groups with similar means,
medians, and standard deviations, were combined to form
the six categories shown in the guidelines (Figure 9.2).
The median time continued is given in addition to -the
range as a reference point for locating particular cases
within the ranges. The offense classes shown in Figure
9.2 give a general indication of the offenses included in
each category. A specific listing of offenses is included
as part of the guidelines and is shown in Figure 9.3.

-

Review with the Board

The tentative guideline model, as well as the results
from the preliminary analyses, were presented to the Board
and discussed. The guideline strategies were explained,
and the need for further refinement and testing of the
models was stressed. It was emphasized that objective
classifications of the subjective variables contained in
the guidelines should be developed from further study of
Boa'rd practices. These operational definitions then could

, be substituted for the subjective judgments required in
the present tentative guideline model.

In addition, further study of the "Serve Max" deci-
sion group (inmates who must serve their maximum sentence,
less commutation time, without fuither parole consideration)
is necessary to determine and r what circumstances this con-
tinuance is deemed appropriat by the Board. The sample
of cases in the study receivi g this decision was too
small' (45) to permit any full analysis.

Further, it was explaine6 to the Board that before
implementation,-any guideline model must first be van-

,
dated on a recent sample of cases and tested on a pilot/IM
basis' in the actual decision-making process. The model
may thus be adjusted to more accurately reflect Board
policy and practices.

Further Directions Toward an Operational Guideline System
in New Jersey

Since time constraints of the "Classification for



/
Commitment Offense:

255 ,

Locate the inmate by his commitment offense, to determine the appro-
priate continuance length. In the case of multiple offenses, locate
the inmate by the most serious offense.

Offense Class Continuance
Range*

Median Time
ContinuedNo. Offenses Included

I Murder, Manslaughter 9 to 15 months 12 months

IIf Robbery, Burglary 8 to 12 months 10 months

III Assault, Kidnapping 6 .to 12 months 10 months
Sex offenses, Weapons
violations, Arson

IV Drug offenses 6 to 12 months 9 months

V Larceny, Fraud, Check
offenses, Embezzlement,
Receiving stolen property

3 to 12 months 8 months

VI Other offenses 3 to 12 months 7 months

* Reasons to be given for departures

Length of continuance: months Date of next hearing:

It should be noted that Serve Max is considered a continuance outside
the guidelines, for which reasons must be given.

Reasons for decision (if guidelines were not

Favorable factors:

Minor role in offense
No weapon involved
Max-out date near
Other:

Board Member:

followed):

Unfavorable factors:

_Needs to'complete program(s)
Serious nature of the offense
Recent unfavorable psychological
report
Lack of community support
Negative staff evaluations
Disciplinary problems
Other:

Date:

Figure 9.2: Expected Length of Continuance
(for inmates denied parole)'

. U
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No. 0 Offenses Included

I Murder, unspecified
Murder,, 1st
Murder, 2nd
Vehicular homicide
'Manslaughter, voluntary/involuntary
Homicide of law enforcement officer
Child abuse (death incurred)

II Robbery, armed/unarmed
Burclary, breaking and entering

III Atrocious assault and battery
Assault of law enforcement officer
Attempt or assault to rob
Attempt or assault to murder
Attempt or assault to rape
Child Abuse (no death)
Rape, forcible
Other sex offenses
Arson
Kidnapping
Weapons violations, discharge of firearms

IV Drug offenses (distribution, possession)

V

VI'

Grand larceny, theft
Fraud
Embezzlement
Petty larceny, theft
Receiving stolen property
Auto theft, joyriding
Forgery, check offenses
Credit card theft or fraud

Other offenses, including:
Gambling
Driving offenses, hit and run
Alcohol violations
Malicious destruction of property
Non-support
Prostitution, pandering
Loitering, trespassing
Disturbing the peace, disorderly conduct
Resisting arrest
Contributing to the delinquency of a
.minor

Distribution of pornography
Bigamy
Habitual offender

1.
Figure 9.3: Offense Classes
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Parole Decision Policy" project have precluded the test-
ing and further development of the tentative guideline
model, the Chairman of the. New Jersey State Parole Board
has submitted a request to the state planniTlg agency
for funding to continue work on the guidelines, with a
view toward inmplementation. Additional work on the New
Jersey guidelines would follow the procedures developed
and employed in the other states, namely, validation on
a recent sample of cases, further reviews with the Board,
development of operational definitions where -required,
implementation of the guidelines on a pilot basis, col-
lection of additional data to monitor how accurately
Board practices are reflected, and adjustment and re-.
finement of the model.

While the guidelines at present are tentative, they
do provide a starting point for further development and
eventual implementation of a policy control system.



Chapter 10

GUIDELINES FOR GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

Don M. Gottfredson and Leslie T. Wilkins

Can the steps to be followed in developing guidelines
for parole decision-making be -recommended or prescribed?
The decision problem itself varies among paroling juris-
dictions and they have differing resources available to .

assist in such development. Alternative methods for de-
veloping guidelines have not been compared systematically.
Nevertheless, a sequence of activities is at least im-
plicitly suggested by'the studies done so far. This se-
quence can be listed, and some alternative, possibly
helpful routes may be identified at each step. Such alisting and discussion may be useful to others who seek
to develop similar tools.

Goals

The general goal is to develop clea, eXplicit rules
for structuring,discretion without eliminating it. This
general goal contains within it three related purposes:

1. Aid decision-makers in reaching equitable,
individual case decisions,

2. Provide a definition of general policy
that gives a framework within which in-
dividual decisions are made,

3. Provide a basis for an evolutionary pro-
cess of systematic review and change of
decision policy.

We have assumed arbitrarily that a guidelines model,
allows for sufficient discretion without imposing 'undue
constraints on decisions (while contributing to the evo-
lution of new policy) when about 80 percent of decitions
fall within the policy model. Some models (of the kind
we have called matrix.models) allow for further discre--
tion within the model.

Sequence of Steps in Guideline Development

A general model for action research was noted in the
Preface to this report. That model includes the following
steps:
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, 1. Analysis
2. Fact-finding
3. Conceptualization
e4. Planning
5, Execution
6. More fact-finding
7. Evaluation
8. - Repetition of this circle of activities,

'1-indeed, a spiral of such circles."1

Each `of these steps and the need for repetition of the

"circles" may be discussed further.

V
Analysis of the DecisionProblem

Any decision has three main components: an objective

(4r objectives), alternatives, and information., In a ra-

.tional decision, that alternative will be chosen that, in

the light of the information available, maximizes the like-

lihood that the objective will be attained. Each component

should be assessed.

Objectives

The objectivea of parole decisions are not readily
defined, may differ over jurisdictions (or among decision-

makers in a given jurisdiction)', and may be conflicting.
Research Is needed that can help clarify objectives and
define how these are.:to be measured; this can set the

'stage for an assessment of the rationality offdecisions

(and of decision models). The studies reported here had

the more limitedpbjective of defining presumed implicit

policies without regard to' an assessment of rationality

or effectiveness of these policies.

Alternatives----

The alternatives available to the decision-maker may
be defined, sometimes quite readily, from observation of

hearings or from discussion with the decision-makers them-

selves. These alternatives differ among jurisdictions.

A first issue,to be decided is "what are the deci-.

sion alternatives?" In one jurisdiction, these may in-

clude, for example, the choices "parole, continue for re-
hearing after 6 months, or continue for rehearing after

12 months." In another, the .alternatives may be."parole,

deny, or continue (to some specified time)." In yet a'

'Sanford, N., op.cit., 1970.



different rperoling jurisdiction, the decision may call for
setting ihe minimum sentence; or it may call for setting
a date for a new hearing, which decision may amount to a
presumptive parole'date, subject to later revision. To
other parole boards, it may be clear that nearly all of-
fenders will, at some time, leave prison under parole su-
pervision; the question is when. The decision problem in
this case may more usefully be regarded as one of deciding
how long the term of incarceration-is to be, or (from a
somewhat different perspective) of establishing the point
in time at which the offender is to be paroled.

Decision outcomes (alternatives) we sought to model
in this study included the following:

1. parole vs. continue
2. parole vs. continue 6 months vs. continue 12 months
3. length of continuance
4. minimum sentence setting
5. time to be served

Information Resources

The data resources which may provide information (i.e.,
data elements. that reduce uncertainty in the decisions)
vary.among piraling jurisdictions from agencies with-essen-
tially no systematic statistical record-keeping to those
with sophisticated statistical systems. Most boards have
one resource in common: nearly all contributed (or have
contributed) (Idea to the Uniform Parole Reports program..
All have case records on individual offenders; but these
vary substantially in content. Although an orderly process
-for development of guidelines could proceed from an adequate
data base, allowing an empirical assessment of relations
of objective offender data to decision outcomes, such a
)data base is not available in most jurisdictions." As a
result, it is necessary to assess, in any jurisdiction,
the available data, clerical and statistical assistance,
and related resources as a preliminary to planning to de-
velop guidelines. Such an assessment should help in deci-
sions concerning the alternative methods discussed below.-

Fact Finding

The "fact - finding" aim which identifies the next step
in the-sequence of tasks for guideline development refers
to determining the relations of data elements to the deci-
sion outcomes. As outlined below, two-general strategies
for identifying such relations have been tried.- One is
more strictly (or blindly) empirical, relating offender?

39C.
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characteristics to decision outcomes. The other begins
with subjective assessments by the decision-makers and
assesses the relation of these judgments to the decision
outcomes.

Developing a Data Base

If an adequate information base in unavailable and
if resources permit its development, there is now a con-
siderable body of experience to guide that effort. The
main specific advice-that can be offered here is that the
data system be developed in such a way that it can meet
also the reporting requirements of national data systems
involving parole. Any ongoing information system designed
to serve the needs of paroling authorities zhould take ac-
count:not only of policy development-and assessment objec-
tives, but should, at the same time, contribute to resolu-
tions of other management problems and enable the board
to participate in national systems of criminal justice
statistics. A parole data prototype system is,outlined
below in-order to indicate the elements minimally neces-
sary at present to meet requirements of the national sys-
tems: the Uniform Parole Reports program,,the Offender
Based Transaction System, the Offender Based System of
Correctional Information and Statistics, and the National
Prisoner Statistics Program.2 This prototype system must
be augmented by the data elements desired for guideline
development or monitoring in a specific jurisdiction.

Parole Data Prototype

An information system incorporating all the data ele-
ments identified as essential or important and listed in ,

the prototype would allow the board to satisfy the rele-

vant reporting requirements'of the UPR, OBSCIS and NPS
data collection systems. These are minimum expectations
for a serviceable parole data system, besides guideline
needs. In the prototype the set of elements identified

2Npithercutt, M. G., W. H. Moseley, and E. A. Wenk,
Uniform Parole Reports: A National Correctional Data Sys-

tem. Davis, California: NCCD Research Center, March 1975;

Appendix A. and OBSCIS: Offender-Based State Corrections
Information System Volume 1, The OBSCIS Approach. Sacra-

mento: SEARCH Group, Inc., May 1975 and OBSCIS: Offender-
Based State. Corrections Information System Volume 3, OBSCIS
Data Dictionarx. SEARCH Group, Inc., May 1975.

Adapted from a model prepared for this project by
staff of the NCCD Research Center under the supervision of
Dr. M. G. Neithercutt.
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as essential is considered to form a basis allowing as-
sessment of board decisions and parolee supervision ex-
periences. Some agencies will be faced with difficul-
ties in obtaining uniform and accurate reporting of pa-
role performance (and perhaps other) data, particularly
where the parole board exercises no direct control over
field supervision functions. Without the essential set
of elements proposed here, however, .a board cannot ex-
pect to monitor its decision-making or parole program
placements in terms of parolee outcome (time and nature
of technical violations, new offenses, attendant board
or other actions, etc.).

All the,OBSCIS "core" and a great many of the "re-
commended" elements in that system are included as es-
sential elements.c These may be relevant to parole in-
formation in three respects: first, where parole deci-
sions are based on an inmate's institutional status or
experience (custody level, disciplinary infractions, work
assignment, etc.); second, where parole agency actions
are scheduled (in a managerial sense) to coincide with
timing of institutional functions and locations of in-
mates (e.g., location of inmate due for particular in-
terviews or hearings); and third, where the parole agency
contributes to and is serviced by a coherent, centralized
data system.

In the first case, the determination, to include or
exclude particular elements hinges upon the degree that
information is considered relevant to parole release or
other parole authority decisions. For managerial support,
informatiOn contemplated by such elements as "Status Ac-
tion," "Status Location;" and 'Status Type," may suffice.
A.-more management-oriented system-would, however, include
additional data to facilitate scheduling of agency ac-
tivities (e.g., Date/Time for Initial Interview, Tickler
Files (reminders) of cases due for hearing in x months-
for assignment to staff members for workup, etc.). Such
elements (and report feedback) could be tailored to the
individual agencyactivity structure and organizational
.needs. This data system description is designed to as-
sure that national data needs, to the the degree they
are foreseeable, will be satisfied, through a vehicle
meeting agency requirements in each topic-area.

Superscripts are used to identify the inclusion of
elements in the various national systems, as follows:

1. Element contained in UPR
- 2. Element contained in the Core Element Set of

OBSCIS

3ra7
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3. Element contained in Recommended set of OBSCIS
4. Element contained in NPS
5. Element contained in OBTS
a. Ethnic group - OBSCIS uses CCH codes
b. Commitment offense - OBSCIS uses a two-part code

as follows:
The offense code indicates the major
offense for which the offender was
committed on the current sentence.
The coding structure consists of two
parts. (1) The first part is a code
for the major offense, which will be
specific to each state, depending on
the particular state's statutes.
(2) The second part of the offense
code enables, individual states to
"translate" their own offense codes
into a standardized code to allow for
national comparability of offenses.

UPR collect'S only the second part.
c. Date of Execution (Math) - This will supply NPS

with the fact of execution
d. Number of prior parole releases - OBSCIS terms

this element "Parole History"

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

1. Offender

Offender Name2 Birth Date' 2

Commitment Name the com--
mitment name includes the
last, first, and middle
names of the offender as
they appear on the com-
mitment papers

Sex 1 2
4 5

Unknown
Male
Female

Month
Day
Year

5

Ethnic Group 1 2 5 a'

Caucasian
Negro
Latin American
American Indian
Chinese
Japanese
Other Oriental
Other
Unknown



Known Number of Prior Com-
mitments to. Adult Correc-
tional Institutions (Re-
formatories or Prisons)' 2

None Five
One Six
Two Seven
Three Eight
Four Nine or More

Drug Use1

0 None or unknown
1 Any use

Alcohol Involvement'

0 None or unknown
1 Alcohol involvement

FBI Number2

Intelligence2

This elements provides
for a code indicating
the offender's intel-
ligence category

Last School Grade Completed2

Tested Grade Level2

Grade level test given
at initial diagnostic
screening

Commitment Offense' 2

County of Commitment2

Unique to each state

b
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Known Number of Prior Sen-
tences Excluding Prison or
Reformatory (including jail,
camp, juvenile confinement,
probation, fines, or sus-
pended sentenCes)I

None
One
Two
Three
Four

Five
Six
Seven

' Eight
Nine or More

Current Address2

The name of the state and
county in which the of-
fender lived at the time
of his arrest will be re-
corded under this element.
The state code is stand-
ardized and the county
code will be specifi:: to
each state.

Physical and Other Disabil-
ities2

This element serves as a
flag to indicate where the
offender's, program or work
activities must be re-,
stricted due to physiolog-
ical and/or psychological
disabilities.

Yes
No

2. Court

Effective Date of Sentence' 3

Month
Day
Year

300
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Sentence Minimum/Maximum2 5

\ This is a two-part ele-
ment, specifying the cum-
ulative sentence for the
offender. It is coded
in years/months/days.
The two parts consist
\of the overall minimum
and the overall maximum
\sentence (i.c., the larg-
est minimum and maximum
in the case of consecu-
tive sentences). Life,
death, and undetermined
sentences will be spec-
ified as required by in-
rdividual states

Type of Sentence' 2

Simple' 2

Multiple'
Concurrent2
Consecutive2

Sentence Modification2

Indicates whether or not
the offender's sentence
has been aggravated

Yes
No

3. Institutionalization

Date of Admission to Con-
finement' 2 5

Month
Day
Year

Type of Admission'

New Court Commitment
Not by revocation of
probation
Probation revoked

Parole Violator
Without new court com-
mitment
With new court commit-
ment

Transfer in from Out of
State

Escapee Return under Old
Sentence

Return from Temporary
Authorized Absence

Date of Execution4

Month
Day
Year

Status Action2 5

This element records the
reasons for the offender's'
latest status change

Status Date2 5

This date is the month,
day, and year when any ele-
ment of the offender's sta-
tus changes. The date, in
effect, indicates the term-
ination of one status and
the beginning of the next.



Status Jurisdiction2

This status element is an
indication of the entity
which has overall legal
authority and responsi-
bility for the offender

Status Location2 5

This refers to the actual
physical location of the
offender. The coding of
this element will be spe-
cific to each state. It
is suggested that names
of locations such as in-
stitutions, parole of-
ficert;, work release cen-
ters, halfway houses, di-
agnoostic and classifica-
tion centers, federal and
out-of-state,institutions,
hospitals, etc., be in-
cluded in-the coding
structure
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Status Type2 5

The status type refers to
the offender's specific
standing within the juris-
diction. It provides a
general structure for cod-
ing such things as admis-
sion, institutional, re-
lease, discharge, and spe-
cial statzs.

Minimum gible Parole
Date2

This is the date on which
the offender was first eli-
gible for parole, consid-
e4;Lng the date of custody
or admission, the sentence,
time, credit deductions,
and other factors, deter-
mined at' time of admission
or as first set by parole
noard action. Code in
month/day/year..

4. Parole.

Date of Release to Parole'

Month
Day
Year

Paroling Agency' 4

parole Receiving Agency

OBTS Identification Number2

This number will be assigned
to offender by Offender-
Based Transaction System
Note: this element is for

future use

State. Corrections Identifi-
cation Number' 2 5

The state corrections iden-
tification number is that
which is assigned to the
offender by the State Dept.
or Division of Corrections
or by the correctional in-
stitution to which the of-
fender is assigned. States
may, under certain circum-
stances, have the need to
assign more than one numbei.
In those cases, the re-
quirement is all numbers
in chronological order of
assignment.
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"1

Parole Performance'
Continued on Parole
Continued- no difficulty
on parole or sentence(s)

less than 60
days

ContinUed- with new minor
on parole conviction(s)

Continued- with new major
on parole conviction(s)

Absconder
Absconder- by official
action or whereabouts
unknown for more than
two months

Date of Difficulty'

Month
Day
Year

New Offense'

Same codes as "Commit-
ment Offense"

Months Under Active Parole
Supervision'

Months since current pa-
, role release person has
been under active super-

, vision

Returned to Prison
Returned no new convid'-
to prison, tion(s) and not
technical in lieu of pro-
violation- secution

Returned new minor or les-
to prison, ser conviction(s)
technical or in lieu of
violation-prosecution on

new minor or les-
ser offense(s)

Returned in lieu of pro-
to prison, secution on new
technical major offense (s);`.
violation-

Returned prison return does
to prison, not reflect on
no viola-- performance (seed
tion - examples)

Recommit- same jurisdiction
ted to pri-
son, new major
conviction (s)

Recommit- any other jurisdic-
ted to pri- tion
son, new major
conviction (s)

Other re- when using this
turns to code, an explan-
prison - ation is to be

written

5. Discharge

Date of Discharge or Death Death'

Month
Day -

-Year,

Alive
Died-not result of criminal.

act
Died.-result of criminal act

31 2
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IMPORTANT ELEMENTS

1. Offender

Alias3

Indicates prior use of
an alias

Birthplace3,

NCIC standardized
'state /country codes

s,

Financial Source3'.

Source of income at time
of arres:t

.EMployment3

Cultural Identification3

Whether or not the of-
fender identifies with
any particular affinity'
group

Offender IQ.3

Legal Name3

The legal name includes the
last, first, and middle
names as used by the of-
fender for legal- transac-
tions. (For various rea-
sons, this may differ, from
the commitment name.)

This is a five-part code
(1) Job Classification de-
notes the job which the of-
fender perceives as being
his most usual occupation.
It is coded by the two-
digit occupational divi-
sions code outlined in the
Dictionary of Occupational
Titles. (2) Employment
Status at Time of Arrest
is a general code indicat-
ing whether the offendet
was employed full-time,
part-time, etc. at the
time of his arrest.
(3) Skill Level indicates
the 1.vel of skill used by
the offender,in his most
usual occupation. (4) Pay
Rate is the highest gross
income.attained-in a one-
week period in any job(s),
coded in dollars. (5)

Length of EmployMent is
the longest period of con -
tinuous employment of any
type coded in months.

Marital Status3

At time of arrest

Number of Dependents3.

Number claimed on most re-
cent tax return

Religious preference3

Denomination or sect

Probation History3

This two-part element in
cludes the number of pre-,
vious felony probations
which the offender has
served, and the number of
previous misdemeanor pro-
bations.

(313
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Detainer/Warrant3

2.` Institutionalization.

IInfractidns3

The detainer/warrant ele-
ment is a three=part code.
(1) The first part indi-
cates the number .of-de-
-tainers or warrants cur
rently out on an offender.
(2) The..second provides
for a general code indi-_
cating theAtype of warrant
or detainer. (31 The third
part indicates that the
agency has been notified
of the offender's location.

Infraction Dispogition3

This is a two-part ele-'
ment.'(1) Ipftaction Ac-
tions indidates the'total
-number of times that an ,

disciplined duting his':
offender-was official:1T

last period of incarce-
1 ration: `-(2) Action Date'

indicates the date that
the most recent disci-
"plimary infractiOn was
taken.

ti

. Institution Security Level3

The required security le-
vel of the offender--max-
imum, medium, and minimum
--while hewas incarcer-
ated or on a\partial- -

release program is indi-
cated by this element.

Programs Prescribed3

The programs prescribed
refer to `those programs

This is a°three -part code.
(1) Infraction Type is the
code which- specifies the
category of the most recent
infraction or incidents.
These include escape, fight-
ing, etc V(2) Number of In-
cidents indicates the total
occurrence of disciplinary '

infractions (i.e., tickets
issued) duing the offend-
er's incarceration. (3Y
Infraction Date is the .

month, day, and year that
the most recent incident,
infraction, or escape oc-
curred while the offender
was incarcerated or-in a
partial-release program

Medical Exam3

Thesmost recent date that
the offender had a medical
exam while under the juris-
diction of the corrections
authority.

Program Assignient3

Program assignment is a
four-part element which
indicates (1) the general
program type to which the
offender was assigned, such
as work, educational, voca-
tional, counseling, and
other; (2) the spedific
program to which the of-
fender was assigned (this
coding structure will be
unique to each State); (3)

the date the offender en-
tered the program; and

31 1



recommended for the of-
fender by the reception/
classification team or by
institutional personnel.
It is a -Ith'ree-prt element,
coded for each program that
-isi,prescribed: (1) program
.category, which. includes
educational, vocational work
assignment, counseling, or
other; (23 specific programs'
recommended for the offender
by the reception/classifica-
tion team or by institutional
personnel (this coding struc-
ture will be specific to each
state and will vary across in-
stitutions) and (3) ,the prior-
ity of the program as it relates
to the specific offender.
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(4) the date the offender
left the-program

3. Parole

Next Eligible Parole Date3

Month, day, year thattthe
offender is next scheduled
to appear before the pa-
role board

Parole' Address/Habitation3

This is the preSent loca-
tion of th' offender
while on parole. has
two parts: (1) Ste,
using -the standardized
state, country code de-
veloped by NCIC; and (2)
County, which will be
specific to each state

Parole Board Decisions3

Dispositions, made.by the
parole board at its 'most
recent hearing.

Time Lost Due to Disciplin-
ary Actions3

Number of days which-the
offender lost against his
current sentence due to
official disciplinary ac-
tions (resulting from pa-
role violations, bond es-
capes, etc.)

Parole Special Conditions3

Any special-conditions
which the parole board
imposes on the parolee

Parole Supervision Level3

The required supervisory
level of the parolee,
as determined in his pa-
role plan.

13
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Parole Financial Status3

Primary source of income
of the offender while he
is on parole

Parole Income3

Average monthly income
in dollars of the of-
fender while on parole
or other supervised
release

Parole Performance 3

-..Supervision officer's
assessment

Infractions*

Infractions Dispositions*

Programs Prescribed*

Program Assignment*

Parole Employment/Employer3

A two-part element indi-
cating: (1) present em-
ployment status of parolee
(full-time, part-time,
etc.); and (2) general
classification of the job
in which he is employed,
using the two-digit code
outlined in the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles.

Time Served with Other Agen-
cies3 5

This is a two-part code.at
the oBscis recommended le- _

vel: (1) a code -for each
agency, institution, etc.
granting time credit and
(2) the total time credit
for each, coded in days.

Number of Prior Parole Re-
leases3 d

* These items are corollaries of their counterparts in the
"Institutionalization" codes. Their definitions will dif-
fer from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

4. Discharge

Type of Discharge

Expiration of Sentence
Death
Early

316



Offender Court Institutionalization Parole 'Discharge

ESSENTIAL

Name Commitment Offense 1 2 Date of Admission to Date of Release to Parole Date of Discharge or

Confinement 1 2 5 Death 1

Date of Birth 1 2 5 Effective Date o4 Paroling Agency 5

sentence Type of Admission Death I

Ethnic Group Parole Receiving Agency

Type of Sentence ,transfer from out of
I 2 'IA

Sax Concurrent estate State Corrections Identifi-

"Number of Prior Prison

Consecutive 1 eabapee return under

old sentence 5

cation Number 1 2 5

Commitments (Adult) 1 2 County (Court) of Commit- return from temporary OATS Identification

ment authorized absence 5 Number 2
5

Number of Prior Prison Sen-

tences (except Prior Prison Sentence Minimum/Maximum 2 Date of Execution 5 Parole Performance 1

Commitments)

Sentence Modification 2 Status Action 2 Data of Difficulty

Drug Use

Status Date
1 i

New Offense
I

Alcohol Involvement

Status Jurisdiction 5 Months Under Active Parole

Current Address 1 Supervision 1

Status Typo
2 I

FBI Number

Minimum Eligible Parole

Intelligence 2 Date

Last School Grade

Completed 1

Physical and Other

Disabilities 1

Tested Grade Level 2

IMPORTANT

Alias Detainer/Warrant 3 Next Eligible Parole Date 3 Type of DischargeI
1

Birthplace Infractions Parole Address/Habitation

Cultural Identification Infraction Disposition 1 Parole Board Decisions 3

Financial Source Institutional Security Parole Special ConditIone

Level 3

Employment
Parole Supervision Level 5

Date of Medical Exam

IQ
1 Infractions

Programs Prescribed

Legal Name 1

3

Infractions Dispositions

Program Assignment

1

Marital Status
Programs Prescribed

1

Program Assignment
Number of Dependents

3

Parole Financial Status I
Religious Preference

3

Time Lost per. Disciplinary
Probation History

Action 3 -

Parole Employment/Employer

Time Served,withtther

Agencies 1 2

Number of1Prior Parole

Able to supply data to: UPP OBSCIS NPS OPTS Releases.

'2 Care 4 5

3 Recommended Parole Income 1

Parole Performance

.C,
.

(Officer Assessment)

C I

Figure 10.1: Prototype Parole Data System:

Core rnformotir for National Resorting Programs
'r'
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Additional Data Needs

Besides including the data elements necessary to sup-

port the.iiational correctional data programs, items with
hypothesized relations to the decision outcomes (i,e., al-

ternatives) should be included, as well as items with hy-

pothesized relations to cthe longer range outcomes (objec-

tives) of the decisions.3

The latter are necessary for at least two general

purposes. First, measures thought to be related to clas-

sifications such as "success" or "faitlure" in a recidivism

criterion are needed for the develPpment of empirical mea-

'sures of "parole prognosis" or "risk." 'Second, such items

will be, necessary to the longer range evAluations of parol-

ing decision policy, i.e., to assessments.,later as to how

well the guidelines model is serving\the purposes of the

board.

Prior evaluation of studies of correctional treatment

programs and previous studies of theeparole\prediction
problem will provide guidance in the selecti n of items'

to be included. Much data has been repeatedly assessed

for its, relation either to decision outcomes alternative

choices) or to decision objectives (such as recidivism

measures). Items repeatedly found to have low pr non-

existent relations to these measures, should be emitted on

cost - effectiveness grounds; items found useful in earlier

studies should be included.4

The next two steps, after selection of items to be

included in the data colledtion system, often are ignored

in correctional agency research; but, they should be in-

cluded. These steps address the issues of the definitions

of items and the reliability of extraction of the data

from case records.

Adequate definitions'of concepts--even of commonly

used terms such as arrest, conviction or offense classi-
fications--and adequate instructions to persons coding

information from case files are essential. Such defini-

tion is even more important when quite'ambiguous-concepts
such as "alcohol abuse" are hypothesized to be itpdrtant.

3See, for example, Supplementary. Reports One and Two,

Gottfredson, Wilkins, Roffman and Singerr'op.cit., 1973,

for examples of4many such .items,. definitions, and coding

instructions.

4See AppendiX A and the prior studies cited thereitii." ig
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Such definitions can improve the' reliability of ex-,
tracting the data from case files and, ransforming it for
use in analyses; but the issue of reliability is one that
can be assessed only by a study designed for,this purpose.5
Such study should be done, at least for periodic samples;
and procedures for such repeated reliability testing should
be built into any ongoing correctional data system.

Identifying Information

Data is not necessarily inforMation. Information is
that data that reduces uncertainty' in the decision. Data
elements unrelated to.the decisio / alternatives (specified
in the analysis of the decision problem) thus provide no
information, useful for development of guidelines. From
the data available, therefore, a search must begin for
those data elements that, singly or in combination with
other data elements, are related to decisions--d.e., pro-
vide information.

A general screening of candidate items, to assess
the degree of relation to the l'ecision alternatives, is
next in.order. For each such candidate, there is a hypo-.

,thesis to be tested. Each item examined has been thought
(e.g., by research worker, parble board member, or other'
person) to be related to the decision. The particular
-statistical tests used depend upon characteristics:of the
data elements (including the decision 'alternatives) and
particularly on the level Ofg;measuiement',that describes
the particular item. It is possible that useful infor-
mation may be lost if data elements found unrelated to
decisions are discarded at this stage (since some items
--suppressor variables--may have an effect only in inter-
action with.other items), so some caution in doing so is
well-advised. If a plausible case for retention can be
made, items may be retained. But, if a 'very large set
of data elements is on hand in the data base, some screen-
ing out may be required. Guidance to eliMinating items
may be given by knowledge of item relations to the deci-
sion criteria, their intercorrelations and their'reliabi-
lities._

There is experience with two general approaches to
summarizing the relations found and assessing their util-
ity for guideline development. These are linear and non-

.5For examples, see Neithercutt, Mosely, and Wenk,
op.cit., 1975, and Gottfredson, Wilkins, Hoffman and
Singer, Supplementary Report 12 , op.cit., 1973'.

3 .
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linear (classification) models. Combinations of the two
approaches are quite possible and may be desirable.

Linear Models

First, a linear model, based on evidence of relations
in a sample of offenders may be applied. Most commonly,
the method used is that called multiple linear regression.
This model assumes that a linear equation may be found that
best fits the observed data in relation to the decision
alternatives. The criterion of "best fit" is that the
sum of the squared deviations (errors) about a straight
line is minimized. The method has a number of advantages,
.including the simplicity of a linear equation. Among
these is that account is taken of the "overlap" (inter-
correlation) among the items included and that each item
is given an appropriate weighting. Further, one can de-
termine-which items are the best predictors of the deci-
sion outcomes and can also tell how closely the model
"fits" the observed sample of dedtions. In fact, the
method shows how much of the variation in decisions may
be accounted for by the items included in the model.

. A related linear model could be used instead when.
the decision outcome is a classification such as "paroled
vs. continued." This method, called a linear.discrimin-
ant function, is designed to provide an equation, such that
the differencebetween the mean,scores for the two groups
(calculated from the equation), in relation to their,.
pooled standard deviations, is maximized. 'That is, the
two groups are to be separated as much as possible.by dif-
fering scores. The method may be used also;when -there are
more thari two classifications,/such as "paroied-continued-
denied." .We have used multiple regression insteac'of the
disbriminant function when two groups (paroled-continued)
were defined by,the decision;, it can be shown that the re-
sults should be .the same.

Classification Models

In this project we found a method of case-classifica-
tion particularly useful in modelling a decision with clas-
sification outcomes. That is, when the decision alterna-
tives were "parole vs. continue" or "parole vs. continue
six months veo continue 12 months" a case - classification.
method "worked" in the sense that it fit the actual deci-
sions well in new samples. A variety of closely'related
classification methods are available:

The method most closely paralleling that used in the
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present study is the method of configuration analysis de-
scribed by Glaser.6 The main feature of this procedure
is the assumption that, after a 'sample of decisions has
been divided into groups (differing in decision outcomes)
on one. variable or attribute, the best item for further
differentiation within the resulting categories to iden-
tify contrasting groups might be different for the clas-
sifications resulting from the first division. Similarly,-
after further division of the subsamples on items found
to discriminate the decision outcome groups within _those
sub-samples, other items might be found to separate those
groups. The result is a series of sortings to define a..
process of hierarchical subdivision, as in a,tree diagram.
The diagram may be regarded as a flow chart describing a
sequential decision model as if the decisions'yete made
in this way.,

A closely related method is that called "predictive
attribute analysis."' The aim and the assumptions are
similar. Many other methods of classifiCation are avail-
able and could be tried in attempts to model decisions.°

* f

Similarly, a combination of classification methods
and regression techniques may be found appropriate and use-
ful. In particular, the relations of data items to deci-
sion choices (and among the data items themselves) may not
be the same for various subgroups of offenders. If not,
separate regression equations for the subgroups may be de-
termined; and whether or not a closer "fit" with decisions
is thereby obtained may be tested.

Conceptualization

We have eynlored only two types of models, which we
have called "matrix" models and "sequential ", models.
Other types remain to be invented, and certainly a combina-

6Glaser, D., Routinizing Evaluation: Getting Feedback
on Effectiveness of Crime and Delinquency Programs, Washing-
'ton, U.S. Government Printing Office, DREW Publica-
tion No. (HSM) 73-9123, 1973, 145-153.

'See Wilkins, L. T. and MacNaughton-Smith, P., "New
Prediction and Classifica:tion Methods in Criminology,"
Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency, 1, JanUary
1964, 19-32.

8See Cormack, R. M., "A Review of Classification,"
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 3, 1971, 321-367.
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tion of "matrix" and "sequential" models may-be readily
conceivea. The analyses considered above, whether linear
or non-linear methods were used, were perceived only as

--providing general guidance for the conceptualization pro-
, bess,-in concert with the board.

The models are based implicitly on several assump-
tions:

1. A small number of concepts may be identified as
reflecting quite important concerns to the de-
cision-makers.

2. These concepts tap different concerns, so that
each "accounts for" a unique portion of the
variation in decision choices.

3. Suitable indicants of these concepts may be
operationally defined.

4. Measures of these concepts may be arranged in
a matrix or grid which models or :"maps" the
decisions with sufficient accuracy to be useful.

We have used multiple linear regression as the tool
for identifying the concepts or dimensions that appear to
be of salient concern to the decision-makers. After iden-
tifying the measures that help "account for" the decisions,
we have sought to develop a matrix model using presumed
indicants of these dimensions. The results of the regres-
sion analysis have provided guidance, but the models de-
vised do not represent a directapplication of these re-
sults. The models are inventions, and their testing, as
explained below, is essential to determining how well they
fit actual decisions.

Sequential Models

These models are based on the tree diagram resulting
from classification analyses as described above. The dia-
gram has been regarded as a flow chart, as if the decisions
were made in a sequential process. As in the case of
venting matrix models, the initial models have been devised
partly from the statistical results and partly from discus-
sion of these with the paroling authorities.

Combination Models

There is no reason that the concepts underlying the
invention of matrix and sequential models may not both be
used in devising a policy model. Indeed, the California
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Youth Authority "matrix" model includes a "sequential"
model within it, for classification .of wards according
to risk. Alternatively, it is quite easy to conceive of
a model that proceeds sequentially, then includes a matrix
component.

The point to be empliasized is that no one method or
structure of guideline development can be recommended over
others. The model or models developed from the analysis
and fact-finding stages (whether from the statistical
analyses or from advice by the board) must be applied to
new samples to determine how well they fit for new deci-
sions. This is, therefore, the' next step..

Execution

Even if the model developed were to reprdsent'a direct
application of a statistical model (without revision from
board discussion) it-would be necessary to conduct a new
study for assessment of its validity. This is all' the more-
important if the statistical results have served mainly to
provide general guidance in the model conceptualilation
process. If it is desired that this process of conceptual-

. ization not affect actual decisions (until the board is
ready to adopt it) then the model must be assessed indepen-
dently of the decisions. That is, a new sample of deci-
sions must be taken, without use of the model by the de-
cision-makers. The model may then.be assessed as to how
well it fits this new sample. The numbers and percents
of4.decisions "within" the guidelines and "outside'''them
may be identified. If the "fit" is inadequate, the pro-
cess. may give clues as to how the model should be, modified
to give a better reflection or description of present pol-
icy. If not, more "fact-finding" is required.

More Fact-Finding

If the model is found inadequate, further discussion
with the paroling authority may yield additional hypotheses
for testipg and inclusion in the model. This process may
be aided by an analysisof'where the model fits and where
it fails--that is, it may be discovered that specific cate-
gories of offenders are decided quite differently from that
depicted from the model. Hypotheses about decisions for
those particular groups may be defined and added to the
model conceptualization. Thus, further evaluation is needed.
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Evaluation

The first stage of model evaluation must, as already
.indicated, be limited to an assessment of how well the-
model describes the decision. If the model has been re,
vised after first assessment, a second study is in order
to ascertain whether or not the degree. of fit has been
improved. Thus.

s,,the

development of the model itself in-
cludes the assessment and re-assessment that forms the

.policy control method as a gradual evolutionary process.

A second stage of evaluation should address the ques-
tion as to whether or not the model, now demonstrably fit-
ting decisions with the desired degree of acduracy (say,
eighty percent), is a model the board wishes to adopt.
If the model, as a descriptiOn of heretofore amplicit pol-
icy, is found inadequate for meeting the objectives of the
board, the paroling authorities themselves may wish to mod-
ify the model to define the decision process as they per-,
ceive to be necessary. It must be. remembered that the
guidelines were developed principally as a means for making
the policy of the board more explicit--partly for the pur-
'Pose of enabling just such modification.

Policy making, revision, and maintenance it a dynamic
process geared to the social and political climate and in-
stitutions of a community. That is why parole boards are
necessary. Guidelines do 'not change this necessity for
the exercise of continuing human vigilance-in the process
of ,parole and related fields. The guidelines devices be-
gin from research operations but convert to continue as
management tools for policy control. Perhaps an' analogy
may.make this interaction between reseach and management.
clear.

Research and development may design a product--like
guidelines or an aircraft, say, the 747. The 747 flies,
but it needs modification in accord with feedback (infor-
mation) to ensure that it accomodates 'changes in the market'
and to eradicate operational faults. This process of mod-
ification and quality control of the product is not the
direct function of the research and design team. The de-
sign team return, as it were, to their drawing boards to
design the next generation_af, machines. They will ques-
tion and chalX(enge their thinking and planning in their
earlier work -until they haye a replacement product for the
consideration of the airline management. This division of
labor is functional and ensures that-research does not in-
terrupt the ape,r4tions of the' existing machinery.' This #

analogy, like all' Analogies, may break down if pressed too
hard; but it ihdj.cates that at some point research must
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deliver a product, of value to the user, while never assum-
ing that it has made the ideal product. The analogy holds,
too, to the extent that the 747's in service cannot be
grounded while--ehe research teams use them for. their'in-
terests. Nonetheless, operational data fromNthe market
and engineering concerns will be fed to the research teams
so that they keep their thinking and planning at a real-
istic level. The aircraft design team will probably have
some idea of the nature of the next generation of machines
before the current machines are outdated and some'of their
ideas may be wrong. Not until a'body of knowledge has been
assembled and the new theories tested (e.g., with tunnels,
or other simulations) will they be ready to discuss the
"new generation " ,of aircraft.

. This is very like our present position. We have
ideasas to development of guidelines both as "modifica-
tions" to the existing models and we have some vague ideas
as to different models. On some of these, we can use simu-
lationmethods to test-their likely value and utility.
But these ideas do not-interfere with the utility of the
present product as a management tool; nor does this,imply
that there is not a continuing liaison between modification
(evolution) through management feedback and the considera-
tion of a new and different generation of guidelines models
at some future date. This relation of research and manage--
ment functions is illustrated in Figure 10.2.

We will note some of the possibilities we have in
mind either as possible modifications of the current models
or as components of some "new generation" of policy Control
methods at a later date. It should be noted that the manage-
ment funCtions are essential as an integral part of any
policy control system, including the monitoring and revi-
sion functions with respect to-the existing models.. On
the other hand, the research funCtions may result in "pro-
ducts" (new models) with greater generality; hence the
ource of new conceptualization may arise in any jurisdic-
tion, potentially bendfitting others.

The research element might now move to address a
larger, more fundamental issue. While the management
function is concerned as to whether the guidelines model
adopted and used assists in achieving the specific ob-
jectives of the board, this stage should address the
general question of effectiveness of the model in respect
to board (or other criminal justice system) goals.

Does the revised model continue to fit samples of new,
decision &? Do deviations from the model, identified and
repqrted back to the board, suggest either (a) desired
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modification in the model or (b) desired administrative
action to bring decisions to a greater degree of consis-
tency with policy? Should any aspects of the model be
revised?

Fact - Finding

The collection and collation of the reasons given'
when departures are made from the. guidelines model pro-
vides the basic statistical data for examination bf the
question -,o-f----poss-ible-need_far_chan_ge_in_policy, If there
are deviations from the model in practice that are not
readily understandable and, acceptable to the board, can
hypotheses be defined as to the reasons? If so, can these
hypotheses be tested, potentially to be incorporated in
the model?

The research function might specifically concern:
Is a model of a different form needed? Does the model in
use allow an acceptable and desirable degree of discre-
tion? Should the model be revised to correct either for
too much flexibility in use or for an imposition of an
undesirable rigidity?

Planning

Has an adequate system of feedback on use of the model,
4ip including information on cases decided outside the model,

been developed? Are adequate reasons given for cases de-
cided as exceptions? If the model has-been revised in the
conceptualization stage, how is it to be tested in order
to determine the differences made in actual decision-making
practice?

Execution

'How can the revised model be implemented? Does the
implementationinclude procedures for data collection
relevant to later 'assessments of its utility?

More FactLFinding 4

Does the new model fit within the limits established
as desirable? Do deviations give further guidance to model
revision?

Evaluation

Does use of the model meet short-range objectives such
as equity requirements, consistency with the, law governing,
parole and with_the philosophy of\the board?

328



Does.the use of the model contribute to the effec-
tiveness,of parol 'decision-making? Has the effective-

.ness of the use of the guidelines decision model been
tested, or has a ystem capable of providing information
on effectiveness been installed?

Research Needed for Guideline Improvement

The research now needed that can contribute to the
---- improvement of guideline models for parole decision-making

is of two general types: measurement development and eva-
luation. They are closely related, and attentionwill be
focused here on some particular measurement development
needs.

Measurement Development.

Generally, the concepts included in the guidelines
models thus far developed are crudely defined and approxi-
mately measured. The concepts to be defined and measured
vary with differing parole structures, as has been seen;
but severalissue-t deserve much more careful measurement
work.

The "seriousness of the commitment offense" is a con-
cept'providing a good example. A simple ordering of clas-
sifications of seriousness on a single dimension may suf-
fice for a beginning determination of a guidelines model,
but more careful and thorough attention to the measurement
and scaling problems associated with the concept is an'ob-
vious need. This should. include investigation of the pos-
sible multidimensional nature of 'the concept "seriousness."

The measurement of risk of parole violation or new
offenses needs improvement as well, despite the large in-
vestment of research time already devoted to this topic.
Measures with improved validity_, still should be sought.
The "criterion problem," i.e., the definition of favor-
able and unfavorable outcomes still needs much further at-
tention. Results of this project show that valid measures
of the concept;rassaultive potential" 'would be perceived
as very useful by parole decision-makers.

Measurements of the extent and seriousness of the
prior criminal record of the offender is also in need of
improvement. Similarly, measures of the rate of offend-
ing by type of offense would be of considerable potential
utility in guideline development.

Measures of behavior in the institutions of confine-
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ment are needed as well. Two concepts seem quite important
to parole decision-makers generally: program participation
or progress and the nature and extent of disciplinary in-
fractions. Better measures of these concepts would help
improve present parole policy statements.,

These and other concepts are in need not only of im-
proved operational definition, but also of appropriate ap-
plications of scaling methods to define more ,useful mea-
sures. Such better measures can contribute greatly not
only to guideline developmerve but also to problems of
guideline evaluation.

Major Guides for Guideline Development

A few principles may be listed to 'summarize,'from ex-
perience in this project, the main points to be considered
in developing paroling guidelines in a new jurisdiction:

1. The'limited purpoSe of the 'guideline model
should be clear. That purPose is to develop
explicit rules for paroling decisions, con-
trolling discretion without eliminating it.

2. Procedures for guideline development will nec-
necessarily depend upon the objectives, re-
sources and decision alternatives available
in a given jurisdiction.

3. Avariety of techniques have been explored
for their possible utility in aiding the
conceptualization of guidelines. These
include various methods of data collection
and analyses, all of which merely provide
aids to the invention of guideline models.

. Tentative guidelines developed (invented)
should, at the start, closely parallel
present decision practice.

5. Guidelines development, implementation,
and-revision should be regarded as an
evolutionary system for policy control.

6. The i plementation of a guidelines model,
shoul include the establishmer of pro-
cedures for systematic; repeated review
and revision of paroling policy according
to results of evaluation studies.



Chapter 11

DIFFERENT FACES OF TRUTH?

Leslie T. Wilkins-and Don M. Gottfredson

The models prepared for use in the various jurisdic-
tions all differ; bbt they,are of two general types. The
basic. forms of structure to be noted have been called the
_"matrix"and the "sequential" models. In the first (ma-
trix) form, information is Obtained about the parole ap-
plicant, scores may be calculated, and the person is clas-r
sified.according to two or more dimensions." The disposi-
tionexpected for the case is determined)py the classifica-
tion procedures. This model is of the same form as that
first derived as an explanation of the policy.of the United
States Parole Commission, in which a score for offender
("salient factor") was' related to the category of serious-
ness of the offense and the two classifications together
formed a matrix which indicated the,time of expected de-
tention in Federal ,institutions. The fact that the Salient
Factor Scores are additive is another feature of this
model which has important consequences (discussed below).
The additive nature of Salient Factor Scores used is not,
however, a logically distinguishing-feature of the two
general models discussed. (Elements of a branching
work model could'include such scores; similarly, non-addi-
tive classification rures could provide the basis for a
matrix or grid-type model.) Similar models have been
discused in-preceding chapters concerning the California
Youth Authdrity Board, the New Jersey State Parole Board,
and the Washington State Board of Prison Terms and Paroles.
An analogous model has been developed and implemented for
sentencing decisions in or).e court jurisdiction (Denver)1

The second form (a sequential or branching network)
was first used as a description of the parole decision
policy of the Board of paroles of North Carolina. This
may be pictured as a kind of steeplechase or "hurdling"
for the parole applicant. He must pass along a path al-
most without difficulty--the path being the branching net-
work of the decision process. Similar models have been
discussed in_regard to the parole decisions in Virginia,
Louisiana, and Missouri.

It is possible to find other styles of description

1Wilkins, L.T., Kress, J.T., Gottfredson,, D.M., Calpin,
J.C., and Gelman, A.M., Sentencing Guidelines and Structur- ,

ing Judicial Discretion, Albany, New York: Criminal Justice
Research Center, October,'1976.
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for decision processes.

Finding the BallrPark vs. Predicting Hits

The tw6-pes of models, matrix )s. sequential, dif-
,

____Ier-ariorin the degree of precision expected. The matrix
models specify the general area within which decisions
are expeCted to be taken. Stated differently, they indi-
cate therriange of alternative.choices in which discretion
may be exercised. No attempt is made to specify precisely
the decis,ion outcome. (These differences obtaindd in
general, but,of course, it would be possible, as in the
New. Jersey` modl described, to provide a matrix model with
spedific decision rules.) The branching network models,
on the Other hand, seek to provide an aid to the specific
choice: parole or not. Both models provide for the exer-
ciseof discretion -(by permitting and indeed expecting
deviation from the norm under unusual circumstances).'
In the first model, there are two ways in which provision
for discretion has been madee and in the second there is
only one. Thus, in...-the case of the matrix model, the
decision-maker has alternatives within the bounds of the
guidelines;'in addition, he may, for stated reasons,
decide on a choice outside these bounds. In the branch-
ing network, discretion is exercised only in the latter
case.

A matrix model uses imprecise information (such as is
ordinarily available in case files) in such a way that the
information is amplified to help "zero in" on the general
area of the "target." Different concerns or issues are
being tapped. The problem of finding a friend's home in
a certain city provides an example. If we know only the
city (and he has no phone), the search will be time-con-
zsuming and difficult.. If we know he lives near a certain
street, the necessary'search already has been dramatically-
reduced, but it is still substantial. If avenues are per-
pendicular to streets and we know also that,a certain
avenue is nearby, the region.has been located and'the
remaining search will be easy. A few additional inquiries
near the intersection probably are all that will be needed
in order to precisely locate the home. Once the intersec-
tion is known, it is clear that a. journey to that point
will be "in the ball park" Of the solution wanted.

The guideline ranges in a matrix model are thus some-
what akin to "confidence intervals" in estimation problems.
For example, it might be stated that offenders classified
as exhibiting a speci,fic combination of offense serious-
ness and risk facto .s will be expected, with probability
= .80, to serve beatwela 15 and 20 months. That is, 80 per-
cent of decisions will be expected to fall within the
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bounds of the estimate.

The branching network models address a different,
more difficult task more like "point estimation" problems.
A prediction of the specific decision, parole or continue;
is required for each'case.

Morals and Models
_

---The-two-gener-a-1-7 -types di-scu-s-sed do-F-however u-suffIce-
to raise certain moral issues, to suggest questions con-
cerning the choice of alternative models, to call 'up the
general concerns of decision effectiveness and accounta-
bility, and to pose a number of questions about priorities
for research and practice.

The relationship between the model and the process
may seem a point of difficulty, particularly where the
deciSions have a moral value content. Parole decisions
Must invariably have such a content because it is human
beings that are "processed" by the decisions. In the past,
questions relating to process styles, or challenging them
on moral grounds, have not arisen for the very 'simple rea-
son that the different kinds of structure were not known.
Now, however, two kinds of issues can be identified. Both,
raise value questions,- but they are of quite different
forms. Weihave, in the past, discussed the moral concerns
(in relation to parole decisions) in terms of the outcome
of the decisions, such as whether pers6ns were detained
too long or let out too soon with resulting risk to the
community- These questions; of course,,remain and are_
still the most significant. There is now, however, the
new kind of question as to whether the process i self is
justified. Should the decision be made with r pect to,
"dimensions" .(as with a'matrix model,' such as , he Federal
guidelines) or should it be by means_of=-4__"branching net-
work" of tests (as in the North Carolina case) or .is an-
other kind of model more morally right? A still further
question is whether the latter set of questions, may not
be disposed of if the former question can be answered.
Is the right (?) outcome all that is required, so that
any process which maximizes that end would be self-jus-
tified thereby?

Unless we are careful, we may find ourselves in some-
thing like a. theological debate, closely analogous to
whether belief in One God is.the same as believing that
there is only one Good. If one model may be morally jus-
tified, mustalternative models be rejected?
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From empirical evidence and common observation it is
clear that one can arrive.at the same conclusion by differ-
ent means and on the basis of- differently constructed argu-
ments. It has been demonstrated, for example,.that differ-
ent judges will dispose of a case in very much the same'way
(impose the same penalty) but for quite different reasonse
by giving different'weights to different items of informa-
tion.2

A similar assessment of the robust nature of some de-
cision processes may be inferred from another result. The
use of prediction methods in research design has,developed
Over the last 50,. years. At onetime it was considered that
the ways in which equations were calculated could make con--
'siderable ,differences in the estimation of the probability
of recidivism. Recently it has been shown that estimates
of the probability of reconviction are extremely robust
under different systems of weighting of they information
used in,the prediction tables. Of course,/ there are limits
to_the weights and to the items which may be'included, but'
these limits are by no means as strong determinates as
had been thought at one time to be the case. In the United
States Parole guidelines, for example, the items included
in the "salient factor score" are given weights of one if
they apply and a weight of zero if they do not apply. This
simple weighting, far from resulting in loss of information
and precision in prediction, actually improves the expected
power of prediction for validation samples.3 (The reasons.
for this have been explored, but arenot relevant to the
present discussion.)

The fact ,t different weights do not necessarily
make much dif ence to the use of information -in an ad-
ditive model -s not at the same time indicate that changes
of -type'and st_ucture of the models would not make con-
siderable differences in the nature of the outcomes. All
additive models work to the same processes and are the
same kind of treatment of information in that items of
data may be substituted and the same sum obtained. For
example, an inmate who has one more prior conviction than
another inmate may compensate in his "salient factor score",
either by obtaining some educational, credential while in
the institution or by having a sound parole plan. Each
item of information in the salient factor score'contri-

2Wilkins, L. T., Kress, J. T., Gottfredson, D. M.,
Calpin, J. C., and Gelman, A. M., op. cit., 1976.

3See Appendix- A.
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butes a small amount (one or zero) to the total, and no
single item will condemn the individual to any specific
decision. GoOd may cancel- out bad items in the total.
With a "network" model, this will not apply. An indivi-
`dual-who'does not pass through a branch may have no fur-
ther opportunity of re-entry to the stage prior to that
branch. ThuS, for example, in a sequential model the
rules could be such that an applicant for parole who has
not been admitted to "honor grade" cannot proceed further
towards his parole--he drops out of the "steeplechase" at -

this hurdle. A failure to clear this point in the network
precludes consideration of how well or badly he might do
at other hurdles in the network, Good points cannot, in
general, cancel out bad points, since there is no totalling
of the Score as the basis for the'decision.

There is a very clear difference bet,ween the guide-
lines models which are based onadditiond:of items of in-
formation where the sequence of the inforthation is of
critical significance: There are, of course, other dif-
ferences between the matrix model and the sequential mod-
el, and there are other possible models of :decisions in
relation to information search and use. th'ese two models
may serve for the moment, however, as archetypes of forms
and patterns of guidelines.

What Goes Up Must Come Down!

The fact that different typei of models have been de-
veloped derives from the strategy of research adopted at
the start. In order to clarify this relationship, it is
necessary to restate some of the earlier arguments for the
methods adopted and to relate these to the nature of the
outcomes obtained.,

The methods used were not constrainecloby any fied
theory nor by beliefs as to what method of decision-making
in parole was morally right. The authors do not claim to
be "value- free" in the research in all respects; indeed,
the rather relaxed attitude towards kinds of models is,
itself, a value choice. Alternatively, explanations might
have been sought only in terms of certain models. In
fact, in the first few, months, the authors were rather
unimaginative and sought to apply the initial (Federal
style) matrix model as an explanation of the obsex'ved
decisions of the parole boards in the various states.
It was when this model failed to explain the decisions
to the satisfaction of the boards that we had to choose
between two alternative possibilities, namely,
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a) The regresgion equation2 (additive) model, from
which a matrix model was derived, might not have
worked because the'decISions of the board (where
it failed) were made not as a board, but as
idiosyncratic individuals. No collective expla-
nation was possible be-cause none existecI! Wei.
could not discover any implicit board policy
because there was none.

b) The fact that we could not discover a policy
with the use of regression (additive) models
was not because no policy existed (implicit or
explicit), but rattier that the policy could not
be expressed by the_additive model. We should,
therefore, seek other kinds of explanatory
models.

.Dictateg of the scientific method would permit recog7
nition of only one of the above two alternatives-as rea-
sonable, namely," (So). Merely to show-that a particular
form.rof model does not work does not, however, indicate
the model which will work. We have tested the hypothesis
("additive models will map the decisions of the Board")
and it has not been sustained; but now we have to invent
other hypotheses. Much is known about methods for the
testing of hypotheses, but little can be said' about the
invention of hypotheses in the first' place. We were faced.
with the task of trying to find "different" models, but
we had little guidance as to what. form they might take.

It was postulated that a screening model could be de.7'
vised to fit more closely. Networks of decision nodes con-
sidered in sequence would represent a very different form
from that of regression and there seemed to be good rea-
sons to try it to see if it would fit the North Carolina
data. There was no doubt of the rationality of the net-
work model: (a.) it was different. from that used for the
previOus work on parole decision mapping, (b) the logic
was perhaps somewhat more complex, and (c) discrete items
of data were not seen as forming dimensions but needed to
be considered separately in a sequence. The preceding
chapters have shown that models of the non-additive kind
do map certain boards' decision methods since it was pos-
sible-to predict decisions with fair precision. We are
not .here concerned, with the facts but with exploring the
meaning of the facts, particularly what we may learn from
the need to fit different models to different parole sys-
tems. Should all systems work to similar models? How
different are the different boards in their decision-making?
Are there other models which might be.'explored in these
or other instances? To answer these and related questions
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it will be necessary to examine some theoretical issues
and to compare our results with others where different
models have been found to apply. Among the examples of
prior work we might find cases where the explanations
were simpler and where the outcomes were not overlaid with
moral issues as in the present case.

Practice Leads to Theory?

It is, a-s-Poppar-suggasts7-agraed-tha't-hyputh-esas
must precede research, as in the hypothetic-deductive
method. 'There are strategies in research which may be
seen as making weak or strong uses of theory. In this
study we have preferred to use theory weakly; that is to
say, we have used theory to suggest many kinds of questions
rather than using it to sharpen finely the area of our
inquiry. It may be considered that we had some basic
theory relating to branching networks, but if so, there
was little to it other than empirical Opportunism. There
are, of course, other methods for the use of models and
we may compare our approach with some of th'ese in order
to assess the questions we are now posing Ourselves. Let
us first note one or two examples of research in other
fields using other models and we will later use these
examples as a means of explaining the case in,point.

In some kinds of research it is possible to state in
advance the kinds of models which it would be reasonable
to fit to the data and to ignore all others. Such deci-
sions on the part of research workers shoUld be seen as
a selection of strategies rather than being related to
ideas of what "really" was true. We may have been biased
in our selection and indeed we did begin by trying to fit
the "matrix" (Federal) model,, including its "additive"
features. This was not our philosophy of research as much
as a strategy of convenience. We sought to' find a model
which fitted the decision processes of the various state
boards: This was so that we could understand their deci-
sion processes. If we could find a model which "explained"
(fitted/mapped) the variation observed between decisions,
then we had some form of language which could be manipu-
lated. There was no investment in any particular model,
except that at that time we knew only of one! Rather than
test a specific model, or perhaps several, models of quite
different forms should be explored. But let us leave that,_
judgment until'we have considered the evidence we have and
the ways in which research has proceeded in other exemplar
situations.

A strategy which differs from.that applied in the
present case in very significant ways should perhaps be
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noted briefly at this Point. in contrast with our "weak"
use of theory, this approach makes strong use of theoret-
ical';frameworks. A model may be designed which represents
the possible extreme position in one direction and another
model which represents the polar opposite. It may then
usually be Assumed that, whatever the "real" position, it
will lie between the two models. This often enables some

z. very, useful statements to 'be made without the support of
observation. Such kinds of models are of considerable
malue_in_planning_new_aqtiitY,___or new forms of activity.
Nagel" provides an interesting example of this approach.
We may be concerned to estimate what might happen if mod-
ifications were made to the jury system, such as reduction
to six with-required unanimity or a majority of ten out
of twelye. We may assume that one extreme is that every
juror will vote as "his own man"--each individual's deci-
sion process is independent of every other member of the
jury. At the other extreme We may suppose that, as in_a
bowling game, if the kingpin-goes down, the remainder will
follow with a high degree of probability. This latter
model repreSents the greatest degree of interdependence.
We can, conduct mathematical. analyses of these models of
extreme independence and interdependence to see how the
model "behaves" under different assumed conditions. What-
ever .is the "real" position, it may safely be assumed to
lie between the two. extreme modelled situations. If, as
is often the case, the two models indicate that there is
little change in outcome in proposed activity, this find-
ing,is useful in providing "room for maneuver." Certain-
kinds of possible change may be more sensitive to the dif-
ferent models, and again this is useful information.

In neither case of the above example is there any sug-
gestion of the actual behavior of juries; they may be work-
ing to extreme interdependence decision rules or extreme
independence, or some may be working to one model and othef
to another. In the example and similar kinds of inference,
such questions are irrelevant. The model encompasses all
possible situations and makes no statements as td which
are better or worse, nor indeed is any-criterion necessary
in the design of the model. Use of the models may indicate
more or less desirable situations or outcomes, but the mod-
els themselves are not involved in the discussions-which
may result from their use. We might take the view that

"Nagel, S. and Neef, M., "Determining, the Impact of
Legal Policy Changes Before the Changes Occur":- Paper
presented to the Midwest Political Science. Association,
Annual Meeting, 1975 (Mimeo, courtesy of authors--await-
ing publication).
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the "Twelve Angry Men" model (interdependence/bowling model)
is not appropriate in a company board room. The model may
.assist us in assessing either the morality or the efficiency
of the operations "mapped" or both; but-the model itself
merely provides a language. Models say nothing about the
kinds,of situations which ought to apply, although they
may'be set up as a means of describing what may be expected
to takesplace; models may describe' ongoing activities or
express theories; models may indicate limiting possibilities
or illustrate the average. In other words, the model is a
tool of wide use, but it is little more than a tool. It
is absolutely necessary for those who use any'model to be
clear as to the purpose which it is designed to serve.
Arguments in terms of multiple purposes are both difficult
and hazardous. ,Let us.set aside this illustration of mod-
els and their uses and examine a very different kind of
purpose in Model building.

joe's Thumb and Other Models

Cheese making is more of an art than a science. Un-
til quite recently, cheeses were assessed for readiness
for market by "Joe's thumb." An experienced worker.would
press the cheese with his thumb and note the resistance
and a characteristic termed "fight-back.," Joe's subjec-
tive assessment was the decision which determined the
action taken with regard to the cheese. It seemed desir-
able to try-to find out exactly what procesdes "Joe" was
carrying out and, since Joe would not live forever, to try
to replace him with scientific instruments. Accordingly,
research workers attempted to "model"-Joe's thumb. It may
sound odd, but this was by no means trivial research as
considerable business interests were involved. In the
cheese case, rather similar mathematical models were ex-
plored to those explored in regard to parole decision-making.
There was some similarity in that the research worker's task
initially was-to try to understand (model) the subjective
decisions of parole boards. It should, be noted that to
say that boards' decisions were "subjective" is not to say.
that 'the decisions could be i.mproved. Let us leave that
example for the moment and-note on...t,further use of modelling..

Data giving details of the income distribution of
households in cities are not usually available, except'in
respect of a small sample of towns where sample surveys
are carried out. Information on income distribution is
important for marketing companies, and, accordingly, it
is useful to attempt estimation for the cities where the
data are not available by the use of information from those
cities covered by surveys. Estimates might be possible
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by use of "proxy" data which were available from census
for all cities. For example, the infant mortality rate
is known and published frequently for all cities and it
is known that there is a correlation between income and
the infant mortality rate. Perhaps if several items of
daita were combined it would be possible to. estimate the'
urgcnown income- from several items of other data. Substi-'
tution of-a set of weighted "knowns" which were demon-
strated to "fit" the observations where available has
much in common with our attempt to fit equations to de-
oisions of parole boards. One set of information (de-
tails about the offender) is available in all cases where
decisions are required and for a sample the decisions of
the board -are known. We may seek to "map" the one into
the other and identify a set of "proxy" data-for the
"decision" data.

While there are more similarities than differences.
in the kinds of mathematical analyses necessary to carry
out the different projects noted, one major distinction
must be stressed, namely that between a priori model
ing and a postiori model building. In the case of the
jury (bowling, etc.) models, we have an example of a priori
modelling. The model could be set up without obServing
juries in action. In other cases, models may be designed
to represent "ideal" types of behavior on the assumption
of "rational decisions.1 A notable example is that of
"economic man." These latter forms 'involve the making of
assumptions about the "real world" which are unlikely to
be true, such as the assumption of perfect information in
regard to market behavior models. Our position is some------
what different from all of the cases in one respect. '

Guidelines research begins as an a postiori model
based on observations and is completely descriptive. It
is clearly incorrect, however, to talk of "guidelines" as
merely descriptive since the very word indicates prescrip-
tion. This transition from descriptive to prescriptive
is critical to our research and is a transition which we
*do nat, ourselves, make. This must be the board's deci-
cision in each state. This decision involves something
like a prescription which says that the policies of the
past (recent case decisions) reflect a policy which should
be continued into the future. Alternatively, the decision
is to modify the tentative guidelines into a prescriptive
form. In other wordS, the descriptive model (if it is
valid and powerful) provides the "guidelines" by systemat-
ically condensing ,the past decision behavior of the board
concerned; th'e decision by the board now is to continue
past policy or modify it.

There is, of course, no constraint on the board im-
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posed,by a description of their working. They may.take
the view that they do not approve of the policy indicated
in the model, and do not wish to continue as they have
done in the past. "4This is tantamount to rejecting what
we have called the "Joe's thumb" model and philosophy.
The more formal encodification of the subjective decision
processes reveals activities which the board may wish to
inhibit because they consider that such matters are not
"right" or "just" or "Antic." The descriptive 'Model
provides a language which clarifies the prior process and
enables it to be critically examined in a way not previ-
ously available to the board. If a weight is necessary,
say, to the fact of "race" in order to explain (describe)
the board's decisions, then the revelation might suggest
that the descriptive equations should not be turned di-
rectly into guidelines.5 Thus the board might use the
modification of the description equations to ensure that
their policy aid in fact change accordingly. It is not
an attitude change on the part of the paroling authority,
but a change in their decision reference which-is required,.
Individual members of boards'and hearings officers are not.
individually charged with policy fbrmation; that is matter
for the whole board in accord with legislation. ,

These examples show that there may be some lack of
distinction between a priori and a postiori model build-
ing in the setting up of guidelines. In regard to the
two different kinds of models, the situation is clear as
to the facts, but there are some interesting and signi-
ficant concerns arising from an interpretation of the
facts. It has been suggested that the description of
parole decision-making in one jurisdiction may not be
effected with a model of the same kind as that used to
describe the decisions in another. This may not be
merely a-difference in terms of the weights given to
items of data, but a different strategy for looking at
and using data. Why should.ts be so?

Kinds of Accountability?

Perhaps the' most revealing thing a person can tell
another about his decision-making is how he knows when he
has made an incorrect decision. The failures of a process
are often more revealing of its nature that its successes,

sNo such case has been found in our research where
"race" has been a factor, and this is given as an exam-
ple where there would seem to be little disagreement as
to the undesirability of the transition from description
to prescriptlon without modification.

3
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particularly if the failures are l'ecognized and serve as
afbaSis for further data. In some way o another, all
parole boards are concerned with the possibility'of "get-
bing a decision wrong" and with the consequences 'of any
error or accusation of error. , It is important to note
that accusations of error made by others and self-recog-
nized error's can be similar or may be quite different
things. Parole boards tend to be unnoticed by the general
public while everything is seen as going well. If a dra-
matic incident occurs (e.g., a paroled murderer commits
another crime) then the board is held accountable and is
accused of making a serious error in decision. There is
also a tendency to generalize from the single incident and
attack board policy. Such possibilities must always be
in the minds of board members, even though Suppressed.'
"If this case fouls up, what can I say?" or, after an in-
cident, 'How can we avoid.another,one like'that?", where
"like that" refers to the total effects on the board of
facts of the case and ways in which these were represented
to the.embarrassment of the board. Since there is always
a risk of similar factual situations arising if parole ig
granted at all, then it is not unreasonable to concentrate
upon, the .second part of the problem--the way's in which the
facts may be represented to the discomfort of the board or'
challenge the general policy of parole.

There are two kinds of defensive strategieS. Not
surprisingly, these two strategies are precisely reflected
in the models we "discovered" by seeking descriptive mod-
els. The defense may concentrate on the individual items,
'of information'in respect to the individual "foul-up" or
Et might concentrate on the correctness of the general pol-
icy and play down the individual details. Which strategy
is the more likely to be effective depends upon the environ-
ment (political climate) in which it is applied. It is
also possible that the form of the attack (whenever it
comes and for whatever apparent reason) may also differ
according to the environment. The New York Times and the
Washington Post may attack with' one form, while the San
Francisco Chronicle will use another style, and so on.
Boards are, of course quite correctly, sensitive to their
environment; the survival of parole as a system depends
upon its remaining acceptable to legislatures and the pub- .

lic, and the press has an influence upon both.

There, is no suggestion that any one state board has con-
sciously developed a different method of information search
and decision-making with regard to parole because they are
prepared for a different form of possible attack than, say,
attacks upon the United "States Parole Commission. Rather,
board members in any area reflect in themselves something
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of the qualities of the area. States do differ from each
other: People who live in the different environments of
different states, whether or not born there, are contin-
uously breathing that air, living_in that information set-
ting, and reacting to that political climate. It may be
that the boards of various states should reflect the es-
sential elements of their political scenes. If that pre-
scriptive statement is accepted, then we may make another
--the guidelines should reflect state differences.

This is the stance taken in this study. was ex-,
pected that the research would reveal differences among

-paroling policies 'in the different states. The models
makethis quite clear, because they are stated in a quite
precise language, and not in generalities as is more usual
with policy statements. The test, in each case, as we see'
it, is whether the model as fitted to the decisions (what-
ever itseform) ie acceptable to the board for its future
guidance. (A board may have difficulty in supporting a
claim that a model does notoodescribe their policies in the
past, since, depending on The degree of "fit," this is a

, matter of demonstrated fact.)

In the _specific case, if any other state board,
having seen that a model can be found which fits their
past decisions, decides. that there are no strong reasons
to change their policy, then there are no reasons why they
should not adopt the model as their guideline for future

',decisions. A procedure is also required to permit depar-
tures from the guidelines and for the use'of such informa-
tion to guide policy change as the environment changes.

The explanation of the different models (matrix or
sequential) may be clarified by imagining the form of ac-
cusation in the case of a "decision error." "Did this per-
son or did he not..." possesscharacteristic (x)? "And did
he not...?": The specific questions relate, in this ex-
ample, to discrete items of data. The imag-inary defendant
(the parole board) would be inferred to have erred if it
had to answer questions formed in this way with-a response
showing its guidelines were. not followed. "Had this per- .

son made honor grade in the institution: yes-or no?" If
the board had to say that he had not made that grade, then
it would be assumed to be in error in releasing the offender
and hence responsible for-the fact that he had committed
another crime. The lack of'logic (the non sequitur) would
not trouble many of the accusers! The board with the se-
quential model is ready to meet this kind of attack.- Each
decision is made in terms of the branching network of spe-
cific items of information. The policy cal/'$ for the giv-
ing of reasons for departures from the guidelines, which
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are expected, -but they are not, in general, so well pre-
pared to meet 'accusations which deal with more abstract
concepts. 'The board with the matrix model, on the other.
hand, is'prepared for defense in terms of abstractions,
such as the--concepts "seriousness of offense," "prob-
ability ofreconviction," or "prison adjustment."

The fact that there are differences in the "level of
abstraction" in which the policy (i.e., guidelines) is
stated is evident from the kinds of-models which were
found to fit (descriptor's). -The differences are consis-
tent with a supposition that the nature Of the defense
for decisions differs in similar ways among boards-and_
states. The United States Board, for.example, may be more
susceptible to criticism in law journals and the "estab-
lishment". press; and indeed, it has been attacked by learned
judges in their published books in.the past in terms of
abstract concepts such as "policy," "consistency," "open-
ness," "understandability of decisions," and. so on. The

way they had developed their work fitted this environment
and the models we discovered to fit their decision proces-
ses also fitted this environment. Thus, their guidelines
are structural in terms of "dimensions" to which there are
indicators in the form of individual items of information.
Such indicators are summed and.there is scope for a trade-
off between good and bad characteristics. In the sequen-
tial models, items of data are treated, as it were, in
-their own/right and not summed into indicators of abstract
concepts.' We do not know whether the environment- for the
boards with sequential models matches this form of de-
fense. If not, and,if the assessment of any board. is
that the forms of 'attack come in the nature of those
faced by the United States Board, then the sequential
guidelines may not be optimal for this kind of environ-
ment.

Are there any other grounds of preference for one
form of model or the other? We have no indication that
the'network model is any more or less acceptable than
other forms-, either technically or morally.

There is some possibility,.suggested- by other stud-
ies, that network models tend to represent mare risk aver -
sive.-decision processes than other models.6 It seems that
the risk aversive element is due to the fact that at each

node (branch) a subsidiary decision is involved. A node
tends to become an all-or-none determination, based on. one
item rather than conditionally upon other items of data.'

6 Kingsnorth, R. Doctoral dissertation, School of
.Criminology, University of California, Berkeley, 1970.
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,Hence, a "safe" decision tends to be made at each branch',
with an overall result that fewer persons get through the
network than would be the case if alternative routes were
available for them..

It would be possible to work out notional board deci-
ions for a sample of.'ihdividual cases to two or more mod-

e s. Thus, the expected. decisions could be calculated by
ma rix models and sequential models for similar samples.
A -sign thus:

Mod Type
North Carolina Federal
Case Sample Case Sample

Matri \model

Sequentic model
(NOTIONAL DECISIONS)

would be possible and might give some useful comparative
information. One objection to such comparisons is that
even the same crime, carried out in an exactly similar
way, may in one,area be regarded as much more serious
than in another. As a judge put it to us recently, "Cut-

, .ting .a ,wire fence in Vermont is a different crime from
cutting a wire fence in. Denver." The qualities of the
crime' which are ,related -to the disposition of the court
and the decisions of....the parole board are determined by
two or more (but at'. 'least two) factors, (a), the crime,
and (b) the environment in which the crime was committed.
We lack means for adequate description or classification
of (b); and 'lega,1 categories of (a) are not strictly com-
parable between ,states. Comparison would, therefore, be
a. difficult task and require conSiderable further research.
We hope that this will be borne in mind by readers of this
report and that they will not rush to criticism of col-
leagues in other states who work in different styles and
hence may use differently.constituted guidelines.

Other Possible Methods

If the guidelines had been developed by otter means,
there would have been no opportunity for different models
to appear. If, for example, we had prepared a priori
models we might have found some degree of "fit" for sev-
eral models in several states. It might have been that
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some type of model would have been found which was some-
where in between the: styles now identified. Low correla-
tions between the actual observations and the theoretical
models might have been noted for all areas. For this rea-
son, we require the fairly high degree of "fitting" which
we set, somewhat arbitrarily, at 80 percent. Any a priori
model building savors of prescription edging out descrip-
tion and hence can become a vehicle for research workers
to - insert their values into operations. Thus, for example,
Adam Smith stated a theory of economic behavior in terms
of an a priori model and this model later became value-
laden and prescriptive. In the example of a priori model-
ling of jury decisions discussed earlier, prescriptive
overtones were avoided because the mo els were designed
to fit extreme situations and might be seen as setting
the limits of observed behavior--neithe specifying an
is nor an ought situation. Rather than eing descriptive
of any "real" situation, the models specified the range
in terms of possible theories. No jury, hearing of the
models, would change its behavior!

In the example of estimation of the income distribu-
tion of towns, no estimation could change the facts. It

was also possible to verify precisely the estimates by
carrying out a.census or sample inquiry in the towns for
which estimates:were .made. Accordingly, part of the method
was to assume :that information about income was not avail...7

able.for certain towns where in fact it was known. Esti-
mates were made without the use of information in a sub -
sample and then checked against'the known data at a later
stage.

This kind of analysis may be used in certain sectors
of parole decision -- making research. Information which is
expensive to obtain or which can be obtained only in a
'percentage of cases (as with income data) may be subSti-
EUted by proxy data. The discovery of proxy data could
proCeed along lines closely analogous to the equations for
estimation of the income of towns from other data. This
method is very similar to the "Joe's Thumb" problem,'but
not exactly so. True, the subjective assessment of the
expert is taken,as the best available measure of the suit-
ability of the cheese to be marketed and a "proxy" measure
is,,sought. However, in the case of. the income of towns,
a data base exists from which selections can be made and
tested in combination for their utility as "proxy" indices
for. income. Joe's Thumb does not present us-with a data

base! Because of this, different methods are needed and
different sets of assumptions are necessary with this kind
of problem.

Depending upon the assumptions we are prepared to
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make, we may use a very large variety of methods for_the
background to the development of guidelines. It seems
highly probable that quite different methods would re-
sult in individual cases being disposed of in a quite
similar manner. We have only collateral evidence for
this guess, and perhaps some future research might look
into these matters.

Models and Morals

Model building, whether or not developed into the
operational use of.guidelines, is one of the most power-
ful methods for assessing the.import of our social deci-
sions'. It mays' even be said -that we may begin .to examine
some quantification of moral judgments by these methods.
This is a sweeping claim and needs justification.

Perhaps an example will Suffice to indicate the pos-
sible approach. In the model used by the United States
Parole Commission, there are two major dimensions which
account for the variance in decisions--the seriousness of
the offense and prbbability of a further offense. From
e35amination of the- degree of increment in the time-to-be-
served as against these two dimensions, it may be noted
that seriousness is the more important factor--the "slope"
of the penalty..is greater than for the probability factor
by a ratio of about 60:40. It would be an easy matter to
hold constant the same average time but to modify the._
scales so that seriousness of offense and risk of recOn-
viction were equally weighted, or the weights might_be
reversed. In other words, the""discovered" model may now
be modified to a model of the a priori kind. It would
then also be a simple matterto draw a sample of decisions
and to see what differences the change of scale would make
in the outcomes. On one side, we could put those cases
which would be decided in exactly the same terms, in an-
other pile we could put those whose penalty would increase
and in another those for whom it would decrease. This
could' be done for any model we wished to imagine and were
prepared to put to the test.

In the abstract, it is difficult to answer the ques-
tion as to whether justice requires that the seriousness
of the offense be given the same, lesser, or greater weight
than factors about the offender which relate to the risk
of further crime. We now know that the United States Pa-
role Commission was acting as though the correct weight
was slightly greater for the seriousness of the instant
offense. This is the codification of the received wisdom
of the Board as it developed over the years. We know of
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no reason for changing the ratios. The important thing
about modelling is that we do not have to make the actual
change or to put into effett an innovation in order to be
able to study its probable effects. And, of course, simu-
lation is made possible throUgh the use of models. Simu-
lation methods can be used to examine very'many and highly
.varied probleids. Indeed, the number and types of simula7
tion research studies which are now seen as feasible ap-
i)(ar,to. be limitless. Only the time available for thought
restricts the number of simulation projects which could.
be imagined! There Are more feasible varieties of simula-
tion than possible variations in real life/; for the obvioxis
reasons that simulation Costs;little, does not involve any
real risk, is not politicallycembarrassing,and is less time
consuming.

Some of the qualities which are usually assumed to
involve moral value choices may be simulated and the input
varied. Justice (a moral concept?) involves concerns as
to equity and prejudice. It is known that the kinds of
decisions people make are related to the ways in which they
search for infcrmation. It is also known to be possible to
change decisions of persons by merely changing the order of
presentation of information (i.e., same information, same
persons, different order of information, leads to different
decisions). It is also known that the means of presenta-
tion also influences the nature of the decision. Redundant
information (Correct, but unnecessary, information) also
modifies decisions. These modifications all can occur whe-
ther the decision involves moral value choices or merely
economic welfare decisions. We are now able to study/these
phenoMena because we can, as it were, take apart the complex
processes which previously hid the same kinds of effects,
although most were intuited by experienced decision-makers.

Prioritie's and Pleasures

We know that the data ba'se throughout the criminal
justice system is generally of poor quality. Some have
called for very large investments to improve the informa-
tion both in terms of quality and in its handling. Is the
cost of improvements justified in terms-of a potential for
improved decision-making? Such a claim can be supported
only if it can be ensured that the improvements in the
quality of the material (data for decision-making) can be
matched with improvements in ability to use it. An ex-
pensive cloth and a cheap tailor will not,produce the best
suit! And the tailor must have the appropriate tools.

At the end of this research project, we (the research
staff at least, and perhaps others) are like children with
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a new tinker toy. Hundreds of things such as boats, cranes,
robots and the like can be made with the same basic set of
parts and each one, may be disassembled into its basic unit
parts for other constructions. We can see all the things
which it is possible to examine by setting up models, by
simulation of data, and by myriad analyses. As research

- workers, we find some of the questions more intriguing than
others, but we do not consider ourselves alone to be the
authorities on the priorities which should be given to these
questions. It is hoped that other persons concerned with
other aspects of the criminal justice processes will con-
sider the variety of things that can be built and will say,
from time to time, "Why don't we build that and see how it
works?" What priorities should be given to questions which
are amenable to analysis through the use of decision-making
models such as those described and discussed in this report?

There is a more fundamental 'question which has to be
faced for avoided, which will amount to the same thing!).
Continuing the analogue of the tinker toy, the question
is, !'What size of set,ought we to invest in?" It is pos-
sible-to-imagine very sophisticated "sets" which involve
computer data bases and man-machine interaction with auto-
matic recording of simulated decisions within various con
straints. The paper file is already obsolescent, and per-
haps we need to know how decisions may be reached when the
medium-of presentation is changed. It is possible that
those decisions which we now regard as moral choices will
be modified by the mere.change of the medium of presenta-
tion of information. We already hdve research findings
which stronglydndicate that this will be so. We can simu-
late the computer of the future now and be ready to meet
the new problems it will bring. We can leave matters as
they are and rely upon reactive measures. That is a major
value choice now to be made by-action or by default.

3 4:,(:),
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APPENDIX A

Parole Outdbme
A Multidimensional Contingency Table Analysis *

Herbert SoloMon

This is a statistical study of parole out-
comes with a set of possible predictor variables=
that is accomplished by multidimensional contin-
gency table analysis. It is keyed to prior stu-
dies-conducted by the Parole Decision Making
Project of the National Council on Crime, and De-
linquency. These studies, based on data of ap-
proximately 2,500 prisoners in the federal cor-
.rections system, suggest nine variables present-
ly employed by the U.S. Parole Board in parole
decisions. The present analysis, employing a,
different multivaridte data technique, indicates
only four of the nine variables are required.
It also demonstrates. that representing the four
variables by a sum of scores can hide discrimi-
nation power available when each prisoner pro-
file is viewed as a four-dimensional array of
data. A discussion of the model appears at the
end of the paper and describes the methodology
of contingency table analysis within the context
of prisoner profile data and parole outcome.

This report discusses the results of a statistical

study of the association of parole outcome with a set of

possible predictor variables. A great deal, of interest

exists in this subject. andkria number of studies have ap-

peared over the last several years. A key study along

these lines is one prepared and published by the Parcae

Decision Making Project of the National Council on Crime

and Delinquency under a grant from the Law Enforcement

*Support under LEAA Contract 75N1-99-004, "Classifica-
tion for Parole Decision Policy, "is gratefully acknow-
ledged. Adapted from Herbert Solomon, "Parole Outcome
A Multidimensiohal Contingency, Table Analysis," Journal
of Research in Crime and Delinquency, Volume 13 11,976);
pp. 107-126'.
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and Assistance Administration. This study, based on data

fro ;'the federal corrections system, received the complete

cooperation of the United States Parole Board, which pro-.

"vided access to the data and the time and effort of its

Members and staff.

Summary

The final reportl of the Parole Decision Making Pro-

ject consists of a summary report plus thirteen supple-

mental sections. One of these (number nine) gives some

details of the statistical methods employed to produce a

Salient Factor Score, an index that becomes an element,

along with type of crime committed and time served, that

provides guidance to a Hearing Examiner or Board Member

in recommending parole. The Salient Factor Score is based

on responses to each of nine items, which are scored main-
.

ly as 0 or 1 responses, but in two cases can receive, 0,

1, or--2--- thus the maximum score is 11. The higher the

score, the less likely is the prisoner deemed to violate

parole if granted. The nine items appear at the end of

----j\

--\

t e Summary in a copy of their listing in the Federal -

Re ister, Volume 38, Number 222, Monday, November 19, 1973.

. These nine. items. resulted from a study of a large

number of biographical and institutional, variables as-

1 Gottfredson, D.M., Wilkins, L.T., Hoffman, P.B.,
and Singer, Susan M.,The Utilization of Experience in

Parole Decision-Making, Washington D.C.: U.S. Govern-
;'ment'Priting Office, November, 1974.
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sociated with a prisoner and parole outcome within two

years after the granting of parole. Approximately 2,50.0

goiiisoner data profiles served as a basis for-the statis-

tical study. A number of multivariate datallivanalysis

niques were employed to determine which subset of the many

possible subsets would best predict parole outcome. It

appeared that a ,Burgess scale would do approximately as

--- well -as more sophisticated techniques such as multiple

linear regression. This makes the scale much more fea-

sible administratively since the weights of the variables

in the Burgess scale are equal to one. In this way, the

nine items now employed in the Salient Factor Score were

obtained.

The major thrust of this report is to try another

multivariate analysis technique on the same data which is

based on'a minimum discrimination information statistic.-,

The technique is multidimensional contingency, table anal

ysis or,.as it is sometimes called, employing a logistic

response model for categorical -data. What is- desired is

a representation of the parole data, employe& in a parsi-

monigus way, in terms of variables and interactions that

are amenable to public policy decisions. The types of

data making.up prisoner profiles suggest that the classical

techniques stemming from the multivariate normal model and

employed previously are not appropriate. The logistic

response model which gives probabilities of events of in--
r-
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terest, e.g. probability of parole violation given a set

of predictor variables, is based on much less structure

than 'the classical techniques and yields operationally

meaningful terms explicitly.

The basic model here is quite different from the nor-
.

mal theory models, yet some similarity occurs because one

manifestation of the model is that the log of the odds

ratio (say, of parole violation to non-violation) is a

linear function of all the main effects and all the inter-

actions. Thus the righthand side of the equation would

be akin to that model which is employed to display the fac-

torial model in the classical analysis of variance. What

is at issue, of course, is to reproduce the observed cate-

gorized,data.in each cell of the multidimensional contin-

gency table using few of the main effects and the inter-

actions. Obviously, the observed data would be duplicated

if all the main effects and all the ilOteractionterms were

included. This model permits the inclusion of, say,..third

order interaction terms while simultaneously excluding

lower order interaction terms if this is the appropriate

description of the situation. This is not possible with

normal theory models.

The'logistic response function can be viewed as stem-

ming from the multivariate normal model in the following

way. If we employed R. A. Fisher's multiple linear dis-

criminant function based on multivariate normal models,

we can derive conditional probabilitfe-for-the_occurren-de
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of events. A subsequent use of Bayes' theorem with these

conditional probabilities will yield the probability of

,the eveKit that we desire and it will be-defined by the

logistic function. This same function can be wived

directly from f.4rst principles, as Kullback [3] has done

by employing the minimum discrimination information gta-

.pistic for estimating contingency table cell frequencies.

Some workers in the field, e.g., Cox [1] and Goodman [2] ,

start directly by a-ssuming the logistic response function

as the appropriate way,of defining probabilities of events
. \

in analyses of categorical data. An informative. discussion ,

.

4e ensive bibj.iography is supplied by Kullback.
1i

/ For our analysis many more than the nine item varia-

bles on the Salient Factor Score were included. One rea-

son, of course, is to see whether with this new technique

other variables or interactions might produce more pre-

dictive power. Approximately 25 variables resulted from

consultation with staff of the U.S. Board of Parole, and

these were examined and included in the study.

The analysis which is' described in subsequent sections

demonstrates that the best predictor in terms of explain-

ing total variability in parole outcome is a set of four

items which turn out to be a subset of the nine items

presently employed. Interestingly enough, the first order

and higher order interaction terms add negligibly to the

informAtion and are not included. These four items are

3J
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.1) number of prior convictions, ii) auto theft or not,

iii) livewith spouse and/or children after release or

otherwise, iv) previous parole or not. The employment

of just these four variables (main effects) without the

use of any other main effects or any interaction terms

.explains practically all the variation in parole outcome"

over 2,500' prisoners.. This is a remarkable phenomenon

and suggests that more parsimony can be achieved in parole

.recommendations, yet administratively it may not be fea-

Sible to have such-an important decision as pgrole de-

pend on an element consisting of only four items.' The

main purpose of-thistudy is not to_find-another "for-

mula" for parOle recommencfation, but to demonstrate the

use of multidimensional contingency table analysis in

parole outcome studie. For example, we can employ the
v,-2J

same nine items presently employed by the Parole Board

and under the logistic responseflmodel we might find almost

100 percent of the variation in parole outcome explained

since four items give us 93 percent explanation of the

total variation.

It is instructive to provide some exposition about

the four items and theirAse Notice we are not suggest-

ing.that' the responses to the four items be added to

prodlfe a -Salient Factor Score as is done with the nine

items:: On p. 371 the predictive odds fbr'parole success

are given for all 24 possible configurations of responses.

For a prisoner with-no prior convictions, never paroled
/9



RULES AND REGULATIONS

Guideline Evaluation Worksheet

Case Name Register Number

Salient Factors

Item A
No prior convictions (adult or juvenile) = 2

One or two prior convictions = 1
Three or more prior convictions = 0

Item B
No prior incarcerations (adult or juvenile) = 2

One or two prior incarcerations.= 1
Three or more prior incarcerations = 0

Item C
Age at first.commitment (adult or juvenile)

18 years or older = 1
Otherwise = 0

Item D
Commitment offense did not involve auto theft\= 1

Otherwise = 0
Item E IS

Never had parole revoked or been committed for a new
offense while on parole = 1

Otherwise = 0
Item F

No history of heroin, cocaine, or barbiturate dependence = 1

Otherwise = 0
Item G

'Has completed 12th grade or rdceived GED = 1

Otherwise'= 0
Item H

Verified employment (or full-time school attendance) for a

total of at least 6 months during last 2 years in the

community = 1
Otherwise = 0

Item I
Release plan to.live with, spouse and/or children = 1

Otherwise = 0
Total Score

313

1 1

Offense Severity: Rate the severity of the present offense by placing

a check in the appropriate category. If there is a disagreement, each

examiner will initial the category he chooses.

Low High

Low Moderate Very High

Moderate Greatest

Jail Time (Months) + Prison Time (Months) = Total Time Served

Guidelines Used:
4

Tentative.Decisioh::

Youth

to Date Months

Adult NARA
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before, non-auto theft offense commitment, and a release,

plan including spouse or children, the odds are almost 16

to 1 that he would not violate parole -- yet for a pris-

oner who- had three or more prior convictions, previously

was on parole, in prison for auto theft, and a release

plan that does not include wife or children, the odds of

parole are .9 to 1 or less than even odds. Note that if

we.do not condition on any variable, the odds are 2.3 to

1 fOr parole success.

In this gable, the Salient Factor Score is also giv-

en if computed-as before, expect that now the range is

zero to five.: Only one response vector yields a score of

five and only one response victor yields a score of zero;'

in fact, there are the two prisoner profiles above for

which we have listed the odds. However, Salient Factor

Scores of 1, 2, 3, 4 are not discriminating enough, and

this is t-he kind of price one always pays for summarizing

the information contained in four items b a sum, i.e., a

one-dimensional representation.

The table on p. 371 is somewhat misleading,'because

the vector of responses 1, 2, 1, 1 which leads to an odds

ratio of 6.3 to 1 would not occur since a prisoner with

ck no prior convictions would not have had a prior. parole.

If we eliminate these profiles, namely any vector for

which the first tWo response levels are 1, 2, -, - (four

in all) and their odds ratio and Salient Factor Score,

35
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we have 20 possible configurations with the following dis-

tribution.

Salient Factor Score Frequency

5 1
4 3
3 5
2 7
1 3
0 1

Suppose we look at two profiles with a Salient Fac-
.

for Score of 2; namely 3, 1, 1, 1 and 2, 1, 1, 2. The

former has an odds ratio of 3.1 to 1 for parole success

and the latter has an odds ratio of 2.2 to 1 for parole

success; a difference of approximately 50 percent for the

same score. Thus, d prisoner with three or more convic-

tions and no prior..parole, incarcerated for auto theft,

who plans to live with spouse and children is that much

better a risk than a prisoner with one or two prior con-
.

victions and no prior parole, incarcerated for auto theft,

whose release plan does not involve a spouse and children,

Exposition of Methodology

The data=base is a collection of 2,497 federal pri-

soner data profiles. Some examples of variables on which

data is available that could be included in the analysis,

along with a number of possible categories for each vari-

able follow. The reason for hypothesizing a number of

categories at this point follows shortly.
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Variable Categories

1.
2..

3.

Parole Outcome j

Number. of Prior Convictions
Number of Prior Incarcerations

2

3

3

4/. Commitment 'Offense, 2

5. Age at first. Commitment 2

6. Prior Parole Revocation 2

7. History of Drugs 2

8. Completed 12th Grade 2

19. Employment Record 2

10. Release Plan
t

2

These variables taken from the Federal Register list

are not exhaustive and others will be included, but the

abAre can serve for the present. The number of categories

is subjective for most variables and can be increased or-

reduced -- the numbers listed here are for illustrative

purposes, all-hough they represent the number of levels em-

ployed in the analysis. In our analysis, we have. over 25

variables with number of categories varying on upwards

from two for the 2,497 prisoner profiles.

Usually we will find some reduction taking place to

make the contingency table analysis manageable. The num-

ber_of contingency cells in any one analysis is the product

of_the number of categories for the variables employed and

we desire an average of five entries per cell as a minimum..

Thus, for example,:if we select' variables 1-10 above, 2,304

cells would result and this would require at least 11;520

prisoner profiles. The number of required prisoner pro-

files can be reduced by either decreasing the number of

variables employed, oz` decreasing the number of categories

359
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per variable, or both. In our case, just eliminating two

of the ten variables would make the analysis manageable

for our 2,500 data profiles. Let us reemphasize at this

point that the advantage in contingency table analysis is

an assessment of all possible interactions of combinations

of variables on parole outcome. Moreover, the behavioral,

social, and biographical variables employed do. not permit

the variance component models typically employed in clas-

sical statistical analysis. For thousands of parole out-

comes, computers will be required, but multidimensional

contingency table analysis programs are available.

Let us begin our exposition of the methodology with

variables 1, 2, .and 4 (variable 3 is ignored since it is

obviously highly correlated with variable 2), that is,

we-are interested in the association of parole outcome

with number or prior convictions and commitment offense

(auto theft or not). Also, for exposition purposes, let

us assume only two categories for each of the three

Variables, namely

1. Parole Recidivist Parole Success

2. One-or More Prior Convictions No Prior

Con.victions

3. Auto Theft - Other Offense

This coarseness of categories doeS not affect the concep-

tual aspects of multidimensional contingency table analysis

and anything we develop can include any number of categories

per variable.
3f;
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We are interested in accounting for the variation

in parole outcome in a parsimonious way and with meaning-

ful factors: Consider first a simple example with two

factors, paiole, outcome, and number of prior convictions.

Assume the latt6r i-S7categorized into two levels, i.e.,

one or more, or-none. \The parOle outcome and prior, con-
s

victions for forty prisoners might produce this table

One or More Convictions No Convictions

Recidivist

Success

10 10

10 10

which yields probability estimates

One or More Convictions No Convictions

`Recidivist .25 .25

Success .25 .25

or more generkly

One or More Convictions No COnvictions

Recidivist

Success

P21

P21 P 22

The overall probability that recidivism occurs in



ph + p12 = .5. The probability that recidivism occurs

when the prisoner has one more convictions is also .5

for

p11 .25 = .5.
p11 + P21 .25 + .25

319

In this example, the probabilities of recidivism are the

same regardless of number of prior convictions.. This ta-

ble suggests parole outcome and number of prior convic-

tions are independent and might provoke consternation.

We will adjust this soon.

A related measure, denoted as an "odds" measure has

an interpretation well known to bettors. In the above

example, if one wagers that recidivism occurs, the over-

all odds, i.e.,.the odds of recidivism regardless of prior

convictions, are one to one or even. Knowledge that the

bet is on small or large number of convictions does not

change the odds. Realistically, however, the probability

and odds that recidivism occurs are not the same for small

or large number of convictions. As an illustration, con-

sider the table

Ohe or More Convictions No Convictions

Recidivist 15 5

SucOess 5 15

This gives probability estimates.
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One or More Convictions No Convictions

Recidivist .375. .125

Success .125 .375

From this table, the overall probability of ,recidi-

vism occurring, .375 + .125 = .5, remains the same but the

probability that a prisoner with one or more prior convic-

tions is a recidivist is

.375 - .75.
.375 + .125

This differs substantially from the overall probability

of 0.5 which no longer summarizes the cita. The odds will

change as well, being three to one for prisoners with one

or more prior convictio,E, one to three for others. The

infOrmation contained in this and the preceding table is

described in terms of three characteristics: tie overall

probability that recidivism occurs for prisoners\ ith no

prior convictions, and the probability that recidivism

occurs for prisoners with one or more prior convictibri.

The basic objective in more complex tables is to ideTI-

tify the minimum number of probabilities that must be spe-

cified to adequately describe the table. The specification

of probabilities given in the last example can be used.

However, recent research has developed a more formal des-

criptive model similar to analysis of Variance or regres-

sion models. Instead ofdeal-ing directly with cell prob-
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abilities, it is convenient to deal with their logarithms.

These new variables, the logarithms of cell probabilities;

have characteristics similar to measurement data, and they

cam be incorporated into a linear model whose parameters

indicate the contribution of the various factors and their

interactions to the cell probability.

When the prisoner profile data have been collected

and prepared for the computer, the multidimensional con-

tingency table analysis computer program is employed as

follows. First, it examines subsets of variables that may

affect parole outcome and determines how much of the total

variation in parole outcome is explained. If the main ef-

fects of a number of variables are not sufficient, then

first order nteractions can be explored. After this,

second order and higher order interactions can be inves-

tigated. At each step of the sequence, the proportion

of the total variation in parole outcome accounted for

can be computed. When a stopping point has been reached,

odds ratios for recidivism or the probability of recidi-

vism can be computed. This is demonstrated for the pri-

soner profile data in the next section.

Parole Data Analysis

We wish to analyze the 2,497 prisoner profiles

have been cross-classified according to a number of varia-

bles. After some preliminary analysis with about 25 var-

iables suggested by staff of the U.S. Parole Board, the

3
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following variables and their associated levels were deemed

important for the final analysis. Their interactions were

also included_in the analysis. For each level of each var-

ialae, the marginal sum is included and its sum across each

row is, of course, 2,497.

Prior Convictions: none one or two
338 609

Prior Incarcerations: none one or two
779 726

three or more
1,550

three or more
992

Age at First Commit- greater than or equal younger than 18
nient: to 18

1
1,503 994

I

.ommitment Offense: auto theft otherwise
196 1,701

Prior Parole: no parole Otherwise
1,752 745

Drug History: no hard drugs otherwise
1,987 510

Release Plan: with spouse otherwise
491 2,006

Parole Outcome: success failure
1,743 754

Foar five-way contingency tables or cross-classifica-

tions of variable factors which are believed to affect the

outcome (sudces's, failure) of parole were studied. Of the

four tables studied, one led to an estimated table relat-

ing-the effects,of four explanatory variables on the out-

come, which was analyzed in detail. Although the estimate

is based on a relatively simple additive log-linear model,

sit Aevertheless accounts for a very high percentage of the



totar variability in parole outcome. In this repoit, we

discuss this table in detail.. We' also present the high-4

lights of the results obtained from the study of the three

other tables. The dependent variabl-e in these tables, OUT-

COME, is obtained from the Follow-Up Information provided

by the fourth card of the data. This variable has two le-

vels, Success and Failure. 4. The independent eiplanatory

variables are NUMBER OF PRIOR CONVICTIONS, NUMBER OF PRIOR

INCARCERATIONS, PAROLE, COMMITMENT OFFENSE, DRUGS, and RE-

LEASE PLAN. The definition of these variables, and their

levels, given in Figure 1 (see page 366) summarize the

notational considerations and definitions of the levels of

the variables used in this study.

For all of these tables we first fit model (a) (see

the analysis of information tables), which yields estimates

based on the null hypothesis oflomogeneity of the outcome

over the combinations of the explanatory characteristics.

The information numbers corresponding to this model indi-

cate that the, variations are not homogeneous, and we then

seek to account for the variability.

We successively consider models (b), (c), (d) and (e),

which are obtained by hierarchically adding two-way mar-.

ginals containing each' independent explantory varialle

to determine their main effects. The property

of the information numbers obtained from thesE: model:; per-

mits us to assess the main effect of each indeper.delV. rrAplan-

atory variable. It is clear that the effect of an explan-



Variable Notation

Information Tables Levels

in Which the

Index Variable is Used 1 2 3

NUMBER OF PRIOR

CONVICTIONS

NUMBER OF PRIOR

INCARCERATIONS

PAROLE

COMMITMENT

OFFENSE

DRUGS

RELEASE PLAN

OUTCOME

J

K

L

h

k

n

ItIV

No prior

conviction

No prior

1,11,111 incarce-,

ration

II,III,IV No prior

parole

I,III,IV Auto theft

iliiiiiiiiv

One or two

prior con-

() victions

No history of

hard drugs

To live with

spouse (and/

or children)

I,II,III,IV Success

One or two

prior incar-

cerations

Otherwise

Otherwise

Otherwise

Otherwise

Failure'

Three or more

prior con-

victions

,Three or more

prior incar-

cerations

Figure 1

367
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atory variable on the outcome may differ from one table to

another because of the set of the remaining variables and

the sequence in which they are considered in each table.

The following Figure 2 gives the information numbetS

corresponding to the main effect of ech independent ex-

planatory variable.

Variable Table
Information
Number

Degrees of
Freedom

NUMBER OF PRIOR I 109.379
CONVICTIONS IV 108.374 2

NUMBER OF PRIOR I 24.807 2
INCARCERATIONS II 107.740 2

III 110.548 2

PAROLE II 32.955 1
III 24.838 1
IV 33.168 1

COMMITMENT I 34.69 1
OFFENSE III 30.827 1

IV 30.796 1

DRUGS If 19.149 1

RELEASE I 32.190 1
PLAN. II 43.428 1

III 32.956 1
IV 35.055 1

Figure 2

As may be seen from Figure 2, the main effect of DRUGS

is least among the independent explanatory variables. The

effect of NUMBER OF PRIOR INCARCERATIONS is reduced sub-

stantially.when the variable NUMBER OF PRIOR CONVICTIONS is

3
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'included in thp table. This implies that the NUMBER OF

PRIOR INCARCERATIONS and-NUMBER OF PRIOR CONVICTIONS are

highly correlated. These considerations led us to con7

contrate more on Tables I and IV. We denote the cell

entries for Table I by x(hikmn), and those for Table' IV

by x(hjkmn), where the indices are as defined in Figure"=

1. The analysis of information for these two tables is

given in the following analysis of information tables.

We may interpret the value of 2I(x:x1),
,

mation number corresponding to the model of homogeneity,

as the total variation (similar to the total in an ana-
,

lysis of variance). The perceritage of the total variation

explained by a model containing some additional .explana-

tory variables or thei associated parametets is the re-
_

lative decrease in the information numbers in comparison

with that of model (a). :Thus the model (e) in the analysis

of information 'table for Table I,, explains

220.053 18.981 91.4,
220.053

and model (e) in the analysis of information table for

Table IV explains

222.617 - 15.224 = 93.2%,
222.617

of the total variation. The same model 'explains'less th an

perent of the total variation for Table II or Table

III. We
\,therefore analyze model (e) for Table IV in great-

,

er detail.

3(49
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The log-odds'representation for model (e)'in Table
1

(hiltm I)
r + TAN + rjixt(h.jkm2)

./q1ALNSIS OF -INFORMATION FOR TABLE

( :ompotient due to Information Degrees of Freedom

a) x(Itikin.). x(....n) 21(x:x:) = 220.053 29

b)x(hikm.), x(h...n) 21(xt,:4) = 109.37? 2

21(x:4) = 1'10.674 27

c) x(Itikm.). x(11...n). 21(4:x:) =- 24.807 2
x(.i..n)

21(x:x:!') = 85.867 25

d) x(hikm.). 21(x,T:4) = 34.696 1

x(.i..11). x(..k.n)
21(x:4) = 51.171 24

e) x(hik.n). x(h...n). 21(4:4) = 32.190 1

x(..k.n).
x(...mn) 21(x:x.1) = 18.931 23

ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION TABLE FOR TABLE IV

Component due to Information Degrees of Freedom

a) x(hjkm.). x(....n) 21(x:4) = 222.617 23

b).x(tijkm.). x(h...n) 21(4:4) = 108.374 2

21(x:xt) = 114.243 "

c) x(hjkm.). X)h...n). 21(4:xt) = 33.168 I
x(.j..n)

21(x:4) = 81.075 20

d) x(lijkru.). x(h...n), 21(xg:4) = 30.796 1

x(..k.n)
21(x:x:) = 50.279 19

e) x(hjkm.). 21(x::4) 35.055 1

x(.j..n). x(..k.n).
x(...mn) 2I(x:x:) = t°15.224 18

The following tables give the original observations

370
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and estimates for model (e), the odds factors, profiles

and predictive odds-for Table IV and the odds factors for

Table I.

PROFILES FOR TABLE IV

BEST ODDS OF SUCCESS
Base

Prior Convictions =
No Prior Convictions
Parole = No Parole
Commitment Offense=
Otherwise
Release Plan.
To live with spouse and/
or children
Product of above

1.39

3.27
1.60

1.00

2.16
15.76

WORST ODDS OF SUCCESS
Ba,se 1.39

Prior Convictions =
Three or more Convictions 1.00
Parole = Otherwise 1.00
Commitment Offense =
Auto Theft 0.64
Release Plan =
Otherwise 1.00
Product of above 0.90

Observed Odds of Success 2:31'

THE ORIGINAL OBSERVATIONS AND ESTIMATES FOR TABLE IV

Levels of variables x(lijkmn) x:(hikmn)

Number
Of Prior

Convictions Parole
Commitment

Offense
Release

Plan

Outcome Outcome

Success Failure Success Failure

1 1 2 1 2.730 0.270
1 I 1 2 29 5 28.012 5.987

1 2 1 102 4 99.663 6.337
1 2 2 ,156 21 155.621 21.379
2 1 1 1 0 0.863 0.137
2 1 2 2 3 3.727 1.273
2 2 1 1 0 0.908 0.092
2 2 2 10 4 11.479 2.521
1 1 1 8 2 8.268 1.732

2 1 1 2 97 41 94.994 43.006
2 1 2 1 88 15 90.774 12.226
2 1 2 2 198 57 197.525 57.475
2 1 1 4 0: 2.996 1.004
9 2u_

1 2 26 20 26.688 19.312
2 2 2 1 6 3 7.406 1.594
2 2 2 .2 31 12 29.350 13.650
3 1 1 1 11 ., 6 ,12.845 4.155
3 I 1 2 154. 108 154.224 107.776
3 1 1 131' 20 125.011 25.989
3 I 2 2 ,338 161 344.340 154.660
3 2 1 1 21 12 21.754 11.246
3, 2 1 2 , 115 124 112.899 126.101
3 2 2 1 38 15 39.781 13.219
3 2 2 2 174 .120 171.141 122.859

Total number of observations 2497 1713 754

3 7 I
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Odds Factorg. for Table IV
Number of

Prior Commitment Release
Convictions Parole Offense Plan

No prior conviction 3.269477
1-&-2yrior Convictions 1.543675
3 or more prior
convictions 1.000000
No Parole 1.598309
Otherwise 1.000000
Auto Theft 0.642719
No Auto Theft 1.000000
To live with spouse
and/or children
Otherwise

2.160481
1.000000

Base factor = 1.392988

PREDICTIVE ODDS FOR TABLE IV
Levels of Variables*

Number of
. Prior
Convictions Parole

Commitment
Offense

Release
Plan Odds

Salient
for

Four
1 _- 1 2 1 15.727 5

1 1 1 1 10.108 4

1 2 2 l 9.840 4

2 1 2 . 1 7.425 4

1 1 2 2 7.279 4

1 2 1 , 1 6.324 3

3 1 2 1 4.810 3

2 1 1 1 4.772 3

1 1 1 2 4.679 3

2 2- 2 1 4.645 3

1 2 2 2 4.554 3

2 1 2 2 3.437 3

3 1 1 1 3.092 2

3 2 2 1 3.010 2

2,.- 2 1 1 2.986 2

1 2 1 2 2.927 2

3 1 2 2 2.226 2

2 1 1 2 2.209 2

2 --> 2 2 2.150 2

3 2 1 1 1.934 2

3 1 1 2 1.431 1

3 1.,---2 2 2 1.393 1

2 2 1 2 1.382 1

3 2 1 2 0.895 0

*Refer to Fiaure 1 for levels

n
t

Score

Ite
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Odds FactorS.,for Table I
Number of Number of

Prior Prior Commitment Release
Convictions Incarcerations Offense Plan

No prior conviction
1-2 prior convictions
3 or more prior
convictions

2.58534
1.29094

1.00000
No prior incar-
ceration
1-2 prior incar-!
cerations
3 or more prior
incarcerations
Auto Theft
No Auto Theft

1.73329

1.43246

1.0t5o00
0.62183
1.00000

To live with spouse
and/or children
Ot erwise

2.09668
1.00000

Model

ease factor = 1.61229

,The linear model' for estimating logarithms of pi4 ,

for our analysis where we fix and employ only the mar-

ginals, is

(1) enpik = p. +air + ,TK t = 1, 2, k = 1, 2

where R.np.ii is, the natural logarithm of pii . The constant

u is a general mean indicating the average value of npi,

The parameter aT indicates the "effect" on Znpii of parole
, .

outcome independent of number of prior convictions; aK

measures the effect on R, pii of number of prior convic-

tions independent of parole outcome. The parameter aTK

1. While we are asserting the model here, it can be
developed by employing the minimum discrimination infor-
mation index suggested by Kullback Di. It is also dis-
cussed and applied by a number-of authors,. e.g., Good-
man [2]... The monograph by Cox [1] asserts this model
as an analytical approximationto normal theory linear
models and provides much detail.
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measures the interaction effect ofparole outcome and num-

ber of prior convictions on For the first example

cited, where all the (and consequently all the Znpij)

are equal, 07 and aK are zero *since Znp.. does not vary with

either parole-outcome or number of prior convictions; and

for this reason, too aTK is "zero._ Hence, Ptk is equal to

the anti-log of 1J, which in this case is the' overall prob-

ability that recidivism occurs.

The model in (1) allows the_step-by-step computation of

cell probabilities similar to regression analysis. For ex-

ample, if parole outcome is considered as a function of num-

ber of prior convictions, the odds of recidivism (t = 1) to

parole success (t = 2) for a given number of prior convic-

tions are k = 1 for one or more prior convictions,
say

P2k k =-- 2 for zero prior convictions.

Using the model in (1) to obtain- these odds,in.logarithmic

form (denoted'hereafter as the log odds), we get

(2) 1)'-k + + + aTtn +aT + + arin 2ar 2a1ZP2k

where a; = and aT = aRc

Since0 the a parameters measure deviations from a ge-

neral'mean, a deviation from the mean at one level leads

to a deviation in the opposite direction at the other 'le-

vel. Replacing tai and 2aTrc by QT and simplifies

the notation in (2) and yields

(3)
Pk .n T 13ITLK

P2k

where k = 1 for one or more prior convictions, and `k = 2
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for.zero prior convictions. From (3) the log odds of.

recidivism to parole success are seen to depend on 5T,

the general mean for the log odds, and 3TK, the rela

tionship between number of prior convictions and parole

outcome.

To further illustrate these ideas, let us_extend this

example. Assume that occurrence of recidivism is depen-
,

dent on two variables: number of prior convictions, L,

and the absence or pres nce of,auto theft in commitment

offense, D. Then pt9d represents the probability that a

specified parole outcome results ,given,number of prior

convictions and offense status. Following the preVious

example, the logarithm of the odds of recidiVIsm to pa-
.

role success as a

be written as

(4)

function of

en-
Pled

PMd
T jayL gi;D +

the predictor-:variable can

Each one of the 5 parameters haSJthe same interpre-

tation given previously. 5T is a general mean for the

log odds. The aTL = 1 (one or more prior convic-

tions), Q = 2 (zero prior convictions) are numerical

measures of the association of number of prior convic-
.

tions on parole outcome. Similarly, the 5Td D are numer-

ical measures of the association of commitment offense

and parole outcome where the subscript identifies of-

fense, d = 1 (auto theft), d = 2 (no auto theft). The

parameters 5TLD
Zd

are interaction terms. it may be, for
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example, that non-auto theft may influence the parole out-

come of one or'more prior conviction prisoners differently

than'that of zero prior conviction prisoners.- For example,

non-auto theft prisoners may be less common among prison-

ers with one or more prior convictions, and.the latter may

tend to have more parole violations. Hence the chance for

recidivism may be greater among members of this group,than

would be indicated by adding the separate effects of com-

mitment offense and number of prior convictions. The pre-
.

sence of a joint interaction effect of number of prior

convictions and commitment offense on recidivism implies

q non-zero TLD
li

N
By exponentiaticin of each side of `the Log-linear mode_

(4), the odds of recidivism to parole success (hereafter

referred to simply as the odds of recidivism) can be writ-

ten in the form
pied

(5) ,
+ 81D iJA.D

Pud

where the Vs are the anti-logs of the Vs. In this form

of the model 6T can be interpreted as the overall mean odds

of recidivism which is modified by more detailed condition-

al about the levels or values of the predictor

variables and their interactions.

For the 'full model incorporating all the variables des-

cribed previously, the odds of recidivism become

(6) plfdruok= S.I. ,STL. STD 6-pt 8u 87;0 STK Si-D.P2edruuk

where say R is age at first commitment (r = 1, juvenile;
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.

r = 2, adult); U is dtug history. of prisoner (u = 1, his-

tory; u = 2, no history); 0 is educational record (o = 1,
1

did not complete 12th grade; o = 2, otherwise); K is re-

leas.e plan (k = 1, not with spouse or children; k = 2,

otherwise); etc. and (SQ.('TLD , ... take into account first

order interaction effects, TLDK,
kdk ... second order inter-

action effects, etc.

For the full model, when prisoner profile data have

been compiled, the overall odds ST may provide an estimate

(purely hypothetical) 1e4r, e-11,_.
3

that is, the odds are 1/3 to one in favor of recidivism2.

If the odds of recidivism are desired for pris ners with

one or more prior convictions, we might comput (once

again, .hypothetically) gT8TL= (1/3) (1.50) = .50 .

Thus, the odds of a recidivism increase from .25 to .50

for prisoners with one,or more prior convictions.

The calculation can be extended, for example, to pri-

soners with one or more prior convictions who are in pri-

sdn for auto thefts. If these independent variables en-

tered linearly in the model, the estimated odds for re-

cidivism would be given by ST "(iTL (TD, but since commit-

ment offense and number of prior convictions may interact

2 Note that this is not the odds that would be com-
puted directly from the observations, but rather from
their logarithmic transforms, then averaging, then trans-
forming back to the odds domain. Thus, this "mean odds"
is a multiplicative mean, not an additive mean.
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jointly on recidivism, the odds of recidivism may be giv-

em by (hypothetical illustration)

T T L T D Dgrip = (.25)(2.00)(1.40)0.60) = 1.12 ,

where the last' term measures the interaction effect of

number of prior convictions and commitment offense. ,Noty,

the odds of recidivism for auto theft prisoners with one

or more prior convictions could have been underestimated

if the first order interaction effect had been omitted

from the calculation. As a final illustration of how the
odds of recidivism can be computed for prisoner profiles

now characterized by a larger number of variables, we show

(hypothetically) the estimated odds of recidivism when we

include juvenile offenders who did not complete the 12th

grade, use dry.gs, do not have a release plan including

spouse, are in prison for auto theft and have one or more

prior convictions. We have added four variables here:

age at first commitment, drug history, educational record,

release plan; and in addition, the interaction of number

of prior convictions (L) and relsJe plan (K). The sub-\
script 2 on K is for release plan not including spouse,

the subscript 1 on R and U is for jtivenile at first com-

mitment and active drug history, respectively.

tr TL gTD egTp pt gr) gTu ATK sTpt

= (.25) (2.00) (1.40) (1.60) (1.50) (1.50) (1.25) (1:25):= 3.93 .

The odds of recidivism for.this group of prisoners is 3.93

to one compared to 1/3 to one over all prisoners. Notice

,
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that in this calculation another second order interac-

tion, that of age at first commitment and number of prior

convictions (TLK), is of sufficient imporllie war-
1 2

rant inclusion in the model.

As can be seen from these hypothetical illustrations,

the estimation of a small number of S's permits the com-

putation of odds of recidivism for prisoners with very

diverse characteristics. It should be noted that as in

'the case of regression analysis, the coefficients of the,

linear model (4) (and consequently the S's in (6)) show

the effect of a change in a variable holding all the other

variables constant. Thus, SQL measures the direct effect

number of prior convictions on the odds of recidivism.

If an indirect effect with commitment offense is also pre-
,w.tv

sent, this is measured by STF. Both the direct and in-

dir,,ict effects of number. of prior convictions are net of

the effects of other variables such as age at first com-

mitment, drug history, educational record, etc. That is,

the effects of variatLon in the latter variables on the
I

odds of recidivism are taken into account in the compu-

tation of dTL and OTILP.'

Given the odds of recidivism for prisoners with a

given set of characteristics, it is a simple matter to

compute: the probability of recidivism for that group from

the relationship

(7) Odds of recidivism = probability of recidivism
probability of parole success
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or

(8) Probability of recidivism = odds of recidivism
1 4. odds of recidivism

Thus, if the odds of recidivism are 1/3 to one, the prob-

ability of recidivism is p = 1/3 = .25; when odds are k..,\
1T177

3.93 to one, we get

P = 3.93 = 3.93 = .80
1 + 3.93 4.93

Thus, the unconditional probability of .25 f'-or recidivism

increases to .80 for the prisoner whose first commitment
.

was as ajuvenile, is in prison for auto theft, has a drug

history, did not complete 12th grade, and has a release

plan that does not include a spouse. This suggests that

a wide range of probabilities, given certain prisoner

characteristics, occurs in this hypothetical illustration.

In a realistic situation, something similar may be expect-

ed, thus producing a richit-and interesting study and we

investigate this in the next section for our prisoner data..

In these calculations, it.is important to distinguish

between individual Vs referred to as "odds factOrs" (e.g.,

(sTL, STD, (sTLD) which indicate how the overall mean chance

of recidivism odds, ST, is modified and the product of des
ST (sTL STD (sTLD) which measures the odds of reci-

divism for prisoners with a specified set of characteris-

tics.- Since (8-) converts the odds of recidivism for a

given group of prisoners to the - probability of recidivism

for .that group, it-cannot be applied to the individual Vs.

The above discussion makes clear that a large number

)
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of parameters may ,enter taontingency table model,

thus raising phe problem of identifying which .variables

and interactions are to be included in a model and which

are to belexcluded. Statistical distribution theory and

.a measure I* .which is similar to R2, the multiple corre-

lation coefficient 'in regres' -ion analysis, are used to

resolve this problem. A description of this model is

given in this Appendix.

Iri.regressior analysis, the explanatory value of a

set of predictor variables is measured.by the percentage

of variation in the dependent variables exp ned b the

predictor variables. The base measure of variation in

regression analysis is the sum of square about the mean

of the dependent' variable, i.e., E(Y1 - Y)2. As predictor

variables are added to the model: the predi&ted values

of the dependent variable Yi, are used to measure the

amount of variatio4, E(Yi 7 .Y) 2, explained.

age of base variation explained is then

100 R2 100
1.(Y, V/2 1.(Y1 )7'02

Y)2

The percent-

One method of measuring the contribution of any particular

variable is the change in R 2 when that predictor variable

is added to the model.

For contingency_tables, the base measure of variation

is computed either as the chsi-'quare statistic3

3

.

The.symbol 0 stands for the observed cell count and
E the estimated cell count. The summation is,over all cells
in a table.



or the information measure

a

s2X0en--E

N

under the hypothesis that all 0 pArameters in (4) except

thegeneral mean are zero. 'I* is then the percentage of

base variation explained by the-introduction of some col-
o

lection of parameters into the model, i.e.,

°
E

o en ) Base
E

en ) Model
1*=

(, 0 en (3)
E

Base

In practice, an 1* of 70 Percent or better -is desired.

SometAmes a lower value is acceptable because increasing

1* requires the addition of many interaction parameters

with the consequent diffiCulty of-interpretation. The

prime objective is to find the most important parame:ters.

When the number of observations is latge as is the case

in this study, parameters signifying marginal impact will

be statistically significant. A convention adopted some-

times is that of excluding parameters when they increase

by less than two percentage points.

I would like to thank Dr. Rahman Azzari for his aid

in programming the computations.
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kAPPENDIX
-

The'Development and Operation
Decision Making Guidelines in

4,11

f Parole /
intesoial/

Dale'G. Parel2t, Project_Dire tor,.
Parole Decision MakingStu

Minnesota Department ofCorre tions-

and

Richard T. Mulcron6, Chair man
Minnesota Corrections Boar

F

Origin Of the Guidelines
. -, _ .2

In 1973, .the\ Minnesota. Legislatur abolished the,
state's't:wo part --i irne parole boards',' o e with ,jurisdi6-
tionll'overijuvenil 6 and yoUthfulpffen ers, the other'
with jurisdiction over adult offenders Jtivenile.paroe
release pecisio s were vested in he Department of ,

Corrections, an ' he MinnesotaCorre tions Board (MCB),

i
was establish with jurisdiction over youthful offenders
(age 18-21) d adults. The MCB, consi is of four full-
time membe appointed by the Governor,-with senate con-
fltmation tostaggered six year terms and a full-time
Chairma appointed by the Commissioher of dorrectionsto

. serve his pleasure:. While the five membes had sub-
stant al. experience in corrections and law en orcement,
non had -prior-experience in parole decision; making The

r
,MC

,

e.into existence January 1, 197 . ,

. .

The NEB musts approve any release of an inmate from
ate.correctional institutions--via parole, medical

parole, temporary parole (furloughs) or work release,
and has responsibility for the parole revocation' process.
The guidelinet discussed in this pd"per govern only the
parole releasing function. By law, th MCB must review,
annually. the case of every person confrad ,in correctional

pinstitutions r on parole.. In 1974, tie MCB made over .

5,000 decisions in these various categories.

Minnesota! is1963 Crmmal code ve

'This project was funded by grant
awarded by the Governor's Comlhis
vention and Control, St. Paul, M

341

t ,broad discre-

nuMber 4515012674
ion on Crime Pre-
nnesota.
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tion in the paroling authority. The public----IrVps
stated in that law'are: a) to'protect'the
'(b) to deter crime/, and ( to 'rehabilitate otfenders.
For most offenses, the Co. e provides an indeterminate
sentence. (zero toithe statutory maximum, less good time)
with the' paroling,' authority having discretion to release
at any time. First degree murder, certain crimes com-
mitted with weapdns, and second conviction of selected
sex and drug offenses carry, mandatory minimum sentences..
Neither the law creating the MCB nor the 1963 Criminal
Cpde provide goals-or criteria to guide the Parole Board
in making:releasing decisions.'

In.1973, Legal Assistance for Minnesota Prisoners
(LAMP) filed a suit against the then part-time adult-
parole board, contending that the absence of'criterim- for
parole decisions resulted in an arbitrary and capricious
exercise of -discretion.

The following factors, then; contribut d to the.
development of the guidelines:

1. the absence of prior parole deci ion mking 1

experience by members of the new full-time
board and thus, their willingness 'to consider
alternative methods of exercisi g their dis-
cretion; ' A

2: the broad discre-4.ion conferred 'by the Legis7
,l.ature, unguided by statutory guidellnes or
briteria;,

A

'3. the possi bil y o federal court interventio

Accordingly, in February, 1974--one monthalter hey
came into existence--the MCB submitted 'a grant to th
Governor's Commission ,on Crime Prevention 'and Contro to
assist Ihe'Board'in the development of decision mak'ng
guidelines. The grant was funded and became> operate °nail
in October, 1974. A

Analysis -Of MCB Decision Making

Parole decision making guidelines must be r sponeive
to the operational goals of the agency making t deci7
sions, and consistent with the public policy of the state,
as reflected in the goals and.procedures of statutes r l-
evant pto arole decision making. Since these factors if-
fet fiom state to state, no single model of decision-m k-
ing. .guidelines,can serve all s1 t4tps.

1
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The project's firstItask was to determihe the oper-
ational goals which guid d the parole decision making°

.process of the Minnesota Corrections Board. When the
project started, the MCB 'had been Making parole decisions
for only ten months Due to lack«Df project resources,
the short time' /span within which to develdp operational
guidelines, and the rather brief--and ,possibly non-repre-
sentativehistory of MCB decision making, we did 'not
attempt a systematic empirical analysiS of MCB decision
making. RathOri we discussed MCB.goals with members
(individuaily!and in gropps) and obser4e the decision

process- =bothproces6-both the parole hearing -itself ..and the
information flow and analysis that preced s the hearing.

\ ,

From thilsiassessment,,we concluded that:
! ,

1

1. the 1Board consciously- attempts.to consider*
the !goals of the 1963 Criminal Code in ar-

t. rivingat parole decisions. The Board
plaCes primary emphasis on public protec-
tion, secondary, emphasis on, deterrence, and
tertiary emphasis on rehabil.itation;

1

2. to protect the public, the BOard assesses
theiprobability that aninmate, if paroled,
would commit a new felony. ,If'the MCA_ ,

thinks the probfability is high, they delay
'theirelease to reduce the period of time
the inmate is "at risk" in the community; ,

3. to deter crime, the MCB increase the period
of incarceration indirect propotion to
the severity of the offense; .

. to f rther rehabilitation, the MCB releases
earl er those inmates who make construc-
tive use of'the time they.are incarcerated
e. ., participating in vocational or on-1the-3

3 b training, eduqational or treatment
.pro'gr ms;

. ,

5. the MC consciously tries to Make ."equitable"
decisi ns--that is, treat similar, inmates
in similar ways;

6. the MCB views the parole hearing as an in-
formati n verification process. That is,
the decsion to grant or deny parole-is
based on\ information available to the MCB
before the hearing, and not on the "per-
forMance7 of the inmate during the hearing.

39e
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From thifis assessment, we concluded first, that guide-
lines for the NCB must 'be based on risk of failure on
role, severity of the committing offense, and inmate con-
duct and performance inthe institution.. Secondly, the
guide/ines shouid assure that 4imilar inmates are incar-
cerated for similar periods of time. Third, to the ex-
tent that risk Of failure and severity of offense are
known at an inmate's admiSsion, and to the extqnt the'
parole hearing 'serves to verify information, 'ittlaould be
possible to develop guidelines whicI assign apptoximate
release dates shortly after admission. Such a practice
would reduce inmate anxiety by providing a certain re-
lease date, would minimize "game playing" by inmates
seeking earlyrelease, and-would allow more rational.
planning for the use of time incarcerated..

While several guideline models were considered,
we concluded that the model used by t e-6 i ed States;
Parole Commission, with some varia ons, w s onsistent
with the decision ma0.ng practic of the MCB. nd with
Minnesota statutes gioverning 'th sentencing and arole
of inmates. ,

Development of Guidelines

'Risk of Failure

The MCB decided at'an empirical parole prediction
instrument would ('a) faCilitate the equitable treatment

/.
of inmates, and (b)' assist the Board in. assessing risk of
failure. The Boar clearly understood that such an in-
strument gave Ig.r p and not individual predictions, and
was to be used ,n aid to their "clinical" judgment.
Accordingly, t e MCB required that the guidelines allow.
the Board to "ov rride" the prediction instrument in
specific .cas s

The p ro e prediction study was condgcted following"
standard a le prediction procedures. A. gandom sample
of 1,000 p sons, age 18 and over was selected from all
those ed in 1971 and 1972--this constituted approx-
imate wo-thirds of all paroles durihg the period. This

''sample as' then randomly assigned to A construction sam7
lole an a validation sample of 500,each.

Sole tion of a Definition of Failure. Defining recidi-
vi is a thorny problem, which is complicated further
b requirements,of prediction -methodology, and by condi-

ons unique to individual jurisdictions. The criteria
to be predicted (in this case, failure on parole) must

t



occur with enough frequency to minimize the ddentifica.-
tion of false positives. A.definition of failure-which
resulted .in only five to ten_ . percent of ;the samPle-fail-
ing-wOuld result. in a large nuMber'o± false positivesr.
person4 predicted to-fail, but who,.in. fact, succeed..
A definition whiCWresults.in,a'5.0 petcentfailure rate
is ideal,' while-at30.Percent failure rate is a conven-
tional lower limit, unlets statistical' techniques are
appliedto "correct" for the low!,lure'rate.

The MCB wanted a definition of failute_whiCh.was
clearly Verifiable,'. and which-Was closely related to
the activityfrOm which the'public most. deserved:- pro-

.1,/,.we-defined'failure a-.new conviction
tectiov c- namely, neW-felonious.timinal behavior. Ac7.
cordin
Nrithin-tWo years- of the date of parole. We foUnd'that
29 percent of'our sample of 1,000 failed-by .this criteria,
whic.satisfied the requirementsof prediction method-
ology.. A conviction also-served, to some degree, to
verify that new criminal behavior had in fact occurred,. '

whereas failure defined as arrest would not

345

Such a definition of failure ,may" not be appropriate
for other states. Uhiform Parole Reports dndicates that
nationally the-two year 'reconviction rate for new major
4110.mes is 7-8 percent. Generally, the lower the rate of
fgcarceration among the states; the higher the felony
reconviction rate. That is, where a small proportion
of convicted felons'go to prison, more ;"good" risks are
retained in the community,- and more "poor" risks are sent
to prison.; Minnesota has the second lowest rate of in-
carceration in the nation.

We selected the two year-follow-up peniod because:

a. the majority of patole failures--however
defihed--occur within the first six months,
of release;

most paroles in Minnesota are discharged
after two years of successful parole ad-
justment;

c. comparability between the group,oh 1.,Ohch
the prediction dnstrument was developed
and those to whom it.iS applied.must be
maximized and longer gollow-up periods
necessarily reduce comparability;

d. the MCB felt two years was a reasonable'
period of accountability to the public
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for the success or failure of persons
.paroled.

Selection of Predictor Variables. Predictor variables
were selected in the 'following manner.. We reviewed the.
litarature on parole prediction studies during the last
twenty years, noting categories of'variables found to be
significant predictors.- We took these categorical vari-
ables and defined specific. variables based or information
generally avaiaable in-the inmates' bas files. -For
'exaMiple, for the categon4.9a1 variable_, loyment'stabil-

. itx," our specific.' variables were: (a)n er of jobs
held during-the'last'two years of commur4 livin4, and
(b) longest job held (in months) durin last two
years of community living.

This process resulted in eveloPment of 50 prediCtor
variables, in the following categoriers:

1. Juvenile Rdcord

2. Adult Criminal Recordi
3: Cu rent Committing Offense(s)

. 4. Current and Prior Institutional
Disciplinary Record

5. Social History Information

a. Marital Status

b. Employment Stability

c. Family Criminality

d. Education

e. Drug and Alcohol Use

Demographic'Variables

a. Age

b. Race

c. ,Sex.

Methods dsed. Prediction instruments were construoted
using two different methods: (a) regression Methods--
which assign .a weight to each item selected in propor-
tion to the amount of variance` in outcome explained by

Z/1' f )J.
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that item; arid (b) "Burgess" methods--whfch Assign equal
weight to each item selected. After reviewing the
utility of these" instruments, we selected an unweighted
Burgess instrument because:

a. its predictive power was equal to or greater
than the different regression instruments;

-b. it was more stable over, time;

c. it was less' subject to, "error" resulting
from missing or erroneous information.

Basically, the Burgess method correlated each of the
fifty predictor variables with, failure On parole. Those
variables with statistically significant .relationships
were dichotomized at a point which maximized discri"mina-
tiOn between parole successes and failures...We "then.con-
structed a number of prediction instruments uSing,dif-'
ferent numbers of dichotomized variabled,. attempting to
achieve a balance between brevity (a practical concern'
when applying < the instrument) andipredictiVe power.

The prediction instrument consists of six items
which are answered "yes" or "rno, ". and the number of-
"yes" responses is ,totalled to arrive at the risk score-
The six items are: ,

0 '4

1. The inmate has a prior conviction for
exactly the same offense title as 'any
offense for which the inmate is now
under sentence.

. The inmate was 19 or younger at the
time of the first felony conviction.

3. The inmate has atotal of -three or
morefelony convictions, including
all convictions under :the current.
sentence.

The inmate has one or rare prior
adult.commitments to state cor-
rectional institutions.

5. The inmate has ,two or more prior
.probation or parole' failures as
an adult. (

. . .

6. The inmate%s current sentence in
cludeS one.ot more burglary convic-
tions.
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r'_ Risk scores may range from zero to six. The4:-pre-
dicted group's failure rates associated with these scores
are:2 .

1

Number of- "Yes" Responses 0 3.722 37

/ . - '

Predicted Group Failure Rate 11 %,: 29% , 35 49k."63% . -

.1-1

Thus; an'inmate' with, five, yes responses is a'member'
of a group of which 49 percent are predicted to be con-

--... victed of a new felpny within two years of parole.
.

. , .

The risk of fairure score forms the horizontal axis
of the parole 'release date matrix (see Figure D.1).

:.,;,
, .,,

Ranking Offense Severity .

.7:l't -

% Iii
4
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The MCB decidedthat statutory maximum sentences,
?by themselves, were not, sufficient.to*determine,the se-
verity of the committipg offense, due to a disparity
between the type of offepder for.whom the maximum was
apparently Untended, and the type of offender-most fre-:"
quently)coming before the Board committed for that of-
fense- Accordingly, the Board ranked the severity of.
offense behaviok, relevant actions-by the offender fre-,
quently accompanying the commission of a criminal act.
Again, interviews with members indicated that the fol-
lowing behaviors were important in assessing the severity
of,an offene

whethere.ornot a' weapon was used.;

2 - whether or .nclt the victim was injured;

3; the' vulnerability of the victim, arincipan
in terms of 'crimes committed agaist4very,'
young or very old

4. high versus 1r property loss.

We constructed five decks of cards (one for-ea-ch-
Board member) with.each deck containing one card for

factors. -The de s were ,chuff lea, and each Board meMber.
each possible of offenSe titlt and tie ;ai)oVe

was told to arrange his or her,deck.from most to le t-:

'4

Constructfomsample, r = .26;
Validation samPle, r = o.

4



severe offense behavior, to, assign. a score of-10.0 too othe
most severe card, and to score.every other card'in rela-
tion to the most severe. We conducted a regression an-
alysis on this data and found that offense title-was the°
dominant factor for three members, and that Offense-
title,'weapon mse, and injury were the dominEint factiltrs
for the other two members. Since offense t_it16,(tha't
statutory offense definition) normally iincludes' the pres-
ence or4lbsence.of injury or weapon Usei-we repeated the
exercise'using only statutory offense:title.,

.
,

Using the second exercise we constructed an aggre-
gate ranking for each item,'dt

.

offenses into nine
.

categories of_severity.

a.

We invited district court judges to. participate in
a replication of the exercise to deermine if MCB per-
ceptions of offense severity differed significantly from
those of judges. Three of 'the.ten judicial districts
agreed to participate. In gdheral) we 'found strong
agreemen (90% 96%) between the rankings given lby the
Board and he judges, with no consistent patterns of dip-
agreement em ging.

The offense -severity, ranking is the 'vertical axls
of the parole release date matrix (see Figure C.1)-,

,.4

Determination of Guideline Times
.

l'he MCB's guidelines use risk of failure (five cat-
-

egories) and severity of committing offense (nine cat,-
fegories) to define the two axes of the parole relea'se
date matrix. The matrix thus contains 45 cells. To:de-
termine appropriate. time to be served before parole for.
each cell, we selected a random sample of inmates pa-'
roled in 1974 and 1975 by the MCB, scored each on both
risk of failure and severity categories, and determined
the time 'served until parole. We arrayed this sample
into the 45 cells, and for each cell, computed the ,

c.. average time served until parole. Since the-MCB did not
want the guidelines "to-have an independent effect on in-
'dtitutibnal population levels, 'we tried to ma.tch, ,as
closely, as-possible, guideline times to average time
served in the past for each Of the 45 cells.

Thus, the upper limit figure (where:a range is pre-
sent), or the single figure (where no-,range is given) in
each cell of the matrix is a close approximation of
average time served in 1974 and 1975 by inmates with that
leve4l of risk and severity.



Rehabilitation- :.MAP Contracts

As discussed earlier, the Board approaches the .goal.
of rehabilitation by rewarding constructive use of time-
incarcerated via' shortened period of incarceration. The
Board decided to formalize this procedure With the use '

'of 'Mutual Agreement Program (MAP) contracts. MAP con-
tracts are legally binding agreements between the inmate,
the institution, and the MCB, wherethe.inmate agrees 'E'-o
accomplish certain objectives, the institution agrees to
'provide resources needed, to accomplish them,,and the .MCB
agrees to paroke the inmate on a specified date upon prior'
completion of.4he objectives.

The Board, decided toll t VAP contract eligibility'
to- persons -commit for ' mea againAt property during

---the "pilgt phase" e MAP program, with eligibility
_extended to other offenses within one year..if the MAP '
experience proves successful.'

Thus, the Parole Release Date Matrix contains a range
of time for property offenses (generally, severity levels,
I, II, and III).. The lower figure in the range repre-
sents the maximum reduction in release date upon satis-.
factory completion of a MAP contract.. The actual release
date assigned to inmates initiating MAP contracts will
be somewhere within, the rangewVn bY.the guidelines,
depending upon the degree-of the effort needed to complete
the contract.. Whatever lowerilimit release date is assigned,
it is a guaranteed'parole'date upon prior completion of
the MAP contract, good institutional behavior, and a sat-
isfactory reentry plan. The upper figure in the time
range is a guaranteed pardle date with non-participation
or non-completion of a MAP contract, with good institu-
tional behavior, and a sati.slactory reentry Nolan:.

The "rewardil_for constructive use of time.incarcer-
ated generally ranges froM six to ten months for' most in-,
mates, currently eligible for MAP ontracts.

Departure from the Guidelines _ ---/--
..-

- . #

The Board does not appl %

e n
the guidelines mechanically,

;)1

since-differences in offend rs and offenses require the
Board to exercise-dtscretio to arrive at appropriate.
'periods of incarceration in individual cases. At the
hearing; the MCB considerslall available i formation \

-

about the inmate and the offense, to dete ine-f
aggravating factors arse ,present. If s factors

are found, the MCB may depart from the gui elines and
assign a time they feel is appropriate. -However, they



must provi#e thd inmate with a written statement of the
reasons for this departure.

A copy is also given to the project director,, who
prepares quarterly reports on departures to the. MCB and
the Department of Corrections. This report serves two
functions: (a) it assures that similar future cases
will receive similar treatment; and (b) where departures
occur frequently for certain categories of inmates or
under.certain donditions, indicateq problem areas in
the guidelines which deserve re-examination.

Implementation of the Guidelines

The MCB'recognized that a thorough imRlementation
'process-was essential to'the effective operation of the
guidelinei. The'implementaUon process was divided into

Cw" .three phases: (1) Orieht'ationlsession for -important of-
ficials; (2) TcainingIorograms for institutional staff; t!

and (I) DisSemination of information for chtiminal/justice
officials and the public.

Pre-impiementatio orientation meetings were held-
with (a) the Governor, (b) relevant legislative committees,,.
(c) the Commissioner of Corrections and his top deputies,,
and d) institutional wardens and chief administrators.
These sessions'provided an overview of the origin, devel-
opment, and content.of the guidelines and allowed inter-
change between MCB members, project staff, and the audience.

Training for institutional staff was divided into
pre-implementation and in-service programs, directed
primarily at caseworkers.. A one-day pre'-'implementation
training session was devoted to a detailed explanation
of the development and content of the guidelines, and
simulation exercises in completing the risk of failure
,worksheet.

In-service training had two components: (a) con-
tinuing l'iathon with institutional staff, and (b) "feed-
back" sessions. Each institution designated one staff
person to wham caseworkerS would take questions regard-
ing completion of riskof failure worksheets. If this
individual- could not answer the.question, they.would con-
tact project staff. This freed project staff from field-
ing large numbers of repetitive questions and developed
expertise more quickly-within each institution. Prior
to the feedback sessions, casework s completed ques-
tionnaires to identify the major pr lems they were en-
countering. Results were summarized and presented to
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1
-

the MCB and possible solue4ond were dismissed. At *the
feedback sessions analysis bf experience with the guide-
lines was presented to caseworkers, and solUtions to
problems identified by caseworkers were dicussed.

The third phase-information dissemination, began
after implementation.. We felt the guidelines would allow
all participants in plea negotiations to exercise their
`diseretion,in a more enlightened manner, but only if all
parties to the process were familiar yat,h, the guidelines.
Project stittfOgdra'fted a short paper descrying the origin,
development, 'content, and expected benefits of the guide-
lines, and copies were mailed to all district court.jud-
ges, prosecutors, public defenders, and probation and pa-
role.officers in the state, in addition,' project staff'
gave preseatations to. an annual meeting of district
court judgft, to prosecutors and defenders in major coun-
ties,' and to all probation and parole agents in A series
of regional meetings.

Sample Application of the Guidelines
t

When an inmate is admitted, the caseworker completes
the.riskiof failure worksheet, using the pre-sentence in=
vestligation and existing departmental record, if any. A
copy is given to the inmate and if the accuracy OT.---)any
information is challenged, the caseworker verifies it.

The initial hearing normally is held within 60 days
of adMission. Ten days before the hearing,ithe MCB re-
ceives copies of the risk of failure worksheet and the
institutional, case,summary.' At the initial hearing the
MCB determines-the guideline time indicated by the risk
of failure score and severity level of the offense. The
MCB considers all additional information to determine if
significant aggraVating or mitigating factOrs are present.

If such factors.are found, the MCB deiarts from the.
guidelines and assigns a*release date deemOd appropriate
and consistent with past treatment of similar cases.
They also give the inmate a written statement specifying
why they departed. If reasons for departuKe ate not
present, the MCB assigns a release date baped on guide -
line time..

.

,Whl flange,the guidelines provide a time ange, the "up--'
per limits" release date is a guaranteed parole date so
`long as the inmate: (a) is not convictediof a "major"
disciplinary code violation, and (b) prestnts a satis-
factory.reentry plan: Major disciplinary,violations in-
clude those behaviors in the institution Which would be

,
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felonies or assaultive misdemeanors in the free community.
The inmate is told that if such major discip ]4nary con-
victions occur, the assigned release date is in jeopardy%

Inmates eligible for and wanting a MAP contract also
are assigned a "lower limit" release date, which is a
guaranteed parole date upon prior completion of a MAP con-
tract, absence of major misconduct convictions, and a
satisfactory reentry plan. The MCB outlines its general

ract (e.g., complete a voca-
d work record in prison in-
e inmate to staff for con-

tract de elopment. Within wo months, a contract ratifi-
cation earing is held. F, ilure to complete a MAP con-
tract anceIs the iower limit release date, but has no
effec on the upper limit date assigned. Thus, inmates
have othing to lose by initiating a MAP contract.

The guidelines do not restrict' inmate eligibility
for medical paroles, special reviews, or temporary pa-
'roles during their incarceration.

expectations for the MAP con
tional program, compile a go
dustries, etc...) and refers

Two months before the release date, the MCB holds
a reentry hearing, and approves or rejects a general
reentry plan developed by the inmate and Staff. If re*
jected", the MCB gives written reasons and suggestidns
for restructuring: If approved, the inmate and staff
develop a specific reentry plan, specifying residence,
employer, etc. CB reviews the specificplan ten
days before release date and if consistent with the
general reentry plan, grants parole effective on the re-
lease date. If not consistent, the MCB gives written
reasons and continues the case until the inconsistencies
are removed.

Benefits of the Guidelines

Certainty of Release Date

After two months, the inmate has a certain release
date and ]snows "the extent to which that date cAn. be re-'
ducted, and what it will take to reduce it. The inmate
can decide if.the reduction is worth the effort, and if
it is note can reject MAP participation without'affecting
the upper limit release date. Thus, coerced programmiig
or treatment have not been eliminated, but the degree of 7-

coercion--that is, the.,reduction for MAP completioh-7has
been limited and the inmate is given infotmation on which
to assess his orher options and to make a more rational
decision.

3 96
w.
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Increased. Effectiveness of Institutional P1 nning
-.

-

Certain release dates, facilitate inmat and staff
planning for_ the uSe.of'institutional progi ms and re-
sources. If. an .inmate has an 18 month.lOwe limit re-
3,iase date and a MAP contract calling for c mpletion .of
a tenmonthwelding program. at another inst tution,-all
parties know well in_advance that the inmat must be
transferredby-the eighth' month of incarceration.

:In .addition, the guidelines facilitate'reentry plan
ning. Under the previous system,..caseworkers prepared
a reentry .plan -- including specific.job placements and
liVing:arrangementS-7-every time the.inStitutional'Clas-

., sificationeam recommended ,parole to the MCB.. Frequently
the Meg' would'not grant parole, resulting in' a- waste of
CasewOrker-:time. andan'Unnecessary "drain" on comMunity,
resources.This', in turn, reduced staff morale,, which ,

affected the quality of *reentry plan developed and fur-
ther increased probability of parole denial.-Under the
guidelineSia:single specific reentry plan'is developed.

Reduced "Gae.,Playing
,

Znmatesi know that regardless of their behavior they
will not beparoledfbefore the lowar liMit release date.
Thus, there..,*hould be'less "game-playing" by. inmates
Seeking- to !!COn" the MCB into an early .parole.

Equity af.Treitment. Itt

Inmateith siMilar,risks and severity Profiles will
be assignedthe same period ofincarceration.- 'Any dlif-
ferenCesinaCtual time served before' parole will be the
result.Of institutional condUceand'accomplishmentS--fac
tors over w4iCh:the.inmate has control. For-departure'
cases, the04c.Bapplies similar extensiona.br reductions
when siMilar'teasons for departure- exist.

'Increased certainty for Other Elements of the Criminal
JusticeSysbm

For the first time, criminal justice officials have
;.

a clear iaea*of the effect Of their discretionary deci=.
sions on the "length of incarceration for those imprisoned.
Sincesnthe 'Impact of plea bargaining on time served w41
be cleafi4to' Audges, prosecutors, defenders, and defenaant,
plea bargaining may be exercised in a more enlightened
and respOnsible manner. (Project staff frequently' re-
ceives thlephone calls froM prosecutors, clef-elders', oF,
-probaticiA. agents asking the effect of ,various plea bar-

.

I
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gaining or sentencing options on time served under the
guidelines for spcific'cases befo e them.)

Experience with the Guidelines to ate

The guidelines-went into oper tion on May 1, 1976,
at the .State Reformatory and the f llowing month at the
State Prisdh. By February 1, 1977 we had nine months'
experibnce with the guidelines at. he Reformatory and
eight months' experience at the Prison.

355

Effect of the Guidelines on Rate of Perole.and Institu-
tional Populations 4' 411/ -z

Since January 1, 1974--when4he MCB became ope a-
.

.

.'tional--institutional populations ave.varied direc ly
with the rate of release on parole, with institutional
commitments remaining fairly const nt.- During 1974, the
MCB released 909 parolees, and.adult institutional popu-
lations low average dail population f 1,220 A
in. October. Dur.ng' 1975, 606 inm tes were paro ed, a

daily adu t
..1.7reduction of 33 percent, and average .,popu--

lation reached 1,649 by December- ' When:the guidelines
'went into effect in May', 1976, average daily population
was 1,690. _

We expected that the MCB guidelines would increase

t
the rate of release on parole by educing the variance
in time served until release. Th s, anyone'in the insti-
tutional population who had serve more than their guide-

. line time (orogho would have sere d more than the guide-'
line time by heir next annual review) *as eligible for
a'special -review for release when they had served the
guideline time.

We found, in fact-, that there Was a m ked_increaSe-
in the rate of parole after the implementa n of the
guidelines. During the 12 months-preceding implementa-
tion, .the MCB" paroled an average of 51 inmates per month.
Since implementation, the MCB has paroled an average of
75 inmates per month, a 47 percent increase.

In'1976, the MCB released 774 inmates,, an increase
of 27 percent over 1975 levels. We projected. that if
the guidelines had been in effect for the entire: year,
the MCB would have paroled about! 900 inmates in 1976,
only slightly below the actual n ber of4074 paroles
granted.

The guidelines have slowed the rate of populatiom
increase. The average increase in avera4edaily popk4a-.

3 s



tion during the 12 months preceding implementation was
15.4 inmates per month. Since implementation, the aver-
age increase has been 1.7 inmates per month: In December,
1976, the average. dally populatiop was 1,702, only 12
above the avefage daily population at imgementation.
This suggests that the rate of release 'under the guide-'
lines 'is veil close to' the rate of ,commitment

The MCB has been criticized for their variation in
.

release rate from 1974 to-1975. Critics have charged
that the Board--influence'd by a "get-tough",public opin-
'Ion--had become increasingly conservative in teielasing
practices, demonstrating, that 'parole decision7making was
"political," in' the broad sense" of the wore'. /While it
,is too early folaconclus-ke statements, it-a6pears that
/the guidelines vet-6-nded to stabilize rates of .release, '-4,

-,and thus remover: the grounds fok such criticisms.
,

1 /

/

Rates of Departure Under'the Guide ines

How often should parole .boar de p rt. from the it
guidelines? Clearly, there is no "rig t answer to
this question. If departures are fre u nt, it could be
argued that the guidelines are a sh roviding a "front"
behind which the parole board co tin eS to engage in ar-

..b.itrary and capricibus,decision If the board
seldom departs they 'could be acc sed f being "mechanistlx,"
orfailing to insect "humanity" the process via
their clinical judgment.

The experience of the Hoard ing the first eight
.MoT,Iths of guideline operation' is arized in Table C.1.-
The Board departed from theguid nes in 16.6 percent
of the ca'ses, a figure *comparaba o the experience of
the United States Parole Commiss

j
From May 1, 1976 until Jan ary 15, 1977,* the,MCB

assigned release dates'to 958 i ates. Of these, 159,
or 16.6 percent, were departure from the.time indicated
by the guidelines.- Table c.1 .ndicatesethe reasons most
frequently'cited for departure (since, the MCB sometimes
gives more than one reason, th qumber of reasons in the
table exceeds the total number of departure cases.)

Every three months, an a alysis of departures is
conducted: Three _factors are ekamined: 1) .the rate of
departure; 2) the reasons for sand directions and amounts
of departures; 3) and the r and severity levels of
departure cases. These anal ses are presented to the
Board, and, if ap opriate, hanges in the guidelines are
suggested. For exam le, if particular reason for de-,

a 99 .ro



Table 'P. 1: Reasons Cited' MCB For Departure

EStoiniSidelles 4 1 76
through 1/15/77

Inmate Factors

Extensive Felony Record/
Habitual Offvlder

Apo Prison Record/Limited
Criminal History

Numerous Probation/Parole
Faildres

Age/Health/Family Problems
Professional Criminal
Numerous Prior Incarcerations
Need For. Treatment
Protection Of Society.
Inmate Not A Danger To

Society

Number. :Percent

26

2.2

18
16.
14
12
12
6

10.6%

8.9%

7.3%
6.5%
5.7%
4.9%
4.9 %.

2.4%

357

Subtotal . 131'

Conuvn I ty Factors

Judge's Recommendation
Community Support Or

Recommendations-

C

Offense Factors

29

10

A1.8%

4.1%

Subtotal 39 '15.9%

Circumstances of Offense.
(Aggravating) 14 5.7%

Circumstances of Offense
(Mitigating) 14 5.7%

Severe Victim. Loss/Injury' :' 5 2.0%
Accomplice Given Similar

Sentence/Paroled 5 2.0%
,..

Subtotal.. 38

Institutional Factors

Disciplinary Convictions
_

15
Positive Institutional

Behavior 11 4

15.4%

6.1%.

Other

Subtotal 26 10.7%

12 4.9%

Total 246 100.0%
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parture is used with great frequency, it might be desir-
able to amend the guidelines to deal with that situation.

If certain "cells" in the Matrix accOunt for a dis-
proportionate nUmber,of departures, it indicates th.kt
the guideline time in that cell may be inappropriate:
Afterthree-mo-litof operation, we found that low-risk,
aggravated robbers were often given lesp time than in-
dicated by the .guidelines. We checked 1974 and 1975 'MB
releasing practices and found that the gt4deline times
were about six-months too high for this t§pe of offender.
Accordingly, the MCB reduced the guideline time and ap-
plied the reduction retroactively to low-risk aggravated
robbers previously assigned release dares.

Other Research Now in Progre§s

)Currently, we are conducting research, to deal with
three additional issues. This research Will be completed
by mid-summer 1977, when funding for the project expire.

1. T what extent have;the.guidelines.4726iced dis-
parity in time' served until parole for sisilar inmates?
Critics claim that parole boards contr-i5aed.to the dis-
parate treatment of offenders by incarcerating similar
individuals for substantially.differentiperiods of,time:
Advocates 'counter that parole boards,"even out" th*dig-
parities resulting from different plea bargaining Agi'd
sentencing practices; While there is an element 05::
truth in both positions, the advocdtes' claims become
more credible if the paroling authority IS operating un-
der guidelines- 'systematically designed to reduce,dis-
parate treatment.

M;:;7144*4.
To answer this queSstion,we_have-fcselected a-random

sample of inmates paroled from January 1,'1974 until'.
April 301 1976, and collected information relative-to
risk level, severity level, and months served until pa-
role. We-will compare variance in time served untilpa-
rble before and after guideline implementation, control-
liAg,for risk and severity level. We expect to find a
reduction in the variance after implementation of the
guidelines, an indication,of reduction in disparity.

le 2. 'Have the guidelines ha4d any impact On inmate
miscOnduct?, Critics of indeterminate sentencing have
charged that uncertainty of release date and the tensions
surrounding a .parole hearing have contributed to inmate
misconduct. If this is .correct, providing the, inmate
with a certain release date--as well as revoking that
date upon conviction for major Misconducts-might.provide
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the inmate more incentive to avoid misconduct while in-
carcerated. Currently, -project staff are analyzing:in-
stitutionallpisconduct patterns before and after guide-
line impleTentation to determine if any significant changes
attributable to the,guidellnes have taken place.

3: Have the guidelines affected the number or na7
ture of inmate complaints about parole? To the degree
.that the guidelines r4sult in more uniform and equitablip
parole decisions, inmate complaints may be reduced. On -

the other-hand,articula-ped rules provide a basis. for.
closer scrutiny of parole decision-Making. 'Hence, it

" might bereasonable-to expe9t no change .op even an in-
grease in inmate complaints about parole.

To address this..questionv we hoped to analyze pa-
role-relate0 inmate complaints to (a) t4le Ombudsman for
Corrections, and (b) Legal Assistance fOr Minnesota Pris-,
driers (L.A.M.P..) . However, L.A.M.P. attaraeys.have-re=
fused access to their records, citing_attoiclient
privilege and pending litigation ..against the MCB. The
OmbudsMan for Corrections has permitted project staff
''to review their records,rder strict conditions to pro-
.tect client anonymity. hile this research in incomplete,
it appears that the rate of parole-related complaints

.
has been unaffected by the guidelines, but that since
the guidelines became operational complaints are more spe-
cific, .focusing. on particular rule, procedures,_infor-'
mation use, etc., associateeh with the guidelines.

Complete copies of the guidelines and the results
of future research may be obtaine4 by writing to:

Minnesota Corrections Board
Suite 2,38
Metro Square Building .

Seventh and Robert Streets
St.-Paul Minnesota 55101

-Quo Vadis?

The areas of criminal law, sentencing, corrections,
and parple are.in a volatile state. After nearly a cen-
tury of slow, p'ainstaking progress' in the area of cor-
rections, we are suddenly confronted with rapid-fire
suggestions for change.

. The voices of change come from both the right. 'and'

left but for different reasons . More conservative-ele-
ments'suggest2that rising crime rites and high recidivism
prove the failure of the existing approach. Liberals
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polAt out the inequities of the system thatresudts ii
disproportionate minority representation in our jails
and prisons and the failure of the rehabilitation ideal
Bothsides puggest a l'just deserts" model forthe crim-
inal justice system. Those sides differ greatly, how-
ev3r, on what constitutes "just deserts." In the meac
time, the gross, inequities which,contribute to the
greatest dispa4ities go unphallen9ed. Judges still are,
without guidelines for sentencing, and plea 'bargaining`'''

.'by prosecutors goes uncheckpd. Until those flaws.in the
'criminal justice system are corrected, the need'continues
for administrative review, of sentences. at the end of the
system.

Recently, federal courts have ended their "hands off"
approaah to parole decision-mak'ing?, and advocates of de-
terminate sentencing have emerged froth the academies and
legislate As a result,parolidg,authorities have made
long ove ue reassessments of their functioh and are
becoming the first,sector of.the.criminal justice System
to develop-guidelines,to '.Ptructure,and regularize the
exercise pf their discretion. The "°back end" of crim-
inal justice systeis taking the leadership role in bring-
ing equal justice:to equally situated inmates.

:Will parole survive the current attacks? It is too
Soon to tell. -If punishment becomes the dominant.goal of
the criminal laws,the results are predictable. The ineq-
uities in the current system will be magnifbed as the pro-
portion ofminorities and poor in our prison populatiops
increases- Under a punishment model, legislatures'are
unlikely to establish short sentences. Institutional'
populations will sdar, and tremendous capital investments
will be recOired-for new prisons--prisons filled with hope-
less men and women shorn of their human capacity-to effect
their own destiny. Prison unrest and turmoil of recent
Years will look tame by comparison. And the punishment
model will not cause a reductiOn in the crime rate.

These results are clear .if the lessons of history'
are studied. ,Unfortunately, those who refuse'to learn
from history are doc9ed to repeat its failures.

If 'paroledoes survive, it will not be by "stone-
walling".in the face of attack. Many of the current cri-
ticism are well-founded. Parole boards must exercise vig-
brous and creative leadersHip in solving.these problems
through adm,inistrative an procedural reform, and, If nec-
cessaryi by legislation i h will preserve the essence of
indeterminate1sentencing. habilitation...has never been
the raison d'etre of indet rminate sentencing. Criminal
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sentencing must serve A number of ilAportant and, at
'times, conflicting goals, including rehabilitation,
punishment, protection, deterrence, and others. The
indeterminate sentence is the, best way to apply these
goals--each,with their due weight--to individual cases.
Properly reformed,,indeterminate sentencing can be the
most effective and most fair method of imposing criminal
sanctions.

r

I
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i3AROLE RELEASE DATE MATRIX
(Effective 11-3%5-76) Number oyes!' Reseonasei on Worksheet 0 1_2

26%

,:.1I-

3,4

35%,
III-

5 '.
_

.0,-

IlL:

..7.0

63X
,

v_:_

Severity Level /Offenses . Predicted Group Failure Rate 11%

::Risk of Failure Level

possession of . Controlled Subatami -, b-12
-Forgery. Aggravated Forgery,,rUtbiring a Forged Inument .

3 5,12
, 1

''.11 -17
: .

18,-28

I. Aggravated Criminal Damage to Property no weeper

Burglary --no wedpon.....not inrdseiling ,

,

Receiving Stolen Property -..'.1, ,..

Simple Arson

iheft-$100 .to 52,ym ; Theft by Check .

Terroristic ThAats ' ,

V . .

k
- .Defeating Securiti.on Personality

Demage.to-PUblic.00operty

'

5,12 6-12 11,17 25-36
!

II: lriS.Dftmor.0 than $2500

Burglary.weapon *Xt in dmillling'
.,

.-1 .i.

Burglary--no reePOn-dwellin§ -
a

Espape,from Custody: 1 . .. .

Aggravated Criminal Damage to Property-reeepon

Indecent Liberties no injury .

Cnieinal Sexual Conduct Fourth'ilegris;t ,

.Possession of Controlled Substancowith intent to Sall°

-Depgerous Weapon--Mikhine Gun . .

.

. mo" -1
..7 1.-. - .. ...,

.

1/. 'Burglaryweapon dselling"' .

. Simple Robbery .

.
Agg vated Arson gs" .

Agir voted AssaUlt

I it Liberties.-- .injury

Kidnapping--no'injury
. .

Criminal Sexual Conduct --Third*Ceoree

Attempted Murder,Seoend'Degree ; Third Degree

41cest
r .

Sexual Intercourse with Childover age 16.
. .

Confining own Child ;.FalseimprisonMent
.

...-:Bprglary: with Tool*.

Theft frpe Person

Sele -Ora. Controlled Substance

16.12

17

11-17

.

,

.

- 24

.

18-24

32

:

25-32

s .

.

-. 40
-

1

3345

.

....

-'- 53,

.

_.....,..;
.

V.. :.Aggravated Robbery ,. . .

... ManslaughterSecond Degree

.

CriminalNegligence '

Attempted Murder- -First Degree
.

Conspiracy to Commit Murder --Firs Degree

Sexual Intercourse with Child age 14.'to.16

24 32, 45

.,

.

.

60
. .

.

,76

.

1/I., Manslaughter First Degree .

Criminal Sexual Conduct--first Degree ; Second Degree

Kidnapping injury
.

Sodomy ; Sodomy.with Child

SeXual Intercourse with' Child age' 10 end under, and age 11 to 13. .

60

.

.

75 . 92

VII. Murder--Third Degree r'

VIII. -Murder-SeCond Degree

X. Murkier -First Degree

72

86

204

At

108

241'

109

145 ,

301

135

194

385.

170

240

life

°Not Eligible for MAP Contract "Eligible for MAP Contract.

1'

Figure .1: Parole Releases Date Matrix

4 9,5"

- :0

/1
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North Carolina -Pai-Ole Commission

Time Served to Date: months Total Sentenpe:. months

Number of Prior Hearings:

Date:,

'Shbrt.Descr4.ptionof the PresentOffen

365

"s

.!,..-i,-,- .-'-\ ..'''.4. ,......
,.

SarAousnes of thei Cif-NtiSes'; PI se. place a slash mark on,-t/2.e* :"

tines )56/<)--w ta-: indig,ife*ur e imate of the.se.tiousnss ofl.the
present-. offense. 7 :

.

1 2 . 3 \4 L. 6 7 8 .9

very lOw sriousneas ,,, greatest possible

lw-
:IA8. Parole Prognosis;

seriousness

0 10_ 20 30 40 50 60 "10 80 90 100

very "very
favorableunfavorably

C. Institutional Discipline:

.

very poor poor adequate good very good no information
1 , 2 3 4 5 6 :

D. Program/Work Participation"

-very poor poor adequate good very good no information
.1 2 3, 4 5' . 6 ..

E. Assaultive Potential:

very low low .moderate high -Very high
1 2 3 4

Prior Criminal Record:

,

..

none minor moderate serious ' extensive
.

1 2 3 4 5
.. ..

..:

G. Social Stability: (Employment/Drulg'Usecohol Usage/Etc.)
. .

very low low moderate high very high
i 2 3 4 ' 5-

Decision: C. . Initial:

Other Salient Factors:4

Figure C.1: Casa Evaluation Form

0
.

41
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Virginia Parole Board

Date:

Date of Birth:
c

\ .

Please complete this form for a11'
4
inmates serving twelve months or

more in a stat '61-.. orrectional institution. Remember, your best
estimate is reque d; it is not expected that you-will provide
exact answers to these questions.

Short Description of the Present Offense/s:

Al',.--zatioriousness of the Offense:. Please place a slaSh.mArk on the
line below, to indicate your estimate of the seriousness of
the present pffense.

1 2 3 4. 5 6 7\ 8 9 10

,. very Iowseriousness greatest possible seriousness

\ ..... .

B. Parole Prognosis: Please place a slash mark on the line below
to indicate. your estimate of the likelihood tha\the subject
will successfully complete parole.

0 10 20 30 40- 50 60 70 80 90 N\100
very favorablevery unfavorable

..A00:-

.Pleasecircle the phrase which most closely approximates your evalua-,*
tion of the-subject on the following.five dimensions. \\

C. Institutional Discipline:

verY'poor poor adequate good very good no information
1 2 3 4. 5 6

D. ProgrAm/Work Participation:

very poor poor adeqpate godd very good no information,
.1 3 '4 5

E. Assaultive Potential:

very low low moderate high -very high
1 2 .- 3 4 5

Figure C.2:Case Evaluation Form

6

no information
6
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F. Prior Criminal Record:

367

none moderate high 1..rerS, high no information
1 2 3 4 '6

Social Stability;

very low low moderate
1 2 3 4-

high

Time Served to Date: months '

. Toial Sentente: months

Number of Prior Hearingd':

Decision:

Other Salient Factors:

very high no information,
5 6

Initials of Interviewer:

0.

Figure' C.2: Case Evaluation Form (continued)

409
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Louisiana-Board of.Parole

.

Docket Number: , Name of Board Membe'r:

Date: Number of Prior Hearings: ;-q

.

,,?1.
--.

months Maximum Sentence: monthsTime Served to. Dte:iv

ffender Class: Transient °it_ -Native;

4

Please complete this form for all inmates serving twelve months,or
more in a state correctional institution.z, Remember, your best es-
timate is requestedi it is not expected that you will provicle,exac%
answers to these-questions. 4

Short Desc ription of the Present Offense:

Q.

A. Seriousness-of the Offense: Plaease place a slash mark on the line
,

below to indicate your estimate of the seriousness of.. the Present

a

offense.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9

very low seriousness gretest possible seriousness

B Parole Prognosis: Please place a slash mark on the line below
to indicate your estimate of the likelihood that the subject will
successfully complete parole.

.
0.- 10 20 30' 40 -50 60 70 80 90 100

very_unfavorable 'very favorable

Please circle the.phrase which most closely approximates your evalua-
tion of the subjeqt on the following' dimensions.

C. Institutional Discipline:

very.poor poor' adequate good very go

1 2 3 ,4 5

Program Participation:

no information
6

very poor poor adeqUate good,- very good ' no-information,
1 ---- 2 3 4 5 6

t.

Figure 03:. Case Evaluation Fir.=

410
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NW,

F.

'Assaultive P9,tential:

vpry:low low moderate hi .

1 '-2 ". 4

Prior Criminal Record:

none

36.9

very high no information
5 6

minor moderate serious extensive no-finformatipn
2 3 4 5 6

VTrior Juvenile 'Record:

40
-440.0ne minor moderate
4.* 1 2 3

4., Serious extensive no inforn4tion
. 4 5 6

. Social Stability:

very low lOw moderate high very high' no -Information
1 2 3 4 5 6.

I. Parole Plan:

none poor fair good very good no informa-tion
1 2 3 4 5 '' 6

J. Prior Supervision Record:/(including probation and parbleY
7-1/

.none poor fair good - very good no information
1 2 3 4 5 6

K. Police Objection:

none minor Moderate strong very strong no information
1,

z,,
3 4 5.

_.

6

L. Judicial Objection:

none minor moderate strong very strong no information
1 2 - 3 4 5 6-

M. Community Attitude:

none poor fair
1 2 3

Other Salient Factors:

good
4

very good no information
5 6

DecisiOn:

Figure t. 3 : Case Evaluation Form (continued)
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Missouri Board of Probation and Parole

Name of Board Member/Case Analyst:

'.Review

Date:

Hearing Case Number:

Please complete this form for all inmates serving twelve months or
more in a state correctional institution. Remember, your best es:-
timate is requested; it is not expected that you will provide exact
answers to these questions.

Short Description of the Present Offense:

A. Seriousness of the Offense:. Please place a slash mark on the
line below to indicate your estimate of the seriousness of the
present offense.

1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8' 9

very loW seriousness greatest possible seriousness

B. Parole Prognosis: Please place a slash mark on the line below
to indicate your estimate of the likelihood that the subject
will successfully complete_palrole.

0 10 20 30 40' 50 60 70 SO 90 100

very. unfavorable .very favorable

Institutional PisciPine:

very poor. poor adequate . good very good. no information
1 2 3 4 5. 6

D. Program Participation:

very poor 'poor adequate gpod very good no information
1 2 '3' 4 5 6

E. Assaultive Potential:

very low low moderate high --15- very high no information
1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure(1.4: Case Evaluation Form

4



Prior-Criminal Re ord

none mino moderate
. 2 3 .

. Social Stabilit

very

I

371

serious extensive- no information
-4 - 5 t 6

1 w moderate' _high
3

Time Served. to Date:.

4

months

MaXiMUla Sentence:' months

Number of Prior Hearings:

Decision:

.

Other Salient TactorS:

very high no infoimation
5 6

4

Figure 12 : Case. Evaluation Form (continued)

41,3
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Case YA#:

Date:

Short.

4

.
State of California

Department of the Youth Authority_____---------

I"

/
f

.-Please cogplete this, form for all wardsty qe-
member, your best estimate is requested; it is
not expected that you will provide exact an-

Description

swers to these questions. (See reverse side:
for guide.)

of the Present Offense (Court Finding):

. Seriousness of the Offense: Please place a slash mark on the
line elow to indicate'your estimate of the seriousness of the
prey nt Offense.

I

1 2 3 4

very low seriousness 1
8 . 9

greatest possible seriousness

B. Parole Prognosis: Please place a slash mark on the line below to
indicate your estimate of the likelihood that the subject will
successfully complete parole,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 .70 80 90 100.

very unfavorab.&e Very favorable

Please circle .the phrase which most closely approximates your
evaldation of ttl'e subject on the following five dimensions..

C. InstitutiOnal Discipline:

very pot:3r. poor adequate good.. very.good. Alo.information
1 2 . 3 4 5 6

D. Program Participation:.

very poor Poor adequate good very good no information
61 2 3 4

Figure. CLS; Case_ Evaluation Form

-



E. Assauitivd-Potential:

very low low moderate high
1 2 3 4S

F. Arrest Record;

G.

minor moderate
2 3

very high

373

no information
6

o informatiOnserious

r

extensive
5 6.

Prior Criminal Record ( viction or Sustained Petition):

none minor moderate serious extensive no information
1 --- 2' 3

H. Social StabilitY:

4 5 , 6

. .

very.low low. modrte high very higho
.
information

.
ea . n

1-7. -2 .3 4 5 6

Time Served to Date: Maximum Jurisdiction:

LoCal: Juvenile Court (21):
Criminal Court

Y.A.: Misdemeanor (23):

Felony (25):
Number of Prior Hearings:

Decision:

Under Section 30:

If Section 30 did not exist:

Other Salient Fact6rs:

Figure C.5: Case Evaluation Form (continued),

4 1 5
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o

Short Description of-the Present Offense

Example: Burglary -- Was it a business, residence, or other?
What was the purpose -- money; drugs Oarape?

Robbery -- Was he armed? Was anyone injured?

A. Seriousness of the Offense

Crimes against persons will usually have, a higher seriousness rating
than crimes against property. However, a series of property of-
fenses may havedta higher ratingtpan a' simple battery.

B. Parole. Prognosis

Consider committment offense, prior delinquent/crimdnal history;
age, male/female, environment of possible placement,' case report
diagnosis, initial home and attitude.

Institutional Discipline

The base may be established as, follows:

Disciplinary action.below Level in ,occurring within a
"one-year .period: 0 - 1, very good; 1 - 2, good i 2 - 3,
adequate; 3 - 4, poor; 4 or more, very,poor.

-

Disciplinary action at LevelXII occurring within a one-year
period: 0 - very good; 1.- good or adequate; 2 -. poor;. 3 or
more - very poor.

This base could be uSed,interchangea 1y in arriving at the grading
factOr Folitingtance:, the, ward may, ave onei Level III and. twQ
below Level Ill" and be graded poor.

Program. Participation

This category is usually established by,the staff's report as.it
focuses on the ward's Progress in obtaining goals.

4

Figure C.5: Case Evaluation Form (continued)
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E. Assaultive Potential

A psychiatric and/or psychological study may be the best, indicator.
Actual behavior may also add information in grading the potential
from very low to very hkgh. No history of violence may be graded
either* with no information or, if it is obviouS that the ward has

-Theen in a stressful situation and did not react in a violent, man-
ner, as very low. From this point on,-it is the 'grader's view of
the ward's involvement in violent situations.

6,

F. Arrest Record
4'

The gradilig oe this item runs from "none" to "extensive." For the
purpose of the grading base, separate the arrests into mdsdemeanor
ana felony: Kmisdemeanor: 0, none; 1-2, very low; 2-3, low: 3-4,
moderate; *4-5.iserious; 5 or more, extensive; _felony -- 0, none;
1, lowl, 2, moaerate; 3, serious ;. 3 or more, extensive.

G. Prior Crimdnal Record

The base forgrading the arrest record can be used as the base
for grading the prior criminal record.

. Social Stability
(7

Example: A person may be graded in the very lqw category if he is
educationally retarded, has .a moderate, or above arrest
and conviction record, is unemployed, unmarried, and is
a transient. A very high rating May apply.to 4, person
with a record of steady employment, married, and'parti-
cipating in community activities; or an unmarried' person.
who has a background of stable family life. The initial
home report shoujd )?e a good reference source.

Time Served relates to time spent in'a local and/or Youth Authority
facility to the'present offense.

Number of Prior Hearings' relates to the number of Youth Authority
h hearings for the present 'offense.

.

When the formhis completed,- 'staff will attach it to the copy of the
Board agenda that is sent to. the -Administrative Officer of the Youth
Authority Board.

Figure C.5: Case Evaluation Form (continued)

417:
r,



State of Washington
_Board of Prison Terms and Paroles

Board' Member: Institutiori:

Date of Meeting:

%Type of Meeting:

to" Number:

'

Please complete all the items on th
available., please indicate appropr
ITEMS BLANK.

Short Description of Present Offense:

orm; if no information is ,

y.--PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE.ANY

A. Seriousness of the Offense:
2 3

very low
seriousness

6 7 8 9
greatest'Possible

Seriousness

B. Parole Prognosis: Please.place a slash mark on the _line below to
indicfate your estimate of the likelihood that the subject will
successfully complete parole.

0 10 20 30 40 50 . 60 70 80 90 100
Very very

unfavorable -
favorable

C. Institutional Discipline:

very poor poor adequate good very good no information

1 2 3 4 5 6

Program participktion:

very poOr poor adequate good very good no information
1 2 3. 4 5 6 --,....

Figure .C.6: Case Evaluation Form

4

ti
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E. Assaultive Potential: 1

,

very lovr-- low moderate high very high no information
1 2 3 4 5 6 .

P.. Nature of Prior Criminal Record:

none minor moderate serious very serious no information_
.1 2 3 4. 5- 6

G. Social Stability: .-

very low low moderate high very high- no,information
15 2 3 4 5 6

Time Served to. Date:

Minimum Term:

months Maximum Sentence: months

months Check One: -Mandatory minimum

Not Mandatory min.

Has the mandatory minimum ever been waived:

Yes No Not applicable No information -

Number of Prior Hearings':

Decision: '(please check and complete as many of the following as Apply
to this case)

Minimum term set at imonths Grant parole

Progress hearing set for Deny- parole

Parole hearing set for -Defer decision-

Other (plase specify)

Salient Factors:
:L

Figure C.6: Case Evaluation Form (continued)

4 19
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New Jersey State Parole 13oard
Case Evaluation Form

Month of Meeting:
e

Please complete all of the items on this form; if no informatIon, is

available,. please indicate appropriately. PLEASE DO NOT. LEAVE ANY

ITEMS BLANK. -

Short Description of the. Present Offense:

. Seriousness of the Offense:
rl 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9

veryjow greatest Possible
seriousness seriousness

Parole Prognosis: Please place a slash 'mark on the line below
to indicate your estimate of the likeligood that the subject
will successfully complete parole.

0 10 0 30 40- 50 60. 70 80 90 .100

very very

unfavorable favorable

C. Institutional Discipline:

very poor poor
1 2

adequate good very good no information
3 4 ,

D. Program Participation:

very poor poor, adequate good
1 2 3 .4

w

E. Assaultive Potential:-

very_low
1 .

5 .6

."

very. good no information
5

low moderate- -high very high
2 '3 4

Figure C.7: Case Evaluation Fordi

6

no- information
6



F. Prior Criminal Record:

37q

none mipor moderate.. serious extensive no i. ormation
1 2

r

4 5
),

6

G.' Qualityof Parole Plan:

very poor poor moderate good very 4bod a no information
1 2 .3 4

Time-Served to date: months Maximum Sentence: months

Offender Class:

No. of Prior Hearings: NO. of Prior Paroles:

No. of. Prier Pole Revocations: Not of Prior Probationsc

No. of 'Prior Probation Revocations:
so

Has the' subject escaped within the last year?

1Ws the subject failed to return from furlough within the last year?

Has the subject failed on work release within the last 'year?

Decision:

Salient. Factors:

'Projected Date of'ReZease:-

Date of Next Hearing:

Figure .C.7: Case Evaluation F

4(

(gontinued)


